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THE LISBON TREATY AND THE RISKS OF NONCOORDINATION OF ECONOMIC POLICIES IN THE E.U.
Grigore SILASI*
Ion M. ANGHEL**
Abstract
Article 5 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (T.F.E.U.) states:
“1. Member States coordinate their economic policies within the Union. To this end,
the Council adopts the measures, including the broad guidelines of these policies. Special
provisions apply to Member States whose currency is the Euro.
2. The Union shall take measures to coordinate the employment policies of the
Member States, in particular by defining the guidelines for those policies.
3. The Union may take initiatives to coordinate the social policies of the Member
States.”
Keywords: The Lisbon Treaty, economic policies, Macroeconomic Policy
Coordination
1. Sources of Conflict in Macroeconomic Policy Coordination in the U.E.
and the Institutional and Legislative Solution Framework.
What is New about the Treaty of Lisbon?
Once in operation, the Economic and Monetary Union may experience
coordination difficulties between the different macroeconomic policy
instruments. A first problem of coordination can appear between the exchange rate
policy defined by the European Council and the monetary policy defined by the ECB. The
problem is real as the exchange rates set by the ECB are one of the key
determinants of the exchange rate movements of the European currency.
Therefore, monetary policy and exchange rate policy should be coordinated,
under the conditions in which the Maastricht Treaty has entrusted this
responsibility to different and independent authorities, without providing for the
organization of their cooperation.
Another coordination problem is that of the monetary policy decided by the ECB and
the budgetary policy which remains at the discretion of the Member States. In this area,
there are conflicts between monetary policy, subject to the objective of price
stability, and national budgets, established according to national priorities for
growth, investment and employment. There is the risk that this conflict will
*

PhD in Law, University Professor.
PhD in Law, University Professor; Ambassador (r).

**
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degenerate into conflict between states, as the problems and priorities of each
other are not solved. Whatever the character of certain problems, better
coordination of fiscal and monetary policies is necessary. The need for
coordination becomes evident especially during shocks, such as the oil shock (a
"shock of supply"), which has generated, at the same time, inflation and recession
("stagflation") in most European EU Member States, and not in the EU as a
whole. In this situation, the optimal policy response could be to combine, on the
one hand, fiscal discipline and income policy to stop inflation, and on the other
hand to lower interest rates to support investments and production. But in a
monetary union where the Central Bank has only the obligation to follow price
stability, without having the right to negotiate the ideal combination of economic
policies with the political authorities, we could obtain a combination in the
opposite - an increase in interest rates in the short term - while deepening the
recession, something that allows governments to make no choice but a fiscal
stimulus.
The Treaty defines the structure in which the dialogue necessary to resolve
potential conflicts should take place. In keeping with the objective of price
stability, exchange rate policy will be defined in the context of close cooperation
between the monetary authority and other Community institutions, based on the
institutional framework built within the limits of the Treaty.
2. Coordination, Stability, Growth and Well-being. Space and Power.
At the Dublin meeting in 1996, the "Stability and Growth Pact" was adopted.
This pact brings a partial solution to the problems of the coordination of
budgetary policies. It is applicable only in a situation of temporary recession and
does not regulate the difficulties due to the deep and lasting economic
performance gap, which the Member States of the Union are facing. The Pact
restricts the possibility of allowing automatic stabilizers to play their counter-cyclical role
and there is the risk of imposing very stringent fiscal policies on countries in recession.
Apart from this, limiting the fiscal space of countries in difficulty may stimulate
the propensity towards fiscal and social dumping policies. It is considered that in
the framework of the Union, variable criteria can also be applied, taking into
account the economic situation. In a recession, the fiscal room for maneuver must
be wider, while in a recovery period it must be narrower, so that the budget
surpluses, which can be obtained during periods of economic growth, are used to
cover the debts contracted during periods of recession.
Even if the concept of stability is attached to the concept of growth, it does
not take into account the objectives of growth and full employment. The only
coordination of the fiscal policies advocated in the EU seems to be limited to a
defensive (or restrictive) logic. On the whole, we wanted to assure Germany that
it will not be obliged to share its currency with countries that cannot be capable
of the same monetary and budgetary discipline, as it does. It is well known that
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all the citizens of Europe cannot be mobilized without suggesting to them, in
perspective, the idea of eradicating poverty or even unemployment, even
without a pact of stability and growth, employment and social progress.
The coordination of all economic policies within the framework of the Union
requires, necessarily, to constitute a real political power at the European level, a
power of federal type; the space must be united with the power.
3. Fiscal Federalism and State Federalism.
The European Union - Economic Federation: Opportunity or Risk?
In the framework of the MU, the only instrument of economic policy left at
the disposal of the national state, to be used in the conditions of the emergence of
specific shocks, is the budgetary policy. At the same time, it must be emphasized
that, in this area too, complete freedom of the Member States is not possible. A
balance is imposed between the need for policies adapted to asymmetric shocks
and the need to avoid the negative externalities that the uncontrolled national
fiscal policies could impose on the whole of the Monetary Union. The T.E.U. does
not bring the necessary clarifications in this direction. The "fiscal stability pact" is,
however, a partial and incomplete solution, despite the major problems
generated in the intra-community relations plan. The sustainable solution that is
emerging is focused on financial solidarity in the context of a consolidated
European budget. The commitment on this path is linked to the completion of
political union, and therefore to the total institutional structure of federalist type.
Section 126 (3) of the T.E.U. defines the framework of a control procedure
and sanctions for public deficits considered excessive: the report of the
Commission, the Council, the vote of the Council, by qualified majority, on the
excessive nature or not of a deficit, the recommendations made to countries
whose deficits are considered excessive, the sanctions for these countries, which
delay too much the implementation of the Council's recommendations.
Still, the member states of the M.E.U. agree on the threshold susceptible to
sanctions, in the problems of the deviations of budgetary discipline. In 1995, the
German finance minister proposed an extremely restrictive "stability pact": a
sanction imposed automatically on any country that exceeds the 3% of GDP
threshold for fiscal deficits, and a 50% threshold for public debt. The sanction
consists in a fine of 0.25% of the GDP, for each point that exceeds the authorized
threshold. The fine is temporary, if the offending country resolves its problems
and quickly falls within tolerable limits, or can remain final, in case of persistence
of the level exceeded, compared to the accepted level. The proceeds of sanctions,
interest on deposits and fines will be reserved for the "virtuous" products of the
EURO zone, that is, countries without excessive deficits.
4. Financial Solidarity and the European Budget
The logic of financial solidarity had to oppose the defensive and repressive
logic of the Stability Pact. The mechanism of the M.E.U. does not prohibit public
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deficits in the case of countries in difficulty. These difficulties are considered to
belong to the whole Union and do not represent just a national problem. For this
cause, the solutions must be in the interest of the Union, in the long term, and not
only for a certain country. The establishment of a real European financial
solidarity is necessary to avoid a financial conflict between the States of the
Union concerning the attraction of the capital, as well as to avoid the perilous
situations of financial bankruptcy of the States.
In practice, there are three main forms of financial solidarity:
1. Direct solidarity between States
States have financing capacities and / or better debt capacity, make transfers
or borrowings for governments facing financial difficulties. This solution is
recommended exceptionally and in the short term. In the long term, governments
cannot permanently subsidize their partners, without calling for the
implementation of economic policies that can quickly reduce financial
difficulties. Under these conditions, the deficit countries must agree to accept the
guidance of the directions of their policies by the performing countries. The
dissatisfaction created by this situation requires the intervention of the European
institutions and the implementation of negotiated policies.
2. The ECB's participation in the financing of the Member States
B.C.E. should not, in principle, ensure the monetary financing of fiscal
deficits. But, in the face of delicate situations, it must, technically, play the role of
the last lender. However, in this case it is only an emergency measure, not a
durable solution. In addition, loans granted by the B.C.E. governments are
accompanied by a commitment to follow precisely the policies defined by the
B.C.E. to reduce public deficits. The respective countries, having ceded their
monetary sovereignty to the B.C.E., will be forced to give it, in the future, their
budgetary sovereignty. These countries will in turn be able to ask for the transfer
of fiscal policy powers to the Union's political institutions, while keeping for
them just the opportunity to negotiate these policies.
3. Financial solidarity through the European budget
At present the Community budget is extremely small, ie only 1.27% of
European GDP. For the current budget to play its role at European level, as far as
economic stabilization and social solidarity is concerned, as in the case of the
national budget, it needs to be more developed and considerably expanded. The
economic and social interventions necessary to support the regions in difficulty
within the framework of the Union are gradually entrusted to the European
institutions. In comparison with the first two ways of financial solidarity, the
latter is the only (and most concrete) way to achieve in the long term. All these
channels of financial solidarity evoked imply a greater and greater transfer of
decision-making power to (supranational) (community) institutions. As with
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monetary policy, countries are gradually losing their autonomy also in fiscal
policy. The countries that are affected first, because of their financial difficulties,
are the ones calling for the development of a real European fiscal policy. The
increase in the European budget - as a volume and importance - for economic
policy determines the gradual shift of a substantial part of the real economic
power, from national parliaments and governments to the European Parliament
and the governmental bodies at European level, which should be created. This
transfer of powers will introduce an imbalance between the political power,
which remains in the hands of the national governments, and the economic
power, more and more limited. European economy and national political power:
in time, this situation will evolve towards a consolidation of the political power
of the European institutions, that is to say, more concretely, towards a form of
federalism on the political level. And so, as always in history, a single currency
leads to a single political power, to a federal power extended to the continent,
that is to say The United States of Europe (USE). The efficient functioning of the
European Economic Union necessarily requires, on the basis of the Single
Market, a unification or at least coordination of the main aspects of economic
policy and necessarily of monetary policy and fiscal policy.
5. A Minimalist Budget Federalism in the current E.U.. The Danger for the
EURO1
The European Union is profoundly atypical in relation to existing
federations. Economic integration has been achieved by maintaining a very small
central fiscal authority, with a very limited role in redistribution and non-existent
in the allocation and stabilization function.
The theory of fiscal federalism justifies the role of each field of intervention
(defence, education, transport, social security, etc.), the level of the most effective
responsible authorities.
Federalism allows very different combinations in decision-making at the
level of central authorities and local authorities. The most efficient allocation of
resources is based on a principle of simple allocation: "the most decentralized
level of governance capable of internalizing all economic externalities" is
favoured, which makes us pay attention to the principle of subsidiarity. This is a
valid principle under normal conditions. The minimum or almost no level of
fiscal federalism (taxes, social contributions, public spending, social transfers or
federal spending) does not allow the EMU to correct specific shocks in certain
regions and countries.
Functions are assigned to the lowest echelon except for the case where the
externalities involved justify the higher-level exercise.
1

Is the Euro condemned?
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6. The Budget Restructuring of the E.U. towards the Financing of Nongoods Collective Products
With the enlargement of the E.U. and the need to achieve the "Lisbon
Strategy", appears the need for profound reform of the Community budget. This
is necessary not only to try to at least partially absorb asymmetric shocks in the
M.U. (this is the aspect that is normally addressed), but also to rationalize the
public expenditure of the Member States, whose national budgets can no longer
assume the cost of efficient production in the whole of non-goods collective
products, to a satisfactory level and quality. The aging of the population, the
increasingly qualified research and the increasingly qualified workforce, the
technical progress and the increase of the socio-sanitary and training costs, the
expenses of formation, health and education are so great that states can no longer
cover them individually. A federal budget should, in the future, deal with the
problem of non-goods collective products in Europe and be less likely to absorb
the asymmetrical shocks resulting from the new EU structure, taking into
account that for the European citizen this thing means almost nothing, in
exchange it means a lot of non-goods collective products, education, health,
economy and society based on knowledge, the project of the future.
What resources does the European Union have for which policies? This is the
essential demand for the future of European construction. If the institutional and
decision-making system of the Union is obviously no longer adapted in a Europe
of 27, tomorrow 36, it is equally clear that the financial resources of the European
Union are very modest in view of the progressive increase of its skills and the
number of its members. The lack of budgetary intervention resources at the level
of the Eurozone risks limiting (or compromising) the global intervention to
guarantee a real impact in the context of a major economic and financial crisis.
7. Economic and Social Shocks and Economic Policy Responses in an
Economic Union of E.U. Type.
An integrated structure works if there is homogeneity of structure. Nonhomogeneous structures experience a series of asymmetrical shocks.
Economic shocks have various origins: natural disasters, wars, migrations,
social-political crises, financial or sectoral crises, especially energy crises,
technological changes, changes in currency exchange rates, and so on. These
shocks are at the origin of multiple disturbances before which the economies
must be stabilized. As in nature, a shock wave is reflected on a more or less
extensive surface, the economic shocks can affect, with the same intensity, the
whole Union (or the Euro zone), speaking in this case of symmetrical shocks .
When shocks affect only a few countries, some sectors, or some regions of the
Union, we speak of an asymmetrical shock. Since this is the case of a market
economy, shocks have an impact on demand or supply. Shocks of demand act on
one or more components of aggregate demand, while shocks of supply affect the
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production costs of different firms and change their profitability in the long term,
being considered, for this reason, permanent shocks. While the use of public
expenditure is effective in the event of shocks in demand, it is no longer effective
in case of supply shocks, because it contributes to price appreciation and reduces
internal and external cost competitiveness. Only a change in relative prices
would allow the economy (in the country) to adjust.
Economic policy responses must be different, taking into account the type of
shock suffered, and policies can be efficient or not, depending on their degree of
Europeanization. The common monetary policy is a priori adapted to deal with
symmetrical shocks, together with the coordination of national budgetary
policies, in case of demand shock; but it cannot be used in case of asymmetrical
shock, because it must take into account the interests of the whole of the E.U. and
not the interests of a Member Country, big or small. The problem will be
particularly difficult in case of energy shock, taking into account differences in
the structure of the energy balance of the Member Countries. National fiscal
policy, on the other hand, is more favorable to the absorption of a specific shock,
as soon as it has an effect on demand. Eventually, the application of fiscal policy
may be accompanied by an increase in the coordination of other national fiscal
policies. Loss of income, following a specific shock in one area of the E.U., can be
offset by an increase in the budget revenues of other countries. The number of
countries affected is directly proportional to their size. It is possible that a large
country (such as Germany) compensates for the losses of 3-4 smaller countries.
The symmetry or asymmetry of the shocks depends on the symmetry or
asymmetry of the economic structures of the E.U. countries, which shows the
great importance of the convergence, not only of the Maastricht (nominal) type,
but especially the real convergence. The most difficult shocks, which pose the
greatest problems, are the asymmetrical shocks of supply, because, taking into
account the criteria proposed by Mundell for an optimal zone, they require the
use of market mechanisms (flexibility of prices and wages, labour mobility),
which require delicate structural reforms to be applied.
8. The Rules of the Optimal Combination of Economic Policy Instruments
Practice shows us that economic policy objectives can be contradictory. The
contradictory nature of these objectives implies that one and the same instrument
cannot be used to achieve completely opposite objectives, that is to say in an
expansionist and restrictive sense. In 1952, Tinbergen formulated the rule
according to which, for the success of an economic policy, one will use as many
instruments as objectives. Faced with the dilemma of applying one or more
different instruments to each objective, another rule has emerged, Mundell's
(1960) rule, in which an instrument will be used for the purpose for which it has
greater relative efficiency, that is, the rule of comparative efficiency.
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Mundell's rule must be approached in a fixed exchange rate regime and a
floating exchange rate regime.
In a fixed exchange rate regime (the international monetary system between
1945 and 1973), monetary policy becomes less efficient than fiscal policy,
especially with regard to growth and employment objectives. On the other hand,
it becomes more efficient in the problem of external equilibrium. From this
judgment, Mundell proposes an optimal allocation of tasks for an economy in
fixed exchange rate regime, where the capital is mobile - that the monetary policy
is intended to ensure the external balance, while the budgetary policy is intended
to ensure internal balance. Budget relaxation or fiscal austerity will be used,
taking into account the state of the economy - unemployment or inflation. At the
same time, an increase or decrease in the interest rate will produce the capital
movements necessary to absorb a balance of payments deficit or surplus.
According to the situation in an economy, the following combinations can
appear:
1. Inflation and external surplus: a restrictive fiscal policy is needed to
combat inflation and an expansionary monetary policy (lowering interest rates)
to drive out capital and eliminate surplus;
2. Inflation and the external deficit: a restrictive fiscal policy is needed to
fight inflation and a restrictive monetary policy (interest rate hike) to attract
capital and reduce the deficit;
3. Unemployment and the external surplus: an expansionary fiscal policy is
needed to combat unemployment and an expansionary monetary policy to
stimulate the outflow of capital and the elimination of the surplus;
4. Unemployment and the external deficit: an expansionary fiscal policy is
needed to combat unemployment and a restrictive monetary policy to attract
capital and reduce the deficit.
The Maastricht Treaty specifies the statutory obligation of the ECB to
maintain price stability.
9. Regional Policy and Cohesion in the E.U. Regional Policy and the New
Dimension of the E.U. Real and Nominal Convergence
The unification and homogenisation of the European area are clearly defined
objectives of Community construction. Political, legal, financial or fiscal measures
have been put in place to achieve such goals.
The concept of regional policy defines at E.U. level the set of structural
policies, aimed at promoting the reduction and elimination of disparities
between different regions of the Member States, with the aim of ensuring a
harmonious development of the whole community area.
The concept of economic and social cohesion derives from the concept of real
convergence, in the sense that the goal of nominal convergence cannot be
achieved if the supply conditions of economies are too divergent. In other words,
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the transition to the notion of convergence necessarily implied the concept of
cohesion.
The Single European Act of 1986 replaced the concept of convergence with
the concept of economic and social cohesion, which is broader and aims to
approach the standard of living of all E.U. countries and regions.
10. The Financial Instruments of Cohesion
In order to meet the objectives of reducing the "gap between the levels of
development of the various regions" and reducing "the lag in the development of
the less favored regions" (Article 158 EU [Article 130A]), the Union has, in
addition to funds with a structural purpose, which operate in accordance with
the Commission's specific common intervention principles, in the form specified
in the Single European Act.
The Treaty of the E.U. has made the issue of cohesion one of the three
Community initiatives programs. The mission of these funds was reformulated
in 1988, starting from the new title devoted to economic and social cohesion, as it
appears in the Single Act, of the Union's priorities alongside the Single Market
and the Economic and Monetary Union, and the cohesion fund was created to
promote the convergence imposed by the single currency to countries lagging
behind in economic development.
Conclusions
The budget is the subject of close and contradictory negotiations between
E.U. countries, taking into account the national nature of the financing, which is
conducted according to well-established rules. In 1988, after several years of
annual negotiations, the E.U. adopted a 5-7 year "financial perspective". The
European Commission makes the budget proposal, and the "Budget Authority" the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament - negotiates the agreement.
Subsequently, fiscal policy is the subject of strategic negotiations, assessing costs
and benefits at national level, CAP reform, regional imbalances, and
enlargement. The problems of fraud in the implementation of the budget led to
the creation of the Court of Auditors in 1975, the "Wise Men" report of the
European Parliament and the resignation of the Commission in March 1999. The
appearance of the "club of net contributors "(Germany, Great Britain, the
Netherlands and the Nordic countries) meant that the Berlin package limited the
ceiling on anticipated spending to 1.13% of European GDP until 2006. In 1975,
Structural Funds accounted for less than 5% of EU expenditure. The commitment
to promote "economic and social cohesion", taken in 1985, determined an increase
of these expenses to one third of the budget. This means that new opportunities
have emerged for a partnership between local or regional authorities and the
European Commission through a form of multi-level governance. In any case,
successive reforms of the funds have led to the control of regional policy by
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national governments. Moreover, the allocation of funds between countries and
for the various programs has been the subject of very close negotiations at a high
level between these governments, the Commission having the difficult task of
guiding the development of this policy. At the same time, new concerns are
influencing the political context. EMU discourages increased public spending,
while new member states have high funding demands from the E.U.
The EU budget barely exceeds 1% of E.U. GDP and does not have a countercyclical component, 80% of which is devoted to the structural funds, which are
used specifically to 'buy the will' of countries to join the Union. On the other
hand, in the United States, the level of federal taxes (66% of all taxes)
approaching 20% of GDP, makes it possible to correct the specific shocks of the
different regions by modulating public transfers.
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CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE ROLE OF
JURISPRUDENCE AS A SOURCE OF LAW IN ROMANIAN
LAW AND IN EUROPEAN UNION LAW
Mihai BĂDESCU1
Abstract
All the ways of expressing the content of the law are known in the specialized
literature under the name of sources or sources of the law, there being two
understandings of the term of source of law, namely: source of law in the material sense
known also as material or real source and source of law in the formal sense or formal
source. Judicial practice or jurisprudence is one of the formal sources of law. This is
defined as representing the whole of the judgments given by the courts of all degrees,
including the practical experience of the judicial bodies that apply the law to concrete
cases. Being prior to law as a source of law, jurisprudence did not have the same role in
the legal systems, its role and purpose being different from one historical era to another,
from one system of law to another. Thus, we will briefly discuss some aspects specific to
the jurisprudence in contemporary law, in Romano-Germanic law, in Anglo-Saxon law,
focusing more on the judicial practice in Romania, on those exceptional situations,
provided by the Constitution and other laws, which urge the reconsideration of judicial
practice as a source of law. In EU law, case law is accepted as a (complementary)
subsidiary source of EU law.
Keywords: judicial practice, source of law, legislator, EU law, court decision
1.”The law passes into the factual existence first through form, by the fact that it is
established as a law (...)”2. In other words, in order to be respected, the right must
find consecration in a certain form, in a certain way of expression.
The ways of expressing the content of the law – in law theory and in the
branch legal sciences – are known under the name of sources/sources of law3.
Two understandings of the notion of source of law are known: source of law in
the material sense (material or real sources) and source of law in the formal sense (formal
sources, forms of expressing the norms of law)4.
Prof, PhD, The Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest, a title holder member of the
Academy of Scientists of Romania, e-mail: badescu.vmihai@gmail.com
2 Hegel, Principiile filosofiei dreptului, Academiei RSR Publishing House, Bucharest, 1969, p. 242
(apud N. Popa, Teoria generală a dreptului, 5, C.H. Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2014, p. 152).
3 N. Popa, op. cit., p. 152.
4 For more, see, M. Bădescu, Teoria generală a dreptului, Sitech Publishing House, Craiova, 2018,
pp. 107-108.
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Material sources, also called real sources, designate the social fact, the
creative forces or the factors that configure the law, those “givens” of law,
external realities that determine the action of the legislator or which give rise to
rules arising from practical needs5.
These are, therefore, the ultimate causes of law, its "creative forces" (Ripert).
In this sense, material sources are considered to be: the factors of configuration of the
law (natural environment/framework, the historical, social-economic, ethnic,
national framework, the political, cultural-ideological framework, the
international factor and the human factor), natural law, human reason, legal
consciousness6.
The formal sources of law consider the means by which the material sources
are expressed, the external form that the law embodies throughout its norms, the
ways in which the perceptive content of the rule of law becomes a rule of conduct
and is required as a model to be followed in the relations between people7.
The classical theory of the sources of law delineates between written sources
and unwritten sources, official sources and unofficial sources, direct sources and indirect
sources.
The formal sources of law – imposed by the evolution of the law so far –
are:legal practice, judicial practice (jurisprudence) and judicial precedent,
doctrine, the normative contract and the normative act.
At EU law level, there are three sources of law: primary law, secondary law
and complementary law. The treaties establishing the U.E. are considered sources
of primary legislation. (Treaty on European Union and Treaty on the Functioning
of the European Union), the protocols annexed to the amending treaties, as well as
the treaties regarding the accession of new states. The secondary legislation includes
unilateral acts, conventions and agreements. Complementary legislation is not
specifically mentioned in the Treaties, considering that it includes, as a matter of
priority, the case law of the EU Court of Justice.8.
2. The judicial practice, also called jurisprudence, is defined as the totality of the
judicial decisions pronounced by the courts of all degrees.
From the etymological point of view, the "jurisprudence" derives from the
latin ”juris” (law) and ”dictio” (pronouncement).
As a source of formal law – in the legal systems that enshrine it as such –
jurisprudence includes the practical experience of the judicial bodies that apply
the right to concrete cases9.
5 N.

Popa, op. cit., p. 152.
Bădescu, op. cit., p. 107.
7 Ibidem.
8 For more, see, T.-V. Popescu, Practica judiciară între izvor de drept şi adevăr juridic particular, in
vol. (CD) ”Rolul jurisprudenţei în dezvoltarea noului drept român”, Universul Juridic Publishing
House, 2019, pp. 380-385
9 See, for more, T.Ionaşcu, Jurisprudenţa – izvor de drept, in Annals of the "Constantin Brâncuşi"
University of Târgu-Jiu, Department of Legal Sciences, no. 3/2014, pp. 31-38.
6 M.
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In relation to the law, the jurisprudence knows three forms that distort the
law to a lesser or greater extent. These are10:
 compulsory jurisprudence under the law, of a delegation of the law(secundum
legem), circumstance in which case law cannot be challenged as a source of law,
on the ground that it does not change the law (nor does it complete it), its power
deriving from the law in force, contributing or even determining the application
of the law;
 jurisprudence in addition to the law (praeter legem), circumstances in which
this type of jurisprudence has the role of supplementing the law or of replacing
it, where there are legislative gaps. Legislative loopholes can have several causes.
First, we analyze the diversity and mobility of social relations. Then, it should not
be overlooked that the legal norm – which has a general nature – cannot,
however perfect its expression, encompass all the situations that may appear in
the social reality. The legislator cannot and should not foresee everything11. It
cannot, because it is impossible for it to comprehensively cover the needs of such
a large society (Portalis). It should not, because in a legislation it is necessary to
have "white areas", "valve conceptions" that "allow expansion and communication
with the outside world[…]”12 thus preventing the excessive compression of the
legislative system. From this perspective, the praeter legem interpretation it can be
considered a type of creative interpretation of the law by the judge; although
formal, it is kept within the limits of the legal text, although the law is not
contradicted, by this type of interpretation, the content of the law can be
modified in a subtle way or it can even be deformed;13
 jurisprudence against the law (contra legem) presupposes that the judge gives
the law an interpretation in a sense that is contrary to the one envisaged by the
legislature, a way of interpreting admissible only insofar as the applicable legal
rules constitute numerous anachronisms, being clearly outdated by the
development of the society. Even in this hypothesis, we agree with the opinion
that the jurisprudence contra legem should not find its place in the modern
systems of law14.
3. Historically, some considerations regarding the evolution of jurisprudence
as a source of law are, we believe, welcome.
10 Ibidem,

p. 32.
Bădescu, op. cit., p. 168.
12 G. Del Vecchio, Justitia, p. 160. In the same sense, ”we must not to blame the lawyers– writes
Levy-Bruhl – if, by diverting a text from its primary meaning, I do so as is most often the case, to allow a
more equitable solution to the given case. By making a slight twist to vulgar morality, they put themselves in
the service of a higher morality” (H.Levy-Bruhl, Sociologie du Droit, P.U.F., Paris, 1971, p. 108 (apud N.
Popa , op. cit., p. 206).
13 T. Ionaşcu, op. cit., p. 32.
14 Ibidem.
11 M.
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Prior to the law as a source of law, the jurisprudence did not have the same
role in the legal systems, its role and purpose being different from one historical
era to another, from one system to another. Thus:
 in Antiquity and Feudalism, along with custom – which was considered
the main source of law – jurisprudence has played an important role in the
hierarchy of sources of law, a role which, as we will see, diminishes over time,
especially in continental European countries, as a result of the massive promotion
of codifications;
 in Rome, the king was a judge and creator of legal rules at the same time.;
after the creation of the royalty, the decisions of the praetors (the edicts) became
obligatory for all magistrates, forming the law known as the praetorian law (also
called honorary law15), thus constituting itself as an important source of law; after
the formation of the empire, the role of the praetors diminishes, the emperor
being the one who makes the laws16;
 In the thirteenth century, in England, collections of jurisprudence named
reports appeared;
 the increase of the monarch's power, together with the important
codifications of the continental European countries, led to the loss of the role of
main source of law by the jurisprudence (with the exception, as we shall see, of
the Anglo-Saxon countries); moreover, during the French bourgeois revolution,
the role of judicial practice was drastically limited17.
Over time, some ideological trends and schools of law openly ruled against
maintaining the judicial practice between the (formal) sources of law, motivating
this attitude by the fact that the jurisprudence opposes the new, not being able to
offer legal models suited to social dynamics18.
4. In contemporary law, the role of law source of jurisprudence differs from a
legal system (family) to another, that is, of the most important legal families in
the world: the family of Romano-Germanic law and the family of Anglo-Saxon
law.
In the law the countries where the applicable legal system is the Anglo-Saxon
one (England, USA, Canada etc.) the precedent is the authority that a judicial
decision can have in cases analogous to the one in which it was pronounced19. In
Anglo-Saxon law, if there is a legal right in a matter, the judge's decision has the
15 Ibidem,

p. 33.
Emperor Justinian codified the whole Roman law, abolishing – consequently – the creative
power (until then) of the praetorian law and the jurisconsuls.
17 For example, when adopting the French Civil Code (1804), Portalis asserted that there must
be case law to fill the gaps of the law, while arguing that "all matters must be regulated by law[…]
abandoning the jurisprudence rare and extraordinary cases, as well as those unforeseen by law” (apud
T. Ionaşcu , op. cit., p. 34).
18 Ibidem.
19 See, for more, D.-C. Dănişor, I. Dogaru, Gh. Dănişor, Teoria generală a dreptului, a 2-a, C. H.
Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2008, pp. 151-162.
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relative value of the work judged (res iudicata). In this situation, the precedent has
the value of an interpretative source of law20. If, however, there is no normative
act (law) or it is not sufficient, then the authority of the decision (judgment) is
general, similar to the authority of the law, being applicable erga omnes. The
judge no longer has the task of applying the rule of law, but to release the rule of
law21 which become binding on lower courts in degree or with the same degree
of the one that pronounced it. The decision also binds the court that ruled it,
although this second rule is not as strict as the first and applies differently in
English and American law.22.
The precedent is not the decision in its entirety, but the ratio decidendi of it,
that is, the principle by which a case is resolved, the reasons that directly
determine the decision, the essence of the judicial reasoning. Ratio decidendi must
be distinguished from obiter dicta, that is, what the judge declares without it being
absolutely necessary. Only ratio decidendi is binding, obiter dicta having a
persuasive value23.
The most important problem – the authors previously cited consider - in
Anglo-Saxon law, it is that of distinctions. First, the judge must distinguish
between ratio decidendi and obiter dicta, taking only the principle into
consideration and then distinguishing between preceding decisions that are
relevant in a matter and decisions made in error or inadequate (per incuriam) and
which do not constitute a precedent. This activity of distinction is creative,
ensuring the development of the jurisprudence and avoiding that the rule of the
previous one becomes a simple application of the solutions already given.24
5. In Romano-Germanic law (of which the Romanian law is also part) the
position of the case-law is different from that of the Anglo-Saxon law.
The jurisprudence is the result of the interpretation and application of the
law, carried out by the judicial body according to the will of the legislator who
adopted the legal norm. In this sense, the courts solve (all) the cases (of public or
private law) that are brought before them and give decisions (judgments) based
on the law. The judge – notified by action or indictment – must judge the case and
pronounce the judgment interpreting and applying a legal norm. The activity of
the judge is governed by two important principles:
 the judge is always ruling in the case that he is judging and does not have
the right to establish general provisions outside the particular case before him;
 the judge is not bound by a judgment in a similar case, pronounced by
another judge and, moreover, he is not even bound to his previous judgments.
H. Brun, G. Tremblay, Droit constitutionel, Les Editions Yron Blais inc., Cowanville, Quebec,
1990, p. 24.
21 R. David, C. Janffret – Spinosi, Les grands systémes de droit contemporaine, Dalloz, Paris, 1992,
p. 306.
22 Ibidem, p. 351-353 (apud D.-C. Dănişor, I. Dogaru, Gh. Dănişor, op. cit., p. 160).
23 Ibidem.
24 Ibidem.
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Arguments, such as that the principle of the independence of the judge
opposes the idea that the judicial precedent is a source of law, cannot find
support in the principles of the rule of law. In a rule of law, the law must have
the same meaning for all; the judge is independent of other authorities and of all
individuals, but not of the law. On the contrary – as one author writes25 -, the
judge must be obedient to the law26.
So, we admit, along with other authors27, that the value of the precedent in
Romano-Germanic law is shaped according to three fundamental rules:
 the judge's obligation to judge;
 the prohibition to legislate, to make decisions by way of general decisions;
 the relativity of the case judged.
First, the judge must judge even if the legal law is deficient. The legal system
does not admit loopholes, because any social situation must be regulated, if not
by a legal norm, at least of a fundamental principle.
In the Romano-German system, the creative role of the jurisprudence (from
the Anglo-Saxon one) is subordinate to the law.
Theoretically, the judge cannot add to the legal system a new norm, he only
discovers an existing norm, implicitly, in the system28. He does not proceed as the
English judge, formulating a principle, but declares himself bound by a principle
that already exists and to which he applies. The difference from Anglo-Saxon law
is that the precedent thus created is not obligatory, but only persuasive. The
judge is not obliged to apply, in similar cases, the principle that constitutes the
ratio decidendi of a previous decision. In practice, however, he will rely on this
principle, although he cannot rely on previous case law as a legal basis for the
new decision. He will invoke the principle as inherent in the system and not as
created by judicial practice29.
Second, according to the principle of separation of powers in the state, only
Parliament can legislate. Therefore, to recognize jurisprudence as a source of law
means to violate this fundamental principle. In this sense, in order to avoid the
interference of the judge in the exercise of the legislative function of the
parliament, the civil law in the countries of the Romano-German system
prohibits the judge to decide by the way of general or regulatory provisions.
Thirdly, in the Romano-German law systems, the court decision enjoys only
the relative authority of the judicial work, which means that the decision is only
See, M. A. Hotca, Este jurisprudenţa izvor de drept în sistemul de drept român? (http://www.
Hotca.ro/index.bhp/blog – pot/ este – jurisprudenţa – izvor – de – drept – în – sistemul – de –
drept – român).
26 The Constitution of Romania itself proclaims the principle that the judge obeys only the law.
27 See, D.-C. Dănişor, I. Dogaru, Gh. Dănişor, Teoria generală a dreptului, a 2-a, C.H. Beck
Publishing House, Bucharest, 2008, pp. 159 – 162.
28 Ibidem, p. 161.
29 Ibidem.
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mandatory in the case in which it was pronounced. (res iudicata inter partes tantum
ius facit). This rule is of fundamental importance, because the judge is not obliged
to give the same solution in another case. He is not bound in the future either to
his own practice, nor to the practice of the higher courts, which leads to the
conclusion that the precedent has no binding legal value, enjoying only
intellectual authority.30.
In conclusion, in this light, jurisprudence cannot play a creative role, it cannot be
a source of law.
6. In Romanian law, with all the above, we can accept that there are situations,
it is true, exceptional, provided by the Constitution and other laws, which urge the
reconsideration of judicial practice as a source of law.
These situations concern31:
a) the decisions of the High Court of Cassation and Justice (HCCJ)
pronounced in the matter of appeals in the interest of the law (appeal in the
interest of the law) and the unraveling of some legal issues;
b) the decisions of the Constitutional Court.

a) According to Article 126 (3) of the Constitution of Romania, ”The High
Court of Cassation and Justice shall provide a unitary interpretation and implementation
of the law by the other courts of law, according to its competence.”. This constitutional
attribution is achieved through the unity of its own practice but, in particular by
a decision in appeal in the interest of the law.
 the notification of the Court is made by the Attorney General attached to
the High Court of Cassation and Justice, by the governing board of the HCCJ, by
the governing bodies of the courts of appeal and the Ombudsman;
 those who have the right to refer must prove that the legal problems that
form the object of an appeal in the interest of the law they have found different
interpretations and solutions, contained in final judgments, in the practice of the
courts of the territory of the country, annexing these decisions to the request for
appeal;
 judging the appeal in the interest of the law it is made by a sufficient
special body, representative at the Court level (the president or the vice-president
of the Court, the presidents of the Chambers, 14 judges from the Chamber in
whose jurisdiction the question of law enters the debate, each 2 judges from the
other Chamber);
 the decision of the HCCJ has interpreted work authority, has no effect on
the judgments examined (they will not be reformed by the effect of the
considerations of the decision);
 no parties are cited in the debate, no lawyers participate;
30
31

Ibidem, p. 162.
N. Popa , op. cit., pp. 163-165.
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 the decisions are obligatory for the courts that will solve similar cases in
the future;
 the decisions are published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I.
Regarding the right of the HCCJ to ensure, through the decisions given in the
appeals in the interest of the law, the CCR was notified with an exception of
unconstitutionality regarding the essence of this right, on the ground that it
violates art. 124 of the Constitution. The reason for this exception of
unconstitutionality is that, since only the law is a source of law, the interpretation
given by HCCJ in the reunited Chambers, would lead to a subordination of the
will of the judge of this court. On the other hand, it is claimed that, in reality, the
standardization of the judicial practice is achieved through ordinary appeals.
By Decision no. 528/1997, The Constitutional Court rejected the exception of
unconstitutionality that was brought, stating that ”the principle of subordinating the
judge only to the law, according to art. 124 paragraph (3) of the Constitution, does not
have and cannot have the meaning of the different and even contradictory application of
one and the same legal provision, depending exclusively on the subjectivity of the
interpretation of different judges.”. The assurance of the unitary character of the
judicial practice is also imposed by the constitutional principle of the equality of
citizens before the law and of the public authorities, that is to say, including the
judicial authorities.
The decisions given in the interest of the law are imposed by the force of the
arguments and the quality of the motivation. They are, as has been shown,
obligatory.
In accordance with the new civil and criminal procedural legislation, a new
instrument has been introduced to ensure a unitary practice (together with
appeal in the interest of the law analyzed previously): the possibility of notifying
the HCCJ with a view to issuing a preliminary ruling to solve law issues32.
The new procedure consists of the possibility of a panel of the HCCJ, of a
court of appeal or of the court invested with the settlement of the case in the last
instance, which finds, during the trial, that a question of law, the clarity of which
depends on the settlement of the case is new, will be able to suspend the
judgment and notify the HCCJ.
The special panel organized at the HCCJ will make a decision, and the
solution given by the HCCJ is binding.
These interpretative solutions in the two situations are invoked as judicial
precedents in the judicial activity, resolving the cases with which the courts are
invested based on them. It is also the reason why it is considered that the HCCJ
solutions can be included among the secondary sources of law.
The foundation of the matter is represented by art. 519-521 of teh Civil procedure Code and
art. 475-4771 din of teh Criminal Procedure Code
32
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Whether or not these decisions contain norms of law has no relevance, as
long as they are not considered normative acts, but only "sources of law"33.
Moreover, those decisions, which therefore contain binding provisions, can easily
be included in the category of interpretative legal rules.
In the sense of the above, we bring in the analysis Decision no. 2014/2007 of
the Constitutional Court of Romania (CCR) which admitted that ”the institution of the
appeal in the interest of the law confers on the supreme court judges the right to give a
certain interpretation, thus unifying the differences of interpretation and application of
the same text by the inferior courts. Such interpretative, constant and unitary solutions,
which do not concern certain parts and have no effect on the previously pronounced
solutions, which have come into the power of the judicial work, are invoked in the
doctrine as "judicial precedents", being considered by the legal literature "secondary
sources of law" or "interpretive sources " (...).
b) The Decisions of the Constitutional Court of Romania (CCR)
Regarding the CCR, first, there are some clarifications that must be made:
 the position the the CCR is fixed in the ethical system by Title V of the
Constitution of Romania (art. 142-147);
 the CCR is the guarantor of the supremacy of the Constitution;
 the CCR is an autonomous authority, it is not part of the legislative,
executive or judicial authority;
 the main tasks of the CCR concern the control of the constitutionality of
the laws (of the initiatives to revise the Constitution, international treaties and
agreements, the Parliament's regulations and decisions and ordinances) before
promulgating them or, by the exception of unconstitutionality, the resolution of
the conflicts of constitutional nature between the public authorities;
 the decisions of the CCR are generally binding and have power only for
the future.
We agree with the authoritative opinion of Prof. Nicolae Popa (and not only),
according to which, the CCR decisions in the case of the unconstitutionality
exception have characteristics of the judicial precedent34. The exception of
unconstitutionality of a law or ordinance text is raised before a court, where the
parties defend or exploit a legitimate interest. In such cases, the CCR is ruling in
law, it does not resolve the dispute in the matter, this is what the substantive
judge does. The decisions of unconstitutionality have erga omnes effects and not
inter partes litigants.
The source of law is more visible if the constitutional control court returns to
its practice, a hypothesis in which it was created at least once, because the legal
33 That is, forms ”of expressing the legal norms that are determined by the way of their edict or
sanction by the state” (vezi, I. Muraru, S.-E. Tănăsescu, Drept constituţional şi instituţii politice,
C.H.Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2014, vol. I, p.26 (apud M.-A. Hotca, op. cit., p.3).
34 N. Popa, op. cit., p. 166.
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norm whose constitutionality has been ascertained cannot have different
meanings, even if the interpretation is done at different times35.
In the same sense, if the rule declared unconstitutional has already been
applied in practice (in a sense contrary to the Constitution), the CCR decisions
being erga omnes, means that the CCR jurisprudence has created law, because the
rule declared unconstitutional can no longer be applied for the future. In cases of
recourse to the case law of the Court, the solution is equivalent – mutatis mutandis
– with that in which the legislature, after adopting a law, modifies or repeals it36.
We therefore observe, instead of concluding, that both in the field of appeals
in the interest of the law and that of ”solving law issues”, as well as regarding the
declaration of unconstitutionality of some legal norms, the HCCJ and the CCR
have a "creative role" as they create binding rules for all judges.
7. In EU law, jurisprudence represents the totality of court rulings of the Courts of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU), courts that have a special role in achieving
the economic and political integration of the EU, in "respecting the law in the
interpretation and application of treaties"37.
The CJEU, being responsible and ensuring the monopoly of the
interpretation of Union law, with a view to its uniform application in all EU
Member States38, proves itself to be a European normative judge39, a judge dealing
with a system of law still forming40.
The specialist doctrine41 acknowledges that, in EU law, the role of case law is
highlighted in four main directions:
a) regarding the uniform interpretation and application of EU law, meaning that
the solutions given by the judge are obligatory on how to interpret the provisions
of EU law, thus, the CJEU jurisprudence contributing to the uniform application
of EU rules in the national legal order of the Member States;
b) regarding the enunciation and substantiation of fundamental human rights in
the EU, meaning in which, the specialized literature holds, among others:
 the general principles of law overlap with the principles of jurisprudential
law, as regards the content, although they differ in name;
See, for example, Decision no. 100/2004 (of the CCR), published in the Official Gazette of
Romania No. 261 of March 24, 2004.
36 M-A. Hotca, op. cit., p. 4.
37 Conform art. 19 TUE.
38 M.A. Dumitraşcu, Dreptul Uniunii Europene şi specificitatea acestuia, Universul Juridic
Publishing House, Bucharest, 2012, p. 178.
39 N. Diaconu, Rolul jurisprudenţei în ordinea juridică a Uniunii Europene, in vol. (CD)”The role of
jurisprudence in the development of the new Romanian law”, Universul Juridic Publishing House,
Bucharest, 2019, p. 293.
40 A. Fuerea, Drept comunitar european. Partea generală, All Beck Publishing House, Bucharest,
2003, p. 147.
41 See, N. Diaconu, op. cit., pp. 293-296.
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 the application of general principles is ultimately a matter for the CJEU42;
 The CJEU ruled that fundamental human rights are an integral part of the
general principles whose observation it ensures;
 CJEU replaces – in order to avoid cases of delegation of justice – some
gaps in the Community regulations, using the general principles of law for the
establishment of solutions43;
c) on the basis of the principle of the direct applicability of EU law; enshrined in
the provisions of art. 228 para. (2) TFEU, the principle of direct applicability
concerns only the regulations, stating that they are of direct applicability in all
Member States; for the other EU normative acts and for those adopted under the
ECSC, it was the role of the CJEU to establish this principle, when solving certain
cases.44;
d) regarding the substantiation of the priority principle of the application of EU law.
The primordiality of the Union law over the national law of the Member States
has not been regulated in the Treaties establishing the Communities; in this
situation, the EU Member States – according to the accession agreement – they
are obliged to recognize the primordiality of Union law over national law.
However, the practice raised a number of issues to which the CJEU had to
resolve, in many situations following the request of the national courts, so that it
can be seen that the grounding of this principle was solved by the CJEU by
interpreting the European legal norms globally.45
The CJEU is a union institution, joint of the EU and EURATOM, whose main
task is to ensure the observance of the Union law in application and the
interpretation of the Union normative acts.46.
The CJEU:
 controls both the legality of the Union normative acts and the
administrative affairs of the Union institutions, thus overseeing both the
legislative and the Union executive;
 it can solve both the disputes between the Union bodies, between the
bodies and the Member States, as well as the disputes between them and natural
or legal persons, respectively between natural persons or between legal persons;
 the competence of the CJEU is a compulsory one, the parties to the
dispute do not have the possibility to refuse the Court's jurisdiction, except for a
few limited cases;
42 P. Manin, Les communautés européennes. L’Union européenne. Droit institutionnel, A. Pedone,
Paris, 1993, p. 223.
43 CJEU, Decision. ”Haetcht” – C48/72 – SA Brasserie de Haecht v. Wilkin-Jansen (regarding
the principle of legal certainty); C.11/70 (on the basic principles of Community law).
44 See, în this sense, The Decision of Van Gend end Loos (CJEU, Decision of 05.02.1963,
26/62.1.) şi Decision COSTA/E.N.E.L. (CJEU, Decision of 15.07.1964, 6/64).
45 N. Diaconu, op. cit., p. 296.
46 For more, see, F. Gyula, Drept instituţional al Uniunii Europene, Hamangiu Publishing House,
Bucharest, 2012, pp. 241-242.
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 the decisions of the Court are final and have binding force within the
territorial boundaries of the Union, being dispensed even by the procedure of
"exequatur" or by any other approval from the State in whose territory it is to be
enforced.;
 the supreme courts of the EU Member States, or rather the national courts
of last jurisdiction, are obliged, in the matter of interpreting or establishing the
validity of the rules of Union law, to request the opinion of the CJEU whenever
they appear unclear in this regard, and the Court , without judging the fund,
through a preliminary ruling, it will solve the purely theoretical problem, of law,
raised by the national court;
 In some cases, the CJEU intervenes in the procedure of ratification of
public international treaties concluded by the EU, the Union bodies being obliged
to consult with it before signing such treaties;
 the jurisprudence of the court – in the light of its own appreciation although it is not considered unanimously and expressly a source of law, it is
accepted as a subsidiary source of the Union law, contributing to filling its gaps,
as well as clarifying the less clear formulations of the Union normative acts;
moreover, in the matter of actions for annulment, the judgment of the CJEU has
absolute working authority, not only inter partes (as in the case of the illegality
exception).
Equally, we need to bring to discussion – in short – the jurisprudence of the
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR).
The ECHR is a supranational court that guarantees respect for human rights
by the courts belonging to the States Parties to the European Convention on the
subject. This court makes binding judgments for national courts and authorities.
Together with other authors47 believe that the ECHR judgments also have the
right source of law, because, according to art. 20 paragraph (1) of the Constitution,
the constitutional provisions regarding the rights and freedoms of citizens will be
interpreted and applied in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, with the pacts and other treaties to which Romania is a party. According
to art. 20 paragraph (2) of the same article, if there are inconsistencies between
the pacts and the treaties regarding the fundamental human rights to which
Romania is a party and the internal laws, the international regulations take
precedence, unless the rules of national law are more favorable. Also, in
accordance with the provisions of art. 11 of the Constitution, the international
treaties to which Romania is a party, constitute internal law.
8. From the presented ones, some conclusions are drawn:
a) in contemporary law, the role of source of law of the jurisprudence differs
from one legal system to another, being more precisely about the most important
systems (families) of law: Romano-Germanic law and Anglo-Saxon law;
47

M.-A. Hotca, op. cit., p. 4
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b) in Anglo-Saxon law, judicial precedent (jurisprudence) is the authority
that a judicial decision can have in cases analogous to the one in which it was
pronounced;
c) in Romano-Germanic law, the jurisprudence is the result of the interpretation
and application of the law, carried out by the judicial body, according to the will
of the legislator who adopted the legal norm; the court decision enjoys only the
relative authority of the judicial work, which means that the decision is not
compulsory except in the case in which it was delivered; therefore, jurisprudence
cannot have a creative role, it cannot be a source of law;
d) in Romanian law (integrated with the family of Romano-German law),
with all of the above, we can accept that there are situations, it is true,
exceptional, (provided by the Constitution and laws) that urges the
reconsideration of judicial practice as a source of law. These situations concern:
the HCCJ decisions rendered in the matter of appeals in the interest of the law
and of the solving of some issues of law; the decisions of the Constitutional
Court; ECHR and CJEU judgments;
e) ”The reserve attitude towards the recognition of the source of the law of
jurisprudence – writes Prof. N. Popa – it is based on the principle of separation of
powers in the state”48. It is true, in a rule of law, the legislative authority has the
task of legislating, and the judicial one, the task of applying the laws to concrete
cases. ”To recognize the right of the courts to direct normative elaboration would mean
to force the door of legislative creation, disturbing the balance of powers”49.
However, even if the jurisprudence has a relative value in the RomanoGermanic systems, it remains undisputed that there are still jurisprudential rules
that the judge considers obligatory;
f) In EU law, the CJEU's case law is not a source of EU law, as court decisions
do not have an erga omnes effect, but in terms of interpreting the provisions of EU
law, the CJEU's solutions are mandatory50; it is accepted as a (complementary)
subsidiary source of EU law, contributing to filling its gaps, as well as clarifying
less clear formulations of EU normative acts51;
g) whether or not it is considered a source of law, the jurisprudence has
shown that it can contribute to the improvement of the law, to the removal of
unconstitutional legislative solutions or to the creation of unitary normative
solutions for the courts, regarding the application of legal provisions52.

N.Popa , op. cit., p. 166.
Ibidem.
50 N. Diaconu, op. cit., p. 296.
51 Ibidem.
52 T.-V. Popescu, op. cit., p. 385.
48
49
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Abstract
The study aims to highlight the main norms regarding the institution of the
punishment (penalty), as provided in the Constitutions of the Member States of the
European Union, with reference to the constitutional articles, accompanied by brief
clarifications where deemed necessary. The paper is preceded by a brief analysis of the
corresponding institution in the Romanian Constitution, with reference to the relevant
domestic legislation.
Keywords: Constitution, punishment, criminal law, legality principle, court
I. Introductory aspects. The institution of the penalty in the Romanian legislation.
The institution of the penalty is one of the fundamental institutions of the
Romanian criminal law, included in chapters I-V of Title III of Law no. 286/2009
regarding the Criminal Code, art. 53 - 106. In the Romanian criminal doctrine, the
penalty was defined as a sanction of criminal law consisting of a measure of
constraint and re-education, provided by law and that is applied to the offender
by the court, in order to prevent the commission of new crimes1.
Unlike the previous Penal Code of 1969, the purpose of the punishment is no
longer defined in the current code, - the legislator regulating only the content and
categories of the punishment, respectively the modalities of judicial
individualization of the punishment - but this is included in art. 3 of the special
Law no. 254/2013 regarding the execution of the punishments and the
deprivation measures ordered by the judicial bodies during the criminal process,
which states that: "(1) The purpose of executing the punishments and the
educational measures depriving the liberty is to prevent the commission of new
crimes. (2) By executing the punishments and the educational measures deprived
of liberty, the aim is to develop a correct attitude towards the law order, towards
* University lecturer at Transilvania University of Brasov and judge at the Bucharest Court of
Appeal.
** Judge in the Prahova Tribunal.
1 I. Paşcu, A.S. Uzlău, G. Muscalu, Criminal law, the General Party, Edition 4th, Publishing
House Hamangiu, Bucharest, 2016, p. 422.
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the rules of social coexistence and towards work, in order to reintegrate the
detained persons or interned persons into the society."
In the case law of the High Court of Cassation and Justice of Romania it was
held that the punishment - as a criminal sanction - is the criminal consequence
that the law attributes to the crime, and for the punishment to reach its purpose it
is not sufficient for it to comply with the limits set by the legislator in the norm of
incrimination but it must also fulfill several qualities: to be straight, proportional
to the crime, elastic and divisible, reparable, moralizing, safe. At the same time,
as regards the proportionality of the punishment, it was held that it must always
be rational, that is, appropriate to the gravity of the act committed. The
punishments should not be too harsh or too gentle, but they must have the right
measure. The proportionality of the punishment, in relation to the violation of
the criminal law, is the main point in which the repression contacts the idea of
justice. Between crime and punishment there is an indisputable nexus both in the
abstract conception of the criminal norm and in the social conscience, which
always links the punishment of the crime, in a relation of effect-cause2.
In another case, the High Court ruled that, the criminal constraint must be
able to force the deeper psychic processes of the offender, to influence his reason,
feeling, will, to determine him to change his behavior permanently. The
punishment is capable of achieving this purpose only if, by its nature and extent,
it reflects the seriousness of the deed, the degree of guilt and the dangerousness
of the offender, if it is rational, convincing, fair and equitable. What should be
emphasized is that the more appropriate the punishment is, the more
appropriate conditions are created to achieve the purpose of the punishment3.
Criminal law also competes for the protection of social values in the highest
degree, by incriminating the most dangerous facts that could endanger them and
applying the sanctions specific to this matter. As such, it is natural that at the
level of the Romanian Constitution there are references to the penal institution of
the punishment, these being found in the content of three articles. Thus,
consecrating the right to life and physical and mental integrity, art. 22 provides
that "(1) The right to life, as well as the right to physical and mental integrity of
the person are guaranteed. (2) No one shall be subjected to torture or to any
inhuman or degrading punishment or treatment. (3) The death penalty is
forbidden ”, and in art. 23 regarding individual freedom, it is stated that "(12) No
penalty can be established or applied except under the conditions and under the
law". At the same time, in art. 73 of the Constitution are regulated the categories
of laws, stipulating in par. (3) lit. h) that the organic law regulates the offenses,
the punishments and the regime of their execution4.
Î.C.C.J., Complete of 5 judges, dec. pen. no. 18 of 8.12.2014, available on www.scj.ro.
Î.C.C.J., s. pen., dec. pen. no. 384/A of 23.10.2015, available on www.scj.ro.
4 At large, see I. Muraru, E.S. Tănăsescu (coordinators), Constitution of Romania, Comment on
articles, Publishing House C.H. Beck, 2008, pp. 22 et seq.; C. Ionescu, C.A. Dumitrescu, Constitution
2
3
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II. The institution of punishment at the level of the European Union member states
The protection of social values through criminal law and specific sanctions, in
which an important place is occupied by the sanction of the prison sentence and
what the fine, has always worried the constituent legislators of the European states
of the European Union and, of course, those of the other states of the continent.
Given the scope and scope of the present study, we will continue to highlight the
main provisions of the Constitutions of the Member States of the European Union5.
1) Austria6. In the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Austria, the main
reference to the institution of the punishment is found in art. 85, where it is shown
that capital punishment is abolished, by this provision implicitly guaranteeing the
right to life.
A second relevant provision is represented by art. 91 of the Constitution, a
mixed rule containing both elements of criminal law and judicial procedure, in
which it is expected that a jury will give a verdict on the guilt of the accused in the
offenses for which the law provides for severe penalties, to be specified by law,
and in all cases of political offenses (point 2), and in criminal proceedings in
connection with other offenses which are punished according to the law, the
consulting judges participate in the act of justice if the sentence is to be applied
exceeds a limit established by law (point 3).
2) Belgium. The Belgian constitution dedicates two provisions to the institution
of punishment, namely art. 14 which stipulates that no punishment can be
established or applied except in accordance with the legal provisions, respectively
art. 14bis according to which the capital punishment is abolished. Also, in the
transitional provision accompanying art. 103 and art. 125 of the Constitution
regarding the criminal liability of the ministers, it is shown that only the assembled
chambers of the Supreme Court are competent to judge the ministers, in the cases
under the incidence of criminal laws, by applying the punishments provided by
such laws.
3) Czech Republic7. In the Czech Constitution there are only two short rules
regarding the criminal punishment, the first one comprising art. 62 regarding the
of Romania, Comments and explanations, Publishing House C.H. Beck, Bucharest, 2017, pp. 300 et
seq.
5 In this approach, the main source of documentation regarding the constitutional texts,
constitutes the Constitutional Codex work elaborated by the university professors Ştefan Deaconu
(coordinator), Ioan Muraru, Elena Simina Tănăsescu, Silviu Gabriel Barbu, completely available on
http: //codex.just. ro, to which we refer.
6 It was adopted on May 1, 1929 (amending the Constitution from October 1, 1920) and came
into force on January 1, 1930 by Law no. 1/1930. Last revisions - 2013, by Law no. 164/2013 of
August 2, 2013 and the laws no. 101/2014 and 102/2014, published in the Official Gazette of the
Republic of Austria.
7 Adopted by the Czech National Council on December 16, 1992 and amended by the
constitutional laws no. 347/1997, no. 300/2000, no. 395/2001, no. 448/2001, no. 515/2002, no.
319/2009, no. 71/2012 and no. 98/2013.
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competences of the president of the country, where among others it is stipulated
that the president of the Republic grants pardons or commutes the penalties
applied by the courts and orders the deletion of the criminal record (letter g). At
the same time, in the content of art. 90 dedicated to the courts, it is stipulated that
only the courts can establish the guilt and punishment applied for committing a
crime.
4) Denmark 8. In the Constitution of Denmark there is only one provision
noted, in art. 71 point 5, which stipulates that no person can be preventively
arrested for an offense which involves the imposition of a fine or a simpler form of
execution of the prison sentence.
5) Bulgaria9. The Constitution of Bulgaria contains several texts with
references to the institution of punishment. First, it is stipulated that every person
has the right to life, and any attempt to undermine a person's life is punished as a
very serious crime (art. 28). Also, in art. 31 points 6 and 7 it is emphasized that the
prison sentence is executed only in the places established by law (point 6) and, a
limitation period for criminal prosecution and execution of a punishment for
crimes against peace and humanity cannot be established (point 7).
Any citizen who has attained the age of 18 years, except for those who are
under judicial prohibition or who serve a prison sentence, has the right to choose
the state and local authorities and to vote in referendums (art. 42 point 1),
respectively to be elected in the National Assembly (art. 65); on the date of the final
stay of a court decision applying the prison sentence for a crime committed
intentionally or if the execution of the prison sentence has not been suspended, the
mandate of a member in the Assembly ceases before the deadline (art. 72 point 2).
In the field of judicial organization, it is foreseen that the Prosecutor's Office
ensures the observance of the legality, among others by supervising the execution
of the punishments and other coercive measures (art. 127 point 4), and art. 129
point 3 stipulates that judges, prosecutors and investigating judges are released
from office on the date of the final stay of a court decision applying the prison
sentence for a crime committed intentionally; a similar provision also exists in the
case of the judge of the Constitutional Court (art. 148 point 3).
6) Cyprus10. In the Constitution of Cyprus, it is first established that no person
can be deprived of the right to life except in the execution of a sentence
pronounced by a competent court as a result of the conviction of that person for an
offense for which this punishment is provided by law. The law can provide for
The Constitution of the Kingdom of Denmark was adopted on June 5, 1953 and amended on
June 12, 2009. The Basic Law also includes the Law on succession to the throne, adopted on March
27, 1953 and amended on June 12, 2009 (Danish Law Gazette – Lovtidende).
9 Published in the Official Gazette no. 56 of July 13, 1991 and amended by the constitutional
laws published in M. Of. no. 85 of September 26, 2003, M. Of. no. 18 of February 25, 2005, M. Of. no.
27 of March 31, 2006, M. Of. no. 78 of September 26, 2006 and M. Of. no. 12 of February 6, 2007.
10 Adopted on August 16, 1960.
8
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such punishment only in cases of crime with premeditation, high treason, "jure
gentium" piracy and capital offenses according to the military law (art. 7 point 2).
Similar to the Romanian Constitution, it is stipulated that no person may be
subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or treatment (art. 8).
By consecrating the right of each person to individual liberty and the security
of the person, it is then recognized that the arrest or detention of a person for the
extradition or surrender of that person is not possible unless the law enforcement
body or authority has reason to believe that the request for extradition or
surrender. it was made for criminal prosecution or punishment of that person on
grounds of discrimination. [Art. 11 point. 2 lit. f), and section 3].
In art. 12 the principles of legality, ne bis in idem and proportionality of
punishments are recognized, noting that no person can be convicted of an offense
which consists in an action or omission which, at the time of the offense, was not a
crime according to the law; and no punishment may be imposed on a person for a
crime that is higher than that expressly provided by law for that offense at the time
of its commission (point 1). A person who has been acquitted or convicted of an
offense cannot be tried again for the same offense. No person can be punished
twice for the same action or omission, unless that action or omission has the effect
of death (point 2). No law can provide for a punishment that is disproportionate to
the seriousness of the crime (section 3). It is also expressly provided that the
punishment of the general confiscation of the property is prohibited (point 6).
A sentence handed down by a competent court is an exception from the right
of any person to move freely throughout the territory of the Republic and to reside
in any part of this territory (art. 13 point 1), and from the right to compliance with
the secrecy of its correspondence and other means of communication - with two
particularities: a) in the case of corruption offenses if the sentence of imprisonment
of at least five years is ordered, b) based on a court decision issued in accordance
with the legal provisions, for the investigation or prosecution of a serious crime
punished, in the case of a conviction, with imprisonment of at least five years, and
that interference refers to the access to relevant data of electronic communications
regarding the movement and position and to the access to relevant data that are
necessary to identify the subscriber and / or the user (art. 17 pt. 2.2. - 2.3.).
The executive power is exercised by the president and vice-president of the
Republic jointly, and consists, among others, in the exercise of the prerogative of
pardon in the case of capital punishment sentences, if the injured party and the
convicted person are members of different communities, according to article 53,
respectively in the reduction, suspension and commutation of punishments
according to article 53 [(art. 47 letter i), art. 48 and art. 49], a situation in which the
death penalty is commuted to life imprisonment; in case of disagreement between
the two, the vote in favor of the pardon will prevail. The President and the VicePresident of the Republic, at the unanimous recommendation of the Attorney
General and the Deputy Attorney General of the Republic, reduce, suspend or
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commute any sentence imposed by a court in the Republic in any other case
(art. 53).
Parliamentarians cannot be held liable for civil or criminal liability for a
statement made or for a vote expressed by them in the House of Representatives,
and during the term of office, parliamentarians can be prosecuted, arrested or
detained only with the approval of the Supreme Court. This approval is not
required in the case of an offense sanctioned with the death penalty or
imprisonment of at least five years, in the case of a flagrant offense (art. 83).
7) Croatia11. Croatia's constitution establishes first-generation civil and
personal rights and freedoms, such as: the right to life and the prohibition of
capital punishment (art. 21), stipulating that even in the case of an immediate
threat to the existence of the state, restrictions cannot be imposed with on the
application of the provisions of the Constitution concerning the right to life, the
prohibition of torture, cruel or degrading treatment or punishment, on the legal
definition of criminal offenses and penalties, on freedom of thought, conscience
and religion [(art. 17 para. (3)].
No person may be punished for an act which, before committing it, was not
defined as an offense punishable by law or international law and cannot be
condemned to a punishment that was not provided by law, and in the case where,
after committing an act, the law provides for a less severe punishment, the
respective punishment will be applied. No person may be tried again or punished
in a criminal procedure for an act for which he has already been acquitted or
convicted by a final court decision, according to the law (art. 31).
Members of the Croatian Parliament enjoy immunity, and can be detained
without the consent of the Croatian Parliament only if they have been caught in
flagrant crime, when they have committed an offense which is punishable by a
prison sentence of more than five years (art. 76), a similar provision also exists in
the case of the President of the Republic, the prior consent in this case belonging to
the Constitutional Court (art. 106).
8) Greece. In the Constitution of the Hellenic Republic, it is relevant that the
individual administrative measures that restrict the free movement or
establishment in the country, as well as the free exit from and entry into the
country of any Greek citizen are prohibited, and such restrictions can be imposed
only as a complementary punishment, by a court decision of a criminal court, in
exceptional cases and only to prevent the committing of criminal acts, under the
conditions provided by law (art. 5 point 4).
The principle of the legality of the punishment is enshrined in art. 7 which
stipulates that there can be no crime and no punishment will be applied unless
they are provided for by a law in force before committing the deed, by which the
constituent elements of the deed are defined. Under no circumstances will a more
11

The constitution was adopted in 1990 and was subsequently amended several times later.
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severe punishment be imposed than the one provided at the time the crime was
committed (point 1). Torture, bodily harm, impairment of health or the use of
psychological violence, as well as any offense committed to human dignity are
prohibited and punished according to the law (point 2), and the death penalty will
not be imposed, except as provided by law for crimes committed in war time and
in connection with it (section 3). The punishment of the offenses and the adoption
of any measures provided by the criminal laws are within the competence of the
ordinary criminal courts (art. 96 point 1).
At the proposal of the Minister of Justice and after consulting with the Council
made up of mostly magistrates, the President of the Republic has the right to grant
pardons, to commute or reduce penalties and to revoke any legal consequences of
any kind of sentences handed down and executed (art. 47 point 1).
9) Estonia12. In the Constitution of Estonia the main relevant provision is
contained in art. 18 point 1, which states that no person may be subjected to
torture, cruel or degrading treatment or punishment. The principles of the legality
of the punishment, ne bis in idem and of the more favorable criminal law are also
expressly recognized by this state, through art. 23, where it is shown that no
person can be convicted for committing an act that did not constitute an offense
according to the law in force at the time of its commission (point 1). No person
may be sentenced to a more severe punishment than the one applicable at the time
of committing the offense; if, after the crime is committed, the law provides for a
lighter sentence, this is applicable (point 2). No person may be prosecuted or
convicted a second time for an act for which he has suffered a final conviction or
has been acquitted according to law. Through the sentence, the president can
cancel or commute the punishments of convicted persons, at their request (art. 78
point 19).
10) Finland13. According to the Constitution of Finland, the application of a
sentence deprived of liberty is made only by a court (art. 7). In individual cases, the
President of the Republic may, after obtaining a point of view of the Constitutional
Court, pardon a person in whole or in part from the execution of a sentence or
other criminal sanction imposed by a court. A general amnesty can only be
provided by law (art. 105).
On the other hand, according to art. 8 regarding the principle of legality in
criminal matters, no one can be found guilty of committing a crime, nor convicted
The current Basic Law of the Republic of Estonia was adopted on June 28, 1992, after which
international agreements were concluded which regulated the new competences of the state
authorities.
13 It was adopted on June 11, 1999 by Law no. 731/1999, in force from March 1, 2000. It was
revised by Law no. 596 of May 25, 2007, in force from June 1, 2007 (published in the Official Gazette
of Finland no. 596 - May 6, 25, 2007); Law no. 802/27 August 2007, in force from October 1, 2007
(published in the Official Gazette of Finland no. 802 - 807 of August 27, 2007); the last revision was
adopted by Law no. 1112 / November 2011, entered into force on March 1, 2012.
12
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of executing a punishment for an act that was not criminalized by law at the time
of its commission. The penalty imposed for committing a crime cannot be higher
than the one provided by law at the time of the crime.
The implementation of the penalties applied in judicial procedures, is an
exception from the principle of freedom of movement of persons (art. 9). A foreign
national may not be deported, extradited or returned to another country if he risks
the application of a death sentence, torture or other treatment that harms human
dignity.
If a person elected as a representative of Parliament has been sentenced to a
prison sentence for an offense committed with intent or sentenced to an electoral
offense, the Parliament may consider the possibility of continuing or not the
mandate of representative (art. 28). By guaranteeing parliamentary immunity, the
Constitution provides that without the approval of Parliament, no representative
can be arrested or detained before the commencement of the judicial procedure,
unless, on good grounds, he is accused of committing an offense for which the law
provides for the punishment with imprisonment for at least six months (art. 30).
11) France14. By art. 7 of the Constitution of France is established the principle
that no one can be charged, arrested or detained, except in cases established by law
and according to the forms indicated by it. Those who request, issue, execute or
follow the execution of arbitrary orders must be punished. It is also enshrined that
no one can be sentenced to death (art. 66-1). Also, it is stipulated that the law
should establish only strictly and obviously necessary punishments and no one can
be punished except under a law elaborated and promulgated prior to the act and
which is applied according to the law (art. 8), and the establishment of offenses
and the penalties applicable are made only by law [art. 34 lit. c)].
The members of the Government are criminally liable for the acts performed in
the exercise of their function and qualified as crimes or serious crimes at the time
of their commission, and are judged by the Court of Justice of the Republic. The
Court of Justice of the Republic must respect the definition of serious offenses and
other categories of offenses, as well as the establishment of penalties as established
by law (art. 68-1).
14 It was adopted on October 4, 1958 by referendum, published in the Journal Officiel (J.O.) of
October 5, 1958. It was subsequently amended by: Constitutional Law no. 60-525 of June 4, 1960;
Law no. 60-1292 of November 6, 1962; Law no. 63-1327 of December 30, 1963; Law no. 74-904 of
October 29, 1974; Law no. 76-527 of June 18, 1976; Law no. 92-554 of June 25, 1992; Law no. 93-952
of July 27, 1993; Law no. 95-880 of August 4, 1995; Law no. 96-138 of February 22, 1996; Law no. 98610 of July 20, 1998; Law no. 99-49 of January 25, 1999; Law no. 99-568 of July 8, 1999; Law no. 99569 of July 8, 1999; Law no. 2000-964 of October 2, 2000; Law no. 2003-267 of March 25, 2003; Law
no. 2003-276 of March 28, 2003; Law no. 2005204 of March 1, 2005; Law no. 2005-205 of March 1,
2005; Law no. 2007-237 of February 23, 2007; Law no. 2007-238 of February 23, 2007; Law no. 2007239 of February 23, 2007; Law no. 2008-103 of February 4, 2008 and Law no. 2008-724 of July 23,
2008.
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12) Germany15. The Constitution of Germany shows that forced labor is only
allowed as a result of a sentence deprived of liberty by judicial means (art. 12 point
3.). By art. 103 the right to a fair trial is enshrined, stipulating that a fact is not
punishable unless the crime has been incriminated by a law prior to committing
the deed. Also, no one can be convicted several times for this and done based on
general criminal law (sections 2 and 3).
It is relevant and at the same time, the provision in art. 16a, where, after it is
shown that the persons persecuted for political reasons have the right to asylum
(point 1), it is then observed that by a law requiring the consent of the Bundestag,
the states in which it can be safely deduced that there is no political persecution or
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, based on their laws, practices of
ensuring compliance with the law and general political conditions (point 3). The
capital punishment is abolished by the Constitution (art. 102).
By regulating the immunities of the members of the Bundestag, in art. 46 point
2 stipulates that a member cannot be tried or arrested for a crime punishable
without the consent of the Bundestag, except in the case when he is arrested
during the commission of the crime or the next day.
13) Ireland16. In the Constitution of Ireland there are only two provisions
relevant to the institution of criminal punishment, namely art. 13 point 6 where it is
provided that the president is granted the right of pardon and the right to
commute or to cancel the penalties imposed by any court with criminal
jurisdiction, but such right of commutation or annulment may be conferred by law
and others authority. The second, in art. 15 point 5 where it is shown that the
parliament cannot declare any action as representing a violation of the law, if it
does not break the law at the time of its commission, and it cannot adopt any law
that provides for the death penalty.
14) Italy17. In Title I, entitled "Civil reports" of the Italian Constitution, it is
stipulated that personal liberty is inviolable, and any act of physical and moral
violence against a person whose personal liberty is restricted shall be punished
[art. 13 paragraph (1) and (3)], and the president of the republic can grant
individual pardons and can commute punishments (art. 87).
15 It was adopted on May 8, 1949 and entered into force on May 23, 1949. It was published in
the BGBI (Federal Law Gazette) III 100-1 / 1949. It has been modified many times, but substantial
changes occurred in 1956, 1968, between 1990 and 1994, on July 29, 2009 and July 11, 2012 (the last
revision was published in BGBI I, p. 1478/2012).
16 The first Constitution was adopted in 1937, subsequently revised by referendum 33 times.
17 Italy's constitution was adopted on December 22, 1947 (by referendum, it entered into force
on January 1, 1948), and the last revision took place on April 20, 2012, through Constitutional Law
no. 9/2012. Italy's constitution was also revised on March 11, 1953, March 18, 1958, February 19,
and December 27, 1963, June 21, 1967, January 16, 1989, November 4, 1991, March 6, 1992,
respectively by Constitutional Law no. 1/1993, Constitutional Law no. 1/1997, Constitutional Law
no. 2/2002, Constitutional Law no. 1/2003, Constitutional Law no. 1/2007.
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Of the constitutions of the EU member states, the Italian Constitution is the only
one expressly enshrined in art. 27, that the criminal liability is personal. The
punishments cannot be inhuman and have as their objective the re-education of the
convicted person. Also, the death penalty is forbidden.
15) Latvia. Latvia's constitution contains a single rule with reference to
punishment, in art. 95, where it is shown that the state protects human honor and
dignity, and torture or any other cruel or degrading treatment of the person is
prohibited. No person shall be subjected to inhuman or degrading punishment.
16) Lithuania18. Similar to Latvia, the Constitution of Lithuania stipulates that
the human being is inviolable, and torture, injury of a person, degradation of his
dignity, subjecting him to cruel treatment, as well as the establishment of such
punishments are prohibited (art. 21 points 1 and 3). It also shows that punishments
can only be established and enforced under the conditions and under the law and
no one can be punished twice for the same act [art. 31 paragraph (4) and (5)].
Persons who have to execute a sentence imposed on the basis of a court
decision, as well as persons whose incapacity is declared by a court cannot run for
elections to the Lithuanian Parliament [art. 56 paragraph (2)].
17) In the Constitution of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the provisions of
art. 14 which stipulate that no punishment can be established or enforced except
under the law, but the Grand Duke has the right to suspend or reduce the
punishments given by judges, except for the provisions on the members of the
Government (art. 38). The sentence consisting of the confiscation of property and
the death penalty cannot be imposed (Articles 17 and 18).
Persons sentenced to criminal penalties cannot exercise the right to choose or
have the right to be elected (art. 53 pt. 1). Also, the arrest of a deputy during the
session is, except in the case of a flagrant crime, subject to the prior authorization of
the Chamber. The authorization of the Chamber is not necessary for the
application of the punishments, whether they are deprived or not deprived of
liberty, pronounced against a deputy (art. 69).
18) Malta. In the Constitution of Malta we note the protection against arbitrary
arrest and detention, stipulating that no person can be deprived of his liberty,
unless this can be authorized under the law in the following cases: c) for the
application of the order of a court as a punishment for defying the respective court
or other court or tribunal or for executing the order of the House of
Representatives as a punishment for defying it or its members or for violating the
privilege (art. 34 point 1).
Like other constitutions, the prohibition is established that no person will be
subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (art. 36 pt. 1), ne bis
18 Adopted by the citizens of the Republic of Lithuania by national referendum on October 25,
1992 and entered into force on November 2, 1992, republished with the amendments made in 1996,
2003, 2004 and 2006 in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Lithuania, no. 48-1701 of April 29,
2006.
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in idem principle (art. 39 pt. 8) and the principle of legality - No person shall be
considered guilty of an offense in consideration of any action or omission which, at
the time it took place, was not a crime and no penalty shall be imposed for any
offense with a degree or description more severe than the maximum penalty which
would be could be imposed for the respective offense at the time when it was
committed (art. 39 point 9).
It is stipulated that no person shall be eligible to be elected as a member of the
House of Representatives if the respective person is punished with the death
imposed by any court in Malta or executes a sentence with imprisonment
(regardless of its name) of more than 12 months imposed. by a court or replaced by
the competent authority with another sentence imposed on it by such a court
[art. 54 pc. 1 bed f)]. At the same time, a person will no longer be eligible for
registration as a voter for the election of the members of the House of
Representatives if: b). the person shall be punished with the death imposed by any
court in Malta, or shall serve a sentence of imprisonment (regardless of his name)
of more than 12 months imposed by a court or replaced by the competent authority
with another sentence imposed on him by such court, or executes a sentence with
imprisonment whose execution has been suspended (art. 58).
On the other hand, the President of the Republic has the prerogative to order
the suspension of the execution of any punishment imposed on any person for any
crime, either for an indefinite period or for a specified period, respectively, that he
can replace any punishment imposed on any person for any crime, with a lighter
sentence (art. 93).
It is also enshrined in the principle that no law should provide for the
imposition of collective punishments (art. 36 pt. 3a) - such penalties can instead be
imposed on the members of an armed force according to the disciplinary rules of
the respective armed force, the fact that the deprivation of property can be made
by law as a punishment for breaking the law or as a result of this violation,
whether it is established on the basis of a civil trial or after conviction for an offense
(art. 37 point 2 letter b).
By regulating voting in elections, the constituent legislator has stipulated that,
except for the modification by a draft law adopted in the manner specified in
paragraph 2 of article 6 of the Constitution, no modification of any law will be
made: c). if it reduces the sentence to which the offender is liable for any such
practice or offense or interference (art. 56 point 8).
A special provision is that contained in art. 101a regarding the Council of
Magistracy, where it is stipulated that a person is not eligible to be appointed to or
to continue to hold the position of member of the Council of Magistracy: ii) if he
has been convicted of any crime punishable by imprisonment for any period [pt. 4
lit. a) ii)].
19) Great Britain. What in the doctrine is designated by the phrase
"Constitution of Great Britain" brings together a series of customs, a few written
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documents, judicial precedents and some doctrinal contributions settled by
frequent judicial references. Of these, only part of the historical constitutional
conventions, or only extracts from recent laws adopted by the Westminster
Parliament, were considered to be illustrative for both the evolution and timely
settlement of English constitutional rules and edifying, from the collection of
constitutional acts. for the tendencies of modern codification and formalization of
British constitutional law: Magna Carta Libertatum 1215; Law petition 1628; Law
for the declaration of rights 1689; Human Rights Law 1998 and Supreme Court
Law 2005.
Thus, in MAGNA CARTA it is stipulated that for a minor crime a free man
will be punished only in proportion to his deed, and for a serious criminal offense
he will be punished according to his seriousness, but without deprivation of
livelihood. In the same way, a merchant will not be seized of the goods, and to a
farmer the household tools if he obtains the indulgence of the Royal Court. None
of these penalties will be applied in the absence of the oath of an honorable man in
the vicinity (art. 20). It is further stipulated that, the counts and the barons will be
punished only by their equal in rank and proportional to the gravity of the
criminal act committed (point 21), and the punishment on the landed property of a
clergy servant will be established on the basis of the same principles, without to
take into account the value of the ecclesiastical feud (section 22).
In THE APPLICATION OF THE RIGHT 1628, the provision of art. VII,
according to which, by the authority of the Parliament, in the twenty-eighth year of
the reign of King Edward III, it was established and legislated that no one shall be
condemned to death or to the mutilation of members contrary to the rules of the
Great Charter and the laws of the kingdom; and by the aforementioned Great
Charter and other laws and statutes of this kingdom, no one should be condemned
to death except according to the laws or customs established in the kingdom, or
according to the laws of Parliament; and, no culprit for committing an offense,
regardless of its condition, is exempted from the procedures to be used and from
the punishments to be applied according to the laws and statutes of the kingdom
(...).
20) Kingdom of Lower Countries19. In the chapter regarding the judiciary, the
Constitution establishes, first of all, some basic principles, between which and that
the judiciary judges the civil litigations, the crimes and only it can apply a
deprivation sentence of liberty; the death penalty cannot be pronounced (art. 114),
and no act can be punished if it was not provided by law at the time of committing
it (art. 16).
19 Initially, the Netherlands Constitution was adopted in 1814. It was amended several times in the years 1815, 1840, 1848, 1884, 1887, 1917, 1922, 1938, 1946, 1948, 1953, 1956, 1963, 1972 , 1983
(most significant revision), 1987, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2006 and 2008 (regarding the status of
the Netherlands Antilles).
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In the matter of electoral rights, it is provided that any person who has
committed an offense provided for by law and who has been convicted as a result
of a definitive and irrevocable judgment of a court to a sentence of imprisonment
of at least one year and, at the same time, he has been withdrawn the ability to
vote, he will not have the right to vote (art. 54 point 2). The person who committed
a crime provided by law and who has been convicted as a result of a final and
irrevocable judgment of a court deprived of liberty for at least one year, and at the
same time, has the right to vote, is not entitled to vote. the vote [art. 54 paragraph
(2) lit. a)].
At the same time, the administrative regulations are adopted by the Council of
Ministers by royal decree, but any provisions regulating penalties are included in
the respective administrative regulations only through and under the law.
21) Poland. Although it contains numerous texts on criminal liability, in the
Polish Constitution there is only one text on penalties. Thus, similar to the E.D.O.
Convention, it is stipulated that no person shall be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment, and the application of corporal punishments is
prohibited (art. 40).
22) Portugal20. The Constitution of Portugal establishes a distinct title - Title II:
Rights, freedoms and guarantees, opened by the guarantee that the right to life is
inviolable and the death penalty does not apply under any circumstances (art. 24).
Moreover, it is stipulated that no person will be subjected to torture, to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (art. 25).
The right to liberty and security is guaranteed, stipulating the rule that no
person can be deprived in whole or in part of his liberty, except as a consequence
of a court decision rendered for committing an act punishable by law with the
sentence of imprisonment or the establishment of a security measures by a court
(art. 27 pt. 2). As an exception, under the law, deprivation of liberty is allowed,
inter alia when, b). detention or pre-trial detention if there is clear evidence of a
serious crime punishable by imprisonment for a maximum period of more than
three years; c). imposing the sentence of imprisonment, detention or any other
coercive measure subject to judicial control and applied to a person who has
entered or is illegally in the territory of Portugal or who is the subject of an
extradition or deportation procedure; d). imposing a prison sentence as a
disciplinary measure for military personnel. Such prison sentences are the subject
of the appeal before the competent court (art. 27 point 3).
20 Adopted on April 2, 1976, published in Diário da República (D.R.) of April 10, 1976, no. 86,
Series I, which entered into force on April 25, 1976. It was amended by: Constitutional Law no.
1/1982, published in D.R. on September 30, 1982, no. 227, Series I; Law no. 1/1989, published in
D.R. on July 8, 1989, no. 155, Series I; Law no. 1/1997, published in D.R. on September 20, 1997, no.
218, Series I-A: Law no. 1/2004, published in D.R. on July 24, 20004, no. 173, Series I-A; Law no.
1/2005, published in D.R. on August 12, 2005, no. 155, Series I-A.
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The decisions of the courts are obligatory and are superior to the decisions of
any other authorities. The Organic Law describes how the court decisions are
respected and the penalties for non-compliance.
The application of the criminal law is regulated expressly and in detail, keeping
in mind that: 1. No person can be convicted under the criminal law unless the action
or omission in question is punished based on the provisions of a previous law; also,
no person can be subjected to a security measure unless all the necessary conditions
are stipulated by a previous law. 2. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall
not exclude the application of penalties up to the limits established by the
Portuguese national law for actions or omissions considered of a criminal nature, in
accordance with the general principles of general international law recognized at the
time they are committed. 3. No sentence or security measure can be applied unless it
is explicitly sanctioned by a pre-existing law. 4. No person may be subjected to a
punishment or security measure that is more drastic than the sanctions applicable at
that time in respect of the conduct in question or at the time when the conditions
necessary for the application of such a measure have been met. However, the
criminal law provisions that are more favorable to the defendant are applied
retroactively.
Also, no punishment or security measure that deprives or restricts the freedom
can be perpetuated by its nature and cannot have an unlimited or indefinite duration
(art. 30). No person may be extradited or surrendered in any case for political
reasons or for criminal offenses, based on the law of the state requesting extradition,
with the death penalty or any other punishment that implies irreversible harm to the
physical integrity of the person (art. 33 point .6).
In the matter of the responsibility of the members of the Parliamentary
Assembly, like other Constitutions, their immunity is enshrined, stipulating that the
members cannot be forced to give statements in criminal litigation or to be charged,
respectively cannot be detained, arrested or closed, without the authorization of the
Assembly, but In the case of the existence of solid evidence regarding the
commission of a serious crime punished by law with imprisonment of more than
three years, the Assembly obligingly authorizes the presentation of that member as
an accused, respectively, allowing the preventive measure against it. A similar
provision exists in the case of the members of the Government (art. 196).
Unless it also authorizes the Government to this effect, the Assembly of the
Republic has the prerogative to legislate, inter alia, on the definition of crimes,
criminal sanctions, penalties, security measures and associated preliminary
conditions, as well as establishing the criminal procedure, as well as and to adopt the
general rules for punishing disciplinary violations and those governing the
administrative deviations and the applicable procedures [(art. 165 pt. 1 letter c)
and d)].
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23) Slovakia21. In the Constitution of Slovakia, the section on fundamental
human rights and freedoms stipulates that every person has the right to life and
human life must be protected even before birth, and the death penalty is
prohibited (art. 15). Similar to the E.D.O. and to other constitutions, it is stipulated
that no person may be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment (art. 16 pt. 2), respectively that no person may be
subjected to forced labor or service, except for the activities imposed according to
the law of the convicted persons, who execute a prison sentence or persons who
execute another type of sentence to replace the prison sentence (art. 18).
It is the law that establishes which acts constitute criminal acts and which are
the punishments or other restrictions of the rights and property to be applied (art.
49), and it is stipulated that only a court is empowered to rule on guilt. and to the
punishment applied to criminal acts in compliance with the provisions of the law
in force at the time of the crime, and in the event that the law came into force after
the crime was committed, it applies only if it contains more favorable provisions
(art. 50).
The president, among other competences, amnesties and grants the reduction
of the penalties established by the courts in criminal proceedings and cancels the
penalties through individual pardon or amnesty (art. 102 pt. 1 letter j).
24) Slovenia. In the Constitution of Slovenia the capital punishment is
abolished and it is expressly mentioned that life is inviolable (art. 17). Respect for
the person and human dignity are guaranteed in criminal proceedings and in all
other legal proceedings, as well as during the deprivation of liberty and the
execution of punishments, no person being subjected to torture, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment (art. 18).
The principle of legality in criminal law is enshrined in the fundamental law,
stipulating that no person can be punished for committing an act that has not been
declared a crime according to the law or for which no punishment was provided at
the time of its commission. The facts that constitute crimes are established, and the
corresponding punishments are pronounced according to the law in force at the
time of the crime, unless the most recent law is more favorable to the offender
(art. 28).
It is also provided that the mandate of the judge of the Constitutional Court
can be the object of early termination in the manner provided by law only if the
judge requests this himself, or if the judge is sentenced to imprisonment for a crime
or because of permanent loss of capacity to exercise of the function (art. 164).
The immunity of the deputies is constitutionally guaranteed, they cannot be
held criminally responsible for the votes or opinions expressed in the sessions of
Adopted by Law no. 460/1992 and amended by the constitutional laws no. 244/1998, no.
9/1999, no. 90/2001, no. 140/2004, no. 323/2004, no. 462/2005, no. 92/2006, no. 210/2006, no.
100/2010, no. 356/2011 and no. 323/2012.
21
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the National Assembly or its working bodies and neither arrested nor prosecuted
without the approval of the National Assembly, except for flagrant offenses for
which a punishment is provided with imprisonment of more than five years
(art. 82 - art. 83).
25) Spain. As such, the fundamental rights and freedoms are regulated starting
with art. 14 of the Spanish Constitution. Both capital punishment - with the
exception of the provisions of the military criminal laws during war, and inhuman
or degrading treatment, as well as torture, is prohibited for any person having the
right to life and to physical and moral integrity (art. 15)
Penalties deprived of liberty and security measures are meant for social reeducation and rehabilitation, forcing forced labor during detention, except for
rights expressly restricted by the content of the sentence, the purpose of the
punishment and the law of penitentiaries. In civil cases, penalties involving
deprivation of liberty cannot be imposed, directly or indirectly (the principle of the
exclusively criminal character of sanctions deprived of liberty). No person may be
convicted or punished for actions or omissions which, at the time of their
commission, did not constitute a crime, crime or administrative offense, according
to the law in force at the time (art. 25).
26) In the Constitution of the Kingdom of Sweden22, it should be noted first of
all the provision that capital punishment is prohibited (art. 4), and any person is
protected against the application of corporal punishment (art. 5). No one can be
sentenced to a punishment or to a penal sanction for a fact that was not the subject
of a criminal sanction at the time of its execution, thus enshrining the principle of
the legality of the punishment. At the same time, it is explicitly stated that no one
can be sentenced to a more severe criminal sanction than the one in force at the
time of the offense.
If a Member of Parliament is accused of committing an offense, the relevant
legal provisions regarding detention, arrest or detention shall apply only if he
confesses his guilt or is caught in flagrant or the minimum punishment for
committing such an offense is imprisonment. for a period of 2 years (art. 12).
27) Hungary. In art. U 1. i) From the chapter “Fundamentals”, we find the
provision that all ordinary crimes committed for political reasons and left
unpunished by the justice system for political reasons. Political organizations that
were legally recognized during the transition to democracy as legal successors of
the Socialist Party of Hungarian Workers continue to be responsible for their
predecessors, as beneficiaries of their illegally accumulated assets.
22 The constitution of Sweden was adopted in 1974. The last revisions were made in 2012.
Currently, the Swedish Basic Law consists of the Governing Act (adopted by SFS no. 1974: 152), the
Act of succession (SFS no. 1810: 0926 - initially adopted in 1810), Law on freedom of the press (SFS
no. 1949: 105 - adopted in 1949) and Fundamental law on freedom of expression (SFS no. 1991: 1469
- adopted in 1991). All have undergone modifications and completions until 2012 inclusive.
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Also, the serious offenses stipulated by a law that were committed against
Hungary or its citizens during the communist dictatorship on behalf, for the
benefit or with the agreement of the state / party, and which remained
unpunished for political reasons, by ignoring the criminal law in force. at the time
of their commission, they are declared inaccessible (art. U 6.6.).
Another relevant provision is that contained in art. III of the chapter "Freedom
and Responsibility", according to which no one will be subjected to torture,
inhuman or degrading treatment and punishment and cannot be held in servitude.
At the same time, it is foreseen that no person can be expelled or extradited to a
country where he is threatened with the death penalty, torture or where he is
subjected to any other treatment or inhuman punishment (art. XIV point 2).
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Abstract
The article analyses the disciplinary offences of incompatibility and conflict of interests
through the lenses of the EHCR standards on criminal matters, giving a critical account of
the latest case-law evolutions in the field and is structured in three parts: firstly, the
offences are analysed according to the national legislation of Romania; secondly, the
development of the autonomous concept of ”criminal offence”, according to Article 6 of the
Convention, based on the relevant case-law of the Court, is summarized; thirdly, the latest
developments on the matter from the Strasbourg Court’ jurisprudence are identified and
critically assessed in context of its former case law and standards.
Keywords: incompatibility, conflict of interests, criminal limb of Article 6 ECHR,
ECHR Cătăniciu Decision, ECHR Manta Decision
1. The disciplinary offences of incompatibility and conflict of interests of
public officials
The proper implementation of a coherent system regarding the
incompatibilities and the conflicts of interests of public officials was one of the
benchmarks to be fulfilled and followed up within the process of accession of
Romania to the European Union (EU). The matter was therefore part of a
Cooperation and Verification Mechanism (hereinafter “CVM”), established
together with the European Commission (EC), on the brink of Romania’s accession
to the European Union, in December 2006 (European Commission Decision
2006/928/EC). The mechanism was seen as an appropriate safeguard for keeping
the pace with the country efforts in reforming the judiciary and fighting
corruption.
The relatively newly-regulated regime of incompatibilities and conflicts of
interest (the first domestic comprehensive regulation being adopted in 20031) was
Lecturer in Law, PhD, Faculty of Law, University ”Titu Maiorescu” Bucharest.
Law no. 161/2003 regarding certain measures for ensuring transparency of public
dignitaries, public positions and within the business environment, corruption prevention and its
sanction, published in Official Journal - Monitorul Oficial, Partea I nr. 279 din 21 aprilie 2003.
*
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placed at the heart of CVM. One of the four benchmarks that Romania had to
achieve, comprised in the Annex to the CVM Decision, referred at point 2 to:
“Establish, as foreseen, an integrity agency with responsibilities for verifying
assets, incompatibilities and potential conflicts of interest, and for issuing
mandatory decisions on the basis of which dissuasive sanctions can be taken”
(emphasis added, T.C.). The solution of establishing an agency with enforcement
powers was seen at that time as a revolutionary step forward, one step forward
from the international standards.
Incompatibility is the interdiction to exercise another office, dignity, profession
or activity, as expressly forbidden by the law, at the same time with a public office
or dignity.
Conflict of interests consists is the interdiction for the public official or state
dignitary, as defined by the Article 1, par. 1 of Law no 176/20102, to issue an
2 ”Article 1 (1) The provisions of the present Law are applied to the following categories of
persons, that have the obligation to declare their assets and interest:
1. The President of Romania;
2. Presidential Advisors and State Counselors;
3. The Presidents of the Chambers of Parliament, Deputies and Senators;
4. The Members from Romania in the European Parliament and Members in the European
Commission on behalf of Romania;
5. The Prime-Minister, Members of the Government, State Secretaries, Deputy State
Secretaries, the public dignities asimilated to the previous, as well as the State Counselors from the
office of the Prime-Minister;
6. The Members of the Superior Council of Magistracy;
7. The Judges, Prosecutors, Deputy-Magistrates, their comparables, as well as Judicial
Assistants;
8. The Specialized support staff in Courts and Prosecutor’s Office;
9. The Judges from the Constitutional Court of Romania
10. The Members of the Romanian Court of Accounts and the personnel holding management
and control positions in this institution;
11. The President of the Legislative Council and Section Presidents;
12. The Romanian Ombudsman and its deputies;
13. The President and Vice-President of the National Authority for the Supervision of Personal
Data Processing;
14. The Members of the Competition Council;
15. The Members of the National Council College for Studying the Former Communist
Intelligence Service Archives;
16. The Members of the National Securities Commission
17. The Members of the Economic and Social Council
18. The Members of Insurance Supervision Commission
19. The Members of the Supervisory Commission of Private Pension System
20. The Members of the National Council for Discrimination Combat
21. The Members of the National Audiovisual Council;
22. The Members of the Boards of Administration and Board of Directors of the Romanian
Public Radio and National Public Television Channel;
23. The President and Vice-President of the National Integrity Agency as well as the members
of the National Integrity Council;
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administrative act or to conclude a legal act or to take a decision or participate in
the making of a decision in the exercise of the public function of authority, which
produces a material benefit for himself, for his spouse or his relatives of first
degree.
Article 25 from the Law no 176/20103 regulates the components of the
disciplinary lialibility on incompatibility and conflict of interests.
Par. (1) of the said article states that the deed of an public official issue an
administrative act or to conclude a legal act or to take or participate in making a
decision in breach of the legal requirements conflict of interests and the deed of
incompatibility are disciplinary offences and therefore are sanctioned according to
applicable rules of public dignity, office or activity in question, insofar as the Law
no 176/2010 does not derogate from it and if the deed does not meet the elements
of a criminal offense. This is the first principal sanction to be applied.
According to the par. (2) of the same article, the person removed from office
under the provisions of par. (1) or towards which it was found the existence of an
24. The General Manager and members of the Board of Directors of the National Press Agency
AGERPRESS;
25. The Manager of the Romanian Intelligence Service, Prime-Deputy and its deputies;
26. The Manager of the Foreign Intelligence Service and its deputies;
27. The Diplomatic and Consular personnel;
28. The Manager of the Security And Protection Service, Prime-Deputy and its Deputy;
29. The Manager of the Special Telecommunication Service, Prime-Deputy and its deputies;
30. The elected members of local authority;
31. The persons holding management and control positions as well as the public officials,
inclusively those with special status that run their activity in all central government or local
authorities or, where appropriate, in all public institutions;
32. The persons holding management and control positions the state education system units
and units of state public health system;
33. The personnel assigned to central government officials in the public administration and the
personnel assigned to the prefect’s office;
34. The Board Members, Board of Management or Board of Supervisors, and persons holding
management positions in the national or autonomous local companies, or other companies in
which the State or a local governmental authority is a significant shareholder;
35. The Governor, First Vice-Governor, Vice-Governors, the Members of the Board
Administration, employees responsible for the management of National Bank of Romania as well
as the bank management personnel where the state is a significant shareholder;
36. The personnel of public institutions, including employees with individual employment
contract, involved in carrying out the privatization process as well as the personnel government
institutions, including employees with individual employment contract, that manage or implement
programs or projects funded from external or budgetary funds;
37. The Presidents, Vice-Presidents, Secretaries, Financial Directors in the trade union’
federations and confederations;
38. The Prefects and Deputy-Prefects;
39. The candidates running to be elected for the President of Romania, Deputy, Senator, Local
Counselor, Chairman Of The County Council and Mayors.”
3 The law is to be found translated in English (although not very accurate) at
https://www.integritate.eu/A.N.I/Legisla%C8%9Bie.aspx
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incompatibility losses its right to exercise a public office or dignity from those
listed in Article 1 of the Law no 176/2010, except for the elected offices, for a
period of three years after removal from office or that public dignity or from the
date of the mandate termination. If the person held an elected office, he/she is
under an interdiction to hold the same office for a period of three years from the
date when his/her mandate was terminated. This is the second principal sanction to
be applied.
The Constitutional Court of Romania (CCR), through Decision no. 418/20144,
interpreted the above mentioned interdiction, stating that the provision is
constitutional as far as the phrase ”same office” covers ”all appointed positions”, if
the person concerned was in an appointed position, respectively ”all elected
positions”, if the person concerned was in an elected position5. The list of all
positions in question is contained by the Article 1 of the Law no 176/2010.
If the person no longer holds a public office or dignity at the time when the
state of incompatibility was ascertain, the three-year interdiction operates from the
date when the evaluation report issued by the National Integrity Agency – ANI
becomes final, respectively from the date of the final court decision confirming the
existence of an incompatibility/conflict of interests.
Under the par. (3) of the same article, the incompatibility/conflict of interests
represents a ground for dismissal or a disciplinary offence and it is punishable
under applicable rules for dignity, public office or respective activity.
Par. (4) referrs to the disciplinary sanctions, stating that, by derogation from
the provisions of special laws governing disciplinary liability, disciplinary
sanctions that may be imposed as a result of having committed the offense of the
present law cannot consist in a reprimand or warning.
Based on the above mentioned legal provisions, we can conclude the
following:
The incompatibility/conflict of interests represents a disciplinary offence
which is sanctioned according with the general rules applicable to the public
dignity, office or activity in question, if the special rules contained by the Law no
176/2010 doesn’t derogate from.
The special law – Law no 176/2010 – provides for a sanction which is
principal, not complementary, as I previously considered6 – the three-year
Published in Official Journal - Monitorul Oficial, Partea I, nr. 563 din 30 iulie 2014.
The CCR decision was discussed in detail in T. Chiuariu, Controlul averilor, incompatibilităţilor
şi conflictelor de interese. Legislaţie, doctrină şi jurisprudenţă, Ed. Hamangiu, Bucureşti, 2016, pp. 25-30.
The doctrine highly criticised the decision as being an ultra vires act, outside the constitutional
powers of the court and a manipulative decision, which transforms the meaning of the legal
provision in question – see B. Selejan-Guţan, Consideraţii despre Decizia nr. 418/2014 a Curţii
Constituţionale, in ”Pandectele Române”, nr. 12/2014, pp. 46-7. Ironically (or not) the applicant in
the case that ended with the said decision was the same as in ECHR Cătăniciu Case discussed
below.
6 T. Chiuariu, op.cit., p. 75.
4
5
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interdiction – that can be added to the first principal sanction provided by the
general statute on the public dignity/public office/activity or can be applied
autonomously.
The administrative autonomous body with investigative powers – National
Integrity Agency (ANI) has the aim to ensure integrity regarding public office and
to prevent institutional corruption, by performing evaluations of wealth,
incompatibilities and conflicts of interests regarding public officials. On the basis of
article 20 ref to article 15 of Law no 176/2010, while evaluating the wealth and
assets, the integrity inspector may request all public institutions and authorities,
other public or private law legal entities, as well as natural persons, documents
and information required to performing the activity of evaluation, subject to the
obligation of confidentiality. At the end of the evaluation, the integrity inspector
issues a report, which ascertains the incompatibility/conflict of interests or closes
the investigation. The report can be contested by the concerned persons in front of
administrative courts. The civil procedure applies and the burden of proof is on the
claimant, the person concerned by the report.
2. The criminal offence, according to Article 6 ECHR
The concept of a “criminal charge” has an “autonomous” meaning,
independent of the categorisations employed by the national legal systems of the
member States (Blokhin v. Russia [GC], § 179; Adolf v. Austria, § 30).
As regards the autonomous notion of “criminal”, the Convention is not
opposed to the moves towards “decriminalisation” among the Contracting States.
However, offences classified as “regulatory” following decriminalisation may
come under the autonomous notion of a “criminal” offence. Leaving States the
discretion to exclude these offences might lead to results incompatible with the
object and purpose of the Convention (Öztürk v. Germany, § 49)7.
The starting-point for the assessment of the applicability of the criminal aspect
of Article 6 of the Convention is based on the criteria outlined in Engel and Others v.
the Netherlands (§§ 82-83):
1. classification in domestic law;
2. nature of the offence;
3. severity of the penalty that the person concerned risks incurring.
The first criterion is of relative weight and serves only as a starting-point. If
domestic law classifies an offence as criminal, then this will be decisive. Otherwise
the Court will look behind the national classification and examine the substantive
reality of the procedure in question.

7 Council of Europe/European Court of Human Rights, Guide on Article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights. Right to a fair trial (criminal limb). Updated on 31 August 2019,
consulted online at 1.11.2019 at the following link https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/
Guide_Art_6_ENG.pdf
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In evaluating the second criterion, which is considered more important (Jussila v.
Finland [GC], § 38), the following factors can be taken into consideration:
 whether the legal rule in question is directed solely at a specific group or is
of a generally binding character (Bendenoun v. France, § 47);
 whether the proceedings are instituted by a public body with statutory
powers of enforcement (Benham v. the United Kingdom, § 56);
 whether the legal rule has a punitive or deterrent purpose (Öztürk v.
Germany, § 53; Bendenoun v. France, § 47);
 whether the legal rule seeks to protect the general interests of society
usually protected by criminal law (Produkcija Plus Storitveno podjetje d.o.o. v.
Slovenia, § 42);
 whether the imposition of any penalty is dependent upon a finding of guilt
(Benham v. the United Kingdom, § 56);
 how comparable procedures are classified in other Council of Europe
member States (Öztürk v. Germany, § 53).
The third criterion is determined by reference to the maximum potential
penalty for which the relevant law provides (Campbell and Fell v. the United
Kingdom, § 72; Demicoli v. Malta, § 34).
The second and third criteria laid down in Engel are alternative and not
necessarily cumulative; for Article 6 to be held to be applicable, it suffices that the
offence in question should by its nature be regarded as “criminal” from the point
of view of the Convention, or that the offence rendered the person liable to a
sanction which, by its nature and degree of severity, belongs in general to the
“criminal” sphere (Lutz v. Germany, § 55; Öztürk v. Germany, § 54). The fact that
an offence is not punishable by imprisonment is not in itself decisive, since the
relative lack of seriousness of the penalty at stake cannot divest an offence of its
inherently criminal character (ibid., § 53; Nicoleta Gheorghe v. Romania, § 26).
A cumulative approach may, however, be adopted where separate analysis of
each criterion does not make it possible to reach a clear conclusion as to the
existence of a criminal charge (Bendenoun v. France, § 47).
If one proceeds to apply these criteria to the incompatibility/conflict of interest
as analysed above, should observe the following.
Regarding the severity of the applicable sanctions, the first sanction to be applied
is the release from office (Article 25, par. 3 of Law no. 176/2010). The release from
office is the most serious disciplinary sanction applicable under domestic law.
The law provides a second sanction – the interdiction to hold public offices,
respectively elected public dignity for a pre-determined period of 3 years (Article
25, paragraph 2 of Law no. 176/2010), which is not complementary, but principal,
because it is applied ope legis when the ANI final report becomes final and
therefore doesn’t depend on the first principal sanction.
Also with reference to the incident sanctions, one must note that Article 27,
par. (3) Law no. 176/2010 provides for the administrative court to dispose, in
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addition to declaring the absolute nullity of the acts concluded in conflict of
interest, also the reinstatement of the parties in the previous situation, i.e. the
return of the benefits received based on acting in conflict of interest. This
administrative sanction is identical to the measure of special confiscation provided
by Article 112 par. 1, lit. a) Criminal Code.
The two principal sanctions obviously have an exclusively punitive and deterrent
scope, while the third has a reparation one. The dissuasive scope was expressly
provided for by the EC Decision on MCV (see supra), therefore it is beyond doubt
that was the original intent of the legislator, to have deterrent sanctions.
As outlined above, the proceedings are instituted by a public body with
statutory powers of enforcement, the National Agency for Integrity – ANI. The
legal rule seeks to protect the general interests of society usually protected by
criminal law – the integrity of public office. Whether the imposition of any penalty
is dependent upon a finding of guilt is not very clear, although I previously
expressed the opinion that guilt should be considered by the court when assessing
to maintain or to annul the ANI report and this opinion was confirmed by the caselaw of domestic courts8.
Moreover, regarding the stigmatizing effect (see Jussila, par. 43), it is worth
mentioning the measures regarding the publicity of the sanctions imposed.
Interdictions following a conflict of interest are made public by being posted on the
ANI website9, one might say, a sort of virtual pillar of infamy borrowed from the
Middle Ages and adapted to contemporary times.
The criminal record, according to Law no. 290/200410, can only be accessed by
the person concerned and by the public authorities in the system of public order,
national security and justice, so it cannot be accessed by any person, as is the case
with the prohibitions imposed as a result of a conflict of interest published on an
internet site to which anyone has access. The element of the mention of the deed in
the criminal record was taken into account by the Court in other cases when it
analysed the criminal nature of the offense (Öztürk v. Germany, par. 52).
Consequently, even in this regard, of the publicity of the sanction, the
consequence of the administrative offence is harsher than the criminal one: while
the information on the criminal offences can be accessed only by law enforcement
agencies and the person concerned, the personal data on the administrative
misconduct is (was) available to virtually everyone.
T. Chiuariu, op.cit. , pp. 62 sqq.
https://www.integritate.eu/INCOMPATIBILITIES-DEFINITIVE/INTERDICTION-3-ANI.aspx.
Following complaints on the breach of the personal data regulations, the content with references to
all the persons sanctioned was removed, but the section can still be found on the internet site of the
Agency, at the address mentioned above, it looks disabled and cannot be accessed for the moment,
on 30.11.2019.
10 Published in Official Journal – Monitorul Oficial, Partea I, nr. 777/13.11.2009.
8
9
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3. ECHR Cătăniciu and Manta Cases
The first factor to be taken into account for determining the second criterion,
the degree of generality of the rule in question was applied in Case Cătăniciu v.
Romania (dec., application nr. 22717/17) where at stake was a conflict of interests
regarding a local elected office. The local councillor was ascertain to be in a conflict
of interest, she contested the ANI report and until the contestation reached a final
judgment, she was elected member of Parliament. Consequently, she was
sanctioned based on the parliamentary regulation on conflict of interest with a
reduction in the parliamentary allowance of 10% for a period of 3 months.
Cătăniciu was the first case to be decided by ECHR in which the system of
repression regarding the incompatibilities and conflicts of interests according to
laws of Romania was under scrutiny.
The Decision of the Court can be summarized as follows:
The offence in question is of a disciplinary nature, according to the national
law (par. 38 ref. to par. 19), so the first criterion isn’t met.
Then the Court passed to the second criterion, the nature of the offence, and
took note that, according to the national law, the provisions forbidding the conflict
of interests refers exclusively to the persons who exercises a position of civil
servants (fonction publique, in French) or a public dignity (charge publique, in
French). It therefore concludes that the provisions in question are not applicable
than to a determined group of persons having a particular statute, situation which
raises serious doubts on the criminal character of the deeds in the referring case (par. 39).
In addition to these doubts, the Court passed to the third criterion and noted
that the sanction imposed on the applicant was a reduction of her parliamentary
allowance of 10% for a period of 3 months (par. 40 ref par. 24). Therefore, it
concluded that this sanction doesn’t have the degree of severity which justifies to
qualify it as a criminal sanction in the sense of the Article 6 of the Convention and
therefore the criminal limb of the said article doesn’t apply to the case at hand.
Following the above quoted reasons, one can conclude that the decisive
argument regarding the non-applicability of the criminal limb of Article 6 was the
applied sanction’ degree of severity. Anyhow, in this point, this reasoning looks
like a departure from the previous jurisprudence, namely the Öztürk jurisprudence,
where the Court ascertained that the relative lack of seriousness of the penalty at
stake cannot divest an offence of its inherently criminal character (Öztürk v.
Germany, § 53; Nicoleta Gheorghe v. Romania, § 26).
The Cătăniciu Decision was followed by Manta Decision (Manta contre la
Roumanie, Décision de 3 septembre 2019, Requête no 32354/17 et 7 autres
requêtes), by which the Court declared inadmissible 8 applications from Romania
regarding incompatibilities and conflicts of interests.
With regard to the criminal aspect of article 6 of Convention, the Court recalled
that in the Cătăniciu Case, cited above, it found that the sanction applied to the
applicant, which had consisted of a 10% reduction, for a period of three months
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maximum, of her parliamentary allowance, was not of a nature and a degree of
severity justifying calling it a penalty within the meaning of Article 6 of the
Convention (ibid., § 40). In the present applications, however, the applicants have not
indicated that they have been disciplinary sanctioned (emphasis added, T.C.). As to the
argument of the applicants 70254/17 and 1363/18 that the prohibition on holding a
public office for three years imposed by the Law no 176/2010 (ref par. 25)
constitutes a ”criminal sanction” within the meaning of the Convention, the Court
declared that it cannot be received (emphasis added, T.C.). In the light of these
circumstances, the Court considers that Article 6 of the Convention is not
applicable under its criminal aspect.
One cannot admit that the above constitutes a convincing reasoning. The
prohibition of holding an elected public office for 3 years is a restriction to the right
to be elected which usually constitutes a criminal sanction, as it is in the Criminal
Code of Romania, art. 66, par. (1), lit. a) and b).
In which way the argument that `a sanction which is provided for by the
Criminal Code should be considered criminal` cannot be received as a valid
argument? Only by asking the right question and the answer is self-evident. The
applicants have at least a prima facie solid argument and the minimum was to
receive a counter-argument. But it cannot be rejected de plano, as the Court did.
Actually, if we dig deeper in the background of this argument, we observe that
the so called ”disciplinary” sanction contained by Article 25 par. (2) Law no
176/2010 perfectly coincides with the complementary criminal sanctions provided
for by the Criminal Code.
Art. 301, par. 1 of the Criminal Code which incriminates the “use of the function
of favouring persons” (conflict of interest), provides for a special complementary
punishment consisting in “the prohibition of exercising the right to hold a public office for
a period of 3 years”.
Virtually the same interdiction is provided for as a general complementary
punishment, to be applied by the judge for a period at his/her discretion, between 1
and 5 years, when he/she finds it appropriate in the consideration of the concrete
offence committed, additionally to the main punishment (life detention,
imprisonment or fine) in art. 66, par. (1), lit. a) ”prohibition to be elected in the public
authorities or another public office” and lit. b) ”prohibition to hold an office which implies
the exercise of the state authority” from the same Criminal Code of Romania.
The only difference identified uncovers a harsher regime of the disciplinary
offence, since the criminal sanction can be applied in a proportionate manner, the
judge has to power to decide the concrete duration of the sanction in order to be
proportional with the deed of the defendant, meanwhile the administrative
sanction is set for a fixed, predetermined duration by law (ope legis) and the judge
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cannot intervene in order to apply it proportionally. Consequently, the three-year
ban raises a question regarding its conformity to the principle of proportionality.
One more remarck on the degree of generality of the sanctions, based on the
sphere of the persons to whom the sanctions analyzed above can be applied and
which can be subject to the evaluation procedures performed by ANI. In Cătăniciu
Case the Court held that the only persons concerned by the provisions governing
the conflict of interests are the persons who exercise a public function or dignity
(par. 39), which represents a certain group, which is why the character cannot be
retained of criminal deed in the sense of art. 6 of the Convention.
As it can be ascertain only by reading the personal scope (ratione personae)
covered by Law no 176/2010 (please see above, footnote no. 2), these provisions
apply to a very wide range of persons, which includes practically all the persons
working in the public sector, regardless of the nature of the employment relationship,
based on a contract of employment, respectively appointed under a public power
regime (civil servants in public office and public dignitaries). According to the
statistical data published in 2018, in Romania their number rises to 1.2 million
people, which represents approx. 25% of all employees in the economy, which are
in total 4.9 million11. Therefore, at least if a public appointee or employee is
concerned (which is different from Cătăniciu Case, where the applicant was an
elected official), the scope of the legal rule’ factor cannot apply.
4. Conclusions
The domain of criminal offences disguised in administrative clothes have
already raised complex legal issues which the Court dealt with in an admirable
way, safeguarding the effective protection of fundamental rights, as it was shown
in the summary of the case-law on the matter (supra, section 2). A new hurdle – the
incompatibilities and the conflicts of interests as regulated by the laws of Romania
– has occurred in this race (as described in section 1) and the first attempts to
overcome it are not so encouraging (as detailed in section 3). While some of the
arguments underlying the inadmissibility decisions delivered so far are pertinent,
as the generality of the rule or the degree of severity of the sanction, the real
challenge ahead will consist in making an in-depth analysis of the three-year
interdiction on holding public office, which is a serious restriction to fundamental
rights and therefore cannot be just overlooked like a traffic fine.
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Given the context in which Romania finds itself - on the one hand, a national,
sovereign and independent, unitary and indivisible state and, on the other hand, its
membership to certain international structures - for example to the United Nations, to the
Council of Europe, to the European Union etc. - or Romania 's quality as a party to the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and other international treaties - the
natural question arises, where lies the boundary between the national sovereignty, which
presupposes the right of the state to decide freely in its internal and external affairs and
which has two components, namely the independence and the supremacy, and the
fulfilment of some obligations deriving from the membership to the above-mentioned
structures, a membership having the significance of a restriction of the powers of the state
authority, a relativization of national sovereignty.
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Romania has been a member state of the European Union since 2007.
However, in order to accede to the European Union, extensive legislative changes
were made, including the revision of the Constitution in order to create the
necessary legislative framework for both pre-accession and accession, which was
required at the time, taking into account Romania's strategic objectives, objectives
which have enjoyed a wide popular support.
By acceding to the EU legal order, Romania has accepted that, in areas where
exclusive competence lies with the EU, regardless of the international treaties it is a
party to, the implementation of obligations deriving from them is subject to EU
rules. A position to the contrary would lead to the undesirable situation that the
Member State, through its international obligations undertaken at bilateral or
multilateral level, would seriously affect the competence of the Union and, in
practice, take the place of the Union in those areas. Therefore, according to Article
11 (1) and Article 148 (2) and (4) of the Constitution, Romania applies in good faith
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the obligations arising out of the act of accession by not interfering with the
exclusive competence of the EU and, as established in its case-law, by virtue of the
compliance clause in Article 148 of the Constitution itself, Romania cannot adopt a
regulatory act contrary to the obligations to which it has committed itself as a
Member State1.
As to the legal acts of the European Union2, according to art. 288 TFEU, to
exercise the Union's competences, the institutions shall adopt regulations,
directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. It is to be noted that
regulations, as secondary acts of the European Union, have general application, are
binding in their entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. Therefore,
the Member State has no express obligation to transpose the regulation, a valid
obligation with respect to other secondary acts, as it is the case, for example, with
the directive. Therefore, the Member State has the obligation to fulfil the ones
established by the regulations, an obligation that is characterized either by taking
the necessary administrative measures or by elaborating normative acts that have
the ability to create the necessary framework for the public administration
authorities to fulfil the obligation incumbent on the state. Even if the regulation is
directly applicable, it provides for a set of rules with general applicability at
European Union level, and the European legislator, depending on the subject of
the regulation, may to a lesser or greater extent give the Member States some room
for manoeuvre. to achieve the goal set by its provisions3. And here we can recall,
for example, the adoption of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 77/2014
on national procedures in the field of state aid, for amending and completing the
Competition Law no. 21/1996, Law no. 20/2015, which had as a reason the
necessity to fulfil the obligations arising under art. 108 of the Treaty on the
functioning of the European Union. From a procedural point of view, the
aforementioned legal texts are a national implementation of Council Regulation
(EC) No 659/1999 of 22 March 1999 laying down the rules for the application of
Article 93 of the EC Treaty4 [repealed and replaced by Council Regulation (EU)
2015/1.589 of 13 July 2015 laying down detailed rules for the application of Article
108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union5] .
Also, Law no. 129/2018 can be mentioned, which creates the institutional
framework necessary for applying in Romania mainly some of the provisions6 of
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
1 See Decision of the Constitutional Court no.887 of 15 December 2015, published in the
Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no.191 of 15 March 2016, par. 75.
2 Art. 288 TFEU (ex-art.249 TCE)
3 Decision no.887/2015, cited above, par. 70.
4 Published in the Official Journal of the European Union, series L, no.83 of 27 March 1999.
5 Published in the Official Journal of the European Union, series L, no.248 of 24 September
2015.
6 The inforcement, in Romania, especially of provisions [art. 51-55, art. 57-59, art. 62, 68, 77, 79,
80 and art. 82-84] of the (EU) Regulation 2016/679.
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protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the
free movement of such data and repealing Directive 95/46/EC. At the same time,
this law transposes the provisions of art. 41 of the Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 regarding the protection
of natural persons regarding the processing of personal data by the competent
authorities for the purpose of preventing, detecting, investigating or prosecution of
crimes or enforcement and the free movement of such data and repealing Council
framework Decision 2008/977/JAI7.
The directive is compulsory for each recipient Member State as to the result to
be achieved, leaving the national authorities with competence in terms of form and
means. There are a multitude of normative acts adopted by the national legislator
that have transposed certain directives in the national legislation, in different
fields, within the term established by the Union or with its overcoming, in which
case the infringement proceedings against Romania were initiated.
Recommendations and opinions have no binding force.
A decision is binding in its entirety. A decision which specifies those to whom
it is addressed is binding only on them.
In this context, it is debated to what extent one of the decisions with an impact
on the political-legal life in our country, with an impact on the invocation of the
existence or affectation of the rule of law, has constitutional relevance through
art.148 of the Constitution regarding the integration into the European Union, if it
is a legal act within the meaning of art.288 TFEU which produces the effects of the
Treaty and, especially, if the decision in question is adopted in conformity with
national constitutional order and even the European principle of legality. We are
referring, of course, to the Decision 2006/928/EC of 13 December 2006 establishing
a mechanism for cooperation and verification of progress in Romania to address
specific benchmarks in the areas of judicial reform and the fight against
corruption8. According to Article 1 of the decision, Romania shall, by 31 March of
each year, and for the first time by 31 March 2007, report to the Commission on the
progress made in addressing each of the four benchmarks, namely:
”1. ensure a more transparent, and efficient judicial process notably by enhancing the
capacity and accountability of the Superior Council of Magistracy. Report and monitor the
impact of the new civil and penal procedures codes;
2. establish, as foreseen, an integrity agency with responsibilities for verifying assets,
incompatibilities and potential conflicts of interest, and for issuing mandatory decisions on
the basis of which dissuasive sanctions can be taken;
3. building on progress already made, continue to conduct professional, non-partisan
investigations into allegations of high-level corruption;
4. take further measures to prevent and fight against corruption, in particular within
the local government.”
7
8

Published in the Official Journal of the European Union, series L, no. 119 of 4 May 2016.
Published in the Official Journal of the European Union, series L no.354 of 14 December 2006.
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The decision was based on Articles 37 and 38 of the Protocol concerning the
conditions and arrangements for admission of the Republic of Bulgaria and
Romania to the European Union, which empower the Commission to take the
necessary measures in case of imminent risk of disruption to the functioning of the
internal market due to non-compliance by Romania with its commitments, i.e. an
imminent threat of serious shortcomings in Romania as regards the transposition,
state of implementation, or the application of acts adopted under Title VI of the
TEU or acts adopted under Title IV of the EC Treaty.
Analysing the content of the Decision establishing a mechanism for
cooperation and verification, the Constitutional Court of Romania9 noted that the
act of European law contains a series of reference objectives, listed in its annex,
outlining a series of general obligations to the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania:
guaranteeing a more transparent and efficient judicial process, setting up an
agency for integrity, the continuation of the investigations regarding the
accusations of corruption at high level, respectively the adoption of additional
measures of prevention and combating corruption. All these objectives are aimed
at strengthening "an impartial, independent and efficient judicial and
administrative system, equipped with sufficient means, among others, to fight
corruption", so that "administrative and judicial decisions and practices of all
Member States fully respect the rule of law". The objectives pursued are therefore
subsumed by the principle of the rule of law and the right to a fair trial, expressly
enshrined in Article 1 paragraph (3) and Article 21 of the Romanian Constitution.
But without diminishing the importance of the regulation of such objectives, the
Court ruled that the European law does not provide for concrete duties (with the
exception of the establishment of an agency for integrity) or effective guarantees
that, together or separately, are to contribute to the implementation of the principle
of the rule of law, but draws up a series of guidelines, with a character of
maximum generality and with a predominantly political value (according to point
8 of the preamble to the decision, "This decision does not exclude the possibility of
adopting safeguard measures at any time on the basis of Articles 36-38 of the Act of
Accession, insofar as the conditions for the adoption of these measures are
fulfilled”). However, such an act, even compulsory for the state to which it is
addressed, cannot have constitutional relevance, because it neither develops a
constitutional norm, being circumscribed to the existing ones, nor does it fulfil a
deficiency of the national fundamental law.
Moreover, the preamble to the decision shows that it should be amended if the
Commission's assessment shows that the variation of the benchmarks are
necessary and will be repealed when they are met, but they do not have a
determined, concrete content.
9

See Decision of the Constitutional Court no.137/2019
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In this light the Constitutional Court ruled on another occasion10, noting that
Decision 2006/928/EC has no bearing on the judgment, and it implicitly denied its
constitutional relevance: "even if it were admitted that Decision 2006/928/EC
could be an indicator regarding the assessment of constitutionality the norm, this
would not have an impact in this case, because by its content, it is recommended
only to set up an agency for integrity, having the administrative capacity to
conduct an investigation in the field of incompatibilities and conflicts of potential
interests, as well as the ability to make binding decisions which could lead to the
application of sanctions”. In other words, the only concrete element of the norm is
the obligation to set up an agency for integrity, all the other aspects, through the
general way of the proposed objectives, cannot determine legal obligations
expressed in the task of the state, which maintain its own margin of appreciation.
Given the lack of constitutional relevance of Decision 2006/928/EC, a
European act binding on the Romanian state, the constitutional relevance of the
reports issued within the CMV can even less be retained. In this case, the issued act
does not even fulfil the stipulated condition of Article 148 para. (2) of the
Constitution, according to which only "the provisions of the constituent treaties of the
European Union, as well as the other mandatory community regulations shall take
precedence over the opposite provisions of the national laws, in compliance with the
provisions of the accession act". Thus, although acts are adopted pursuant to a
decision, the reports contain provisions of a recommendation nature, following the
evaluation made after presenting the conclusions, mentioning that "In order to
remedy the situation, the following measures are recommended: [...]". However, through
a recommendation, the institutions make their opinion known and suggest
directions of action, without imposing any legal obligation on the recipients of the
recommendation.
In the following, we consider the provisions of Articles 37 and 38 of the Act of
Accession of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union - Annex to the Treaty
of Accession11, grounds invoked when adopting Decision 2006/928/EC, if Bulgaria
or Romania did not fulfil their commitments assumed in the context of the
accession negotiations, causing a significant disturbance of the good functioning of
some areas, including any commitments made within the respective policies, the
Commission may take the appropriate measures until a maximum of three years
from the date of accession, at the reasoned request of a Member State or on its own
initiative, respectively, as the case may be, after consulting the Member States, and
specify the conditions and modalities in which these measures take effect. The
measures may take the form of a provisional suspension of the application of the
corresponding provisions and decisions in the relations between Bulgaria or
Romania and any other Member State or other Member States, without prejudice
Decision of the Constitutional Court no.104 of 6 March 2018, para.89.
Protocol of 13 March 2005 concerning the conditions and arrangements for admission of the
Republic of Bulgaria and Romania to the European Union.
10
11
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to the continuation of the close judicial cooperation. The safeguard clause may be
invoked just before the accession on the basis of the conclusions of the pursuit of
the fulfilment of the commitments assumed in the negotiations, and the measures
adopted shall enter into force on the date of accession, unless they stipulate a later
date. At the same time, according to article 39 paragraph (1) of the Act regarding
the conditions of accession of the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania to the
European Union12, if, on the basis of the Commission's continuous pursuit of
fulfilling the commitments made by Bulgaria and Romania in the context of the
accession negotiations, and in particular the Commission's reports in this regard,
there is clear evidence that the stage of preparation for adoption and
implementation of the acquis in Bulgaria or Romania is also as such that there is a
significant risk that, in a significant number of areas, any of these states will
obviously be unprepared to fulfil the obligations arising from membership on the
accession date, 1 January 2007, the Council may unanimously, on the
recommendation of the Commission, decide that the date of accession of that State
be postponed by one year, until January 1, 2008.
Therefore, this act is adopted prior to Romania's accession to the European
Union, or the Accession Treaty provides that these decisions could be adopted
only after the accession not previously and there is no other national normative act
by which the Romanian state might agree in establishing these conditionalities to
the detriment of invoking the safeguard clause, which might, at most, have
postponed Romania's accession it the European Union to 2008; therefore it was
adopted outside the Treaty of accession. Or, according to Article 148 of the
Constitution, as a result of the accession, the provisions of the constituent treaties
of the European Union, as well as the other mandatory community regulations
shall take precedence over the opposite provisions of the national laws, in
compliance with the provisions of the accession act and the Parliament, the
President of Romania, the Government, and the judicial authority shall guarantee
that the obligations resulting from the accession act are implemented.
The fundamental law of the state - The Constitution is the expression of the
will of the people, which means that it cannot lose its binding force only by the
existence of a mismatch between its provisions and the European ones. Also, the
accession to the European Union cannot affect the supremacy of the Constitution
over the entire legal order13. The Constitution stipulates that the provisions of the
constitutive treaties of the European Union, as well as the other mandatory
Community regulations have priority over the contrary provisions of the internal
laws, respecting the provisions of the Act of Accession. However, in connection
with the notion of "internal laws", since 2003, by Decision no.148 of April 16, 2003
Annex to the Accession Treaty.
Decision of the Constitutional Court no.80 of 16 February 2014, published in the Official
Gazette of Romania, Part I, no.246 of 7 April 2014, para. 456.
12
13
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on the constitutionality of the legislative proposal to revise the Constitution of
Romania, the Constitutional Court made a distinction between the Constitution
and the other laws14. Also, the same distinction is made at the level of the
Fundamental Law by Article 20 paragraph (2) final thesis, which provides in the
sense of applying with priority the international regulations, unless the
Constitution or the internal laws contain more favourable provisions, and Article
11 paragraph (3) states that, if a treaty to which Romania is to become a party
contains provisions contrary to the Constitution, its ratification can take place only
after the revision of the Constitution15.
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THE IMPACT OF THE CURRENT INTERNATIONAL LAW
CRISIS ON THE RIGHT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Titus CORLĂŢEAN
Abstract
The progress of the society, the socio-economic development and the increase of
prosperity, in certain cases, and the decrease of poverty and of the economic disparities, in
many other cases, constitute natural goals for any local, national, regional or global human
community.
The natural human aspiration to progress has taken, over the time, the form of a right,
for both the state and individuals, as a human right, namely as a right to development. The
developments over the recent decades have even allowed that the right to sustainable
development be enshrined within the third generation of the fundamental human rights, the
so-called "solidarity rights".
The latter cannot exist outside a structured system of international rules and
regulations, able to provide stability and predictability, a favourable framework for socioeconomic progress. This requires both will and political commitment of international
decision makers, as well as a reasonable functionality of the International Law system.
The International Law crises, the challenges arising in the international relations
system affect the stability of the system and generate changes in the power relationships, in
the foundation of the principles and set of values, in the allocation or access to resources,
thus causing discontinuities or disparities in the mankind’s effort to generate sustainable
development.
The promotion of the major global goals for sustainable development enshrined in
programmatic documents such as the 1992 Rio Declaration of the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development or the 2015 UN General Assembly
Resolution on the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development requires also political support
for the supremacy of the International Law and involves a quality education process,
targeting both elites and international decision makers, as well as the society as a whole. It
must necessarily include an increased awareness for the basis of the international legality,
also by means of the university curricula addressing the Public International Law subject.
Keywords: sustainable development, International Law, United Nations, human
rights, goals, crises, education
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Introduction
The progress of the society, the socio-economic development and the increase
of prosperity, in certain cases, and the decrease of poverty and of the economic
disparities, in many other cases, constitute natural goals for any local, national,
regional or global human community.
The natural human aspiration to progress has taken, over the time, the form of
a right, for both the state and individuals, as a human right, namely as a right to
development. The evolutions over the recent decades have even allowed that the
right to development be enshrined within the third generation of the fundamental
human rights, the so-called "solidarity rights".1 The specialized doctrine2 includes
the right to peace, the right to development and the right to a healthy environment
within the new generation of rights, as a reflection of the fact that human society
and individual fundamental rights are not inflexible, but subject to a constant
change generating new social and individual needs materialized in new correlative
rights and obligations.3
Individuals may not be truly free and may not really benefit from their
fundamental rights, be they civil, political or economic, social or cultural rights, in
a poor society lacking opportunities or a reasonable level of protection, health or
education or a job allowing them a decent standard of living and income.4
Moreover, the concerns over the last decades, which have harmoniously combined
the interest for a harmonious development of human communities and individuals
and the environmental protection, respectively, have found consistent forms of
expression in international relationships, as it was the case with the proclamation
in 1961 of the first United Nations Development Decade (Resolution 1710 [XVI]) or
with the adoption in 1970 of the International Development Strategy for the Second
United Nations Development Decade (Resolution 2626 [XXV]).5
In the same context, it is necessary to mention the 1972 Stockholm Declaration
of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment.6 In the Preamble of
the Declaration it is emphasized that the environment was "essential to ... the
enjoyment of basic human rights- even to the right to life itself.", while Principle I
states that "Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate
conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a life of dignity and wellbeing".7
1 T. Corlatean, Protectia europeana si internationala a drepturilor omului, Ed. Universul Juridic,
Second edition, Bucharest, 2015, p. 80.
2 J.G. Starke, Introduction to international law, Butterworths, London, Tenth edition, 1989, p. 373.
3 T. Corlatean, op. cit., p. 80.
4 Ibidem, p. 82.
5 P. Daillier, M. Forteau, A. Pellet, Droit international public, LGDJ- Lextenso editions, 8e
edition, Paris, 2009, p. 1175.
6 file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/6471%20(2).pdf
7 M.N. Shaw, International Law, Cambridge University Press, sixth edition, third printing, New
York, 2010, p. 847.
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At the same time, Resolution 41-128 adopted by the UN General Assembly on
December 4, 19868, includes a Declaration on the right to development, which defines
it in the first article as "inalienable human right".9
1. The right to sustainable development
The right to development, doubled for ideological reasons, especially in the
1960s-1970s, by the concept of a "new international economic order"10, gave rise to
new goals set by the international community in recent decades and which have
outlined a new concept, namely that of a sustainable development.
This concept represented the key idea of the Rio Declaration adopted on June
13, 1992 by the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development11.
The Rio Declaration, together with the Stockholm Declaration, are in fact the
product of the first two global conferences on the environment and development.
The Rio Declaration essentially aims at integrating the environmental
protection into the wider process of sustainable development. The document states
even from Principle 1 that human beings are "at the centre of concerns for
sustainable development. They are entitled to a healthy and productive life in
harmony with nature.".12 Principle 3 states, in its turn, that the right to sustainable
development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet developmental and
environmental needs of present and future generations. In its turn, Principle 4
emphasizes that in order to achieve sustainable development, environmental
protection shall constitute an integral part of the development process.13 Finally,
Principle 27 requires states to cooperate for the future development of international
law in the field of sustainable development.14
The Declaration of the Rio Conference was included in and supported by the
UN General Assembly Resolution 47/1992 of December 22, 1992, which urged the
Member States to ensure the necessary actions to achieve certain effective results in
the field of sustainable development.15
The Rio Conference adopted by means of the same Declaration an Action
Program for the implementation of the goals set, called Agenda 21. At the request
of the UN General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) laid the
same year the foundation for the Commission on Sustainable Development,
https://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/41/128
M. Tomescu, Drepturile Omului/ Tendinte si orientari contemporane, Ed. Pro Universitaria,
Bucharest, 2013, p. 74.
10 P. Daillier, M. Forteau, A. Pellet, op. cit., p. 1176.
11 http://www.unesco.org/education/pdf/RIO_E.PDF
12 M.N. Shaw, op. cit., p. 848.
13 Ibidem, p. 869.
14 Ibidem.
15 Gunther Handl, Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment
Stockholm, 16 June 1972/ Rio Declaration on Environment and Development
Rio de Janeiro, 14 June 1992, Introductory note, http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/dunche/dunche.html
8
9
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designated to "monitor" the progress made in implementing the Agenda 21 ... and
for integrating the environmental and development goals into the whole of the
United Nations system".16 Following the same line of argumentation, an InterAgency Committee on Sustainable Development was set up in 1992 in order to
improve the cooperation between various UN institutions concerned with this
matter.17
The finding of such reorientation of international priorities through the United
Nations bodies could not prevent important changes being made both at the level
of certain international jurisdictions, such as the International Court of Justice in
The Hague, whose jurisprudence, for example, in the case of Gabcikovo - Nagymaros
(Slovakia vs. Hungary)18 begins to show a clear concern for the concept of
sustainable development, and at regional level, as it has been the case in Europe since
1990, when the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development established
under the article 2(1)vii of its establishment Agreement the goal to promote
"environmentally sound and sustainable development".19
Since the adoption of Resolution 47/190, the Rio Declaration, whose
implementation at national, regional and international level has been the subject to
a detailed evaluation procedure at the 1997 UN General Assembly Rio + 5 session,
has served as a reference regulatory framework for subsequent global meetings on
the environment, mainly for the World Summit on Sustainable Development in
Johannesburg in 2002 as well as for the United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development Rio + 20 in 2012.
The evolution of the process of promoting the concept and goals identified at
global level for a sustainable development of mankind, triggered by a series of
major challenges faced by the international contemporary society (an
environmental problems crisis, action to reduce pollution and rational use of
natural resources, simultaneously with the need for economic growth and
ensuring greater prosperity, a more equitable international development between
different regions of the world, improving the quality life, etc.), led to changes the
concept of sustainable development, which shall also take into account the
specificities of the new digital society, but also the need for inclusion, all
circumscribed by the idea of intelligent development or evolution.
This is a brief explanation for the organization of the United Nations Summit
for Sustainable Development in New York on September 25-27, 2015, in the form of
a high-level plenary meeting of the UN General Assembly. On this occasion, the
summit adopted one of the fundamental documents of mankind of all these
decades in the field of sustainable development, a programmatic document,
establishing the sector goals and actual steps to be taken for the next decade and a
P. Daillier, M. Forteau, A. Pellet, op. cit., p. 1176.
M.N. Shaw, op. cit., p. 846.
18 https://www.icj-cij.org/files/case-related/92/092-19970925-JUD-01-00-EN.pdf
19 M.N. Shaw, op. cit., p. 869.
16
17
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half. This is the UN General Assembly Resolution A/RES/70/1 entitled:
„Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.20
The Preamble of the Resolution emphasizes that the 2030 Agenda is "a plan of
action for people, planet and prosperity. It also seeks to strengthen universal peace
in larger freedom". On this occasion, the UN Member States recognize that
"eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is
the greatest global challenge and an indispensable requirement for sustainable
development".21
The resolution marks the setting of 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169
targets that demonstrate the magnitude of this new Universal Agenda, aiming to
achieve the so-called Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). They are
specifically seeking to ensure that all human rights are truly respected, to achieve
gender equality and to protect and promote the rights of "women and girls". These
objectives are integrated and indivisible and highlight the three dimensions of
sustainable development: economical, social and environmental.22
Essentially, the 17 UN Global Goals are the following:
1) No poverty;
2) Zero hunger;
3) Good health and well-being;
4) Quality education;
5) Gender equality;
6) Clean water and sanitation;
7) Affordable and clean energy;
8) Decent work and economic growth;
9) Industry, innovation and infrastructure;
10) Reduced inequalities;
11) Sustainable cities and communities;
12) Responsible consumption and production;
13) Urgent action to combat climate change;
14) Conservation and sustainable use of oceans, seas and marine resources for
sustainable development;
15) To protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,
sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land
degradation and halt biodiversity loss;
16) Peace, justice and strong institutions;
17) To strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global
Partnership for Sustainable Development.23
https://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
Ibidem.
22 Ibidem.
23 Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 25 September 2015-70/1. Transforming our
world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, p. 14; https://www.un.org/ga/search/
view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/70/1&Lang=E
20
21
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2. The International Public Law
The proper functioning of the international society and, therefore, the chance
to materialization of the right to sustainable development depend on the rules
governing the international system and the commitment of the international
subjects, starting with the states, to respect them. In other words, they depend on
the rules of International Public Law, which is the foundation of the international
system, the one that regulates the relationships between the actors of international
life. It introduces the rules of functioning, sets out the rights and obligations as well
as the punishments in case of non-compliance, punishments which are indeed
more or less effective. The regulation of the relationships taking place in the
international society prevents the chaos and disorganization, guarantees a
necessary reasonable predictability of the conduct of the subjects of international
law and facilitates the human aspirations towards the "universal peace".
Thus, we shall understand that sustainable development may not exist outside
the stability and predictability enshrined in the International Law rules, as well as
the fact that when such rules are attacked, subjected to illegitimate challenges,
rewritten by force or simply violated, the right to sustainable development of the
mankind is also affected.
The Romanian doctrine is generally similar in the process of defining the Public
International Law, under the form of a set of legal norms regulating the relationships
established within the international society24 or of a set of legal principles and norms
created by the states, based on their will, for the purpose of regulating international
relationships.25 In its turn, the international classical doctrine defines the International
Law in similar terms, based on a traditional-sovereign view, which refers either to
the law applicable to international society26, or to the one regulating the
relationships between nations27 or those between sovereign states28 and covering a
variety of areas, such as the law of the sea or the law of war, subsequently
redefined as international humanitarian law. The most recent international
doctrine takes into account the evolutions of the contemporary society,
consequently making reference to the generally applicable rules and principles
regulating the conduct of states and international organizations, as well as the
conduct thereof that relates to persons, whether natural or legal.29
24 R. M. Besteliu, Drept international public, Ed. C.H. Beck. Vol. I, Second edition, Bucharest,
2010, p. 1.
25 A. Nastase, C. Jura, F. Coman, 14 prelegeri de Drept international public, Ed. C.H. Beck,
Bucharest, 2012, p. 25.
26 D. Nguyen Quoc, P. Daillier, A. Pellet, Droit International Public, LGDJ, 3e edition, Paris,
1975, p. 27.
27 S.C. McCaffrey, Understanding International Law, LexisNexis, Newark/ San Francisco/
Charlottesville, 2006, p. 3.
28 V. Epps, L. Graham, International Law, Wolters Kluwer, New York, 2015, p. 2.
29 S.C. McCaffrey, op. cit., p. 3.
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The foundation of contemporary international society and its current
organization was laid when the Second World War ended, by structuring the
International Law regulating the current international relations. The cornerstone of
such system, which also included fundamental norms for the establishment and
guarantee of human rights and fundamental freedoms (under the effect of the
shock suffered by mankind during the War, generated by the crimes against
mankind, the Holocaust and other atrocities committed during the world
conflagration), was the San Francisco Charter, which laid the foundations of the
United Nations (UN Charter) and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of
December 10, 194830. Thus, the principle of multilateralism in international
relationships was strongly asserted and the need for cooperation between states,
the use of force or the threat to use force being taken outside legality and, last but
not least, the protection of human rights were confirmed. Subsequently, there were
the two International Covenants of 1966 on civil and political rights and on the
economic, social and cultural rights as well as other tens of thousands of
international bilateral or multilateral treaties registered with the UN General
Secretariat, which provide the network or the basis of the current international
cooperation. In other words, an impressive system of regulations of universal or
regional nature31.
3. The crisis of the International Law and its impact on the sustainable
development
At the basis of the international system set up after 1945, at least in the first
decades, we found, inter alia, the strong establishment of the role of the states and
their inclination towards asserting the sovereignty and independence prerogatives,
subsequently circumscribed by the regroupings on ideological bases during the
Cold War, but also bipolarism laid by the power relationships between the two
major players in international relationships, the US (and allies in the free and
democratic world) and the USSR (and its allies, socialists, communists or from
among non-aligned states). Many characteristics of international society after the
end of the Cold War have undergone changes, the international society becoming
much more fluid, due to ideological and power reconfigurations, political
fragmentation, the emergence for a period of unipolarism, due to the clear US
domination, the disappearance of the USSR and the birth of a Russian Federation
weakened politically, economically and strategically, at least in the first part of the
cycle. We can now state that in all these decades, the International Law has worked
more efficiently in the absence of any crisis, conflict or war. It is widely accepted
that in times of peaceful coexistence, the International Law has been more efficient,
its regulations and principles enshrining, for example, a code of conduct which
30
31

T. Corlatean, op. cit., p. 10.
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provided a reasonable stability and predictability for the cohabitation of the two
major ideological systems, the capitalist one in the free world and the one from the
"socialist camp". The Decalogue of Principles in the 1975 Helsinki Final Act of the
Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe32 stands as a witness to that.
The essence of the International Law, beyond the establishment of rules of
conduct accepted by the subjects of international law, is expressed by the fact that
the states decide to limit their sovereignty temptations, accepting international
obligations that offer advantages and rights in compensation. The self-limitation of
sovereignty has allowed an upward trend over these decades, of course with the
related fragmentation generated by certain crises or conflicts, in other words a
process of development of the International Law, giving rise to more predictability
in international relationships and thus more chances for technological progress,
cooperation and sustainable development, an evolution and adaptation of the
International Law rules to the changes, some even spectacular, in the current
international society is only natural after all.
Per a contrario, the episodes of crisis in international relationships have
generated pressures on the International Law, failures in ensuring the compliance
with the international rules, often for political, strategic or economic reasons. The
collapse of the bipolar system and the reconfiguration of the distribution of power,
the globalization and the increase of interdependencies between the international
law subjects, the regionalization and the proliferation of the regional structures of
cooperation, the disintegration of certain states and the emergence of new ones,
through the legal institution of the succession of states in the International Law, the
security challenges, mainly unconventional, aimed at international terrorism, cyber
attacks, drug trafficking etc. constitute important changes, which have inevitably
affected the structure and content of the International Law.
Although beneficial in theory, the process of regionalization, which implies a
deeper cooperation between the state actors from the same geographical region,
having common set of values, characteristics and interests, may affect the overall
system of regulation at universal level. The fragmentation of the International Law
became a reality through the promotion of certain political-legal systems such as
the European one, which introduced an intermediate level of norms (European
Law) between the national and the universal level of International Law, with a
different and often more ambitious standard than the global one, which often
replaces the generally accepted International Law rules and which inevitably
generates tensions between different regional or universal models.
Equally, great International Law principles have been reinterpreted or
"rewritten", based on political and power considerations, with the establishment of
new concepts, such as that of the "humanitarian intervention" in certain states, in
the name of "international community’s responsibility to protect" in case of
32
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genocide or other crimes against mankind or that of "intervention to protect the conationals living in other states", which resulted in the change of the borders of
certain sovereign states through the use of military force (please see the case of the
Russian-Ukrainian conflict and the illegal annexation of Crimea by the Russian
Federation). The reinterpretation of the principle of the self-determination of the
peoples may also be cited, by promoting for reasons and political interests of a socalled right of national minorities to self-determination or even to obtain certain
forms of ethnic autonomy. All these, without establishing in the International Law,
through a normal process of codification of the law, of certain new International
Law rules. And also with the finding of a gradual process of degradation of
universal values established for many decades, which seemed to have acquired an
immutable nature.
We are undoubtedly witnessing a period of crisis and the transformation of
International Law, with certain consequences. We find, for example, a declining
enthusiasm of certain important states to accept multilateral international legal
obligations, in areas such as environmental protection, possibly with a preference
for the adoption, in compensation, of political documents which are non-binding
from a legal point of view. Therefore, the number of general multilateral treaties
adopted in the last two to three decades has decreased, as well as the rate and the
number of ratifications of large international multilateral treaties. At the same time,
regional law systems, primarily the European Law, are evolving at different speed
compared to the established universal law, which deepens the phenomenon of
International Law fragmentation, but also reduces the profile and role of
multilateralism promoted by the United Nations and of its legal instruments of
universal nature.
All of these categorically influence the international environment and raise
obstacles to international cooperation in establishing a predictable and continuous
course for the sustainable development of the human community. Even though, as
shown above, the international society has taken important political and normative
steps in this area.
4. The impact of the poor education of the elites in the letter and spirit of
International Law on the sustainable development of the international
community
The evolution of the contemporary international society is marked, as
mentioned above, by a process of profound change of the set of social values,
sometimes by distorting the cultural axiological models, and the dynamics of the
change increases in geometric progression, without these changes always being
reflected immediately in reviewing the legal norms or in accommodating the
society’s mentalities as a whole. The degree of social and cultural homogeneity
faces important challenges, the international migration process, for example,
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generating the transfer in different national or regional societies of different
cultural models, not always easy to accommodate with the traditional local ones.
It is a well-known fact, in this context, that the management of such processes
at international level has also been affected due to a growing deficit of professional
and political competence at the level of international political elites. Practically, in
the contemporary society we are witnessing a disappearance of the visionary
political leaders, able to propose to the national or international societies projects
and visions of economic development, of social progress, who would act in the
spirit of the international rules and of the respect for the state of peace and
cooperation. This is especially noticeable at European level, where the last two
decades have offered the image of an obvious degradation, with weak leaders or
political "leaders" driven by populist, xenophobic, often racist or neo-fascist public
attitudes. Pseudo-leaders keen on easy and secure electoral gains, especially in the
context of the socio-economic crisis, too few are willing to play by the rules of
international morality based on the International Law rules or willing to take the
risk of going against the circumstantial social wave and to indicate the right longterm solution for their own nation, regardless of the costs involved.
There are multiple explanations for this phenomenon. However, I shall present
only a few reasons, which equally reflect the consequences of the crisis that the
International Law is currently undergoing and the benefits of the quality social
education, in general, and of the elites, in particular, as well as the impact on the
chances of progress and sustainable development for the human community.
It is widely known and accepted that education has always been the
foundation of the evolution processes of human society, the human progress being
generated to a great extent by the individuals’ degree of education, acquired
through a systematic and quality learning process. Moulding in this spirit the
young generation, the behaviours, aptitudes and set of values provides, in
principle, the continuity of the social action meant to ensure the ascending line of
progress and therefore a sustainable development of the community. For
illustration purposes, a scientific research conducted by the renowned American
management consulting firm McKinsey & Company33 shows that raising the
quality of education has a substantial impact on the economy. For example,
improving PISA indices34 by only 40 points may generate a GDP growth of 0.9%
per capita in a single generation (equivalent to 30 years).
Therefore, it is not accidental that, globally, among the 17 goals set by the 2030
Agenda, adopted by the UN in 2015, the quality education is number 4 priority. Or
33 M. Barber, M. Mourshed, How the world’s best performing-school systems come aut of top,
McKinsey&Company, September 2007; https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/
industries/social%20sector/our%20insights/how%20the%20worlds%20best%20performing%20sch
ool%20systems%20come%20out%20on%20top/how_the_world_s_bestperforming_school_systems_come_out_on_top.ashx
34 OECD’ s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA).
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that the United Nations have decided that the period 2005-2014 should be
considered the "Decade of Education for Sustainable Development". This naturally
and necessarily includes teaching International Law in universities, primarily for
future international decision makers.
The practice of the last two decades, especially in the field of national, regional
or international crisis management, has shown serious deficiencies, erroneous
decisions taken at critical moments by certain political leaders, the prevalence of
power temptation over the rationality of compromise or compliance with
international legal rules, or of a national selfishness based on narrow political
interests. We note, for example, an obvious difficulty or reluctance of many
representatives of political elites to understand and comply with the foundations
of the right to peace, enshrined in the UN Charter and more recently included in
the third generation fundamental human rights; a difficulty in having a better
understanding of the right to sustainable development, of the fundamentals of
international cooperation, of the fundamental human rights and freedoms or of the
right to protection and assistance guaranteed by International Humanitarian Law.
In the latter case, the populist position adopted by many European leaders and the
correlative treatment applied to the refugees arriving in Europe from bloody
conflict areas such as Syria or Iraq, refugees who have been assimilated in their
entirety with the concept of "illegal migrants", confined in detention centres and
subjected to interrogations, although the 1949 Geneva Conventions guaranteed
their right to humanitarian assistance and protection.35
In a reasonable manner, one can see from this point of view a certain
inefficiency of the International Law, which can also be described as a crisis
thereof. One of the objective explanations is probably related exactly to the
decrease of the effectiveness and quality of the impact of education on the future
members of the national and international elites. More precisely, as surprising as
the conclusion may be, it is about diminishing the authority and attractiveness of
the Public International Law subject in universities from different states and
regions of the world and, consequently, for the future leaders and elites.
The American professor Ryan M. Scoville shows in a study conducted for an
American university the results of a research on teaching International Public Law
in several thousand law faculties from 190 countries36. One of the main conclusions
of the research, not at all surprising, states that the sequences of the International
Law ineffectiveness in areas such as the prevention of serious or widely spread
violations of human rights or the avoidance of armed conflicts, are linked to the
35 T. Corlatean, The future of knowledge: current challenges and perspectives for International Law, in
The Future of knowledge/ Proceedings of Harvard Square Symposium, The Scientific Press,
Cambridge MA, Volume 1, 2016, p. 12.
36 R.M. Scoville, International law in national schools, in Indiana Law Journal: Volume 92/ Issue
4, Article 4, Fall 2017; https://www.repository.law.indiana.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=
11262&context=ilj
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fundamental field of education and is explained by the clear disparity between the
countries or regions of the world in respect of the education involving legal
subjects, starting with the International Law37. This conclusion is even more valid
for students whose subsequent professional or political career has subsequently
placed them in the area of national or international elites. In essence, the quoted
author states that disparities in the International Law teaching in different states or
regions result in the absence of a unitary interpretation of international legal
institutions, principles or rules and, ultimately, affect the International Law
effectiveness itself.
The international situation regarding the introduction as compulsory of the
mentioned subject in universities, with a clearly negative trend, is interesting. In
most of the states where in 1973 this discipline was compulsory in all faculties,
eleven years later, in 2014, the percentage had dropped substantially. As an
example, the compulsory nature of the International Law subject remained valid
only in 54% of faculties in France, 47% in Germany, 4% in the US and only 3% in
the UK. The percentage in the case of Romania is much better, namely 74%. Per a
contrario, in the case of Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, Norway, the Russian
Federation, Sweden and Hungary, the level of compulsory teaching of the
mentioned subject remained at 100%38. At the other extreme we find, which is
difficult to understand, Ireland, Japan and New Zealand with 0%. And this despite
the fact that in 1989 the UN General Assembly, for example, had adopted a
Resolution declaring the 1990s as "the UN decade for international law"39,
including for the purpose to convey a clear political and public message to
encourage the study of this subject in universities.
Another conclusion of the author regards to the place of International Law in
the university curricula and the manner in which the professors teach this subject,
as an impact factor on the international conduct, respectively for the compliance
with international rules or, conversely, for the occurrence of International Law
violations. For example, the mentioned research shows that in countries with
functional legal education systems, where the training in International Law is deep
and rigorous, as it is the case of Austria and Sweden, they contribute materially to
the compliance with the international rules, while in countries such as Pakistan or
even the USA, where the training is not a common situation or has a mediocre
quality level, the consequences are neutral or especially in the opposite sense,
negative.40
The conclusion of the quoted author refers, therefore, to the major concern
related to the important disparities existing in the depth of International Law
Ibidem, p. 1449.
Ibidem, p. 1461.
39 United Nations Decade of International Law, UN General assembly Resolution 44/23/ 1989;
http://www.worldlii.org/int/other/UNGA/1989/29.pdf
40 R.M. Scoville, op. cit., p. 1455.
37
38
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education between different states or regions, as factors that inhibit the
effectiveness of this fundamental branch of Law and which generate in a very
actual material sense, through the absence of the compulsory teaching or limited
availability, through the poor quality of education, visible effects in international
relationships, the lack of commitment in assuming international obligations or
even violating the legal rules.41 In other words, ideas matter, education matters,
and their absence or mediocre quality of the educational process may generate
unexpected negative effects, especially at the level of international decision
makers.
5. Conclusions
The sustainable development of the human community may not exist outside
a structured system of international rules and regulations, able to provide stability
and predictability, a favourable framework for socio-economic progress. This
requires both will and political commitment of international decision makers, as
well as a reasonable functionality of the International Law system.
The International Law crises, the challenges arising in the international
relations system affect the stability of the system and generate changes in the
power relationships, in the foundation of the principles and set of values, in the
allocation or access to resources, thus causing discontinuities or disparities in the
mankind’s effort to generate sustainable development.
The absence, in this context, of a proper "equipping" of the international
leaders, through education or other forms of training, resonating with the
fundamental concepts of international legality, exposes them to erroneous
decisions, to temptations of power to the detriment of decisions based on
rationality and generally accepted normative reference points. The lack of
adequate knowledge of such essential normative and axiological reference points
or its limited and superficial nature, first of all by the elites, but also on a wider
social level, generates a decrease in confidence or at least of the sensitivity towards
the importance of abiding by the International Law. And therefore lower chances
for an upward trend of sustainable development of the international community.
The subordination of the International Law to the often very pragmatic political
interests of certain international relevant actors may not therefore contribute to the
progress of mankind.
Definitely, the international society still needs the foundation provided by the
international legality. And even if the of goal of the International Law supremacy
continues to be difficult to achieve, it must be promoted further on. As the peace of
mankind, a more equitable allocation of development resources and a wide access
to current technological progress, cooperation in good faith between international
actors constitute essential factors for the achievement of the mankind’s ideal of
41

Ibidem, p. 1449.
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sustainable development. And education, in all this equation, can make the
difference.
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Abstract
The free movement of persons is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed within the
European Union. The essence of this freedom lies in the elimination of discrimination
between citizens of the Member State in whose territory they are and who are nationals of
other Member States who are and work in the territory of the same State. These
discriminations may concern entry, travel, employment, employment or remuneration. By
ensuring a non-discriminatory regime on these issues, the free movement of persons in the
community space is achieved.
The Treaty also provides for a number of legal limitations on the free movement of
persons. These limitations are justified by public, public security or public health reasons; It
is also forbidden to participate in this state, even occasionally, in the exercise of public
authority.
Keywords: free movement of persons; internal market; non-discrimination; exceptions
to free movement.
1. Content of the free movement of persons in the European Union
In accordance with Article 20 (2) (a) in conjunction with Article 21 TFEU,
Union citizens have the right to move and reside freely within the territory of the
Member States, subject to the limitations and conditions laid down in the Treaties
and in the provisions adopted for their application. . This right as one of the main
advantages of EU membership, the free movement of people in the EU bringing
overall benefits to the economy of each country.
The content of free movement of persons in the European Union has changed
over time, adapting to the new social, political and economic conditions. The
Treaties of the European Union, as well as the secondary legislation, have
highlighted the changes in the content of the free movement of persons.
The general legal coordinates of the right to free movement of persons in the
European Union are established by the following regulations:
 Provisions contained in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union (TFEU), (- art. 26 TFEU, which establishes the internal market, including the
free movement of persons; - art. 20-25 TFEU, which regulates the citizenship of the
*
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European Union, - art. 45 TFEU on the free movement of labor; - Articles 77 - 79
TFEU on "Policies on border control, asylum and immigration";
 Article 45 of the Charter of the European Union on fundamental rights;
 Schengen Agreement on the phasing-out of border controls (June 14, 1985);
 Convention for the Implementation of the Schengen Agreement on the
phasing out of controls at common borders (19 June 1990).
 The concrete aspects regarding the content of this right are established by
the provisions of Directive 2004/38 / EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 29 April 2004 on the right to free movement and residence in the
territory of the Member States for the citizens of the Union and the members of
their families, which was designed. to encourage Union citizens to exercise their
right to free movement and residence within the territory of the Member States.
The Directive sets out the following rights and obligations1:
- for stays shorter than three months: the only requirement is for citizens of the
Union to have a valid ID or passport. The host Member State may request the
persons concerned to register their presence in the country.
- for stays longer than three months: if not working, EU citizens and members
of their families must have sufficient resources and health insurance to ensure that
they do not become a burden on the social services of the host Member State
during the stay. Union citizens do not need residence permits, but Member States
may require them to follow a registration procedure with the competent
authorities. Those members of the family of an EU citizen who are not nationals of
a Member State must apply for a residence permit valid for the duration of their
stay or for a period of 5 years.
- the right of permanent residence: Union citizens acquire this right after a
period of five years of uninterrupted legal stay, if no expulsion decision was
applied against them. This right is no longer subject to any condition. The same
rule also applies to family members who are not nationals of a Member State and
have lived with a Union citizen for five years. The right of permanent residence
may be lost only in the absence of more than two consecutive years of absence
from the host Member State.
- restrictions on the right of entry and residence: Union citizens or members of
their families may be expelled from the host Member State for reasons of public
order, public safety or public health. Guarantees are provided to ensure that these
decisions are not made for economic reasons, respect the principle of
proportionality and are based on personal conduct, among others.
The Commission has developed several tools to inform citizens and national
authorities about the right to free movement and how to properly implement it.
- In November 2013, the Commission adopted a communication entitled "Free
movement of citizens of the European Union and their families: five actions to
1

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/factsheets/ro/sheet/147/libera-circulatie-a-persoanelor
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produce remarkable results"2, with the aim of clarifying the rights and obligations
related to the free movement, as well as the conditions and conditions. the limits
imposed by EU law and the response to concerns expressed by some Member
States. The "five actions" are intended to help Member States apply EU law and
instruments to maximize their potential, including by making full use of EU
structural and investment funds.
- In 2014, the Commission adopted a communication entitled "Supporting
authorities in combating the abuse of the right to free movement"3, as well as
"Handbook on tackling alleged marriage of convenience between EU citizens and
third-country nationals in the context of EU legislation on free movement of EU
citizens'4, whose main purpose was to support national authorities in combating
the possible misuse of the right to free movement. The Commission also continued
its work with experts from Member States within the expert group on the right to
free movement of persons, in order to identify difficulties and clarify issues related
to the interpretation of the provisions of Union law on the free movement of EU
citizens, as well as to exchange information on fraud and abuse and exchange of
best practices.
The Commission has identified and highlighted a number of issues, the vast
majority of which have been clarified and resolved by Member States by amending
their legislation or by committing to it.
The main issues raised in the procedure relate to the right of entry and
residence of third-country nationals, family members of Union citizens, including
spouses or same-sex partners, in particular the conditions for issuing visas and visa
permits. stay for family members from outside the EU and material and
procedural safeguards against expulsion of EU citizens.
In its resolution of 16 January 2014 on respecting the fundamental right to free
movement in the EU, Parliament rejected efforts to limit the rights of free
movement and called on Member States to comply with the Treaty provisions on
EU rules governing freedom of movement and to ensures that the principle of
equality and the fundamental right to free movement are respected in all Member
States.5
2. The cases of legal limitation of the free movement of persons in the
European Union
The provisions of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union also
provide for some situations of legal limitation of the free movement of persons.
These exceptions to the exercise of the right of free movement of persons in the
European Union must be applied in a non-discriminatory manner in all Member
States of the Union.
COM(2013) 837 final.
COM(2014) 604 final.
4 SWD(2014) 284 final.
5 Ottavio Marzocchi, https://www.europarl.europa.eu/ftu/pdf/ro/FTU_4.1.3.pdf, 05/2019.
2
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a) A first situation, provided for by the provisions of Article 45 par.3 TFEU,
implies that the free movement of workers can be exercised, subject to limitations
justified by reasons of public order, public security or public health.6
This limitation is also provided by the provisions of Article 27 paragraph 1 of
Directive 2004/38.
The concrete determination of the reasons of public order, of public security or
of public health remain at the discretion of the Member State that applies the
measures to restrict the right of free movement of persons in its territory.
Sometimes situations can be found where the Member State concerned applies
the restriction for reasons that do not justify limiting freedom of movement.
- In this regard, in order to limit the finding of such situations considered
abusive by the Member State applying the restriction, the Court of Justice
interpreted the concept of "public order" strictly, so that its sphere could not be
determined unilaterally by each Member State without any control from the
Community institutions.
The expression "subject to limitations justified by reasons of public order",
refers not only to legal or regulatory depositions that a state adopts in order to
limit the free movement in the territory of the citizens of another Member State,
but also the individual decisions taken in the application of such of general
application provisions.7
In principle, it is recognized the right of each Member State to determine the
public order requirements that can justify taking such measures, but taking into
account proportionality requirements, so that the attainment of the rights provided
for in the treaty must not exceed what is necessary to defend the order. public "in a
democratic society".
However, the limitations imposed by national regulations should not be
applied in a discriminatory manner.8
The Court's case-law can make corrections to the national regulations
regarding the interpretation of the reasons that would justify the application of the
restrictions imposed on the free movement of persons. In order to invoke this
provision, the state concerned must be able to prove the existence of a real and
sufficiently serious danger that could affect the interest of its society.9
The notion of "public order" in Articles 27 and 28 of Directive 2004/38 has been
interpreted in the Court's case-law in the sense that recourse to this notion implies,
6 This limitation was initially regulated by the Directive no. 64/221/1969 of the Council subsequently repealed by Directive 2004/38 / EC; also the restriction is provided for in art. 2 par. 2
of the Convention for the Implementation of the Schengen Agreement on the phasing out of
controls at common borders (Schengen - 19 June 1990).
7 www.csm1909.ro/csm/linkuri/14_10_2005, MAE, "Fundamental points of the jurisprudence
of the Court of Justice of the European Communities", Bucharest, 2005, p.6
8 Specifically, the masked expulsion of Romanian gypsies from France in 2010 represented an
infringement of their right to free movement throughout the European Union.
9 CJEU –Commission v Spain C-114/97 [1998] Hot.din 1998 (ECR I-0000 §46 ).
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in addition to disturbing the social order represented by any violation of the law,
the existence of a real threat, present and serious enough for a fundamental interest
of the company.10
As per disposition art. 27 paragraph 2 of Directive 2004/38, the measures
taken for reasons of public order or public security must respect the principle of
proportionality and be based exclusively on the conduct of the person concerned.
Article 28 (1) of Directive 2004/38 must be interpreted as meaning that, when
the measures envisaged involve the expulsion of the person concerned from the
host Member State, the latter must take into account the nature and gravity of the
conduct of that person, the duration and , if applicable, the legal character of his
stay in this Member State, the period that has elapsed from the conduct that is
imputed to him, his behavior during this period, the degree of his current danger
to the society, as well as the solidity of his social, cultural and family ties. with the
respective Member State.11
The court found that I have. art. 27 does not oppose a national regulation
allowing the restriction of the right of a national of a Member State to move to the
territory of another Member State, in particular on the grounds that he was
previously returned from that State because he was there in a 'stay' situation.
illegal ”, provided that, on the one hand, the conduct of this national represents a
real, present and sufficiently serious threat to a fundamental interest of the
company and, on the other, the restrictive measure envisaged to be able to
guarantee the achievement of the objective it pursues and does not go beyond
what is necessary to achieve it. It is for the referring court to ascertain if this is the
case in the case with which the settlement is notified.12
If a Member State does not specifically establish, in relation to one of its own
nationals, in accordance with the principle of proportionality and solely on the
basis of the conduct of the person concerned, that the latter's exercise of leaving his
/ her own Member State to move to another State member may constitute a real
and sufficiently serious threat to public order, which affects one of the
fundamental interests of the company, the home Member State may not impose,
for reasons of "public order" or "public security" within the meaning of Article 27
of the said directive, limitations on the freedom of movement of the person
concerned.
Based on the case law of the CJEU, the ICCJ has stated that measures to restrict
the right of residence cannot be imposed by another Member State on nationals of
another Member State who are subject to the provisions of the Treaty, except in
cases and circumstances in which such measures may be applied. nationals of the
10 CJEU - Related cases C 331/16 and C 366/16 K. Against Staatssecretaris van Veiligheid en
Justitie and H. F. against Belgische Staat; Judgment of the Court (Grand Chamber) of May 2, 2018.
ECLI: EU: C: 2018: 296.
11 CJEU - Jipa Case C 33/07, Hot. as of July 10, 2008, ECLI: EU: C: 2008: 396.
12 Ibidem.
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state concerned. The definition and (or) application of the concept of "public order"
belongs first of all to national laws and tribunals, which makes possible abusive
actions of the Member States in appreciating the situations that are justifying
reasons for restricting the freedom of movement. of a Member State of the
formalities regarding the entry, movement and residence of foreigners, is not such
as to constitute in itself a condition which threatens public order and public
security and cannot by itself justify a measure ordering the expulsion and
temporary detention in this purpose.13
- As regards the notion of "public security", it is clear from the Court's case-law
that this concept covers both the internal security of a Member State and its
external security.14 Internal security may be affected, inter alia, by a direct threat to
the peace and physical security of the population of the Member State concerned. 15
With regard to external security, it may be affected, inter alia, by the risk of serious
disruption of the external relations of this Member State or the peaceful coexistence
of the peoples.16
- Regarding the restriction based on "public health", article 29 of the Directive
2004/38 states that the only diseases that justify measures to restrict the free
movement are the diseases with epidemic potential, as defined by the relevant
documents of the World Health Organization. Health, as well as other infectious or
contagious parasitic diseases, if they are subject to protective provisions that apply
to nationals of the host Member State. In addition, the illnesses that start after a
period of 3 months from the date of arrival do not constitute grounds for expulsion
from the territory of the respective state.
Diseases that are triggered after a period of three months from the date of
arrival cannot motivate the expulsion from the respective territory.
b) Another situation of limiting the right to free movement of persons,
provided by the provisions of art. 45 par.4 TFEU prohibits employment in posts in
public administration.
Under these provisions, Member States may refuse or restrict access to public
administration jobs on the basis of the nationality of the worker.
The term "public administration" has different meanings in the Member States,
so that the Court of Justice has made clarifications on the interpretation of this
concept, so that it cannot be misused by the Member States to unjustifiably limit
the free movement of persons.
Given that public administration positions are performed by national
regulations, the Court of Justice has the task of interpreting for concrete situations,
13 CCJ. Decision no. 7758/2008. Civil. Limiting the exercise of the right to free movement abroad.
Appeal. (File no. 45151/3/2007) https://legeaz.net/spete-civil-iccj-2008/decizia-7758-2008.
14 CJEU – Decision of 23 November 2010, Tsakouridis, C 145/09, EU: C: 2010: 708, paragraph 43.
15 CJEU - Decision of 22 May 2012, I, C 348/09, EU: C: 2012: 300, paragraph 28
16 CJEU - Decision of 23 November 2010, Tsakouridis, C 145/09, EU: C: 2010: 708, paragraph 44.
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whether or not the employment of positions conditioned by the nationality of the
employing Member State is discriminatory. In this regard, the Court has ruled that,
if the nature of the duties of exercising some positions does not prove that they
would constitute employment in the public administration, then it is not justified
to apply the restriction provided by Article 45 par.4 TFEU.17
The Court considered that the restriction applies only to certain activities,
related to the exercise of state authority. In the Court's view, the respective
activities must necessarily involve participation in the exercise of the rights
conferred by public law and refer to activities aimed at safeguarding the general
interests of the state.18
According to a constant jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European
Union, the notion of "public administration" within the meaning of art. 45
paragraph (4) The TFEU concerns the employment that involves a direct or
indirect participation in the exercise of public power and in the functions that have
as object the preservation of the general interests of the state or of the other public
authorities and thus presuppose the existence of a special report by their holders.
solidarity with the state, as well as the reciprocity of rights and obligations that
form the basis of the citizenship bond.19
Also, the notion of "public administration" within the meaning of art. 45
paragraph (4) The TFEU should be interpreted uniformly throughout the Union
and cannot be left to the full discretion of the Member States. The case law of the
Court of Justice of the European Union must be taken into account by the
authorities of the Member States when deciding which public sector jobs can be
reserved for nationals.
At national level, there is no list of jobs that involve state sovereignty and can
only be reserved for their own citizens. It is the responsibility of the administration
to determine, on a case-by-case basis, in relation to the nature of the functions and
responsibilities involved in the post in question whether it can be offered to the
citizens of the European Union, or only to their own citizens.20
c) Another exception from the exercise of the freedom of movement of persons
is provided in Article 51 paragraph 1 TFEU, which stipulates that they are
exempted from the provisions on the freedom of establishment, as regards the
Member State concerned, the activities participating in this state, even occasionally,
when exercising public authority.
CJCE - Commission v. Belgium, Case no. 149/79, Hot. from 26.03. 1982.
CJCE - Case Sotgiu.nr.152 / 73.
19 Roxana-Mariana Popescu, "The jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union
regarding the notion of" public administration "used in art. 45 paragraph (4) TFEU ”, Legislative
Information Bulletin no. 4/2017, p.7. http://www.clr.ro/eBuletin/4_2017/Buletin_4_2017.pdf
20 Roxana-Mariana Popescu, "The jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union
regarding the notion of" public administration "used in art. 45 paragraph (4) TFEU ”, Legislative
Information Bulletin no. 4/2017, p. 4. http://www.clr.ro/eBuletin/4_2017/Buletin_4_2017.pdf
17
18
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Under the TFEU, activities related to the exercise of public authority are
excluded from the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services.
Exclusion is, however, limited by an exclusive interpretation: exclusions can cover
only those specific activities and functions that involve exercising the prerogatives
of public power; a profession can be totally excluded only if its entire activity is
dedicated to the exercise of public power prerogatives or if the part which is
dedicated to the exercise of public power prerogatives cannot be separated from
the rest. Exceptions are provided that allow Member States to exclude the
production or marketing of war material (Article 346 (1) (b) TFEU).21
The Court stated that, in order to answer the question of "public authority"
within the meaning of Article 45 EC (current Article 51 TFEU), reference must be
made, first, to the interpretation existing at national level. Activities which in one
Member State are not considered to be of public authority cannot be subject to the
said exception, even if the same activities fall under the authority of the public
authority in the other Member States. On the other hand, in order to be interpreted
within the meaning of Article 45 EC, the concept and purpose of public authority
must be determined from the point of view of Community law, and the
importance of this notion must be interpreted by the Court autonomously and
uniformly.22
As per disposition art. 2 letter b) of Law no. 554/200423, the notion of "public
authority" means any state body or administrative-territorial units that act, in
regime of public power, to satisfy a legitimate public interest; are assimilated to the
public authorities, within the meaning of the law, the legal persons of private law
who have obtained by law the status of public utility or are authorized to provide a
public service, under a regime of public power.
The exception of these activities is based on the argument of a relationship of
national loyalty that derives from the quality of national citizenship, which implies
specific legal relationships, fidelity between a state and its citizens. The Court
considered that this derogation is compatible with the law of the European Union
if it concerns the fundamental interests of the state and implies a relation of
national fidelity to the state. Thus, the preparatory training course for the teaching
career cannot be considered a job in the public administration, within the meaning
of the provisions of the treaty, to which the access of the nationals of other Member
States can be denied. The Court recalled that the exception provided for in the
treaty is of strict interpretation, and access to certain jobs cannot be restricted
21 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/factsheets/ro/sheet/40/libertatea-de-stabilire-si-liberaprestare-a-serviciilor
22 CJCE - Commission of the European Communities v Federal Republic of Germany, Case
C-54/08.
23 M.Of. no. 1154 - 7.12. 2004.
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because, in a given Member State, the persons appointed to these jobs have the
status of civil servant.24
The Court considered that this qualification (no "public authority") cannot be
given, within a liberal profession such as a lawyer, to activities such as legal advice
and assistance or representation and defense of the parties in court, even if the
performance of these activities is mandatory. or exclusive by law.25
The exercise of public authority should not be confused with activities of
public interest. The public interest is not necessarily a component of public
authority; activities that are aimed at the public interest and not the interest of
individuals do not necessarily imply the transfer of public authority. While the
effective exercise of public authority may continue to be reserved for the own
nationals of the Member States, the exercise of a certain activity of public interest,
such as the case of preventive justice administration, may also be guaranteed by
the application of provisions and provisions. specific controls regarding access to
the profession as well as professional duties.
d) Also, Article 51 paragraph 2 TFEU states that the Council, acting by a
qualified majority on the basis of the Commission proposal, may exempt certain
activities from the application of the provisions on the right of establishment. The
text does not provide other details regarding the nature of the activities that can be
exempted, leaving to the discretion of the involved institutions the appreciation of
the concrete situations in which exceptions would be required.
e) Another limitation can be appreciated as imposed by the national
regulations regarding the access to the exercise of non-wage activities.
In accordance with the provisions of Article 53 TFEU, in order to facilitate
access to non-wage activities and their exercise, the Council issues directives aimed
at the mutual recognition of diplomas, certificates and other similar titles. The
Council also issues directives to coordinate national regulations regarding access to
the exercise of non-wage activities.
As regards the medical, paramedical and pharmaceutical professions, the
progressive liberalization of restrictions will be subordinated to the coordination of
the conditions of exercise in the different Member States.
In conclusion, from the analysis of the Community legislation and case law, it
follows that the exceptions regarding the free movement of persons must be
interpreted strictly, the limits and the purpose of applying the restrictions being in
accordance with the general principles of Community law (the principles of nondiscrimination, proportionality and protection of fundamental rights).
24
25

CJCE - Case 66/85 Lawrie-Blum, - Hot.din 3.07.1986.
CJCE - Jean Reyners împotriva statului belgian, Cauza 2/74, 61974J0002.
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CONSUMERS PROTECTION FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF SANCTIONING DOUBLE QUALITY STANDARD
OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Raluca DINU, PhD*
Abstract
The ”New Deal for Consumers”, developed by the European Commission, is an
important step forward in improving consumer rights and legal certainty for businesses in
areas such as cross-border portability of content, roaming charges and geoblocks, being
implemented through updated rules of consumer protection, adapted to the challenges of the
constantly evolving markets. This proposal contributes to ensuring fairness and confidence
building in the single market through collaboration with all Member States and
stakeholders in a public debate to ensure that there are no second-class consumers in the
European Union. To this end, the Commission will ensure the implementation of the rules
aimed at equal treatment of consumers in the single market, in order to promote a new
culture of compliance with Union law in this area.
Keywords: consumer, double standard, digital markets, CPC Regulation, collective
injury situations.
The European policy of consumer protection aims to adopt measures
regarding the sanction of the double quality standard of products and services for
consumers, in order to inform the latter on the differentiation of goods due to
objective factors.
Thus, it is argued that, according to studies presented by the European
Parliament, namely the study of the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer
Protection, the problem of quality differences (double standard) between products
depending on the Member State or the region or locality where they are marketed
may be found in the following situations: the manufacturer places on the market
products with a different flavour and composition; products / services of a
different quality; products of a different weight, which have, however, a package
with the same or similar appearance or with differences impossible to detect for
consumers; a new product or a new service, using better quality ingredients, but
after a period of time a recipe change occurs, without any obvious modification of
the product packaging, except the composition of the product, which is indicated
in small letters on the side on the back of the label.
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The need to modernize some of the consumer protection rules and to
strengthen the degree of compliance was confirmed by a comprehensive
evaluation, completed by the European Commission in 2017 (”REFIT verification of
adequacy”1), evaluation of the Consumer Rights Directive2. The evaluation
concluded that the Union’s consumer protection rules contributed to the
functioning of the single market and offered a high level of protection for them.
Overall, they are appropriate for the purpose, but they must be well applied and
respected. The evaluation also identified areas in which EU consumer protection
legislation can be updated and improved.
The report on the Commission Recommendation on termination and redress actions,
adopted in January 2018, supports the findings of the 2017 assessment. The report
concluded that existing individual action mechanisms are not sufficient in
”collective injury situations”, which affect a large number of consumers in the
Union.
We also point out that consumer protection is a shared competence between the
European Union and the Member States. As provided for by Article 169 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the Union must
contribute to the protection of consumers’ economic interests and to the promotion
of their right to information and education.
To this end, the European Commission adopted on June 14, 2018 a new common
methodology for comparing the quality of food products in the European Union. The Joint
Research Center (JRC) - the science and knowledge service within the European
Commission - has developed a common methodology that will allow national consumer
protection authorities to conduct tests to compare the composition and characteristics of
food sold in similar packaging in The European Union and will assist these authorities in
determining whether food is marketed in accordance with European law.
The methodology is based on key principles, such as: transparency,
comparability, selection of similar samples and product testing. Thus, under the
coordination of the Joint Research Center, laboratories from several Member States
will apply this methodology in a pan-European testing campaign to collect data on
the extent of the problem represented by the double standard of product quality.
This methodology complements the actions announced in the Commission
Communication COM (2018) 183 final, entitled ”New Deal for Consumers3” and aims
1 Working document of the European Commission services - Report on the verification of the
adequacy of the legislation on consumer protection and marketing, SWD (2017) 209 of 23.05.2017,
made by the Commission on an adequate and functional regulation (REFIT) of the Commission.
2 Report from the European Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the
application of Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights, COM (2017) 259 of 23.05.2017. Working
document of the Commission services on the evaluation of the Consumer Rights Directive, SWD
(2017) 169 of 23.05.2017.
3 ”Communication of the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Social
Economic Council. New Deal for Consumers”, adopted on April 11, 2018, is based on the existing
policy in the field of consumer protection and proposes modern rules, appropriate to current
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to: clarify and strengthen consumer rights, including prohibiting the practice of
applying double standards in terms of quality, which are deceiving consumers; to
enable qualified entities to launch representative actions on behalf of consumers; as
well as introduce stronger sanctioning powers for the authorities in the Member
States responsible for consumer protection.
In addition to this methodology, other measures have also been adopted,
including a set of guidelines on the application of Union legislation in the field of
food and consumer protection to products with a double standard of quality and a
proposal for a Directive amending certain directives, the basis of the ”New Deal for
Consumers” proposal, which was adopted by the Commission on April 11, 2018, in
order to ensure clarity regarding the evaluation of potential cases of double quality
standards in the marketing of products and services for European consumers in
the Member States.
Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending
Council Directive 93/13/ EEC of 5 April 1993, Directive 98/6/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, of Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council and Directive 2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on
the better application and modernization of European Union consumer protection rules (the
Omnibus Directive) aims to amending four European Directives on the protection of
the economic interests of consumers. Most of the amendments refer to the Illegal
Commercial Practices Directive 2005/29/EC and the Consumer Rights Directive
2011/83/EU, and Directive 93/13/EEC and Directive 98/6/EC only amend the
sanctions rules.
Thus, Article 1 of the proposal for a Directive amends Directive 2005/29/EC by
introducing the right to individual compensation for consumers and reinforces the
rules on sanctions. The proposal also clarifies the application of the rules in force
regarding misleading and hidden advertising of ”double quality” products.
As regards the ”double quality” of products, the amendment introduced by
Article 6 paragraph (2) of Directive 2005/29/EC expressly provides that: ”a
commercial practice involving the placing on the market of a product as being
identical with the same product marketed in several Member States, if these
products have significantly different composition or characteristics that cause or
may cause the average consumer to make a commercial decision that they would
not have made otherwise, is a deceptive commercial practice that the competent
authorities should evaluate and sanction on a case-by-case basis, in accordance
with the provisions of the Directive”.
Article 2 of the proposal for a directive amends Directive 2011/83/EU and provides
additional definitions of digital content and digital services, as well as contracts for
the supply of these products. These definitions bring into the scope of Directive
markets and commercial practices, which are constantly changing, stronger public and private
instruments, to ensure compliance with the law and the possibility of compensating consumers.
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2011/83/EU contracts for the provision of digital services in which the consumer
does not pay money, but provides personal data. The definitions ”digital content
contract” and ”digital services contract” clarify that, in the absence of payment, the
rights and obligations arising from Directive 2011/83/EU will not apply if the
personal data that are provided by the consumer to the merchant, exclusively for
the provision of digital content or service, complies with the legal requirements,
and the merchant does not process this data for any other purpose.
Other amendments made by art.2 refer to greater transparency for consumers on
digital markets4, which are subject to specific additional pre-contractual information
requirements specified in a new Article 6a. The proposed new rules will require
digital markets to clearly inform consumers about the identity of the party with
whom the contract is concluded. The Commission proposes to clarify that all
digital platforms must clearly differentiate the results displayed as a result of
payments received from other merchants by the ”natural” search results, and
digital markets must specify which are the main parameters determining the
display order of offers5.
Another consumer protection gap concerns ”free” digital services for which
consumers communicate personal data, rather than paying for money. These
”free” services include cloud storage, accounts on social media platforms, and email
accounts. Given the increasing economic value of personal data, these services
cannot be considered ”free”. Therefore, consumers must have the same right to
pre-contractual information and to a 14-day withdrawal period for the cancellation
of the contract, whether they are paying the service in money or providing
personal data.
It is acknowledged that EU consumer protection legislation entails low costs of
ensuring compliance for businesses. However, in some areas, certain provisions
have become obsolete with technological changes or impose unnecessary costs on
companies. The document ”New Deal for Consumers” has proposed to eliminate
disproportionate burdens for businesses, for example in the field of consumer
communication. Merchants need to have more flexibility in choosing the most
appropriate means of communication with consumers, as it is a necessity to be able
to use new online communication means, such as web forms or chat windows,
instead of email, with provided that any consumer can keep track of
communication with the merchant.
Regarding the better possibilities of compensating the consumers, we specify that
they are achieved through the effective application of the legislation and through
4 A digital marketplace is a type of e-commerce site where several third parties provide
information about products or services.
5 Based on the Commission Guidelines on the implementation / application of Directive 2005/29/EC
on illegal commercial practices, SWD (2016) 163 final of 25.5.2016 (section 5.2.6), http://eurlex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ RO/TXT /?uri = CELEX%3A52016SC0163.
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the increased cooperation between the public authorities in a fair and secure single
market.
Thus, in situations of collective injury, consumers must have the opportunity to
claim their rights not only individually, but also through collective actions. For
example, in a case such as ”Dieselgate6”, remedial measures for victims of illegal
commercial practices could be applied collectively through a representative action.
Under the ”New Deal for Consumers”, the Commission recommends a modernized
system of representative actions, starting with the Cessation Directive7. The system
allows qualified non-profit entities, for example consumer organizations or
independent public bodies, to defend the collective interests of consumers in cases
of collective injury, whereby individual consumers are guaranteed the respect of
rights, being especially useful for consumers who, for various reasons, are
discouraged to bring individual actions in court. Some guarantees will be integrated
in the system, such as limiting the possibility of bringing actions against entities
that fulfil certain criteria and the obligation of transparency regarding the sources
of financing. In this way, the necessary balance will be maintained between access
to justice and the prevention of possible abuses, through a specific approach
different from the typical dispute resolution model of the United States of America.
Strengthening existing tools for consumers - alternative dispute resolution and online
dispute resolution. Due to alternative dispute resolution8 and online dispute
resolution9, consumers have access to simple, fast and equitable procedures for
resolving domestic and cross-border disputes with traders, without going to court.
The Volkswagen scandal began on September 18, 2015, when the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) warned car manufacturer Volkswagen about fraudulent
programming of TDI diesel engines produced between 2009-2015. They complied with the nitrogen
oxide (NOx) pollution norms only in laboratory conditions, exceeding up to 35 times the legal limit
under normal operating conditions. EPA considers this type of programming illegal, and VW has
admitted the fraudulent nature of the practice. About 11 million cars are affected worldwide,
including 500,000 in the United States. This scandal has drawn attention to the high pollution rates
of diesel-powered vehicles sold by many car manufacturers, which, under normal operating
conditions, tend to exceed the legal norms of nitrogen oxide pollution. A study conducted by ICCT
(International Council on Clean Transportation) and ADAC (Allgemeiner Deutscher
Automobilclub) identified the largest discrepancies in Volvo, Renault, Jeep, Hyundai, PSA (Citroen,
Peugeot) and Fiat. Critics have suggested that manufacturers using computer-controlled engines
are always prone to breaking the law, a proposed alternative being the release of these programs in
the public area (https://ro.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scandalul_Volkswagen).
7 Directive 2009/22/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on
cessation actions regarding the protection of consumer interests, OJ L 110, 1.05.2009, p.30.
8 Directive 2013/11/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013 on the
alternative settlement of consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and
Directive 2009/22 /EC (ADR Directive, OJ L 165, 18.06.2013, p. 63.
9 Regulation (EU) No.524/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 May 2013
on the online settlement of consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No.2006/2004 and
Directive 2009/22/EC (Consumer SOL Regulation), OJ L 165, 18.6.2013, p.1.
6
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Also, the alternative and online dispute resolution framework encourages
merchants to develop efficient customer relations systems10.
Effective enforcement of legislation is an important position in the Digital Single
Market Strategy, including an initiative to update how consumer protection rules
apply so that they are appropriate to the digital age, namely the revision of the
Regulation on cooperation on consumer protection (CPC)11. Following the entry into
force of the new CPC Regulation, a set of competences for national authorities will
be provided, a new procedure for redressing the violations of consumer protection
legislation at the level of the European Union, as well as a better surveillance
system. The Commission will have a stronger coordinating role and will be able to
initiate coordinated investigations to ensure compliance with violations occurring
throughout the Union12.
Thus, in order to strengthen the enforcement of rules and cooperation between public
authorities, the Commission will take the following measures: more effective
sanctions, support for Member States in the preparations for the new CPC
Regulation, capacity building for the benefit of national authorities, coordinated
enforcement of rules13.
Regarding the training, education and capacity building, in March 2018, the
online project ”Consumer Law Ready14” was launched, and from the third quarter of
2018, the new database on the legislation regarding the protection of consumers
(Consumer Law Database) is available on the e-justice portal15. The database provides
all persons, in particular lawyers and law enforcement authorities, access to
national rules transposing the main Union directives on consumer protection. It
will also provide access to the relevant case law of the Member States and the
Court of Justice of the European Union, as well as to national administrative
practice.
On November 11, 2017, the Commission organized in Berlin an event launching the network
”TRAVEL-NET”, consisting of 15 ADR entities, which deals with consumer disputes in the travel /
passenger transport sector, from 11 Member States. Among the participants in the event, there were
representatives of major passenger transport companies. On December 13, 2017, the Commission
organized a roundtable with the main industrial leaders in the retail sector of clothing and footwear
and launched a communication campaign on SAL / SOL for consumers.
11 https://ec.europa.eu/info/review-consumer-protection-regulation_en.
12 The new CPC Regulation also provides a framework for cooperation between the various
national authorities responsible for ensuring compliance with the sectoral legislation covered by it.
13 This activity is carried out in the form of a coordinated verification of the websites
(”sweeps” - https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/consumers/enforcement-consumerprotection/sweeps_en) or a coordinated action to address problems affecting a large number of
consumers in the Union (https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/consumers/enforcementconsumer-protection/consumer-protection- Cooperation-framework_en).
14 https://www.consumerlawready.eu/. Consumer Law Ready is a pilot project carried out by
the European Commission, at the request of the European Parliament.
15 https://e-justice.europa.eu/home.do.
10
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At the same time, the European Commission supports an initiative for the selfregulation of European companies, which aims at the principles of better
presentation of information to consumers, including standard terms and
conditions, and contributes to the development of the Guidelines based on Directive
93/13/EEC on illegal terms in contracts concluded with consumers, which protects
European consumers against abusive standard clauses in contracts used by traders.
Following the REFIT verification of the adequacy, it was found that the main
approach used in the Directive on abusive contractual clauses maintains its
effectiveness and contributes to a high level of consumer protection. Based on
numerous judgments given by the Court of Justice of the European Union, the
guidelines aim to clarify the problems arising from the application of the Directive,
for example regarding the legal consequences of the non-binding nature of illegal
contractual clauses and the obligation of national courts to evaluate, on their own
initiative, to what extent is a contractual clause falling within the scope of Directive
93/13/EEC.
As markets continue to evolve and change rapidly, the legislation in this field
must adapt and evolve in order not to lose its relevance and ability to handle the
new types of challenges that consumers will face. These may take the form of new
complex and non-transparent transactions.
To this end, the Commission aims to monitor consumer markets in order to
identify emerging issues to support the development of its policies, by exploring
the following areas: artificial intelligence - deepening understanding and promoting
transparency of applications that operate on the basis of artificial intelligence, in
order to strengthen consumer confidence; Internet of Things - it is estimated that by
2020, there will be over 6 billion Internet-connected products in the European
Union and 25 billion worldwide16, with the Commission having the role of
assessing the adequacy of the current legal framework for product safety by setting
up a group of experts who will assess whether and to what extent existing
accountability systems are adapted to new market realities, such as artificial
intelligence, advanced robotics, the Internet of Things, and cyber security issues17;
mobile e-commerce - the Commission has launched a behavioral study focusing on
the consumer impact of online marketing and information practices, namely retail
financial services, in particular how they are presented and marketed via mobile
devices; sustainable consumption - consumers need to have the ability to make
informed purchasing decisions and have free access to organic products, in order
to raise awareness of the various Union-specific labeling tools18, such as the
European Union eco-label, as well as to ensure their proper understanding.
16
Gartner Report (2013) entitled ”Predicts 2015: The Internet of Things”:
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2970017, STAMFORD, Conn., December 12, 2013.
17 See also the Cyber Security Initiative, adopted by the Commission in September 2017,
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/initiatives/com-2017-477_en.
18 For example, the EU eco-label (for non-food products and services), the EU organic label (for
food), the EU energy label (for household appliances), the EU Motor Vehicle Labeling Directive
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In conclusion, we consider that compliance with and enforcement of Union
product harmonization legislation is required, which aims to strengthen the
market surveillance framework for products, both within the single market and at
external borders, including through exchanges with partners, organizations within
the cooperation process for the structural supervision of the market.
Thus, with regard to international cooperation, the Commission proposes to
conclude cooperation agreements in order to enhance coordination with partners outside
the Union, by developing bilateral or multilateral agreements on consumer
protection between the Union and important jurisdictions, such as the US, Canada
and, in the future, China. These agreements can establish: mechanisms for mutual
assistance between authorities; a new ”one-stop shop” procedure for the redress of
large-scale consumer rights violations committed by businesses worldwide and a
more efficient surveillance system.
Product safety is a global challenge, and for this reason, international cooperation
is essential for maintaining consumer safety in the Union, with both the producing
states and the countries on whose markets similar products are found. The
Commission will continue to promote effective consumer protection in future
bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations, by including specific trade safety rules
in product agreements. They will allow the exchange of information on dangerous
products, including the producing states, as appropriate.
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EUROPEAN COMMONWEALTH ARMY – CHALLENGE FOR
A PROPER EU REGULATION
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Abstract
Until ten years ago, the issue of peace and stability in Europe seemed clear, it was only
sporadic and isolated topic the major security risks. As in recent years, however, Russia has
become more aggressive, it is increasingly spoken in public space and diplomatic
environments owing to a potential war in Europe, also taking into account the fluctuating
position of the US Presidential Administration on NATO's involvement in defending
military in Europe in general, and in Eastern Europe in particular. In reality, the European
countries are divided into two categories: those who agree with the idea of a European
Security Force, supporting the formation of a European Commonwealth Army and
European military consolidation; and those who are skeptical about this idea, going to the
point of rejecting it completely, bringing arguments about national sovereignty or
inefficiency. At this level, executive military decisions are taken at a rapid pace and require
full support from the legislature, which is why some countries are not yet ready to give the
European Union the power of decision on its army. Regarding Romania, officials say that
the European Security Force could meet the EU's global and security needs in those areas
where it can do without hindering NATO's operation.
Keywords: European Commonwealth Army, European Security Force, European
Constitution, NATO, challenges
1. Introductory considerations. The political premises of the creation of The
European Common Army
Until 10 years ago, the issue of peace and stability in Europe seemed clear,
only sporadically and in isolation were major security risks brought into
discussion. As Russia has become increasingly aggressive over the last few years,
there is a growing war in Europe in the public space and in the diplomatic media,
especially considering the fluctuating position of the US Administration on
military involvement of Europe in general, and of Eastern Europe in particular.
The economic interest of the three major world powers, the US, Russia and
China, to weaken Europe from all points of view, is heightened especially when
the question of Europe's military power is raised. Thus, since President Donald
Trump's takeover of the US Presidency, the issue of Europe's military defence by
the states in the NATO bloc, the military alliance in which the US is the main pillar
*
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and has overwhelming force, is raised in other terms, namely in the sense that to
exist in the military alliance is not to defend the European states at any price and
implicitly, and if they want military protection, they must pay.
In this political-economic context, the European states, confronted with the
visible expansion of Russia, which occupied the Crimean Peninsula and which
makes it clear that the Russian military's airspace overflowing with the airspace of
the European states will not stop there. to the Russian aircraft, raises the problem
of their real security more and more acute and, obviously, the question, in the
context of the new reorientations, how protected are they in front of Russia?
All these premises have favored the idea of creating a European army, an idea
that has gained new connotations and great scope in recent months, both in
Europe and in Romania.
2. Common foreign and security policy (CFSP) and European security and
defence policy (ESDP), concepts inspired by the European Constitution
The concept of the European Security and Defense Identity has been
developed in close correspondence with two other concepts, subsequently
developed. This is, first and foremost, the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP), which designates a separate chapter (Title V) of the Maastricht Treaty and
represents one of the three pillars of the Maastricht Treaty. European construction.
Secondly, it is the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) or the European
Security and Defense Policy, respectively.
Essentially, ESDP involves developing an autonomous decision-making
capacity and, if the North Atlantic Alliance as a whole is not engaged, launching
and coordinating military operations under EU authority, in response to crisis
situations, resource allocation by Member States to such operations based on
sovereign decisions. ESDP is an intergovernmental process, the political control
over ESDP being exercised by the heads of state and governments of the Member
States, and the financial one by the national parliaments. In the European
Constitution, the new concept of Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP)
replaces the old concept of European Security and Defense Policy - ESDP, as well
as its "deployed" variant, the European Security and Defense Policy. Joint - PESAC.
It has been noted by analysts in this context that in terms of the ability to act in
a Union of 25, 28 or more states, it will largely depend on the ability of the political
leadership to define strategic goals and drive their implementation in current
policy. From this point of view, the European Constitution shows a clear progress
by establishing permanent functions of President of the European Council and
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Union.
The European Constitution also brings five important elements of novelty in
the area of the Common Security and Defense Policy: the extension of the
Petersberg missions; the decision to set up a European Agency for Armaments,
Research and Military Capacities; applying structured cooperation to international
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missions; the possibility of closer cooperation of the states of the Union in the field
of mutual defence (mutual defence); and introducing a solidarity clause for cases of
terrorist attacks and natural or man-made disasters. The European Constitution
contains distinct provisions regarding the external actions of the European Union
(Title V). The latter comprise a number of interdependent elements, including:
common commercial policy; common foreign policy; common security and
defence policy development cooperation; humanitarian assistance. Within each of
these component elements, the main objectives of the European Union's external
actions are to respect two fundamental principles: on the one hand, external
actions must be based on the principles that governed the creation, development
and enlargement of the European Union, and on the other hand, external actions
must seek to maximize the cooperation of the Member States in all areas of
international relations.
3. Position of EU Member States on the creation of the European Common
Army
The statements of March 2018 of the President of the European Commission
Jean Claude Juncker on the creation of a European Common Army have revived
an idea that dates back to the minds of European architects since the end of World
War II, when the project for the creation of a European Defense Community it was
rejected by the French National Assembly in 1954.
At that time, the project involved the formation of a Community that would
integrate the national defence systems of the Member States into a supranational
defence body and that would work on the basis of common institutions, joint
armed forces and a common budget.
The European Common Army would have aimed to ensure the security of the
member countries, following the model of the North Atlantic Treaty, based on the
same model of operation and relationship, so that the European Defense Forces
would have replaced the national armies and followed established directives
European.
In recent years, the European nation state is in a rather delicate position,
namely to divide its sovereignty between itself, NATO and the European Union,
which is unable to act according to its own needs when it comes to it. by the
security and defence strategies, the directives followed in this respect are those set
at NATO level and which are not always compatible with the direct wishes, vision
and interests of the EU.
Thus, more than 60 years after the rejection of the idea of establishing a
European defence body, it seems that this possibility would have been ideal for
that period, allowing the evolution and development of a fully functioning
European Common Army, but that at present this this is made more difficult by
the expansion of NATO to the borders of Eastern Europe. In addition, the
European Union also includes countries such as Cyprus, Malta, Austria and
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Finland, countries that are not NATO members, but which are acutely feeling the
need to integrate into a strong defence body and to face the current security
challenges.
The Common Defense and Security Policy, established by the Treaty of Lisbon,
was built as an intergovernmental policy, covering EU missions and operations, as
well as coordinating and improving the defence capabilities of the Member States.
Although the possibility of deepening military cooperation between the Member
States has been included in the Treaty, they have chosen not to take the
opportunity, or have failed to reach an agreement on how to do so.
The European Union is aspiring more and more to the status of world
superpower, and for this desire to materialize, the capacity for autonomous action
supported by a credible military force becomes essential, which can only be
achieved by gaining total independence and creating of a Common European
Defense Body.
In other words, the 28 Member States need to cooperate more in this regard
and understand that it is in the interests of all for the European Union to gain full
independence so that in the future it can truly negotiate and defend its interests.
Moreover, a common army would also mean more efficient spending of the funds
allocated by each state for defence and would encourage European integration.
European countries are already familiar with the idea of working together, often
meeting in joint military exercises and training, and standardizing military
protocol, communications systems and weapons platforms would reduce costs by
standardizing national defence systems.
In fact, the European states fall into two categories: those that agree with this
idea, supporting the formation of a European Common Army and the European
military consolidation; and those who are skeptical about this idea, going so far as
to reject it, as is the case in the United Kingdom, making arguments about national
sovereignty or inefficiency. At this level, executive military decisions are being
made at a rapid pace and require the full support of the legislature, which is why
countries such as the United Kingdom are not yet ready to give the European
Union the decision-making power over its army. In the United Kingdom, this idea
is seen as a direct attack on national sovereignty, for English officials the issue of
security is a national rather than an international one.
On the other side of the barricade, the Russian Federation also rushed to judge
this initiative, considering the idea of a European Common Army as a challenge
launched by the EU to Russia and that it would not provide added security. Of
course, the explanation for this type of reaction is generated by the speech of the
President of the European Commission who stressed that the future European
Common Army would have as main purpose to face the problems of the European
Union with Russia, although this is not the most important nor the ultimate goal of
creating a European defence body.
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During 2017, the president of the European Commission pleaded for a
European army, which would give the EU more strength to face the threats posed
by Russia and beyond. The proposal is strongly supported by Germany and
France, with signs also from Italy, but a decision could not be taken so far, due to
the traditional opposition of the United Kingdom.
4. The official position of Romania towards the creation of a European army
Romania's official position regarding the creation of a European Army,
expressed by the country's president, is in the sense that an EU army would not
replace NATO, but would supplement it, saying that "Romania agrees and
supports this Franco-led initiative. German. It is clear that we need better
coordination, equipment, and we need a revival of the defence industry in Europe.
The guarantee that the EU military will not replace NATO lies in the fact that it is
not desired. Defending Europe is an important issue. External security must be
guaranteed. "
The modalities and means used by Romania for involvement in ESDP can be
multiple: regular consultations on European security issues; participating in the
elaboration of decisions related to the management of the military and civil aspects
of the crises; involvement in the current activities of EU bodies with
responsibilities in the field of security (General Affairs Council, Political and
Security Committee, Military Committee, General Staff, EU Security Studies
Institute, etc.); participation in the sessions of the WEU Assembly, respectively of
the Interparliamentary Security and Defense Assembly; participation in exercises
and crisis management operations conducted by the EU and others.
5. The European Security Force (ESF) and its role in the EU
It is certain that the European Security Force could meet the EU's global and
security needs, in those areas where it can do so without hindering NATO's
operation.
The issue under consideration is the subject of a report within the framework
of the project of the World Economic Forum "New Concept for Europe", in which it
was noted that the time has come for Europe to assume greater ambitions in the
security and defence policy. Not by chance, this opportunity appears at a time of
prolonged political, economic and social crisis. Three impediments would seem to
call into question the future of the European Union project.
The first impediment is the collapse of confidence in the EU. Starting with the
financial crisis of 2008, this collapse can be seen on several levels: it is visible
between governments / elites and nations (Brexit), at governmental level (EURussia relations) and between states and institutions (eurozone crisis, crisis
immigration). Against the background of the decline there is a slow deterioration
of the security climate, including the economic, social one, which is felt by many
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European citizens - but also the decoupling of the elite from the majority of the
population, giving rise to an increase of populist anti-system movements.
The second obstacle is the lack of a convincing and positive narrative about the
EU project. The success of the populist movements in Europe is a success of their
clear and concise narrative. These movements are positioned as the ones fighting
for an extremely important set of values (independence, sovereignty, "other"
security, etc.), and a counter-discourse part of the pro-EU camp is missing. Neither
the EU institutions nor the EU Member States have made any serious attempt to
create such a counter-discourse, or to steer the debate towards values and
aspirations.
The third and final obstacle is the lack of vision and leadership within the EU.
The European project was initiated, and then guided and executed by capable
leaders, who presented to the citizens a vision of a peaceful and united Europe. In
the current context, however, there is a marked lack of leadership and vision at the
level of the EU's political elite. It is still unclear how a "better Europe" will address
the growing fears and insecurities of European societies and how quickly a
consensus among Member States on the necessary reforms will emerge. National
governments continue to take on the merits of EU successes, while also blaming
Brussels for Europe's difficulties. The continent seems to be crammed into shortterm policies without having a long-term plan.
6. The need for the establishment and implementation of the European
Security Force
In the same study, four key reasons were identified for prioritizing the
establishment of a European Security Force in the coming years.
6.1. A first argument concerns the potential for impact; there is an urgent need
to intensify and materialize EU security efforts so that the organization remains
relevant and responds to the needs of EU citizens. As there is no need to compete
with NATO in the field of territorial defence and there is not even an appetite for
it, the EU can be a smart and complementary player in the "lighter dimensions" of
security, such as cyber security, disinformation and security. coast / border guard.
Such activities can significantly strengthen the EU security provider's portfolio,
apart from the traditional portfolio of economic and diplomatic power it holds. The
EU needs real operational units both in the cyber battlefield and at the EU's
borders.
6.2. The second reason identified is the level of innovation in the field; the idea
of strengthening the EU's security and defence capacity is not new. There are a
number of mechanisms for closer cooperation within the CFSP, the cooperation in
the field of defence being highlighted in the Treaty of Lisbon (the mutual defence
clause). Most of the activities (including the six EU military missions, plus 11
civilian operations) are carried out under the banner of national forces, giving the
EU low visibility as a security provider. Given the three recent spheres of crisis
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(Russia, migration, Brexit), accompanied by a loss of confidence in Donald Trump's
American leadership, it is clear that the European Union must increase its
contribution to security. The ideas discussed so far include the creation of a
common procurement and production policy in the field of defence in Europe, as
well as a defence fund for cooperation in the field of military research and
development. However, the EU must go beyond the stage of joint operations and
inventory of capabilities, and this must be done by setting up real operational units
in the cyber domain, as well as at EU borders.
6.3. A key argument would be feasibility; The European Security Force is
increasing EU activities in the areas closest to the needs and concerns of European
citizens (combating illegal migration, protecting elections against foreign
interference and preventing other cybercrime activities); at the same time, they
avoid controversial operations that would endanger the lives of European soldiers.
It combines the need to keep NATO's defence role intact, while simultaneously
creating a "European security identity" for EU citizens. It is therefore a slightly
political movement, which offers important solutions for citizens, without
prejudice to the national character of the traditional activities of territorial defence.
6.4. Last but not least, the pan-European nature would matter: the European
Security Force is in line with the need for all EU Member States to respond
together to common threats to European security - especially those that prove to be
impossible to resolve at national level. A step-by-step approach creates a
framework for close cooperation with non-EU countries (both with NATO allies,
including the United Kingdom after Brexit, and with neighboring countries,
including, for example, Ukraine), without excluding security actors. which is
already playing an important role on the continent. The ESF could be run by 3-4
key Member States, such as Germany, France or Sweden.
7. European perspectives and recommendations on the creation of a
European security force
The mentioned analysts rightly believe that the implementation of the idea will
be based largely on the political readiness at national level to cooperate at
European level. Therefore, it is considered essential to find 3-4 key states (e.g.
Germany, France, Poland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Italy, etc.) that would
promote the idea and inspire the European Commission to propose a legal
framework for a Pan-European unit for combating cyber threats and
misinformation, a pan-European Coast Guard and a Joint Office of Representation
of the European Security Forces. Efforts should be led by national defence and
internal ministries (cyber unit, coast guard unit) and EU agencies (including
FRONTEX), and in sync with existing or developed formats, such as military
planning and leadership. ), assisted by non-state actors, such as European think
tanks, which could expand some of the concepts to make them more operational.
The idea should be developed in consultation with NATO, in the framework of the
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joint agreement signed in 2016 with the European Union, identifying areas of
synergy between the two organizations. Finally, it is important to secure sound
funding for the European Security Force. This would benefit both the EU and
NATO, resolving the problem of the sharp and prolonged decline of Europe's
capabilities and the lack of serious commitment to security and defence.
In order to overcome the obstacles identified, it is appreciated that the
European Union must start responding to the increasingly pronounced dissonance
between the expectations of European citizens and the outcome of its policies. This
is particularly important in the field of security and defence. Between 2014 and
2017, the increased flow of migrants, the growing threat of terrorism and cyber
attacks or the lack of a diplomatic solution to the conflicts in Syria and Ukraine
have significantly increased citizens' expectations of the EU's role in the world.
A number of recommendations have been made regarding the implementation
of the European Security Force, with a number of issues being essential: there is an
urgent need to intensify and materialize EU efforts in the field of security, so that
the organization remains relevant and responds to the needs of EU citizens;
because there is no appetite or need to compete with NATO in the field of
territorial defence, the EU can be a smart and complementary player in the "soft
areas" of security, such as information security, misinformation and coast guard /
border guard; The proposed European Security Force can significantly strengthen
the EU security provider's portfolio by creating three structures in areas of
particular importance to European citizens: the Pan-European Unit for Countering
Cyber Threats and Misinformation, the Pan-European Coast Guard and the
Common Office The European Security Forces; by assuming the role of security
provider - outside the traditional portfolio of economic and diplomatic power - the
EU also gives reasons for the development of a future EU army.
It seems that the first step towards meeting these expectations has been taken.
Starting with 2015, Heads of State and Government have called for a new
comprehensive EU foreign and security policy (CFSP) strategy, a new EU internal
security strategy, and a more effective, visible and common security and defence
policy. results-oriented (PSAC). A year later - in June 2016 - a strategy for the CFSP,
entitled "Shared vision, joint action: a stronger Europe", was presented by the EU
High Representative Federica Mogherini and subsequently adopted by all Member
States. In November 2016, 25 Member States decided to undertake a new form of
enhanced cooperation within the CSDP. Known as PESCO, this permanent
framework for closer cooperation should become a structured process of gradually
deepening defence cooperation within the European Union. Both certainly
contribute to defining the political level of the EU's ambition as a global player.
However, they do not appear to be sufficient to formulate an attractive narrative
whereby the EU becomes a truly independent security actor. It is estimated that the
European Security Force (ESF) which creates an acceptable framework, without
laying the foundation of a European army, could certainly become one.
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In order for the European Union's security and defence policy to become more
effective, it is necessary for the European Union to become more active in pursuing
its objectives through civilian or military means, more coherent by joining forces
and ensuring the command unit in case of crisis, more capable by allocating larger
resources, avoiding duplication, better coordinating existing resources.
At the same time, the European Union will have to show the openness
necessary to develop active partnerships with any country that shares its goals and
values and is ready to act for their defence. Through this approach, the European
Union can make a significant contribution to the development of a multilateral
security system that will enable the building of a more prosperous, fairer and safer
world.
8. The role and place of Romania in context. Creating an appropriate legal
framework
In the field of security and defence policy Romania can be based on certainties
(NATO membership and the Intensified Strategic Partnership with the USA),
without adopting an ostentatious or exclusive attitude of rallying towards NATO
and / or US views. Romania is in Europe and will be a member of the European
Union. As such, Romania should encourage the consolidation of the ESDP and
actively participate in it.
The preference of most of the new EU members regarding the NATO-EU
relationship in the area of security and defence is to maintain complementarity.
This will, however, be maintained only if the European Security and Defence
Policy (ESDP) proves effective in preventing and managing crises and conflicts in
the immediate vicinity of the European Union. The most likely and at the same
time desirable scenario for Romania in terms of the NATO-EU relationship is to
maintain the complementarity between the two organizations. It is considered that
the risk of a conflict of interest or loyalty in the relationship between Romania USA / NATO and Romania - EU is low, as the ESDP will not have in the
foreseeable future the possibility of effective engagement in large-scale military
operations. Under these conditions, Romania will be able to participate, for
example, in peacekeeping operations within the ESDP and in military operations
of any other kind alongside NATO / USA.
In the context of the post-2007 enlargement of the EU, the eastern neighbours
of Romania (Ukraine, Republic of Moldova) will acquire the double status of the
eastern border of the "new neighbourhood" of the EU and the western border of
the "near foreignness" of Russia. The new geopolitical situation requires a proactive attitude of Romania in the policy of the "new neighbourhood" of the EU,
including regarding the management of "frozen conflicts" in the CIS area, as in
Transnistria.
Romania has been firmly and explicitly committed to the fight against
terrorism. This position could be used to justify any more pronounced joining of
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the NATO / US pole which would not necessarily reflect the position of the
European Union. Also, under the aegis of the fight against terrorism, Romania will
be able to develop military cooperation relations with countries from other
geographical areas (Japan, China, Latin America). Romania can become an active
factor in the implementation of ESDP through its human and logistical resources,
as well as through the experience gained in peacekeeping missions and military
cooperation at regional level. In order to increase the chances of a relevant
contribution within the ESDP, Romania can promote and apply the concept of
inter-agency cooperation in crisis prevention and management and is obliged to
create the legal framework appropriate to their functioning. From the institutional
point of view, the priority remains the establishment of a National Crisis
Management Center, as well as of a Regional Crisis Management Center in
Bucharest. The European Security Force represents an effort to further coordinate
and centralize an area of activity essential for the preservation of the entire EU
project.
It is becoming clearer that the European Union will never be truly
independent, as long as its security depends on an external defence body, which in
turn adopts strategies that serve other interests and not European ones. The
European Union has reached the level where, not only does it have a duty to
become a security provider for the Member States, it is also forced to do so by the
consequences of such a crisis within the Union. It is already almost certain that the
European Common Army could be a viable solution to overcoming this crisis.
Webography
1. http://beta.ier.ro/documente/formare/Securitate_si_aparare.pdf
2. http://www.micapi.ro/articole/actualitate/armata-comuna-europeana-onecesitate.html
3. https://www.esjnews.com/ro/forta-de-securitate-europeana-o-abordarepas-cu-pas-spre-o-armata-europeana
4. https://www.esjnews.com/european-security-force
5. https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/iohannis-romania-sprijinainitiativa-unei-armate-ue-565369
6. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/ro/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A12007L%2FTXT
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“DISCRIMINATION BY ASSOCIATION” - BETWEEN
JURISPRUDENTIAL CONSECRATION AT EUROPEAN LEVEL
AND LEGISLATIVE DESIRE IN ROMANIA. SOME
CONSIDERATIONS
Constanţa MĂTUŞESCU1
Abstract
Discrimination by association is a concept that, while not expressly regulated by the
European Union law, has been enshrined in the case law of the Court of Justice of the
European Union. It allows the extension of the legal protection provided by the antidiscrimination legislation of the European Union to persons who, although they do not
belong to the protected categories due to the reasons of discrimination envisaged (racial and
ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age and sexual orientation), undergo less
favorable treatment or certain disadvantages as a result of the links ("association") with a
protected category.
In Romania, discrimination by association is not consecrated at the legislative level,
but in recent years two legislative initiatives (still unfinished) have been promoted in order
to regulate it.
In this context, the article aims to analyze the scope of discrimination by association,
starting from the European legal framework in the field of non-discrimination and from the
interpretative case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union. The main landmarks
of the Court's case law and its possible implications at national level are identified. At the
same time, by making a brief inroad into domestic law in combating discrimination, the
paper concludes that, although there are certain obstacles, national law can be interpreted to
include discrimination by association. Therefore, although a legislative consecration of
discrimination by association is preferable, it should be done with a degree of caution given
the possible implications and persistence of certain ambiguities in the relevant European
case law.
Keywords: direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, discrimination by association,
European Union law, anti-discrimination law
1. Introduction
The right to equality and to protection against discrimination for all is a
universal right recognized by the main international instruments for the protection
Associate Professor PhD, Faculty of Law and Administrative Sciences, ”Valahia” University
of Târgoviste.
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of human rights and the values on which this equality is based are human dignity
and personal autonomy2.
At the specific level of the European Union (“EU”), according to Article 2 of
the Treaty on European Union (“TEU”)3 the Union is founded on a number of
values as well respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of
law and respect for human rights. These values are “common to the Member States
in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity
and equality between women and men prevail”.
Article 21 (1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
(”CFREU” or ”Charte”)4 enshrines the principle of non-discrimination as a general
principle of Union law5.
Combating social exclusion and discrimination is at the same time an EU
objective (Article 3(3) TEU), in order to achieve this objective the Union may adopt,
pursuant to Article 19 (1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
("TFEU") ”appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or
ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation”.
On the other hand, Article 10 of the TFEU requires the EU to combat
discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age
or sexual orientation, when defining and implementing its policies and activities.
In implementation of Art. 19 (1) TFEU (ex-Art. 13 of the Treaty Establishing the
European Community, “TEC”), in 2000 two directives were adopted which
provide a global framework at EU level in the field of combating discrimination6:
Council Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of equal
treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin (”Racial Equality
Directive”)7 and Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000 establishing
a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation
2 For an analysis of this relationship, see Opinion of Advocate General Maduro delivered on
31 January 2008 in Coleman, C-303/06, EU:C:2008:61, paras 8-11.
3 Consolidated versions of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union OJ C 202, 7.6.2016, p. 1.
4 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, OJ C 202, 7.6.2016, pp. 389–405.
5 CJEU, Judgment of 12 Mai 2011, Runevič Vardyn and Wardyn, C- 391/09, EU:C:2011:291,
para 43.
6 Thus completing the measures against sex discrimination, adopted pursuant to Art. 157
TFEU (ex. Art. 141 TEC) which have been in place much longer (Directive 76/207/EEC of 9
February 1976 on the Implementation of the Principle of Equal Treatment for Men and Women as
regards Access to Employment, Vocational Training and Promotion and Working Conditions,
recast in Council Directive 2006/54/EC on the Implementation of the Principle of Equal
Opportunities and Equal Treatment of Men and Women in Matters of Employment and
Occupation, OJ L 204/23). For an overview of the scope, evolution and effectiveness of EU nondiscrimination law, see L. S. Rossi, F. Casolari (eds.), The Principle of Equality in EU Law, Springer
International Publishing, 2017; S. Fredman, Discrimination Law, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
2011.
7 OJ L 180 of 19.7.2000, p. 22.
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(”Employment Equality Directive”)8. Through them is prohibited discrimination
on the basis of race or ethnic origin (Directive 2000/43/CE) and religion or belief,
disability, age and sexual orientation (Directive 2000/78/CE), aiming to ensure the
protection of citizens in areas such as employment and access to vocational
training (both directives); education, social protection and health care, access to
and supply of goods and services, including housing (Directive 2000/43/CE)9.
Both directives prohibit various forms of discrimination, similarly defined:
direct and indirect discrimination, harassment, instruction to discriminate and
victimisation, and calls on Member States to provide for effective sanctions and
remedies.
Despite the many difficulties most Member States have encountered in
transposing the two Directives10 and the large number of infringement procedures
initiated in this regard11, in 2014, the Joint Report on the application of Council
Directive 2000/43/EC of 29 June 2000 implementing the principle of equal
treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin (”Racial Equality
Directive”) and of Council Directive 2000/78/EC of 27 November 2000
establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and
occupation (”Employment Equality Directive”)12, the Commission concluded that
until that moment ”all the Member States have taken the necessary measures to
transpose the two Directives into their respective domestic legal orders” and that
”the Member States’ administrative and judicial authorities, as well as their
equality bodies, are now in the front line for systematically providing full
protection to every individual on the ground”.
If the developments are obvious, various independent assessments of the
application of the European legal framework in the field of non-discrimination
highlight the persistence of certain legislative ambiguities at national level
(sometimes due to the ambiguities existing in the text of the directives) and of
inconsistent practices of the national courts and bodies promoting equality13. At
OJ L 303 of 2.12.2000, p. 16.
There is a Proposal from the European Commission from 2008 (COM (2008) 426) to extend
the protection against discrimination on the grounds covered by Directive 2000/78/EC to all areas
covered by Directive 2000/43/EC.
10 In the case of Romania, the two directives were transposed into the Governmental
Ordinance no. 137/2000 regarding the prevention and the punishment of all forms of discrimination (subsequently amended several times to improve the transposition of the directives),
republished in 2014 (Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 166 of 7 March 2014).
11 For Romania, see the letter of the European Commission for delaying the Romanian
authorities [no. C (2012) 3996 final], issued on June 22, 2012 in Case 2012/2099, for failure to fulfill
the obligation of Member State of the European Union for the correct and complete transposition of
Directive 2000/43 / EC.
12 COM (2014) 2 final.
13 See, for example, I. Chopin, C. Conte, E. Chambrier, A comparative analysis of nondiscrimination law in Europe – 2018, European network of legal experts in gender equality and nondiscrimination, on behalf of the European Commision, Luxembourg: Publications Oﬃce of the
8
9
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the same time, the dynamic and sometimes extensive interpretation of the text of
the directives by the Court of Justice of the European Union (”CJEU”), influencing
the whole understanding of the national legal provisions in the Member States,
raises difficulties of adaptation for the domestic courts and national authorities in
the field. As we will highlight in the following, such an interpretation, with
important consequences at national level, concerns the personal scope of the
directives.
2. Including ”discrimination by association” in the scope of European antidiscrimination law - a jurisprudential construction
Until relatively recently, the general conception was that the protection
provided by the anti-discrimination legislation concerns the persons who
personally have the protected characteristics (to which the established criteria of
discrimination apply). However, the question arises whether an individual can
bring a discrimination claim based not on a characteristic of their own but on a
characteristic of another person. For example, a person is not accepted in a
restaurant because he is accompanied by another person belonging to a certain
ethnic group or a worker is treated less favorably by the manager because he
campaigned to help the rights of LGBT people.
In some legal systems, especially in the practice of national bodies for equality,
the possibility of challenging such measures was accepted in relation to certain
grounds of discrimination, by using the term "discrimination by association" or
“transferred discrimination”14. This form of discrimination occurs when a person
who is associated with another person is treated, by virtue of that association, less
favourably than a person who is not so associated is, has been or would be treated
in a comparable situation15. The doctrine also qualifies as "discrimination in
triangular relationships", considering that it exists “if six criteria are met: (1) a party
allegedly discriminates based on one or more ‘suspect classifications’; (2) the
injured party is subject to that discrimination; but (3) does not carry the
characteristic that may not be discriminated against upon which the act was based;
and (4) a third person; (5) actually holding the characteristic at issue; and (6) with
whom the injured party is associated”16.
European Union, 2018. On Romania, see R. Iordache, Country report on non-discrimination - Romania
2018, European network of legal experts in gender equality and non-discrimination, available at
https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/0308062a-d34d-11e8-942401aa75ed71a1.
14 For an application of these concepts in the UK, see S. Forshaw, M. Pilgerstorfer, Taking
Discrimination Personally? An Analysis of the Doctrine of Transferred Discrimination, King's Law
Journal, Volume 19, Issue 2, 2008, pp. 265–292; Simon Honeyball, Discrimination by Association, 4
Web JCLI, 2007, available at http://webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/2007/issue4/honeyball4.html.
15 See C. Karagiorgi, The concept of discrimination by association and its application in the EU
Member States, European anti-discrimination law review, issue 18, 2014, pp. 25-36.
16 M. Gruenberger, The Principle of Equal Treatment in Triangular Relationships, Working Papers,
November 2009, pp. 54-55, available at www.uni-koeln.de/jur-fak/bhgg/personen/gruenberger/
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Although neither EU primary law nor anti-discrimination directives expressly
prohibit discrimination by association17, some authors have appreciated that the
directives could be interpreted as including in their scope this form of
discrimination18.
The CJEU confirmed this in the 2008 judgment in Coleman's case19, regarding
the interpretation of Directive 2000/78/EC, in which it enshrined discrimination
by association in the context of direct discrimination and harassment based on
disability. The Court held that, in certain circumstances, discrimination on grounds
of disability could include discrimination based on the applicant's association,
which does not present a disability, with a person with a disability. The protection
provided by the directive thus covers the situation of the mother of a child with a
disability, a victim of harassment and discrimination in the workplace, to the
extent that the problems were caused by the fact that the mother needed extra free
time to take care of the child.
The justification for including discrimination by association in the scope of the
directive is explained at large by the Advocate General in Coleman, which shows
that ”[...] directly targeting a person who has a particular characteristic is not the only way
of discriminating against him or her; there are also other, more subtle and less obvious ways
of doing so. One way of undermining the dignity and autonomy of people who belong to a
certain group is to target not them, but third persons who are closely associated with them
and do not themselves belong to the group. A robust conception of equality entails that
these subtler forms of discrimination should also be caught by anti-discrimination
legislation, as they, too, affect the persons belonging to suspect classifications”20.
Accordingly, he considers that ”[I]ncluding discrimination by association in the scope of
the prohibition of direct discrimination and harassment is the natural consequence of the
exclusionary mechanism through which the prohibition of this type of discrimination
operates”21.
According to the subsequent assessment of the European Commission, ”this
reasoning appears to be general in nature and applicable also to the other grounds
of discrimination covered by the two Directives”22. In the doctrine, however, it was
Gruenberger_Triangular_Relations.pdf. See also the examples in L. Waddington, Protection for
Family and Friends: Addressing Discrimination by Association, European Anti-discrimination law
review, vol. 5, 2007, p. 14.
17 Such a prohibition is set in the consolidated text of the Proposal for a Council Directive on
implementing the principle of equal treatment outside the labour market, irrespective of age,
disability, sexual orientation or religious belief (COM(2008)0426), not yet adopted.
18 D. Schiek, L. Waddington, M. Bell (eds.), Cases, Materials and Text on National, Supranational
and International Non Discrimination Law, Hart Publishing, 2007, pp. 169-170.
19 Judgment of 17 July 2008, Coleman, C-303/06, EU:C:2008:415.
20 Opinion of Advocate General Maduro delivered on 31 January 2008 in Coleman (C-303/06),
EU:C:2008:61, para 12.
21 Ibid., paras 18-19.
22 European Commission, Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the
Council – Joint Report on the application of Council Directive (...), COM (2014) 2 final, p. 10.
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noted that, even though the reasoning of the Court ”clearly suggests” that
discrimination by association ”applies to all the types of discrimination proscribed
by EU law”, this needs to be confirmed by the Court23.
The Court of Justice’s decision from 16 July 2015 in the CHEZ case24 regarding
the interpretation of Directive 2000/43/CE extends the concept of discrimination
by association beyond its initial confines established in Coleman, to include indirect
discrimination by association. Making a clearer demarcation line between direct
discrimination and indirect discrimination, an issue that has posed many problems
in the practice of national courts25, the Court ruled against the prohibition of
(indirect) discrimination under the directive, of a person who, although not of a
certain ethnic origin himself/herself, is put at a particular disadvantage compared
with other persons because he/she is associated with a member of a certain ethnic
community.
In this case, the situation concerned the practice of a Bulgarian electricity
company, which started several years ago, to install electricity meters, in a
neighborhood predominantly occupied by Roma, at a height inaccessible to users
(6-7 meters), while in other neighborhoods of the same city the meters were
installed at a normal height. The applicant in the main case, a Bulgarian national
who owned a grocery store in the neighborhood, mainly inhabited by people of
Roma origin, even though she was not of Roma origin, also considered herself a
victim of discrimination due to the incriminated practice of the electricity
company. With regard to this practice, the CJEU had the opportunity to rule on the
Belov case26, but was hindered by the lack of "court" status within the meaning of
Article 267 TFEU of the national body which transmitted the request for a
preliminary ruling (the Bulgarian national anti-discrimination body).
Although an analysis of the case law of the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR) is not considered, far exceeding the scope of this brief article, we only
recall that, in 2017, in Škorjanec v. Croatia27, the EctHR confirmed that Article 14 of
the European Convention on Human Rights covers discrimination by association.
In this case, the applicant and her partner who is Roma, had been physically
assaulted and verbally insulted on a racial basis. During the investigation, the
Croatian authorities determined that only the applicant’s partner had been a victim
of a hate crime as the applicant herself isn’t of Roma origin. Specifying that ”the
However, some commentators expressed doubts in this regard - see L. Waddington, Case C–303/06,
S. Coleman v. Attridge Law and Steve Law, Judgment of the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice of 17
July 2008, Common Market Law Review, Volume 46, Issue 2/2009, p. 672.
23 E. Ellis, P. Watson, EU Anti-Discrimination Law, Oxford University Press, 2012, p. 147.
24 Judgment of 16 July 2015, CHEZ Razpredelenie Bulgaria AD v Komisia za zashtita ot
diskriminatsia, C-83/14, EU:C:2015:480.
25 European Commission, Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the
Council – Joint Report on the application of Council Directive (...), COM (2014) 2 final, p. 3.
26 Judgment of 31 January 2013, Belov, C-394/11, EU:C:2012:585.
27 ECtHR, Škorjanec v Croatia, No. 25536/14 of 28 March 2017.
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State authorities are required to take all reasonable action to ascertain whether
there were racist motives and to establish whether feelings of hatred or prejudices
based on a person’s ethnic origin played a role in the events”, the Court noted in
particular that this obligation “concerns not only acts of violence based on a
victim’s actual or perceived personal status or characteristics but also acts of
violence based on a victim’s actual or presumed association or affiliation with
another person who actually or presumably possesses a particular status or
protected characteristic.” (§53-56)
3. The main benchmarks of the CJEU case law on discrimination by
association
a) Referred grounds
In Coleman the Court holds discrimination by association based on disability,
but indirectly accepting that it could also be applied to the other grounds protected
by Employment Equality Directive (religion or belief, age and sexual orientation):
the principle of equal treatment enshrined in the directive in the area of
employment and occupation ”applies not to a particular category of person but by
reference to the grounds mentioned in Article 1”28. However, it has been doubted
in the doctrine that the CJEU had established the concept of discrimination by
association as a general principle in European anti-discrimination law29.
In CHEZ the Court has explicitly confirmed that the concept of discrimination
by association came within the scope of the Racial Equality Directive, in
accordance with the opinion of the Advocate General who claimed that the two
directives are ”substantively similar” in their definitions of discrimination30. The
Court noted that the scope of the directive cannot be interpreted restrictively, the
protection afforded by it should be aimed at ”all persons”, in accordance with the
task of the Union under Article 19 TFEU (ex Article 13 TEC), which is the legal
basis for the adoption of the Directive, to combat ”any discrimination” and with
article 21 of the Charter, which enshrines ”the principle of non-discrimination”, ”to
which the directive gives specific expression in the substantive fields that it
covers”31.
This argument of the Court, as well as the fact that between the European antidiscrimination directives there is a great similarity in wording, structure and
purpose32, which should be interpreted uniformly have determined the literature
Judgment Coleman, para 38.
T. Connor, Discrimination by Association: A Step in the Right Direction, Journal of Social
Welfare & Family Law, Volume 32, Issue 1/ 2010, pp. 63-64; L. Waddington, op. cit., pp. 665–681; E.
Ellis, P. Watson, op. cit., p. 147.
30 Opinion of AG Kokott in CHEZ, para 56.
31 Judgment CHEZ, paras 57-58.
32 Tim Connor, op. cit., pp. 64-68.
28
29
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to appreciate that discrimination by association is a general concept, prohibited in
all situations and on all grounds and both for direct and indirect discrimination33.
An express confirmation in this regard would be adopting the Horizontal
Directive Proposal (COM(2008)0426), which has been in negotiations for almost ten
years. In its legislative resolution on the Commission’s proposal, the European
Parliament suggested the introduction of discrimination by association, both in the
definition of direct and indirect discrimination34.
b) Degree of association
The analyzes carried out at European level show that, where discrimination by
association is explicitly covered in national legislation, the nature the association or
degree of proximity required between the victim of the discriminatory act and the
person possessing the protected characteristic it is an aspect that is not defined,
being at the national courts’ discretion to assess the association35. The CJEU
provides a number of guidelines to national courts.
In Coleman the person affected by the discriminatory measure and the person
possessing the protected characteristic had a close personal relationship (mother-son
relationship, the latter depending on the care provided by the mother). The
commenters of the decision appreciated that this should not be interpreted as
imposing the existence in all cases of a strong personal connection, in context of the
burden of proof being considered to be sufficient “any association which that
employee has with a disabled person”.36
In CHEZ the Court applies the concept of discrimination by association
(without using this term textually) in the situation where only link between the
person affected by the discriminatory measure and the Roma people is the location
of her grocery in a neighborhood that is predominantly inhabited by people of
Roma origin. The Court says that the requirement of equal treatment, “applies not
to a particular category of person but by reference to the grounds mentioned … so
that that principle is intended to benefit also persons who, although not themselves
a member of the race or ethnic group concerned, nevertheless suffer less
favourable treatment or a particular disadvantage on one of those grounds”37.
S. Benedi Lahuerta, Ethnic discrimination, discrimination by association and the Roma community:
CHEZ, Common Market Law Review, 53 (3), 2016, p. 818; M. Duggan, Expanding the frontiers of
indirect discrimination: disadvantage and associative discrimination, Littleton Chambers - Littleton Silks
Forum, 7 iun. 2016, p. 14, available at http://www.littletonchambers.com/lib/commentpdf/md%20the%20frontiers%20%20of%20indirect%20discrimination%20070616.pdf.
34 European Parliament Legislative Resolution of 2 April 2009 on the Proposal for a Council
Directive on Implementing the Principle of Equal Treatment between Persons Irrespective of
Religion or Belief, Disability, Age or Sexual Orientation COM(2008)0426 – C6-0291/2008 –
2008/0140(CNS), OJ C 137 E/68, 2010, Amendment 38.
35 C. Karagiorgi, op. cit., p. 33.
36 M. Gruenberger, op. cit., p. 57 (with reference to Judgment Coleman, para 55).
37 Judgment CHEZ, para 56.
33
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From this point of view, the Court follows its own judgment in Feryn38, in
which he established that the existence of (direct) discrimination does not require
an identifiable complainant claiming39 and the refusal to employ immigrants
constitutes racial or ethnic discrimination within the meaning of the Racial
Equality Directive. Consequently, even potential applicants are protected by the
principle of racial nondiscrimination40.
The arguments used by Advocate General in her opinion in CHEZ to propose
a broadest approach to this aspect raises a series of question marks regarding the
limits of invoking the association with a protected category. Thus, it notes that
discrimination by association was aimed at ”first and foremost, by those who are
in a close personal relationship with a person possessing one of the [protected]
characteristics”41. At the same time, she adds that ”the existence of such a personal link
is certainly not the only conceivable criterion for regarding a person as suffering
‘discrimination by association’. The fact that the measure at issue is discriminatory by
association may be inherent in the measure itself, in particular where that measure is liable,
because of its wholesale and collective character, to affect not only the person possessing one
of the characteristics mentioned in Article 21 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and in
the anti-discrimination directives, but also — as a kind of ‘collateral damage’ — includes
other persons”42.
The Court's solution, which, although using other language, supports this
extensive interpretation of the sphere of subjects who can invoke discrimination by
association, not imposing a certain degree of connection with the holder of one of
the protected characteristics, opens the way to the most diverse types of situations
in which it can discrimination by association shall be invoked43, situations that
exceed the typology of those in the Coleman and CHEZ cases and will most likely
generate additional preliminary references to the CJEU.
c) The distinction between direct and indirect discrimination
The definition of direct and indirect discrimination contained in European
anti-discrimination legislation is a uniform one. So, direct discrimination “shall be
taken to occur where one person is treated less favourably than another is, has
been or would be treated in a comparable situation” on any of those grounds
Judgment of 10 July 2008, Feryn, Case C-54/07, EU:C:2008:397.
Judgment Feryn, para 25.
40 See A. Eriksson, European Court of Justice: Broadening the scope of European nondiscrimination
law, International Journal of Constitutional Law, Volume 7, Issue 4, 2009, pp. 746-749.
41 Opinion of AG Kokott in CHEZ, para 57.
42 Ibid., para 58.
43 For examples in this regard, see C. McCrudden, The New Architecture of EU Equality Law after
CHEZ: Did the Court of Justice reconceptualise direct and indirect discrimination? European Equality
Law Review, Issue 1/2016, pp. 9-10; See also F. Cranmer, Discrimination, equal treatment, electricity
and collateral damage: CHEZ Razpredelenie Bulgaria, in Law & Religion UK, 9 September
2015, available
at
https://www.lawandreligionuk.com/2015/09/09/discrimination-equaltreatment-electricity-and-collateral-damage-chez-razpredelenie-bulgaria/
38
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protected by the particular directive44. Regarding indirect discrimination, this
“shall be taken to occur where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or
practice would put persons having [any of the protected characteristics] at a
particular disadvantage compared with other persons unless that provision,
criterion or practice is objectively justified by a legitimate aim and the means of
achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary”45.
Without establish itself explicitly whether the practices in question constitute
direct or indirect discrimination, the Court explores in its case-law on
discrimination by association a number of issues not covered previously of the
definitions of direct and indirect discrimination, giving national courts grid
detailed analysis of distinction of these. The practical relevance of the Court's
guidelines is evident given, on the one hand, the difficulties of interpreting in the
domestic context the definitions in the directives 46 and, on the other, the
importance, from the perspectives of evidence (reversal of the burden of proof) of a
correct qualification of the discriminatory measures as direct or indirect
discrimination (except for certain specific circumstances, direct discrimination
cannot be “justified”, whereas indirect discrimination incorporates an idea of
justification into the concept itself47).
First, the Court proposes to the national courts a methodological approach, in
the sense of first analyzing whether the discriminatory practice relied on fulfills all
the conditions of direct discrimination and, if, for some reason, direct
discrimination could not be retained, to consider whether it has the necessary
characteristics to constitute indirect discrimination48.
Regarding the concept of direct discrimination49, the existence of direct
discrimination implies the fulfillment of three cumulative conditions50:
(i) the contested practice or measure it has been implemented and/or
maintained on the basis of the protected grounds. The practice or measure does not
necessarily need to refer explicitly to one of the protected grounds. It is sufficient
that is based on another factor that is inseparably linked to a protected ground51.
For example, in the case of discrimination on the basis of ethnic origin, the factors
Article 2(2)(a) of Directive 2000/43 and Directive 2000/78.
Article 2(2)(b) of Directive 2000/43 and Directive 2000/78.
46 See European Commission, Joint Report on the application of Council Directive .......,
(COM/2014/02 final), point 4.1.
47 C. McCrudden, op. cit., p. 6.
48 Judgment CHEZ, para 105.
49 The concept of direct discrimination was applied in Coleman, the Court also suggesting in
CHEZ that the practice in question could, under certain conditions to be analyzed by the referring
court, direct discrimination (Judgment CHEZ, para 80).
50 R. Grozev, A Landmark Judgment of the Court of Justice of the EU – New Conceptual Contributions
to the Legal Combat against Ethnic Discrimination, The Equal Rights Review, vol. 15, 2015, p. 177.
51 European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) and Council of Europe, Handbook on
European non-discrimination law, 2018 edition, p. 50.
44
45
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that should be taken into account in order to ascertain the existence of direct
discrimination are52: that the contested practice existed in places with a high
concentration of representatives of certain racial or ethnic origin; justifications of
the practice denoting that this is based on ethnic stereotypes or prejudices; lack of
evidence suggesting any other plausible reason for applying the practice; the
imposed, generalized and lasting character of the practice.
(ii) the practice or measure determine a certain negative result (affect the
interests of the persons concerned; it has an offensive and stigmatizing character53).
(iii) the situation of those affected is less favourable than that of others in a
“comparable” situation. In this regard, it is necessary to identify a suitable
”comparator”: that is, a person in materially similar circumstances, with the main
difference between the two persons being the ”protected ground”54. In CHEZ, the
Court identified an extremely broad comparator55: although it is true that not all
inhabitants of the affected district were Roma and that Roma living outside the
affected district were not suffering the less favourable treatment in question, any
electricity consumer supplied by the same distributor within an urban area is in a
”comparable situation”56.
Regarding indirect discrimination, a concept whose complexity has been
widely emphasized in the doctrine57, the Court brings a number of clarifications of
its definition that allow a clearer differentiation in relation to direct discrimination:
(i) the term ”apparently neutral provision” in the definition of indirect
discrimination does not refer to a practice that is “manifestly” neutral, but one that
is “ostensibly” neutral or ”at first glance”58 or, more clearly, that the practice is
formulated ”by reference to other criteria not related to the protected
characteristic”59.
(ii) if the contested measure was introduced by reason of the protected ground
(those affected were targeted on the basis of their protected characteristic), it
amounts to direct discrimination, not to indirect discrimination60. The indirect
discrimination does not require showing that the contested practice is motivated
by the protected ground. For finding indirect discrimination the contested
measure, although using neutral criteria not based on the protected characteristic,
Judgment CHEZ, paras 81-84.
Ibid., para 87.
54 FRA, Handbook on European non-discrimination law, 2018 edition, pp. 44-45.
55 Rossen Grozev, op. cit., p. 179.
56 Judgment CHEZ, para 90.
57 See H. Collins, T. Khaitan, ”Indirect Discrimination Law: Controversies and Critical
Questions”, in H. Collins, T. Khaitan (eds.), Foundations of Indirect Discrimination Law, Hart
Publishing, Oxford and Portland, Oregon, 2018, pp. 1-30.
58 Judgment CHEZ, para 93.
59 Ibid., para 94.
60 Ibid., para 95.
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it has the effect of placing particularly persons possessing that characteristic at a
disadvantage61.
(iii) the term “put (...) at a particular disadvantage” it must be interpreted as
not imposing a ”particular degree of seriousness” regarding the special
disadvantageous situation62. In other words, is not required to exceed the intensity
of the effects produced by the “less favourable treatment” in direct
discrimination63. Particular disadvantage exists, however, when, as a result of the
measure in question, persons with a protected characteristic are affected in
particular64 or “more adversely” 65.
Although the analysis of ”objective justification”, a condition which is subject
to the finding of indirect discrimination, falls to the national court, it must take into
account a few additional indications offered by the CJEU to decide whether the
practice or measure challenged pursues genuinely legitimate aims and the means
of achieving these aims are appropriate and necessary66: verifying the existence of
adequate and less restrictive alternative measures to achieve the goals; the
disadvantages caused by these otherwise appropriate and necessary means should
be proportionately compensated by the advantages associated with the aim
pursued; the proportionality of the measure, which must be established at the time
of contesting the measure and not its imposition, must take into account the
humiliating or stigmatizing effect of the measure and the legitimate interests of
those affected by it67.
4. Implications at national level
The main effect of the jurisprudential consecration of discrimination by
association, both in the form of direct and indirect discrimination, is the fact that,
beyond confirming that it falls within the scope of the directives, it requires the
Member States to allow in their national law thus of requests for it to be considered
as correctly implementing the directives68. Thus, a national provision that required
that indirect discrimination was ”on the basis of” one of the protected
Ibid., para 96.
Ibid., paras 99-102.
63 Rossen Grozev, op. cit., p. 176.
64 Judgment CHEZ, para 100.
65 Opinion of AG Kokott in CHEZ, para 93. This suggests that ”the severity of the
disadvantage could, however, eventually matter in terms of justification for the measure: if the
inconvenience caused is particularly serious, the eventual justification should meet stricter
standards”.
66 Unusually, in CHEZ the Court itself gives a verdict from this point of view, showing that ”it
seems that it necessarily follows from the taking into account of all the foregoing criteria that the
practice at issue cannot be justified within the meaning of Article 2(2)(b) of Directive 2000/43 since
the disadvantages caused by the practice appear disproportionate to the objectives pursued”
(para 127).
67 Judgment CHEZ, paras 112-128.
68 Christopher McCrudden, op. cit., p. 12.
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characteristics, which was interpreted as requiring a causal link between the
contested practice and the protected ground is contrary to EU law69.
A practical implication of the broad interpretation of the personal scope of the
anti-discrimination directives is that the scope of the persons to whom, according
to national laws, they should be allowed to make complaints of indirect
discrimination is significantly extended, to include persons who, although they do
not belong to a protected group, they suffer from what the doctrine calls ”indirect
indirect discrimination”70 or ”collateral damage” with the protected group
primarily affected. In this sense, discrimination by association could receive a
particular application in certain very dynamic fields such as the online
environment, as regards ”affinity profiling” in online behavioural advertisement,
as a means of counteracting a pervasive online advertising practices.71
Finally, the doctrine notes that the Court's interpretation could have
implications in terms of contesting various institutional or structural
discrimination, favoring collective addressing complaints72. Thus, the very wide
interpretation of the EU anti-discrimination law in the CHEZ is seen by several
commentators as representing a response of the Court to the particular situation of
the protected group in question (the Roma community), still subjected in many
Member States to practices with stigmatizing effects, offensive and humiliating73.
Sometimes even ignoring legal consistency74, the Court shall make a contribution
to the EU efforts to address Roma exclusion through judicial mechanisms of
collective vigilance75 to be added to individual actions. In this regard, ”the fact that
several complainants’ claims can be joined in a class action may contribute to
prove the discriminatory nature of the conduct and shift the focus from its
individual to its collective dimension”76. Some authors, however, believe that the
Judgment CHEZ, para 97.
C. McCrudden, op. cit., p. 12.
71 S. Wachter, Affinity Profiling and Discrimination by Association in Online Behavioural
Advertising, Oxford Internet Institute, May 15, 2019, available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=
3388639. According to her, the concept of “affinity profiling” consists in grouping people according
to their assumed interests rather than solely on their personal traits (e.g. ethnicity, sexual
orientation). The discrimination that affinity profiling could give rise to is differential pricing or
exclusion from goods and services or jobs. Discrimination by association would help to overcome
the argument that inferring one’s ”affinity for” and ”membership in” a protected group are strictly
unrelated.
72 For a detailed analysis, see S. Benedi Lahuerta, op. cit., pp. 814-817.
73 C. McCrudden, op. cit., p. 16; S. Benedi Lahuerta, op. cit., p. 816.
74 F. Cranmer, Discrimination, equal treatment, electricity and collateral damage: CHEZ
Razpredelenie Bulgaria, in Law & Religion UK, 9 September 2015, available at
https://www.lawandreligionuk.com/2015/09/09/discrimination-equal-treatment-electricity-andcollateral-damage-chez-razpredelenie-bulgaria; Christopher McCrudden, op. cit., p. 16.
75 For arguments regarding the need for such a mechanism at EU level, see also M. Dawson, E.
Muir, Individual, institutional and collective vigilance in protecting fundamental rights in the EU: Lessons
from the Roma, Common Market Law Review 48(3), 2011, p. 754.
76 S. Benedi Lahuerta, op. cit., p. 817.
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Court's interpretation undermines the conceptual basis of indirect discrimination
without bringing any real benefits to the protected groups because, opening the
way to challenge structural discrimination especially through actions of the
members of groups which are only tangentially affected by the structural
discrimination, there is the possibility that the voices of the groups primarily
affected will be more marginalised than if they had been the primary litigants77.
5. Discrimination by association in the Romanian legal context
Although there is no agreed definition under international or EU law for
discrimination by association, especially after the emergence of the case law of the
CJEU, several countries prohibit discrimination by association in their national
law78, while in others, as in the case of Romania, the anti-discrimination law
neither stipulates nor expressly prohibits this form of discrimination.
Therefore, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance of the
Council of Europe (ECRI), in the General Policy Recommendation no. 7 regarding the
national legislation on combating racism and racial discrimination79 called on
national governments to establish at the legislative level, among others,
"discrimination by association" which, according to her, ”occurs when a person is
discriminated against on the basis of his or her association or contacts with one or
more persons designated by one of the enumerated grounds”80. Also, in the ECRI
Report on Romania of 201481 it is noted that the ”anti-discrimination law” does not
contain provisions regarding discrimination by association, the announced
intention to discriminate, incite and assist another person in the process of
discrimination, contrary to what she recommends in the General Policy
Recommendation no. 7, promptly suggesting to the Romanian authorities to
prohibit this form of discrimination (paragraph 44). However, in the latest ECRI
report on Romania (2019)82, it notes that, compared to the previous
recommendation, "the authorities informed the Commission that discrimination by
association is applicable through the legislation based on the case law of the
European Court of Justice (ECJ)”83. ECRI confirms this and, as a result, the report
no longer contains recommendations in this regard.
C. McCrudden, op. cit., p. 14; R. Crasnow, S. McKinley, Indirect discrimination by association: a
regressive step? Cloisters - Discrimination and Equality, 30 March 2015, available at
https://www.cloisters.com/the-cjeu-judgment-in-chez-indirect-discrimination-by-association/
78 I. Chopin, C. Conte, E. Chambrier, A comparative analysis of non-discrimination law in Europe –
2018, pp. 44-46. Nevertheless, this prohibition does not always extend to all grounds covered by the
national non-discrimination legislation.
79 European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), General Policy
Recommendation No. 7 on national legislation to combat racism and racial discrimination, adopted
on 13 december 2002 and amended on 7 december 2017, CRI(2003)8 REV.
80 Ibid, paragraph III.6.
81 ECRI Report on Romania (fourth monitoring cycle), adopted on 19 March 2014, (CRI(2014)19).
82 ECRI Report on Romania (fifth monitoring cycle), adopted on 3 April 2019, CRI(2019)20.
83 Ibid., paragraph 7.
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It is worth noting that in Romania, although there has been no genuine
scientific debate on this concept and no consistent concern of civil society, two
legislative initiatives have been promoted in recent years, which consider, inter
alia, the regulation of discrimination by association. One of these aims at amending
and supplementing Government Ordinance no. 137/2000 regarding the prevention
and the punishment of all forms of discrimination84, and the second amendment
and completion of Law no. 53/2003 regarding the Labor Code85. In both cases, the
legislative proposals were rejected by the Senate, as the first chamber notified,
being in the legislative procedure in the Chamber of Deputies.
Referring only to the definition of discrimination by association proposed by
the initiators to be introduced in Ordinance 137/2000, I appreciate that it is
deficient in many ways and its adoption in this form would rather create
confusion. Thus, ”[B]y discrimination by association is understood any distinction,
exclusion, restriction or preference provided in art. 2 paragraphs (1) directed against a
person associated with a person liable to be discriminated against for any of the grounds
provided in par. (1)”.86
Beyond the lack of clarity and logic of the wording, it does not contain the idea
of prohibition and / the sanctioning regime. In addition, although placed in the
economy of the text of the Ordinance after indirect discrimination (Article 2 (3)), in
the form of a new paragraph (31) of Article 2, to which the definition of indirect
discrimination is to be referred, the actual definition of discrimination by
association contains only references to ”distinction, exclusion, restriction or
preference”, specific to direct discrimination, not including ”provisions, criteria or
practices apparently neutral” (indirect discrimination).
Although a legislative consecration of discrimination by association is
preferable87, the legal vacuums in national laws can be solved by the interpretation
given by national courts88, otherwise possible given the broad definition of
discrimination provided by Article 2 of Ordinance 137/2000 and European
jurisprudence89.
Pl-x nr. 501/2015.
Pl-x nr. 718/2018.
86 Pl-x nr. 501/2015.
87 From this point of view we agree with the opinion of the Legislative Council (available at
http://www.cdep.ro/proiecte/2018/700/10/8/cl947.pdf) who consider that the aspects of novelty
or clarification of the meaning of terms / expressions should be included in the framework
regulation in this matter, respectively the Ordinance 137/2000.
88 In many Member States the courts have interpreted national law to cover discrimination by
association. For examples in this regard, see I. Chopin, C. Conte, E. Chambrier, op. cit, pp. 44-46. See
also FRA, Handbook on European non-discrimination law, 2018 edition, p. 52. Nevertheless, such
developments are on a case-by-case basis and, hence, refer solely to the grounds mentioned in the
case at hand.
89 For a similar point of view, see also R. Iordache, Country report on non-discrimination Romania 2018, p. 41.
84
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Thus, in accordance with Article 2 (1) of the Ordinance, is understood to mean
discrimination ”any difference, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race,
nationality, ethnic origin, language, religion, social status, beliefs, sex, sexual
orientation, age, disability, non-contagious chronic disease, HIV-positive status,
belonging to a disadvantaged group or any other criterion, aiming to or resulting in
a restriction or prevention of the equal recognition, use or exercise of human rights
and fundamental freedoms or rights recognized by law, in the political, economic,
social and cultural field or in any other fields of public life” (our emphasis).
Definitions of other forms of discrimination retained90 reflect quite accurately the
terms used in the directives, the emphasis being placed on the ground of the
discriminatory act and not on whether the person who suffers discrimination
possesses the protected characteristic him/herself.
However, the national regulation in question contains some formulations that
may give rise to different interpretations in practice. Based on the CJEU case law
on discrimination by association we will refer to only two of them91. Thus, a first
aspect concerns the definition of direct discrimination as any ”difference,
exclusion, restriction or preference based on [protected ground]” of ”human rights
and fundamental freedoms or rights recognized by law”. In CHEZ the Court held
that affect the interests of the persons concerned and offensive and stigmatizing
character of the practice are sufficient to find the treatment less favorable in the
sense of the definition of direct discrimination in the directive92. As such, the
prohibition of less favorable treatment should not be limited to the express rights
provided, but should also cover the legitimate interests of the person concerned.
At the same time, regarding indirect discrimination, the CJEU has established
that a national provision that requires that indirect discrimination was ”on the
basis of” one of the protected characteristics, which was interpreted as requiring a
causal link between the contested practice and the protected ground, is contrary to
EU law93. In the foreign doctrine it was considered that such a contradiction with
EU law would also concern the anti-discrimination legislation in Romania94, with
reference to Article 2 (3) of Ordinance 137/2000, which also requires that
90 Instructions to discriminate (Article 2(2)), indirect discrmination (Article 2(3)), harassment
(Article 2(5)), victimisation (Article 2(7)).
91 For several aspects considered controversial of the anti-discrimination legislation in
Romania, see R. Iordache, Country report on non-discrimination - Romania 2018, especially pp. 121124. See also E.-L. Baciu, T.-A. Lazar, Between equality and discrimination: disabled persons in Romania,
Transylvanian Review of Administrative Sciences, no. 51 E/2017, pp. 5-19.
92 Advocate General Kokott in her Opinion in Belov (C-394/11) also shows that ”neither form of
discrimination requires an infringement of rights or interests defined in law according to the wording of
Directive 2000/43. The only material factor is that there is less favourable treatment or a disadvantage,
irrespective of the object of that treatment or disadvantage, whether rights or interests are infringed and, if so,
which rights or interests. What is more, according to the Court’s case-law, discrimination is not even
dependent on a specific victim of discrimination” (para 71).
93 Judgment CHEZ, para 97.
94 Sara Benedi Lahuerta, op. cit., p. 811.
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disadvantage is ”on grounds of” one of the protected characteristics95. However,
we consider that it is not very clear from the provision in question that it would
require that the provision or practice in question be motivated by the protected
ground, especially since Article 2 (4) of the Ordinance also prohibits ”any active or
passive behavior that, by the effects that it generates, favors or disadvantages
unjustifiably or subjectes to an unfair or degrading treatment a person, a group of
persons or a community vis-à-vis other persons, groups of persons or
communities”.
The role of the national courts is crucial from this point of view, since in the
cases in which it has approached the problem of discrimination by association
(preliminary references), the CJEU has not decided itself whether, based on the
facts relied on in the pending case, there is a form of direct or indirect
discrimination. The only one, who can decide this, after a further investigation of
the facts and assisted by detailed guidance provided by the preliminary ruling of
the CJEU, is the national court96. In this respect, according to settled case law, the
CJEU does have jurisdiction to provide the national court with guidance as to the
interpretation of EU law necessary to enable the national court to rule on the
compatibility of national legal provisions with EU law97.
Thus, the courts must apply the rules established by the CJEU case law and
conduct a careful analysis of the reasoning behind the less favorable treatment,
seeking evidence that the protected criterion is the cause of such treatment, directly
or indirectly98.
However, as evidenced in the various analyzes performed99, at least so far the
practice of the national courts in Romania is not consistent. An explanation could
also be the fact that, although the CJEU's interpretation of the rules of European
law is obligatory for national courts, and the Court has repeatedly stated that not
only does it itself have the power not to apply an EU provision, but also all the
national courts of the EU, regarding the national provisions100, the Romanian
Constitutional Court limited the mandates of the civil courts in relation to
95 Article 2 (3): ”They are discriminatory, according to the present ordinance, the provisions,
criteria or practices apparently neutral which disadvantage certain persons, on the basis of the
criteria provided in par. (1), unless these practices, criteria and provisions are objectively justified
by a legitimate aim and the methods used to reach that purpose are appropriate and necessary”.
96 Including here not only the courts, but also the National Council for Combating
Discrimination, as a quasi-judicial body.
97 Judgment of 6 March 2007, Placanica and Others, C‑338/04, C‑359/04 and C‑360/04,
EU:C:2007:133, para 36; M. Broberg, N. Fenger, Preliminary References to the European Court of Justice,
Second edition, Oxford University Press, 2014, pp. 412 -413.
98 FRA, Handbook on European non-discrimination law, 2018 edition, p. 51.
99 See R. Iordache, Country report on non-discrimination - Romania 2018, p. 41. See also
explanatory memorandum of the initiators of the proposal to introduce discrimination by
association
in
Ordinance
137/2000
(Pl-x
nr.
501/2015),
available
at
http://www.cdep.ro/proiecte/2015/500/00/1/em624.pdf.
100 Judgment of 19 April 2016, Dansk Industri, C‑441/14, EU:C:2016:278.
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discrimination generated by legislative norms. According to the Constitutional
Court, "the provisions of the Government Ordinance no.137/2000 regarding the
prevention and the punishment of all forms of discrimination are unconstitutional
insofar as it is clear from them that the courts have the authority to nullify or to
refuse the application of normative acts with the power of law, considering them
to be discriminatory, and to replace them with norms created by judicial means or
with provisions included in other normative acts”101.
Although during court proceedings any party can ask for the case to be
brought before the Constitutional Court to assess the unconstitutionality of legal
provisions102, the national court may also use the preliminary reference procedure
before the CJEU103, this restriction of the applicability of the general antidiscrimination legislation can be considered to be at the origin of a certain judicial
tension in the application and interpretation of the law104 and of a state of
confusion105.
101 Romanian Constitutional Court decision no. 1325/2008 regarding the admission of the
exception of unconstitutionality of the provisions of the Government Ordinance no. 137/2000
regarding the prevention and the punishment of all forms of discrimination (OJ I no. 872/2008).
The Constitutional Court has ruled in the same sense by decisions 818-821/2008, as well as by
decision 997/2008, which also limits the mandate of the National Council for Combating
Discrimination.
102 However, the success of such an approach is questionable given the restrictive conditions
set by the Constitutional Court for the use of a European law norm in the context of
constitutionality control (clarity and precision of the norm and constitutional relevance), in relation
to the fulfillment of which ”it remains to the discretion of the Constitutional Court to apply, within
the framework of constitutionality control, the judgments of the Court of Justice of the European
Union or the formulation by itself of preliminary questions in order to establish the content of the
European norm (Decision no. 668/2011, OJ I no. 487 of 8 July 2011). For an example where the
Constitutional Court has reconsidered its own case law by referring also to the CJEU case law, see
Decision no.1237 of 6 October 2010 (equalizing the retirement age between men and women).
103 In Agafiţei (C-310/10, judgment of 7 July 2011), the preliminary reference essentially
concerned the interpretative decisions of the Constitutional Court regarding the anti-discrimination
legislation, previously invoked. The CJEU concluded that the reference was inadmissible, on the
basis that discrimination on socio-professional grounds fell outside the scope of Directives 2000/43
and 2000/78. It has proved extremely cautious in its approach, referring to the "division of powers
between the Union and its Member States" and refusing to examine whether another linking factor
allows the difference of treatment to be included in the scope of EU law.
104 For various examples of this phenomenon, see D. M. Şandru, Deplasarea echilibrului puterilor
prin aderarea la Uniunea Europeană: efectele trimiterilor preliminare formulate de instanţe din România,
Romanian Journal of European Law, no. 4/2018, pp. 42-52.
105 The issue was raised as a legal issue during a meeting of the presidents of the civil sections
of the High Court of Cassation and Justice and the courts of appeal, from June 2016, being asked
the point of view of the National Institute of Magistracy. He was of the opinion that the decisions of
the Constitutional Court require a differentiated analysis, as the litigation in which the problem of
discrimination was raised falls within the scope of European Union law or is a purely internal one
(considering that national laws contain grounds for discrimination that do not are included in the
directives). Accordingly, "in disputes falling within the scope of Directives 2000/78 / EC and
2000/43 / EC, the national court has an obligation to ensure the full effect of their provisions,
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At the same time, as regards the national equality body, the National Council
on Combating Discrimination (NCCD), it does not have standing to bring cases for
constitutional review before the Constitutional Court and, in accordance with the
judgment of the CJEU in Belov106, it cannot even refer questions to the Luxembourg
Court for a preliminary ruling.
Conclusions
The equality law has expanded exponentially over the last ten years and case
law on discrimination by association represents only one facet of this phenomenon.
The recent interpretation by the CJEU of the anti-discrimination law of the
European Union allows the extension of the protection offered by EU law to legal
situations that did not previously fall within the scope of the directives. The
justification for this extensive interpretation is made by reference to the objectives
set out in the recitals of the directives - democratic and tolerant societies allowing
the participation of all persons irrespective of protected grounds and, to this end,
any direct or indirect discrimination based on protected grounds as regards the
areas covered by the directives should be prohibited; ensuring a common high
level of protection against discrimination in all member states. At the same time,
the general principle of non-discrimination enshrined in Article 21 of the CFREU is
invoked against the background. All this can lead to the idea of complete inclusion
of discrimination by association in the definition of discrimination, both direct and
indirect, in all situations and on all grounds.
If this is the meaning that should be given to the Court's approach, then the
national courts must apply the national anti-discrimination legislation in the
matters and on protected ground covered by the directives in accordance with this
interpretation and, if that is not possible, ”it is obliged not to apply national
legislation which is contrary to the prohibition of discrimination established as a
fundamental right”107. At the same time, in order to ensure compliance with Union
law, national legislators should eliminate any restrictions in the legislation that
would prevent the formulation of complaints related to discrimination by
association.
In this context, the legislative initiatives promoted in Romania for the
regulation of discrimination by association seem to have a strong support in EU
removing the application of discriminatory national law rules, contrary to European Union law”,
the respective decisions of the Constitutional Court not influencing the obligations incumbent on
the Romanian judges, as EU judges - see The minute of the meeting at the address http://www.inmlex.ro/fisiere/d_1713/Minuta%20intalnire%20presedinti%20sectii%20civile%20Bacau%20iunie%20
2016.pdf.
106 Judgment of 31 January 2013, Belov, C-394/11, EU:C:2012:585, in which the CJEU
considered that such a body does not have the character of a "court" within the meaning of Article
267 TFEU.
107 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott delivered on 20 September 2012 in Belov (C‑394/11,
EU:C:2012:585), para 83.
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law, representing, from a more general perspective, a normal evolution, a
connection to the European significance of the principle of non-discrimination,
many Member States adopting at the legislative level in the last years explicit
prohibitions of discrimination by association.
However, we consider that, from the relevant European jurisprudence, it is not
very clear how far the Romanian legislator should go with the regulation of
discrimination by association. While a too narrow consecration of the concept
would not meet the imperatives of EU law, too broad a definition could open a
genuine "Pandora's Box", leading rather to dilution than to strengthening the
protection of groups or people most prone to discrimination. This is all the more so
since the Romanian anti-discrimination legislation contains a number of grounds
of discrimination not provided for in the directives.
Thus, the CJEU analyzed the discrimination by association only in the case of
disability and ethnic origin so that, especially with regard to the latter protected
ground, to carry out an extensive interpretation of the text of the directives.
However, this case law cannot be taken as an isolated case and it must be set in the
wider context of the Court's recent jurisprudence as a whole, which is proving
more reluctant with regard to, for example, discrimination on grounds of religion
and belief108, which leads to the idea of a ”hierarchy of discrimination grounds”109.
In these circumstances, certain signs of doubt remain whether exactly the same
protection against discrimination by association should be granted in relation to
other protected grounds and how certain reasonings of the Court might be applied
(such as, for example, those relating to stigma and humiliation) in different
contexts110.
Until the express consecration in Romania and even in the presence of such
consecration, the crucial role in ensuring the protection against discrimination by
association is the responsibility of the national courts and the National Council for
Combating Discrimination, the comparative analyzes carried out at European level
showing that, rather than the lack of legislation, its application and interpretation
raises problems111. We appreciate that even in the current formulation of national
anti-discrimination legislation, using the instructions provided by the CJEU, the
practices or measures directed against a person because of his association with a
protected category can be included in the scope of national law. At least the
broadest interpretation of the concept of discrimination by association, given the
CJEU in CHEZ remains to be confirmed. At the same time, it is necessary to further
108 See, for exemple, Judgment of 14 March 2017, G4S Secure Solutions, C-157/15,
EU:C:2016:382.
109 See E. Howard, EU anti-discrimination law: has the CJEU stopped moving forward?
International Journal of Discrimination and the Law, 18 (2-3), 2018, pp. 60-81.
110 C. McCrudden, op. cit., pp. 16-17.
111 I. Chopin, C. Conte, E. Chambrier, op. cit, p. 144.
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develop this concept in EU law, either through further clarifications of the Court or
by explicit regulation in a revised version of the anti-discrimination directives.
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AND ACCESSORY PUNISHMENTS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE
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Abstract
The national penal legislation stipulates three categories of punishment, respectively:
principal, accessory and supplementary punishments. The supplementary punishments are
regulated by art. 55 Penal Code, these being as follows: prohibiting the exercise of certain
rights, military demotion and publication of sentence decision. The application of a
supplementary punishment in the cases where the law provisions the obligation of its
application does not constitute an intromission in the rights guaranteed by The
Convention, as long as the court substantially motivates the necessity of such a
supplementary punishment in relation with the nature and the seriousness of the deed, as
well as with all the circumstances where it was committed. The court has the possibility to
apply an accessory punishment if the principal punishment ruled is that of a fine, but they
have the obligation to mention in the operative part of the judgement that the accessory
punishment is to be executed if the fine is replaced with imprisonment.
Keywords: principal punishments, accessory punishments, supplementary punishments,
fundamental rights and liberties, legality.
Institutionally, the punishment was defined by the Romanian penal doctrine
as the third fundamental institution of the penal law, together with the crime and
the penal liability.
The penal punishment is a form of judicial constraint pertaining to the penal
law, representing the consequence suffered by the person who was condemned for
committing a crime.
The European Union Court of Justice defined the term of punishment, in
conformity with its usual sense and its etymology, as a correction, a sanction. In
criminal matters, this correction is provisioned by law and is applicable as “a
sanction by a court on behalf of and in defense of the public interest.”1.
On the other hand, the notion of “punishment” was regarded by the European
Court of Human Rights as an autonomous notion, “the starting point for any
1

CJEU, Case C-551/18 PPU, par. 59.
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consideration of the existence of a punishment consisting in determining if the
respective measure was ruled following a sentence for a crime”2.
Also, in the European Court of Human Right jurisprudence was stated that
other elements can be considered relevant in establishing the existence of a
punishment, respectively the nature and the purpose of the measure in the case3,
its rating in the national law4, the procedures associated with its adoption and
execution, as well as its seriousness5. Yet, the seriousness of the measure is not
decisive in itself, since many measures without having to do with the criminal law
of preventive nature can have a considerable impact on the respective person6”.
The national penal law stipulates three categories of punishments, namely:
principal punishments, accessory punishments and supplementary punishments.
According to art. 53 Penal Code, “the principal punishments are: life sentence,
imprisonment and fine.
The supplementary punishments are regulated by art. 55 Penal Code, these
being: prohibition to exercise certain rights, military demotion and publication of
sentence decision.
The accessory punishment means the prohibition of exercising the rights
stipulated in art. 66 paragraph (1) letters a), b) and d)-o), whose exercise was
prohibited by the court as a supplementary punishment.
The life sentence means deprivation of freedom on indefinite duration and is
executed according to the law regarding the execution of punishments.
According to art. 65 paragraph (2) Penal Code “in the case of life sentence, the
accessory punishment means the prohibition of exercising the rights stipulated in
art. 66 paragraph (1) letters a) – o) or some of them.
From the interpretation of the text of law cited above it is clear that the court of
law, if having ruled a life sentence for a defendant, must also apply an accessory
punishment which consists in the prohibition of exercising at least two of the rights
stipulated in art. 66 paragraph (1) letter a) – o) Penal Code.
The imprisonment punishment means the deprivation of freedom on
indefinite duration, between 15 days and 30 years and is executed according to the
law regarding the execution of punishments.
According to art. 67 paragraph (1) Penal Code “the supplementary
punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain rights can be applied if the
established principal punishment is imprisonment or fine and the court finds that it
is in relation with the nature and the seriousness of the crime, the circumstances of
the case and with the criminal.
ECHR, Decision G.I.E.M. SRL et al v Italy, 28 June 2018, pct. 210.
Idem, pct. 210.
4 ECHR, Decision Welch v. UK, 9 February 1995, pct. 28.
5 ECHR, Decision Del Río Prada v. Spain, 21 October 2013, pct. 82.
6 ECHR, Decision Van der Velden v. The Netherlands, pct. 22.
2
3
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On the other hand, art. 67 paragraph (2) Penal Code provisions that “to apply
the punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain rights is mandatory when the
law provisions this punishment for the committed crime”.
From the interpretation of the text of law cited above results that the court of
law must apply, aside from the principal punishment, the supplementary
punishment of prohibiting certain rights, having the possibility of individualizing
the punishment according to the circumstances of the case.
Regarding the application by effect of law of the supplementary punishment
of prohibiting the right to vote, The Constitutional Court stated that the legal
disposition provisioned by the old Penal Code is constitutional. In reasoning, The
Court held that “the restriction, as punishment, to exercise certain rights or
liberties is permitted, as is provisioned in art. 49 in The Constitution, to defend the
public order, the rights and liberties of the citizens. As to the institution of the
applicable punishments and the conditions of their application and execution,
whether principal, supplementary or accessory, The Court finds that it is the sole
attribute of the law-maker. The fact that the law provisioned that a person who
was sentenced to a freedom depriving punishment is also sentenced to the
prohibition of rights restrictively provisioned in art. 64 Penal Code, up to fully
executing the principal punishment or to it being considered as executed,
represents an option of penal policy of the law-maker who considered that the
convict is unworthy to exercise the rights provisioned in art. 64 Penal Code during
his freedom deprivation”7.
The European Court of Human Rights, in the case Calmanovici against
Romania, analyzed the legality of the application of certain supplementary
punishments.
Thus, The Court stated that art. 3 in Protocol no. 1, which legitimates the
capacity og the individual to influence the composition of the legislative body,
does not exclude the application of certain restrictions of the voting rights of an
individual who, for example, committed serious abuses in exercising public
functions or whose conduct threatened to undermine the rule of law or the
democracy foundations.
Nevertheless, one must not resort easily to the extremely severe measure that
is the deprivation of the right to vote; on the other hand, the principle of
proportionality imposes a perceptible and sufficient link between sanction and
conduct, as well as in relation with the situation of the affected person.
The Court acknowledged in this sense the recommendation given by the
Venice Commission, according to which suppressing political rights must be ruled
by a court of law in a specific decision because an independent court, which
Constitutional Court of Romania, Decision no. 184 of 14 June 2001, published in the Official
Gazette of Romania no. 509 of 28 August 2001.
7
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applies a procedure respecting the contradictoriness, offers a solid guarantee
against the arbitrary.
However, in this case, The Court observes that the judges from The High
Court of Cassation and Justice, in the decision from 18th June 2004, applied art. 71,
which referred to art. 64 in the Penal Code, application mandatory by law, without
analyzing in any way the legitimate purpose and, particularly the proportionality
of the prohibition of the right to vote of the plaintiff with the respective purpose.
Although such an interdiction should not have been excluded from the very
beginning in the case of a crime committed as a civil servant, The Court cannot
accept it, taking into consideration the circumstances of the case and, in particular,
the provisions of the national law, the automatic and undifferentiated character of
the interdiction and the lack of any analyses of proportionality on the part of the
national courts due to their lack of competence in this field.
Also, The European Court of Human Rights stated that when it comes to the
automatic interdiction to exercise parenting rights as stipulated in art. 64 and 71
Penal Code, as were written at the date of the events, applying such a measure, by
operation of law, without having the courts check the type of crime and the interest
of the minors, cannot respond to a primordial request which pertains to the
children’s interest and, consequently, follow a legitimate purpose, such as
protecting the health, morals or education of minors.
In particular, it is observed by The Court that the crimes of bribery and
documents theft for which the plaintiff was sentenced had no connection with the
matters referring to parenting authority and that, at no time, was there a lack of
caring or mistreatments on his part towards his minor child, the interdiction in
discussion proceeding automatically and absolutely from the above-mentioned
articles from the Penal Code.
In another case, The European Court of Human Rights held that the
prohibition of parenting rights is an interference in the right regarding the respect
for family life. In reasoning, The Court “found that the crime which determined
the plaintiff’s sentence was absolutely independent from the aspects connected
with the parent authority and that the plaintiff was never reproached the absence
of children care or mistreatments.
The Court observes that in the Romanian law the prohibition to exercise
parenting rights is automatically and absolutely applied as accessory punishment
to any person who executes a punishment in prison, in the absence of any control
exercised by the courts of law and without taking into consideration the type of
crime or the minors’ interest. As such, it is rather a moral sanction with the
purpose of punishing the convict than a measure of child protection. In these
circumstances, The Court considers that the absolute and by operation of law
deprivation of parenting rights of the former plaintiff corresponded to a primordial
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necessity regarding the child’s interests and that, consequently, followed a
legitimate purpose, namely to protect the minors’ health, morals or education.”8.
Regarding the practice of The European Court of Human Rights, I state that
the application of a supplementary punishment in the cases where the law
provisions the obligation of its application is not an interference in the rights
guaranteed by the Convention, as long as the court of law substantially motivates
the necessity of such a supplementary punishment by relating it to the nature and
the seriousness of the deed, as well as all the circumstances it was committed. At
the same time, the court of law must take into consideration when individualizing
the supplementary punishment that it be proportional with the purpose and that it
seek to defend the public interest.
Moreover, from the analysis of the provisions of the Penal Code, one finds that
the law stipulates the obligation to apply a supplementary punishment in the case
of serious crimes committed with violence (manslaughter, assault etc.), as well as
in the case of crimes which were committed by a subject actively qualified
(interruption of pregnancy, abusive investigation, unjust repression, bribery, abuse
in office etc.
Furthermore, in the case of crimes committed during the exercise of job duties,
the law provisions the obligation to apply the supplementary punishment
consisting in the prohibition to exercise a public position, a legislative solution
which in my opinion meets the rights guaranteed by the Convention, because the
law-maker stated in abstracto the danger of such crimes, the courts of law having
the possibility to set the duration of such a penal sanction.
The principal punishment of fine is regulated by art. 61 Penal Code and means
the amount of money which the convict is obligated to pay to the state. The fine
itself is established through the days-of-fine system. The corresponding sum of a
day of fine, between 10 lei and 500 lei is multiplied with the number of days-offine, which is comprised between 30 and 400 days.
In the recent judicial practice was raised the following law issue: “whether it is
possible to apply the accessory punishments of prohibiting the exercise of the
rights provisioned by art. 66 paragraph 1 letters a, b and d – o from the Penal Code
whose exercise was prohibited by the court of law as supplementary punishment
in the case of ruling a solution of sentencing to the fine punishment”.
In a first opinion, it was stated that in the case where the plaintiff’s sentence
was ruled as fine punishment, if the supplementary punishment was applied, the
accessory punishment consisting in the prohibition of the same rights is also
applied.
In this sense, in a court decision, the court argued towards the idea that “the
application of the accessory punishment is necessary both from the perspective of
the dispositions in art.65 paragraph 1 Penal Code and in relation to the possible
8

ECHR, Case Sabou and Pîrcalăb v. Romania, 28 September 2004, par. 46-48.
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situation where the principal punishment becomes executable”. It was stated that
according to art.65 paragraph 3 Penal Code, although the accessory punishment of
prohibiting certain rights accompanies the punishment of freedom deprivation, it
is necessary, however, to mention the accessory punishment together with the
supplementary one in case the principal punishment becomes executable, with the
purpose of avoiding any controversy.
In a second jurisprudence opinion, it was stated that the application of the
accessory punishment is illegal in the case of sentencing to the punishment of
penal fine, taking into consideration the provisions of art.65 paragraph 3 Penal
Code.
Thus, a court of law considered that the application of the accessory
punishment of prohibiting certain rights together with the punishment of fine is
not possible as this accessory punishment is only applied with imprisonment or
life sentence punishments.
It is my opinion that the application of an accessory punishment is legal in the
case of ruling a solution of sentence to the punishment of fine taking into
consideration the following arguments:
The dispositions of art. 65 paragraph (1) Penal Code stipulate that “the
accessory punishment consists in prohibiting the exercise of the rights provisioned
by art. 66 paragraph (1) letters a), b), d) and o), whose exercise was prohibited by
the court of law as a supplementary punishment.
According to art. 67 paragraph (1) and (2) Penal Code “the supplementary
punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain rights can be applied if the
established principal punishment is imprisonment or fine and the court finds that,
in relation with the nature and the seriousness of the crime, the circumstances of
the case and the criminal, this punishment is necessary; the application of the
punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain rights is mandatory when the law
provisions this punishment for the committed crime”.
From the systematic interpretation of the legal dispositions mentioned above,
it is clear that the supplementary punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain
rights can also be applied when the principal punishment is the fine.
Moreover, the prohibition of exercising one or more rights as a supplementary
punishment involves the prohibition of exercising that/those right(s) as an
accessory punishment (aspect which results from the way the dispositions of art.
65 paragraph (1) Penal Code are written: “consists in the prohibition” – imperative
disposition).
Furthermore, the Penal Code stipulates in the special section crimes whose
punishment provisioned by the law is imprisonment or fine and the prohibition of
exercising certain rights. [in this sense, as an example, see art. 201 paragraph (1)
letter c); art. 358 paragraph (1) and (2), art. 359 paragraph (1)]
To admit that the court of law does not have the possibility to apply an
accessory punishment for crimes mentioned above (taking into account that the
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law stipulates the obligation to apply a supplementary punishment), would mean
that it also does not have the possibility to apply as a principal punishment the
fine.
Additionally, the dispositions of art. 65 paragraph (3) Penal Code stipulate that
“the accessory punishment of prohibiting the exercise of certain rights is to be
executed from the time of establishing that the sentence is ruled final until the
principal punishment of freedom deprivation was executed or considered as
executed”.
From the interpretation of the law text cited above, it is clear that applying an
accessory punishment is not conditioned by the existence of a freedom deprivation
punishment but only executing such punishment requires the existence of a
principal punishment of freedom deprivation.
Another argument to support the opinion is that no legal disposition prohibits
the application of an accessory punishment if a person is sentenced to the
punishment of fine. In exchange, if the court of law applied, apart from the
principal punishment of fine, a supplementary punishment of prohibiting the
exercise of certain rights (in some cases it has the legal obligation to do so), without
prohibiting the same rights as an accessory punishment, it would elude the
imperative dispositions of art. 65 paragraph (1) Penal Code.
Moreover, the dispositions of art. 63 Penal Code stipulate the possibility of
replacing the punishment of fine with that of imprisonment, if the convict does not
execute in bad faith the punishment of fine.
From the systematic interpretation of the dispositions of art. 63 Penal Code
and art. 65 paragraph (3) Penal Code, we hold that the accessory punishment of
prohibiting the exercise of certain rights is executed from the time when the court
rules as final the decision which established the replacement of the punishment of
fine with the punishment of imprisonment.
Regarding everything stated above, I hold that the court of law has the
possibility of applying an accessory punishment if the principal punishment ruled
is that of fine, but it has the obligation to mention in the operative part of the
sentence that the accessory punishment is to be executed if the replacement of the
punishment of fine with the punishment of imprisonment is ruled.
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Abstract
On 29 March 2017, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom formally triggered
Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union, notifying the President of the European
Council of the UK’s decision to leave the EU. During the following two years, the
European Union and the UK carried out negotiations regarding a withdrawal agreement,
with one of the most complicated issues being that of the Irish border. If Northern Ireland
were no longer part of the EU, a hard border would have to be reinstated on the island of
Ireland. Such a border could, however, jeopardise the Good Friday Agreement, which plays
an essential part in the cooperation and reconciliation of the two countries. Consequently,
the EU and the UK have created the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland, including a
backstop solution on Northern Ireland that ensure the absence of a hard border on the Irish
island.
Keywords: Backstop solution – Irish border – Brexit – Protocol on Ireland/Northern
Ireland – Good Friday Agreement
The Partition of Ireland, the Troubles and the Good Friday Agreement
On 03 May 1921, under the Government of Ireland Act of 1920,1 the island of
Ireland was partitioned into two distinct territories, Northern Ireland and Southern
Ireland, each with its own Parliament (in Belfast and Dublin, respectively), but
remaining under the sovereignty of the United Kingdom.2 The Act provided for
the possible reunification, at a later date, of the two territories, but on 06 December
1922, following the Irish War of Independence3 and the ratification of the AngloIrish Treaty,4 Southern Ireland became an autonomous British dominion, called the
PhD candidate, “Nicolae Titulescu” University of Bucharest.
Available at https://www.bailii.org/nie/legis/num_act/1920/192000067.html (accessed on
09 September 2019).
2 Democratic Progress Institute, The Good Friday Agreement – An Overview, June 2013, p. 10.
Available at https://www.democraticprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/The-GoodFriday-Agreement-An-Overview.pdf (accessed on 09 September 2019).
3 Also known as the Anglo-Irish War, it began on 21 January 1919 and ended with a truce on
11 July 1921. For details, see M. Hopkinson, The Irish War of Independence, Gill Books, Dublin, 2004.
4 The Treaty was signed in London, on 06 December 1921, and was ratified on 31 March 1922.
Northern Ireland was given the option to opt out of the Irish Free State, within one month from the
ratification of the Treaty. The text of the Treaty is available at https://www.difp.ie/docs/1921/
Anglo-Irish-Treaty/214.htm (accessed on 09 September 2019).
*
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Irish Free State, while Northern Ireland chose to remain in the United Kingdom. In
1937, subsequent to the adoption of a new Constitution,5 the Irish Free State was
renamed Ireland, and in 1949, under the Republic of Ireland Act 1948, it was
proclaimed a republic.
Concurrently with the creation of the Irish Free State, a Common Travel Area
was informally established, allowing British and Irish citizens to move freely on its
territory,6 while being subjected to minimal border checks. The United Kingdom
formalised this special relationship by adopting the Ireland Act 1949, declaring that
Ireland, despite no longer being a British dominion or part of the Commonwealth,
would not be considered a foreign country, for the purposes of any law in force,
with all of the consequences this would have on immigration.7 Although the
United Kingdom and Ireland have not signed a treaty on this matter,8 the Common
Travel Area is acknowledged in UK, Irish and European Union law.9
Following the Partition of Ireland, two large factions came into being: the Irish
republicans, desiring the reunification of the two territories in a single independent
state, and the unionists in Northern Ireland, who wanted to remain in the United
Kingdom. The political disagreement was doubled by a religious one: Irish
republicans were mostly Catholic, while unionists were predominantly Protestant,
with the Catholic population of Northern Ireland accusing the Protestant
leadership of widespread discrimination against them.10 In the 1960s, the existing
tensions between the two communities led to violent clashes, and the conflict,
referred to as “the Troubles”, lasted for more than three decades and resulted in
over 3000 fatalities.11
5 Ratified on 01 July 1937, the Constitution came into force on 29 December 1937. According to
it, any person born in the island of Ireland is entitled to Irish citizenship.
6 The Common Travel Area is comprised of the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Isle of Man and
the Channel Islands.
7 S. de Mars, C. Murray, A. O’Donoghue, B. Warwick, Bordering Two Unions. Northern Ireland
and Brexit, Policy Press, Bristol, 2018, p. 15.
8 In 1952, the United Kingdom and Ireland signed an administrative agreement regarding the
Common Travel Area.
9 A. A. Baker, „The Common Travel Area between Ireland and the United Kingdom after
Brexit”, in J. A. Hillman, G. Horlick (eds.), Legal Aspects of Brexit. Implications of the United Kingdom’s
Decision to Withdraw from the European Union, Institute of International Economic Law, Washington,
D.C., 2017, p. 190. The text of the Act is available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/
Geo6/12-13-14/41 (accessed on 09 September 2019). Protocol (No 20) on the application of certain
aspects of Article 26 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to the United
Kingdom and to Ireland provides that the two states „may continue to make arrangements between
themselves relating to the movement of persons between their territories («the Common Travel
Area»).”
10 Democratic Progress Institute, op. cit., p. 11.
11 E. O’Kane, P. Dixon, „The Northern Irish Peace Process: Political Issues and Controversies”,
in C. I. Armstrong, D. Herbert, J. E. Mustad (eds.), The Legacy of the Good Friday Agreement. Northern
Irish Politics, Culture and Art after 1998, Palgrave Macmillan, 2019, p. 15.
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The Troubles ended with the signing of the Good Friday Agreement,12 the
result of a long reconciliation process and of sustained efforts on the part of both
the UK and Ireland,13 and of the European Union. As members of the Union, the
UK and Ireland underwent a process of integration, which fostered
communication and cooperation between the two, while EU funding and its
common policies helped develop the region.14 The Good Friday Agreement15 was
signed in Belfast, on 10 April 1998, and marked the end of the Troubles.
Consequently, ensuring that the Agreement is protected and enforced has always
been a priority not only for the UK and Ireland, but also for the European Union.
With the United Kingdom triggering Article 50 of the Treaty on European
Union and beginning the withdrawal process, the Irish reconciliation and peace are
threatened by the possibility of a hard border between Northern Ireland and
Ireland, which would go against the objectives of the Good Friday Agreement and
of the Common Travel Area. To prevent further conflicts and to protect the
citizens’ interests, the negotiators of the EU and of the UK have created the
Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland, including a backstop solution for Northern
Ireland. This solution entails the creation of a single customs territory between the
European Union and the United Kingdom, applicable until the two parties
conclude a new agreement regarding the issue of the island of Ireland.
Provisions of the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland
During the negotiations between the United Kingdom and the European
Union, a Joint Report from their negotiators outlined three possible scenarios for
protecting the cooperation between Ireland and Northern Ireland and avoiding a
hard (meaning strictly controlled) border between the two. The Protocol on
Ireland/Northern Ireland is based on the third scenario, which involves
“maintaining full alignment with those rules of the Union's internal market and the
customs union which, now or in the future, support North-South cooperation, the
all-island economy and the protection of the 1998 Agreement.” This scenario is
meant to apply until the European Union and the UK conclude a subsequent
agreement “that establishes alternative arrangements for ensuring the absence of a
Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-belfast-agreement
(accessed on 09 September 2019).
13 The Sunningdale Agreement, signed in 1973, and the Anglo-Irish Agreement of 1985 were
early attempts at solving the conflict by establishing a formal framework for consultations between
the UK and Ireland, regarding the issue of Northern Ireland.
14 D. Walsh, Independent Commissions and Contentious Issues in Post-Good Friday Agreement
Northern Ireland, Palgrave Macmillan, Cham, 2017, pp. 13.
15 Under the Agreement, several institutions were created, among which: the Northern Ireland
Assembly, which is its democratically elected legislature, the North/South Ministerial Council, the
British-Irish Council and the British-Irish Intergovernmental Conference. The Agreement also
stipulates that Northern Ireland’s constitutional status can only be modified with the consent of a
majority of its people (the principle of consent).
12
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hard border on the island of Ireland on a permanent footing.” Because those born
in Northern Ireland have the possibility to invoke the right to Irish citizenship,16
they will continue to have access to the rights and privileges of the citizenship of
the European Union, even after the withdrawal of the UK from the Union.
The Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland comprises 21 articles and 10
annexes, which contain provisions regarding the movement of goods, trade
between the parts of the single customs territory and with third countries, taxation,
environmental protection, labour and social standards, state aid, cooperation,
competition, certain types of undertakings, safeguards. The Protocol is a
temporary solution, its provisions applying “unless and until they are superseded,
in whole or in part, by a subsequent agreement”, as the Withdrawal Agreement is
not meant to establish a permanent relationship between the EU and the UK. The
purpose of the Protocol is “to address the unique circumstances on the island of
Ireland, to maintain the necessary conditions for continued North-South
cooperation, to avoid a hard border and to protect the 1998 Agreement in all its
dimensions”17.
The two parties must “use their best endeavours” to conclude, before the end
of the transition period (31 December 2020),18 an agreement that will supersede the
Protocol. 19 It is also possible for the UK to request an extension of the transition
period, for a maximum of two years, in accordance with Article 13220 of the
Withdrawal Agreement.21 If the EU and the UK don’t conclude an agreement
before the end of the transition period, the Protocol will apply. The clause
regarding the Protocol’s applicability has been criticised, by those who want the
United Kingdom to leave the single market and the customs union, for being a
way of keeping the UK in a single customs territory with the EU, for an
indeterminate period of time.
The Protocol expressly provides that the United Kingdom must ensure that the
rights and safeguards set out in the Good Friday Agreement (including the
protection against discrimination) are not diminished by the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU, and must also facilitate the activity of the institutions created by the
Agreement.22
According to the provisions of the Good Friday Agreement, and of the Constitution of
Ireland.
17 Article 1 of the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland.
18 According to Article 126 of the Withdrawal Agreement, „There shall be a transition or
implementation period, which shall start on the date of entry into force of [the Withdrawal
Agreement] and end on 31 December 2020.”
19 Article 2 of the Protocol.
20 According to Article 132 of the Withdrawal Agreement, „the Joint Committee may, before 1
July 2020, adopt a single decision extending the transition period for up to 1 or 2 years.” Starting
from 01 January 2021, the UK must contribute to the Union budget, until the end of the extended
transition period. The amount of the contribution will be decided by the Joint Committee.
21 Article 3 of the Protocol.
22 Article 4.
16
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The continued functioning of the Common Travel Area is also mentioned,
with the United Kingdom and Ireland having the possibility to continue making
“arrangements between themselves relating to the movement of persons between
their territories (the ‘Common Travel Area’),” but it is stressed that the UK must
not prevent Ireland from fulfilling its duties as a Member State of the EU, “in
particular with respect to free movement to, from and within Ireland for Union
citizens and their family members”.23
Until a subsequent agreement is concluded and becomes applicable, a single
customs territory is established between the European Union and the United
Kingdom, comprising the customs territory of the European Union24 and the
customs territory of the United Kingdom, consisting of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland.25 Consequently, until the Protocol is superseded, the provisions of the
Union Customs Code,26 Article 30, and Article 11027 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union apply to and in the UK in respect of Northern
Ireland (excluding the UK’s territorial waters). This is the backstop solution on
Northern Ireland, which has stirred up controversy in the United Kingdom, as it
requires the UK to comply with certain provisions of EU legislation and with its
case law even after it withdraws from the Union. The trade between the parts of
the single customs territory, as well as the trade with third countries are regulated
in Annex 2, while Annex 4 contains provisions regarding “the maintenance of the
level-playing-field conditions required for the proper functioning” of the single
customs territory. Also applicable “to and in the United Kingdom in respect of
Northern Ireland”,28 as they are set out in the Annexes to the Protocol, are the
provisions of EU law that concern the areas of VAT and excise, agriculture and
environment,29 single electricity market.30 Regarding the area of state aid,31 the
Protocol states that the relevant EU law is applicable “including with regard to
measures supporting the production of and trade in agricultural products in
Article 5.
As it is defined in Article 4 of the Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 9 October 2013 laying down the Union Customs Code. According to the
Article, the customs territory of the Union includes the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, despite
them not being part of the United Kingdom or the EU.
25 Article 6 of the Protocol.
26 Regulation (EU) No 952/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 October
2013 laying down the Union Customs Code.
27 Article 30 TFEU prohibits customs duties on imports and exports, as well as charges having
equivalent effect, while Article 110 TFEU prohibits any internal taxation on products of other
Member States in excess of the taxation imposed directly or indirectly on similar domestic
products. For more on the customs union, see A. Fuerea, Dreptul Uniunii Europene. Principii, acţiuni,
libertăţi, Universul Juridic, Bucureşti, 2016, pp. 160 – 170.
28 Article 9 of the Protocol. It refers to the provisions in Annex 6.
29 Article 10 and Annex 5.
30 Article 11 and Annex 7.
31 Article 12 and Annex 8.
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Northern Ireland,” if those measures affect the trade between the parts of the
single customs territory. The European Union and the United Kingdom also
commit to protecting both their financial interests by countering “fraud and any
other illegal activities”.32
On an institutional level, one of the specialised committees established by the
Withdrawal Agreement33 is the Committee on issues related to the implementation
of the Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland. 34 This Committee is tasked with
facilitating the implementation and application of the Protocol; examining
proposals on this matter from the North-South Ministerial Council and NorthSouth Implementation bodies set up under the Good Friday Agreement;
discussing relevant points raised by the European Union or the United Kingdom;
taking into consideration matters of relevance to Article 4 (rights of individuals)
“brought to its attention by the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, the
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland, and the Joint Committee of
representatives of the Human Rights Commissions of Northern Ireland and
Ireland”; and making recommendations to the Joint Committee regarding the
functioning of the Protocol.35
A Joint consultative working group is also established, comprising
representatives of the EU and the UK, and serving “as a forum for the exchange of
information and mutual consultation.” The working group must meet at least once
a month, is supervised by the Specialised Committee, and the only binding
decision it can make is the adoption, by mutual consent, of its own rules of
procedure. The European Union keeps the UK informed about planned Union acts
which fall into the scope of the Protocol, and provides to the UK all relevant
information necessary for it to comply with its obligations. The United Kingdom
must “provide to the Union all information that Member States are required to
provide to one another or to the institutions, bodies, offices or agencies of the
Union pursuant to the Union acts listed in the Annexes.”
The Protocol’s provisions must be implemented and applied in such a way “as
to maintain the necessary conditions for continued North-South cooperation,
including in the areas of environment, health, agriculture, transport, education and
tourism, as well as in the areas of energy, telecommunications, broadcasting,
inland fisheries, justice and security, higher education and sport”, and the UK and
Ireland are allowed to employ, under the Good Friday Agreement, new
arrangements in other areas of North-South cooperation. The effect that the
Article 19.
According to Article 164 of the Withdrawal Agreement, a Joint Committee, comprising
representatives of the Union and of the United Kingdom, is established. The Joint Committee is
responsible for the implementation and application of the Withdrawal Agreement. Article 165 sets
out rules regarding specialised committees.
34 Article 165 of the Withdrawal Agreement.
35 Article 16 of the Protocol.
32
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application and implementation of the Protocol have on this cooperation will be
constantly reviewed by the Joint Committee, which can make recommendations to
the EU and the UK in this respect, including on a proposal from the Specialised
Committee. 36
The implementation and application of the Protocol are the responsibility of
the United Kingdom’s authorities,37 and the state has the obligation to facilitate the
presence of EU representatives and to provide them, upon request, with all
relevant information regarding the measures taken to fulfil that responsibility. The
Joint Committee, upon proposal from the Specialised Committee, determines the
practical working arrangements for the representatives.
Regarding the applicable legislation, the institutions, offices, agencies and
bodies of the European Union have, in relation to the UK and the persons
established on its territory, the same powers conferred upon them by EU law in
relation to the Member States.38 The acts they adopt, in accordance with these
powers, “produce in respect of and in the United Kingdom the same legal effects
as those which they produce within the Union and its Member States”.39 The
Protocol states that the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the European Union
applies to the UK, with regard to the areas covered by the Protocol, and the CJEU
is able to give preliminary rulings in response to requests sent by UK courts.
The provisions of the Withdrawal Treaty, when referring to European Union
law, must be interpreted and applied in conformity with the relevant case law of
the CJEU handed down before the end of the transition period, while UK
authorities are only required to “have due regard” to the relevant case law handed
down after the end of that period.40 Likewise, the Withdrawal Agreement provides
that, unless stated otherwise, references to EU law must be understood “as
references to Union law, including as amended or replaced, as applicable on the
last day of the transition period”.41 The rule established by the Agreement is,
therefore, that modifications and additions made to EU legislation and case law
after the end of the transition period are not legally binding for the UK.
As an exception to this rule, the provisions of the Protocol on
Ireland/Northern Ireland, when referring to EU law, must be interpreted “in
conformity with the relevant case law of the Court of Justice of the European
Union”.42 Since the transition period is not mentioned, if the Withdrawal
Agreement comes into force, and the Protocol becomes applicable, the United
Kingdom has to comply with the case law that the CJEU hands down after the end
Article 13.
Article 14.
38 Article 14 para. 4.
39 Article 14 para. 5.
40 Article 4 of the Withdrawal Agreement.
41 Art. 6 para. 1.
42 Art. 15 para. 3 of the Protocol.
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of the transition period. The Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland also states that a
reference to a Union act “shall be read as referring to that Union act as amended or
replaced”,43 meaning any modifications made to the relevant EU legislation are
mandatory for the UK, even those made after the end of the transition period.
Once the transition period has ended, either of the two parties (the European
Union and the United Kingdom) may notify the other party if it considers that the
Protocol is no longer necessary for continuing North-South cooperation, avoiding a
hard border and protecting the Good Friday Agreement, and should therefore
cease to apply.44 The Joint Committee must meet, within six months of the
notification, in order consider the notification and review the necessity of the
Protocol. The Committee may seek an opinion on this matter from the institutions
created by the Good Friday Agreement. If the EU and the UK decide, within the
Joint Committee, that the Protocol is no longer necessary to achieve the
aforementioned objectives, it will cease to apply, in whole or in part, depending on
which provisions are no longer needed.
Conclusions
The European Union, through its common policies, its specific legal order and
its diplomatic efforts, has played a crucial role in protecting Irish peace and
stability. However, while the hostility between the Irish republicans and the
unionists has abated considerably, it has never fully disappeared, and the UK’s
decision to invoke Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union has raised the
possibility of a new conflict. The reinstatement of a hard border between Ireland
and Northern Ireland, alongside the corresponding infrastructure, checks and
controls, would negatively affect individual rights and the functioning of the
Common Travel Area, which has existed for almost a century. The Protocol on
Ireland/Northern Ireland was created as a means to prevent the deterioration of
Irish relations: the backstop solution on Northern Ireland, consisting of the
establishment of a single customs territory between the UK and the EU, until the
conclusion of a subsequent agreement on the matter, allows the parties to avoid a
hard border. At the same time, this solution requires that EU law and the
jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the European Union continue to apply to the
UK even after the end of the transition period. For this reason, the backstop
solution has been criticised by those who desire a complete break from the EU, and
the Withdrawal Agreement has been rejected by the British Parliament three times:
on 15 January 2019, on 12 March 2019, and, finally, on 29 March 2019. The United
Kingdom has been granted several extensions of the Article 50 of the Treaty on
European Union, but the national authorities have failed to reach an agreement
regarding the right course of action. Although they recognise the importance of
43
44

Article 15 para. 4.
Article 20.
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protecting the Good Friday Agreement, they do not take the necessary measures to
protect it. If the United Kingdom leaves the European Union without a
Withdrawal Agreement in place, the reinstatement of a hard border on the island
of Ireland will be difficult to avoid, despite the risks such a measure entails. The
British authorities must choose between the complete withdrawal of the UK from
the common market and the customs union, and safeguarding Irish peace and
stability.
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THE INTERNATIONAL AREA OF THE SUBMARINE
TERRITORIES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
INTEREST ON THE EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION OF
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Abstract
The existence of unexpected resources in the seas and oceans of the world and the real
possibilities of covering of important part of the food and energy requirements of humanity
in the context of the exhaustion, in a time not too distant, of the terrestrial resources have
made that the interest for the world ocean grow steadily, currently, many entities within
the European Union being involved in the activities of exploration and exploitation of the
seas and oceans, both as technology providers and as mining operators because, despite its
small size, this sector has the necessary potential to generate sustainable development and
jobs for future generations. The European Union is becoming more and more interested in
identifying viable technologies for commercial extraction of marine resources located at
great depths, both in the areas located in the national jurisdiction and in the international
area of the submarine territories and to participate in the elaboration of relevant regulations
that take into account the requirements of the protection of the marine environment. In this
context, this article aims to make a brief presentation of the international area of the
submarine territories in the context of the European Union's interest in exploring and
exploiting its resources.
Keywords: international area of the submarine territories, European Union,
resources, polymetallic nodules, exploration, exploitation, deep mining
General considerations. From the most distant times, mankind has shown a
constant interest in maritime issues, the laws of nature showing that the great
civilizations of the world were born and prospered due to the exploitation of both
the fertile land favored by the marine atmosphere, as well as the resources of the
seas and oceans1. The existence of unexpected resources in the seas and oceans of
the world and the real possibilities of covering of important part of the food and
* Associate researcher at the Institute of Legal Research “Acad. Andrei Rădulescu ”of the
Romanian Academy / Associate professor PH.D - "Constantin Brâncuşi" University of Târgu-Jiu,
Faculty of Education Sciences, Law and Public Administration.
1 J. P. Beurier ş.a., Droits maritimes, Dalloz, Paris, 2007, p. 16-18, 26-27 quoted of L.M. Trocan,
The legal regime of the submarine territories, Publishing House C.H. Beck, Bucharest, 2008, p. 1.
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energy requirements of humanity in the context of the exhaustion, in a time not too
distant, of the terrestrial resources 2 have made that the interest for the world ocean
grow steadily 3. Research has shown that 71% of the Earth's surface is covered by
seas and oceans, in whose depths there are impressive quantities of food for people
and energy resources, consisting of oil, natural gas, manganese, cobalt4 etc. Billions
of tonnes of uranium can be extracted from the waters of the planetary ocean,
submarine mines can provide millions of tons of coal annually, tidal energy can
replace in a year the consumption of 70 million tons of coal5, and fishing offers
incalculable quantities of products, etc.6 All this was able to justify the accentuation
of the concerns of all the states for the exploitation of these riches, in the last
decades developing not only marine research, but also a real industry of extraction
and processing of minerals from the depths of the seas and oceans, from the
continental shelf of the to states or areas outside their national jurisdiction7. In this
context, many entities in the European Union are involved in exploration and
exploitation activities of the seas and oceans, both as suppliers of marine
technology, of academic and industrial consortia that develop scientific research
projects, as well as mining operators. because, despite its small size, this sector has
the potential to generate sustainable development and jobs for future generations8.
At the same time, the European Union's high dependence on imports of raw
materials and the fact that they are essential for the sustainable functioning of
modern society create major challenges in terms of security of supply of raw
materials, as a basis for the sustainable growth and competitiveness of the
European Union9. Based on concrete data attesting the fact that the blue economy
of the European Union represents 5.4 million jobs and a gross added value of
almost 500 billion euros per year 10 and, in total, 75% of Europe's foreign trade and

Some experts estimate that, for the quantities of fossil fuels used every year, nature has
"worked" for over a million years. (M. T. Snarr, D. N. Snarr, Introducing global issues, Lynne Rienner
Publishers, London, 2005, p. 293).
3 D. Mazilu, The law of the Sea - concepts and institutions enshrined in the Montego Bay
Convention, Publishing House Lumina Lex, Bucharest, 2002, p. 13.
4 E. du Pontavice, P. Cordier, La mer et le droit, Presses Universitaires de France, Paris, 1984, p.
2.
5 J. P. Levy, La Conference des Nations Unies sur le droit de la mer, Editions A. Pedone, Paris, 1983,
p. 24 - 25.
6 Commission of the European Communities, Communication from the Commission to the
Council and the European Parliament, Brussels, 24.10.2005 Com (2005) 504 final.
7 L.M. Trocan, op. cit., p. 2.
8 https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/policy/seabed_mining_ro
9 https://blue-nodules.eu/deep-sea-mining-part-european-unions-supply-chain/
10 Based on the data included in the blue growth study entitled "Scenarios and incentives for
sustainable growth generated by oceans, seas and coastal areas", ECORYS, 2012.
(https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/maritimeforum/content/2946).
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37% of intra-EU trade take place by sea11, The European Union is fully aware that
the sea and coastal areas are engines of the economy12 and is becoming more and
more interested in identifying viable technologies for commercial extraction of
marine resources located at great depths, both in areas located in national
jurisdiction and in the international area of submarine territories and to participate
in the elaboration of relevant regulations that take into account the requirements of
the protection of the marine environment. At the same time, the dependence of the
European Union on imports of strategically important raw materials (eg cobalt,
platinum, rare earths and titanium, etc.), increasingly affected by market
disruptions, increases the interest for the exploitation of marine resources located
at great depths and rich in strategic metals, more and more important for the
elaboration of products with sophisticated technology, considering the increase of
their functionalities. In the absence of these raw materials, which play a major role
in the development of innovative "green technologies", meant to stimulate energy
efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.13, The European Union will not be
able to coordinate the evolution towards sustainable production and towards
environmentally friendly products.
Such considerations determined the accession of the European Union to the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and to the Agreement on
the application of Part XI of the 1982 Convention on April 1, 1998, becoming,
according to art. 305, para. (1), lit. (f) of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea, a member of the International Authority for the Submarine
Territories, the only international organization through which the States Parties
organize and control the activities carried out in the international area of the
submarine territories, for the purpose of administration and management of its
resources.
Definition and localization of the international area of submarine territories.
The international area of the submarine territories, declared - by the General
Assembly of the United Nations - "common heritage of humanity" - it has a
particular interest, due to its special political, social-economic and institutional

11 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue Growth:
opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth. (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494).
12 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue Growth:
opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth. (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494).
13 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council - The
raw materials initiative: meeting our critical needs for growth and jobs in Europe (https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/RO/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52008DC0699&from=EN).
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implications14. The concerns of the states for the regulation of the international area
of the submarine territories were determined by the discovery in this area of
important mineral resources, including polymetallic nodules, which could
represent a viable alternative for meeting the needs of mankind in the context of
the reduction of terrestrial resources15. The United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea of 1982, in art. 1, para. 1, para. 1 defines the international zone of
submarine territories as the bottoms of seas and oceans and their subsoil beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction. Thus, the international zone of the submarine
territories represents, as a whole, the submarine territories composed of soil and
basement, excluding the water table above, which can be found outside the
continental shelf of the riparian states, being mainly located in the Earth's oceans:
the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Antarctic
Ocean16.
The resources of the international area of the submarine territories.
According to the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea of 1982, the specificity of the international zone of the submarine territories
consists in the fact that it concerns, exclusively, the resources17 solid, liquid or
gaseous minerals, located at the bottom of the seas or in their basement, including
polymetallic nodules. Such resources once extracted from the area are called
minerals, a name that will be used throughout the entire recovery process,
including in competition with those extracted from the terrestrial territories18. The
research carried out so far estimates that around 15% of the bottom of the seas and
oceans is covered by polymetallic nodules19. Important deposits of polymetallic
nodules are found in the Pacific Ocean20, Indian Ocean21 and Atlantic Ocean, the
most important deposits are at depths ranging from 4000-6000 meters22. It is
D. Mazilu, op.cit., 2002, p. 163.
L.M. Trocan, op. cit., p. 70.
16 L.M. Trocan, op. cit., p. 75.
17 The notion of natural resources implies the means of existence offered to man by the natural
environment, or, in other words, all those forms and combinations of matter, existing in nature, that
can be useful to human society in one of its evolution stages. (Gh. Romanescu, Planetary Ocean
Resources, Suceava University Publishing House, Suceava, 2000, p. 7).
18 Article 133, lit. a) and b) of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982.
19 L.M. Trocan, op. cit., p. 80.
20 Commercially interesting quantities of polymetallic nodules appear in the Clarion
Clipperton area of the Central Pacific Ocean. In 2009, the International Authority of the Submarine
Territories published an evaluation of the resources of polymetallic nodules found in this area. He
concludes that the Clarion Clipperton area can accommodate more than 27 billion tons of nodules,
possibly containing 7 billion tons of Mangan, 340 million nickel, 290 million copper and 58 million
cobalt.(https://blue-nodules.eu/deep-sea-mining-part-european-unions-supply-chain/)
21 V. G. de Fontbrune, L’exploitation des ressources minérales des fonds marins, Editions A. Pedone,
Paris, 1985, p. 3 - 4. Three regions were chosen for industrial exploration: the center of the northcentral Pacific, the area of the southeast Pacific and the center of the north Indian
Ocean.(www.isa.org.jm).
22 http://www.isa.org.jm
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estimated that the polymetallic nodules cover a total area of 25 million km², with
an average concentration of 10-40 kg / m²; in some places the index of covering the
sea floor is 25-50%, and in other places exceeding 90%23. Research has shown that
42 elements are included in the composition of the polymetallic nodules 24, but the
nodules of economic importance, industrially recoverable are those rich in
manganese, iron, nickel, cobalt and copper 25, gallium and rare earths, after
estimating about 2.4 billion tonnes of cobalt, 3.6 billion tonnes of nickel, 2.4 billion
tonnes of copper, 96 billion tonnes of manganese26. The critical raw materials
contained in polymetallic nodules are essential for the innovative technologies of
all states, implicitly for those developed at European Union level, for the
manufacture of crucial alloys and for new and innovative products, such as
batteries for electric cars, photovoltaic systems and devices. for wind turbines27. At
the end of the 1970s the researches revealed that in the international area of the
submarine territories there are also other mineral resources that have in their
composition the same metals as the polymetallic nodules, but at the same time they
also contain precious metals (eg : gold and silver)28. In 2001, the Council of the
International Submarine Territories Authority also discussed the problem of the
other resources, which were discovered during the negotiation of the third UN
Conference on the Law of the Sea, namely: polymetallic sulphides29 and
cobaltiferous crusts30. Alongside these, other resources such as methane hydrates,
petroleum, phosphates necessary for the manufacture of agricultural fertilizers and
precious metals31 they have also aroused the interest of research institutions and
Gh. Romanescu, op. cit., p. 91.
Nodules are composed primarily of iron and manganese but their composition also includes
copper, aluminum, silver, nickel, gold, molybdenum, cobalt, platinum, radium, titanium,
vanadium, etc. (C. Giurcăneanu, Terra -source of life and wealth, Didactic and Pedagogical Publishing
House, Bucharest,1982, p. 72).
25 www.isa.org.jm.
26 D. Hunter, J. Salzman, D. Zaelke, International Environmental Law and Policy, Foundation
Press, New-York, 2002, p. 760.
27 https://www.maritime-executive.com/article/eu-deepsea-mining-project-launched
28
G. P. Glasby, Deep Seabed mining: Past failures and futures Prospects,
MarineGeoresources&Geotechnology, Apr 2002, vol. 20, issue 2, p. 169.
29 Polymetallic sulfides contain copper, zinc, lead, silver and gold. They were first discovered
in the Pacific Ocean in 1984 at 1800 m depths. (N. A. Odunton, The role of deep sea mining in regional
and global economics, IOI-Pacem in Maribus XXVII Conference, Suava, Fiji, Oceans in the new
millenium: Challenges and opportunities for the islands, G.R. South, G. Cleave, P.A. Skelton (Eds),
Proceedings, Publishing House DaDa, Printed in Romania, Constanta, 2001, p. 185).
30 Deposits of cobalt crust have been identified in several areas of the Pacific Ocean, but also in
the waters of Kiribati, Tuvalu, Marshalls, Samoa, etc.(A. Simpson, H. McLeod, K. Kojima, J. Lum,
Deep sea-bed mineral development in the Pacific: a regional perspective, IOI-Pacem in Maribus XXVII
Conference, Suava, Fiji, Oceans in the new millenium: Challenges and opportunities for the islands,
G. R. South, G. Cleave, P. A. Skelton (Eds), Proceedings, Publishing House DaDa, Printed in
Romania, Constanţa, 2001, p. 178).
31 Deep seabed resouces în International Debates, vol.3, Issue 4, Apr. 2005, p. 106.
23
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mining companies32. At the same time, recent research has indicated the presence
in the area and other non-mineral resources33 as: hydrothermal springs, hadal
fauna34, various bacteria35 – a whose exploitation is considered extremely
promising36 in the near future compared to the possibilities of exploiting the
polymetallic nodules37.
The legal regime regarding the exploration and exploitation of the resources
of the international area of the submarine territories. The international regime
established for the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the international
area of submarine territories mainly pursues three major objectives, namely, to
encourage the exploitation of the resources of the seabed; the protection of the
marine environment that it could be affected by the activities carried out in the
area and the equitable sharing of the economic advantages between those who
exploit these resources and the international community38. Activities in the
international area of submarine territories (prospecting, exploration, exploitation,
transport and treatment activities)39 they must be carried out in compliance with
the fundamental principles of international law 40 and the principles enshrined in
the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which give expression
to the fact that the area and its resources are a common heritage of humanity (art.
136 of the 1982 Convention). At the same time, these activities will be organized,
UN: Seabed Authority to resume study of hydrotermal sulphides and cobalt crusts, M2 Presswire,
Coventry, joule 25, 2003, p. 3 - www. proquest.com.
33 These resources have been nicknamed "blue gold". (Ch. Amodeo, Blue gold rush a threat to sea
life, Geographical, vol. 77, Issue 8, Aug. 2005, p.7).
34 The hadal fauna refers to the fauna located at depths of 6000-7000 meters.
(http://www.zmuc.ku.dk/InverWeb/staff/Torben_Wolff/tw_pub_full.htm).
35 The economic potential of hyperthermophilic bacteria, which is abundant in the great
depths, given the various commercial uses, has been estimated at $ 3 billion per year and it seems
that this amount will increase in the near future at a rapid pace. (E. Mann Borgese, The International
Seabed Authority: a vision for the future, IOI-Pacem in Maribus XXVII Conference, Suava, Fiji, Oceans
in the new millenium: Challenges and opportunities for the islands, G.R. South, G. Cleave, P. A.
Skelton (Eds), Proceedings, Publishing House DaDa, Printed in Romania, Constanta, 2001, p. 174).
36 The advantage would be that the mining system is portable, with no other special
infrastructure needed. (L’Autorité du fond de la mer entend des conclusions scientifiques les plus
récentes sur nouveau profond-minéraux de mer - M2 Presswire, aug. 12, 2002 www.proquest.com).
37 According to estimates, for the mining operations of the polymetallic nodules to be
profitable, it would be necessary to extract about 13000 tons of nodules daily, which, at this
moment, seems to be a very difficult task. (A. B. Valsangkar, Deep sea polymetallic nodule mining:
challenges ahead for technologists and environmentalists în Marine Georesources&Geotechnology,
vol.21, Issue 2, Apr 2003, p. 209 - www. ebscohost.com).
38 www.isa.org.jm
39 L.M. Trocan, op. cit., p. 200.
40 Article 138 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 states: “In their
general conduct regarding the Area, States shall comply with Part XI of, the principles set out in the
UN Charter and the other rules of international law, expressing concern for the maintenance of
peace. and security, to promote international cooperation and mutual understanding".
32
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carried out and controlled by the International Seabed Authority41, on behalf of
mankind, in accordance with the provisions of the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, its annexes, the 1994 Agreement on the
Application of Part XI of the 1982 Convention, and the Authority's rules,
regulations and procedures.
The European Union's interest in capitalizing of the resources of the
international area of the submarine territories. As we have shown above, access
to raw materials and their convenient cost are crucial for the smooth running of the
European Union economy42 and ensuring reliable and constant access to raw
materials essential for the European economy is an increasingly important factor
for the competitiveness of the European Union. Given the European Union's
dependence on imports of strategically important raw materials, increasingly
affected by market disruptions43, the search for new warehouses for long-term
supply becomes a sine qua non condition. In this context, the technological
advances regarding the activity in deeper waters44 Encourages European mining
companies to analyze what the blue continent can offer, forecasting that by 2030,
10% of global ore production, including cobalt, copper and zinc, could come from
ocean shelves. At the same time, estimates that the global annual turnover of the
marine ore extraction sector will increase from almost zero to 5 billion euros in the
next 10 years and up to 10 billion euros by 2030 have contributed to the emergence
of the European Union - Growth initiative blue - aiming to capitalize on the
41 Thus, the International Seabed Authority appears as representing the organization through
which the States Parties organize and control the activities carried out in the international area of
the submarine territories, in order to administer and manage its resources, in accordance with the
provisions of Part XI of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. since 1982 and the
provisions of the 1994 Agreement.
42 Sectors such as construction, chemistry, automobiles, aerospace, machinery and
installations, which generate a total added value of € 1,324 billion and provide jobs for about 30
million people are totally dependent on access to raw materials. (Communication from the
Commission to the European Parliament and the Council - The raw materials initiative: meeting
our critical needs for growth and jobs in Europe (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52008DC0699&from=EN)
43 Between 2000 and 2010 there was an annual increase of about 15% in the price of many nonenergy raw materials, mainly as a result of consumer demand in emerging economies. There is a
risk of a supply shortfall for many of these economies, including those identified as essential to
Europe's economy. (Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the
Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue
Growth: opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth (https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494).
44 Robotics, video surveillance and submersible technology are now commonly integrated into
equipment that performs operations impossible ten years ago. (Communication from the
Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue Growth: opportunities for marine and
maritime sustainable growth.
(https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494)
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untapped potential of Europe's oceans, seas and coastal areas for growth and jobs,
recognizing, once again, the importance of the seas and oceans for Europe's
economy, as well as their potential for innovation and development45. This
European Union initiative represents the maritime dimension of the Europe 2020
Strategy and can contribute to the European Union's competitiveness
internationally, to the efficient use of resources46, job creation and new sources of
growth, while ensuring the preservation of biodiversity and the protection of the
marine environment. Although, the greatest interest is given by the existing
minerals in the polymetallic nodules, the extraction of dissolved minerals, such as
boron or lithium, from the seawater could also become economically feasible and
the most promising deposits are in the sulphides. resulting from hydrothermal ore
deposits47. If this expansion of mineral extraction from the seabed it materialized,
European companies can make a significant contribution given their long
experience in the field of specialized vessels, underwater handling, oil and natural
gas exploitation. The potential is significant, provided that the appropriate
investments and research activities are carried out48. To solve the technological
challenges of deep-sea mineral extraction, the European Commission has
expressed interest in promoting scientific research projects that will focus on the
extraction and treatment of raw materials49 and provide answers to questions
about the benefits, disadvantages and deficiencies of knowledge associated with
this type of mining50. In this context, the European Union (EU) funded or financed,
in whole or in part, various research projects through the H2020 and FP7
programs, such as:
 MIDAS (Management of the impact of the exploitation of the deep
resources): reunited 32 academic and industrial partners for 3 years (the project
https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/policy/blue_growth_ro.
the Roadmap to a resource-efficient Europe, COM(2011) 571.
47 It must be said, however, that the temperatures and pressures in these regions are extreme,
and the impact of disturbances on these hot spots in terms of marine biodiversity, which should be
protected under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, is largely unknown.
Currently, most of these operations are located within areas under national jurisdiction (exclusive
economic zones and the continental shelf), where transportation of minerals to land is easier.
However, there are major opportunities for their exploitation in the international submarine area.
(Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue Growth: opportunities
for
marine
and
maritime
sustainable
growth
(https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494).
48 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions — Blue Growth:
opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth. (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/RO/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A52012DC0494)
49Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council - The
raw materials initiative: meeting our critical needs for growth and jobs in Europe (https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/RO/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52008DC0699&from=EN)
50 https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/policy/seabed_mining_ro
45

46See
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started in 2013), with a total budget of 12 million euros, of which 9 million euros
represented funding from the European Union. The purpose of this study was to
analyze the degradations that a deep mine could generate under the conditions of
the exploitation of resources such as: polymetallic sulphides, manganese nodules,
cobalt-rich ferromanganese crusts, methane hydrates and rare metals51.
 JPI-OCEANS (Joint Programming Initiative - Oceans) was a project with a
budget of 9.5 million euros over a period of 3.5 years (starting in January 2015) that
brought together 25 partners from 11 different European countries. to study the
risks to the marine ecosystems of a deep-sea mining operation52.
 BLUE MINING is a project funded partly from European funds (10 million
euro out of a total budget of 15 million euro) for a period of 4 years (started in
February 2014) as part of a consortium of 19 industrial partners and academics
from 6 different European countries. The main objective of this project is to
evaluate the feasibility of a deep mining project (5,000 m)53.
 BLUE NODULES is a European cooperation project funded entirely by the
European Union with the amount of 8 million euros for a period of 4 years (started
in February 2016) between 14 actors from the academic and industrial fields, from
9 European countries. During this study, must be developed an automatic
extraction system of 2 million tonnes of polymetallic nodules located at about 4,000
and 6,000 m depth54.
The results and general conclusions of these studies are intended to guide the
national authorities, the European Union and the International Seabed Authority
in making future decisions regarding the creation or improvement of existing
legislative measures and / or the allocation of new research budgets. At the same
time, these projects allow the cooperation between different stakeholders in the
field, which favors the development of scientific knowledge and the sharing of
knowledge55.
At the same time, the issue of exploration and exploitation of resources located
in the international area of the submarine territories is also the attention of the
European Parliament, which, on January 16, 2018, adopted the Resolution on the
international governance of the oceans: an agenda for the future of our oceans in
the context of the SDGs for 2030 (2017/2055 (INI).
In this resolution, the European Parliament refers to UN Resolution no. 2749
(XXV) of 17 December 1970, which recognises that ‘the sea-bed and ocean floor,
and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, as well as the
http://www.eu-midas.net/
http://jpi-oceans.eu/exploring-deep-sea-resources-0
53 https://bluemining.eu/facts-and-figures/
54 https://blue-nodules.eu/facts-and-figures/
55https://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/diplomatiescientifique-et-universitaire/veille-scientifique-et-technologique/allemagne/article/conferenceinternationale-sur-l-exploitation-miniere-des-grands-fonds-marins-a
51
52
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resources of the area, are the common heritage of mankind’, and to the article 136
of the Montego Bay Convention, which stipulates that ‘the sea-bed and ocean floor
beyond the limits of international jurisdiction, and its resources, form part of the
common heritage of mankind’ and calls on the Commission to encourage Member
States to cease subsidising licences for mining prospecting and extraction in areas
beyond national jurisdiction and issuing permits for mining of their continental
shelve.
Also, stresses that ensuring transparency, including public access to
information, stakeholder involvement, public participation in decision-making and
access to justice in environmental matters, is a matter of priority for International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) and the International Seabed Authority (ISA), and
Member States and the Commission must work through the International Seabed
Authority in order to ensure transparency in its working methods and its effective
capacity to assess environmental impacts, as well as ensuring the effective
protection of the marine environment from harmful effects.
Through this resolution, the European Parliament expressed its intention to
establish an international moratorium on commercial deep-sea mining exploitation
licences until such time as the effects of deep-sea mining on the marine
environment, biodiversity and human activities at sea have been studied and
researched sufficiently and all possible risks are understood, stressing that the
precautionary principle of the European Union must be applied in the case of any
prospective deep-sea mining in the future.
The analysis of the provisions of the Resolution highlights the existence of a
different approach between the European Parliament and the European
Commission on deep-sea extraction, as long as Parliament considers it alarmed by
the Commission's consideration of the fact that deep-sea mining is one of the
priority sectors for blue growth, taking into account the existing scientific evidence
regarding the significant and irreversible risks to the environment.
Conclusions. Natural resources are vital to the global economy and to a good
quality of life, and minerals and metals are indispensable for the development of a
modern society. At the same time, given the estimates that the global human
population will reach over 9 billion by 2050, urbanization, access to energy,
infrastructure development and poverty reduction measures are causing
unprecedented pressure on natural resources56. At present, in the European Union
and worldwide, the demand for mining products is increasing. Ensuring a
constant and viable access to raw materials is an increasingly important factor for
the competitiveness of the European Union and therefore an essential element for
economic growth. Sectors such as construction, metallurgy, chemicals, automotive,
aerospace, electronics and energy production are completely dependent on access
56

https://blue-nodules.eu/deep-sea-mining-part-european-unions-supply-chain/
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to certain raw materials57. In the current economic context, the European Union is
particularly interested in exploring and exploiting the resources of the great
seabeds, considering that, according to official data, the European Union economy
generated by the economic activities that depend on the blue continent represents
5.4 million jobs and a gross added value of almost 500 billion euros per year. The
policies of the European Union seek to strengthen the efforts of the Member States
and provide the common ground for ensuring the prosperity of the blue
economy58.
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IN DUBIO PRO REO - MYTH OR REALITY
Denisa BARBU, PhD*
Abstract
The current code of criminal procedure brings important changes to some institutions
from the old code of criminal procedure, but it also establishes a number of new institutions
that did not exist in our criminal procedural law. All these changes are reflected first and
foremost in Title I of the General Part of the Code, which regulates the principles of
criminal procedural law. The presumption of innocence is closely related to the notion of
impartiality of the court, in order to guarantee the presumption of innocence is also art. 6
para. 2 of the ECHR, according to which the state representatives refrain from making
public statements in the sense that the accused is guilty of committing a certain crime.
Keywords: in dubio pro reo, principle, equity
The principle of the presumption of innocence is the constitutional principle
according to which, until the final stay of the judgments of conviction, the person is
considered innocent.1
It is enshrined as a defining element in dubio pro reo, which is also reinforced
by art. 103 paragraph 2 C.C.P. that, “the conviction is ordered only when the court is
convinced that the accusation has been proven beyond any reasonable doubt.”
The presumption of innocence is closely related to the notion of impartiality of
the court, in order to guarantee the presumption of innocence is also art. 6 para. 2
of the ECHR, according to which the state representatives refrain from making
public statements in the sense that the accused is guilty of committing a certain
crime and therefore, they refer to the accused as suspect or defendant, in according
to the processual stage of the criminal trial.
The presumption of innocence has the character of a procedural guarantee
granted to the persons prosecuted or prosecuted.2 However, the presumption of
innocence goes beyond a fundamental principle, at the same time being a
fundamental human right. There are several opinions regarding the consecration
of the presumption of innocence as a right, thus, in one of the opinions it is
considered that it would represent a material human right, because it concerns
* Univ. lect., PhD, Valahia University of Targoviste, Faculty of Law and Administrative
Sciences
1 D. Pavel, „Consideraţii asupra prezumţiei de nevinovăţie”, in Revista Română de Drept, no.
10/1978, p. 10.
2 N. Volonciu, coord., Codul de procedura penala comentat, Hamangiu Publishing House, 2017,
p.11.
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everyone, being opposable erga omnes, and in another (art. 23 of the Constitution,
article 4 of the CCP), it is considered that it operates only in the case of a person
accused of committing an offence. 3 Therefore, until a final decision of the court
regarding the guild, that statues that a person has committed a crime, no one
should have a different attitude or refer to a person as being a criminal, otherwise,
he would be himself violate the rights of a human being.
The field of the presumption of innocence is different depending on the
emphasis placed on protecting the values of the company or on protecting the
rights of the individual in the criminal process. It is possible to establish the right to
enter the territory of the territory of the country and to have the right to do so, and
to do so, if it is not possible to do so. First, there is a possibility that the facts to be
discovered and sanctioned more efficiently, as, secondly there is a possibility of
avoiding judicial errors.
Although art. 6 para. 2 of the ECHR stipulates “any accused person”, art. 4
paragraph 1 of C.C.P. the “any person”, thus extending the scope of action and
action on witnesses, expressly providing for art. 118 C.C.P. the witness’s right to a
naked charge.
In judicial practice it has been stated4 that the presumption of innocence is not
defeated as long as there is no evidence to prove with certainty that the defendant
committed the facts for which he was sent to trial. Even if the defendant’s
statements in the course of criminal prosecution do not corroborate with other
means of proof, they cannot constitute grounds for his conviction. The certainty
can be evinced by any reasonable doubt, even if there are some means of proof that
indicate that a person has committed the crime he is accused of, therefore, once the
doubt is installed, it has to be in the favour of the defendant.
The rule in dubio pro reo constitutes a complement to the presumption of
innocence, so the decisions that the court pronounces must be based on the
certainty acquired on the basis of decisive, complete, reliable evidence, as it
reflects the objective reality, and not on probability.
Other consequences of the presumption of innocence result from different
provisions of the code of criminal procedure, such as: incompatibility of the judge
who took part previously in the trial of the case (art. 64 para. 3 CCP), the rule that
the burden of proof belongs to the prosecutor or the civil party ( art. 99 paragraph
2 thesis II), the general conditions provided in art. 202 CCP regarding the
application of preventive measures, the obligation to motivate the criminal
decisions (art. 403 C.C.P.), etc. We can easily conclude that the presumption of
innocence and the rule in dubio pro reo are constant in all criminal legislation, with a
3 S.M. Teodoroiu, I. Teodoroiu, „Prezumţia de nevinovăţie şi neconstituţionalitatea unor
norme procesuale”, in Dreptul no. 5/1995, p.4; V. Puşcaşu, Prezumţia de nevinovăţie, Universul
Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2010, p. 35.
4 ICCJ, s. pen. Dec. no. 1508 from March 8, 2006, in B.J. Baza de date, apud N. Volonciu, op.cit.,
p. 19.
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lot of references in the criminal code and criminal procedure, therefore the
legislature was constant in assigning this human right to any prosecuted person.
The standard of proof beyond any reasonable doubt was also imposed,
making a passage in the current code from the principle of the judge’s intimate
conviction to the standard of proof beyond any reasonable doubt5, thus “the
conviction is ordered only when the court is convinced that the accusation has
been proven beyond any reasonable doubt ”(art. 103, para. 2, thesis second of the
CCP). From this it follows the conclusion that, although evidence has been
administered in support of the accusation, but the doubt persists regarding the
guilt, the doubt “equates to a positive proof of innocence” and therefore the
defendant must be acquitted.6
The presumption of innocence is not an absolute presumption, but a relative
presumption, which can be overturned by clear evidence of guilt. The standard of
proof able to overturn the presumption of innocence is evaluated by elements
indicated precisely by the code, as being decisive, complete and reliable. The
standard is considered as being achieved only when all these elements are present,
the lack of any of them is able to fault the standard.
The legal consecration is the date of art. 4 C.C.P., art. 23 of the Constitution, art.
6 para. 2 of the ECHR, art. 48 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union.
The presumption of innocence is also a substantive rule which represents a
true right of the suspect or the defendant to be respected and protected in all stages
of a criminal trial, up until a final decision of the court.7
Violation of the presumption of innocence as a subjective law does not lead to
the nullity of the acts that infringed this right, but may lead to the criminal liability
of the guilty person or the authority (art. 1349 C.C. and 1357 C.C.)
The recommendation of the Committee of Ministers (2003) 13E / 10.07.2013
regarding the dissemination of information through the media in relation to
criminal proceedings stipulates that the right to free expression of journalists
should be exercised without prejudice to the presumption of innocence, mainly
because the impact that media has on social image of a person can prejudice that
person in all aspect of her life, from personal to professional, with implication both
regarding the reputation and the financial state, in other words, journalists may
distroy a person in the social environment and his family along with him only by
prejudiciating the presumption of innocence.
The incrimination of misleading the judicial bodies (art. 268 C.C.P.) is also
regulated to protect the presumption of innocence as a subjective right.

5 N.

Volonciu, s.a., op. cit., p. 13.
ICCJ, s.pen., decizia nr. 3465/2007, accesed www.legis.ro.
7 M. Udroiu, Procedura penala, C.H.Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2017, p. 19.
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The presumption of innocence is perhaps one of the oldest procedural
safeguards in criminal matters, being the constitutional principle, according to
which, until the definitive stay of the judgments of conviction, the person is
considered innocent.
From a legal point of view, the presumption of innocence raises a number of
problems. One of these problems is whether one can discuss a relative or an
absolute presumption, although it is obvious that the presumption of a person’s
innocence can only be a relative one. However, the relative character of this
presumption is somewhat mitigated by the fact that the reversal of the
presumption can only be made by a sentence of criminal conviction, even if it can
be proved by any means of proof. No other legal act, regardless of which organ it
comes from, cannot lead to establishing a person’s guilt. Therefore, it is necessary
to have a definitive sentence of criminal conviction in order to be able to call a
person guilty, neither the arrest, which is a preventive measure, decided on a
determined period of time, nor the sentence of the court in first instance that is not
definitive yet can stand for the guilt of a prosecuted.
There are a few situations when the restriction of rights of the suspect or
prosecuted can lead us to the conclusion that the presumption of innocence is
affected during the criminal trial. For example the preventive measures, such as
the preventive arrest must be considered as a supposition of guilt, reasonable
enough to restrict the rights of liberty of a person, but it can not be an equivalent of
certain guilt, needed for a conviction. Therefore, the authorities have the role of
decision regarding the degree of danger that a person presents and only on the
basis of the proofs can restrict, for a determined period of time, the rights of the
suspect or prosecuted.
On the other hand, the separation of the judicial function and the
incompatibilities established by the criminal code and criminal procedure come to
guarantee that a person`s innocence presumption is not affected during the trial,
therefore, a judge of rights and freedoms can not be a judge in the preliminary
chamber, because he can not analyse the legality of the measures disposed by
himself. In principle, a magistrate that pronounced himself regarding a suspect or
an prosecuted cannot judge the same case, because it is supposed that his
impartiality if affected, mostly concerning the presumption of innocence.
Another problem is raised by the knowledge of the sanction of non-observance
of the presumption of innocence, due to its legal nature. Due to the multitude of
acts that can be harmed, the answer is different depending on the act by which the
presumption of the person’s innocence was violated, aspects that we will deal with
in part.
The presumption of innocence is closely related to the notion of impartiality of
the court, in order to guarantee the presumption of innocence being also art. 6
para. 2 of the ECHR, according to which the state representatives refrain from
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making public statements in the sense that the accused is guilty of committing a
certain crime.
However, this obligation does not imply that the authorities refrain from
informing the public about the ongoing investigations, but must use formulations
that do not result in the guilty persons being investigated, using terms such as
“suspect”, “there is a suspicion that”, etc. The need to ensure the reliability of the
evidence implies that the state authorities exercise their powers in compliance with
the fundamental principles of the fairness of the procedure. Or, in our case, the
court corroborates only indirect evidence of prosecution, without correctly
appraising the entire probative material.
Conclusions
Romania is among the few countries that enumerate the principles of the
criminal process, the extremely broad ECHR jurisprudence, as well as the
European Union legislation forcing a permanent change, to new rules that in our
opinion can lead to uncertainties in practice, due to the difficult assimilation.
We have observed through the analysis made that the principle of finding the
truth may contradict the principle of legality or that of respecting human dignity,
but the present code apparently solves this problem by introducing the procedural
sanction in the matter of probation, namely the exclusion of the evidence obtained
by breaking the law. We consider that this solution is not even a simple one, being
full of nuances, which must be solved by judicial practice.
We consider that it is preferable to strike a balance between the principle of
legality and that of finding out the truth, otherwise one may encourage the
violation of the law to obtain evidence by the judicial bodies or to harm the social
values protected by the impossibility of finding the truth.
The arguments supported in this paper lead to the conclusion that the
principles of our code of criminal procedure should not be too different from those
of the laws of other EU countries, and the solutions in the judicial practice that are
based on the principles of the criminal process should be similar.
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CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR ECOLOGICAL DAMAGE
RESULTING FROM NUCLEAR TRANSPORT
Florin Octavian BARBU*
Abstract
According to art. VII point 1 of the Vienna Convention, the State in whose territory
the facility is located ensures the payment of nuclear damage allowances, recognized as
being the responsibility of the operator, providing the necessary amounts insofar as the
insurance or the financial guarantee would not be sufficient.
The special character of the civil liability for nuclear damage also concerns the
exonerating cases of liability. These have a restrictive character and include the
assumptions in which the nuclear damage caused by a nuclear accident resulted directly
from acts of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or insurrection.
According to the polluter pays principle, in the area of nuclear damage liability the
operator pays, any conditioning on the subjective attitude of this person towards the
accident and the damage produced is removed. The evidence of the fault of the responsible
person is eliminated, which is impossible to manage, on the one hand, and there is the risk of
not covering the damages produced in very serious circumstances, often impossible to
evaluate, on the other.
Keywords: criminal liability, nuclear damage, pollution
The objective foundation of civil liability for delinquent nuclear damage is
realized by a number of operators
The risk of using nuclear energy for destructive purposes is an eloquent
example that demonstrates how the achievements of scientific research, made for
the development and progress of human society, can cause particularly serious
harm and even the disappearance of life on earth. After the events of the Second
World War when the atomic bomb was first used on the Japanese cities of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in 1945, the accidents at Cernobîl and Forbach1 followed,
which brought back to the debate the need for firm regulation2 of liability in the
case of such damages.
PhD candidate, Romanian Academy, “Andrei Radulescu” Legal Research Institute
The accident at the Forbach Nuclear Power Plant, also caused by negligence, occurred on
August 13, 1991.
2 On April 26, 1986, the explosion of a reactor of the Cernobîl nuclear power plant occurred
due to human negligence. The consequences of the disaster are not so far completely known: there
were numerous damages consisting of the death of a number of people in the explosion, others due
to the irradiation, many people were ill, damage to property was caused and over fifty thousands
*
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Internationally, civil liability in the field of nuclear energy was regulated in the
provisions of the Paris Convention of 1960, of the Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage in Vienna of 1963 and of the Common Protocol on the
Application of these Conventions, adopted in Paris in the year 1988, documents
that Romania ratified by Law no. 106/19923.
In the national legislation, the normative act that regulates the civil liability for
nuclear damages resulting from activities of use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is
Law no. 703/20014.
The provisions of this law are supplemented by the provisions of the Civil
Code and of the Civil Procedure Code, according to the provisions of art. 15 of the
Law.
Given the particular danger posed by humans and the environment to the
irrational use of nuclear energy, the objective and exclusive responsibility of the
operator of a nuclear installation for any nuclear damage, in art. 4 paragraph (1) of
the Law.5 Although nuclear damage is a variety of environmental damage, there
are a number of specific features that we will analyze in terms of the specific
objective foundation of this responsibility.
Special conditions for committing criminal liability for nuclear damage.
The content of the notion of “nuclear damage”
Art. 3 let. d) of Law no. 703/2001 defines nuclear damage in an enunciative
presentation of all present and future, foreseeable and unforeseeable damages.6
The content of the notion of nuclear damage includes the damage caused to
man and his goods, as well as to the environment. Also, the compensations will be
considered for the effective repair of the damages caused and the cost of the
preventive measures, any losses or damages caused by these measures, as well as
the restoration of the environment, following, as far as possible, a restoration of the
previous situation.
The cause of these damages is the nuclear accident, defined in art. 3 let. a) from
the law, as “(...) any fact or sequence of facts having the same origin, which causes
people were evacuated from nearby localities. Over several countries in the central and northern
Europe, the radioactive name has passed, finding in time the infestation of certain plant and animal
products, as well as the increase of the risk of certain diseases. Concerning the Cernobîl accident,
see M. Duţu, Environmental Law, Treaty, vol. II, Economic Publishing House, Bucharest, 1998, p. 206208.
3 Of. Gazette no. 258 of 15 Octomber 1992.
4 Of. Gazette no. 818 of 19 December 2001, enter into force in 12 months from publishing,
respectively 19 December 2002. Subsequently, this was modified by Law no. 470/2004 and by Law
no. 115/2007. In this section we shall refer to this Law.
5 M. Duţu, op.cit., p. 254.
6 Ibidem.
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a nuclear damage, and regarding the preventive measures, creates a serious and
imminent threat of producing such damage”.
As far as we are concerned, we share the opinion expressed in our legal
literature7 without reservation, according to which the liability for nuclear damage
is of an objective nature, being a full responsibility, independent of any guilt.
Guarantee and risk are the two guiding ideas for substantiating this responsibility,
interdependent and mutual, ensuring greater protection for victims of nuclear
accidents.8
The operator, as the holder of the authorization for the conduct of nuclear
activities, has the obligation to guarantee their security, to prevent and remove all
the risks regarding the damage caused by the injury of persons or the destruction
of the goods. Given the danger of nuclear accidents and the often irreversible
nature of the damage done, the risks are particularly high for all activities in which
nuclear energy is used. This also implies the assumption, by the operator, of the
responsibilities of repairing the damages, as guarantor of some risky activities for
the whole company.
Under these conditions, the idea of the guarantee for the risk of activity
represents the objective basis of the liability for nuclear damage.
From the definition of damages and nuclear accident results the existence of a
special liability for things, situation in which the provisions of the law are
corroborated with the provisions of art. 1376 Civil Code. The notion of “thing”
acquires in this context new valences, strengthening the opinion expressed in the
legal literature, according to which the civil liability on the basis of art. 1376 Civil
Code, it concerns all the inanimate things, in this case having a material existence
that is insensible to the human senses, whether they are potentially dangerous,
whether or not they have their own dynamism9.
No regulation refers to the fault of the operator, the operator being held liable
regardless of his intentional or guilty involvement, even in the absence of any fault.
The production of nuclear damage as a consequence of the nuclear accident
triggers the mechanism of civil liability, the victim having to prove the existence of
the damage and the causal link between it and the generating fact, the nuclear
accident.10
The exclusive responsibility of the operator delimits exactly the scope of the
persons who are obliged to compensate for nuclear damage, respectively the
L. Pop, „Răspunderea civilă pentru daune nucleare”, p. 58.
op. cit., p. 260.
9 C. Stătescu, C. Bîrsan, op. cit., p. 300; thus, nuclear damage is the result of ionizing radiation
emitted by any radiation source that is in a nuclear installation or emitted by nuclear fuel,
radioactive products or radioactive waste from a nuclear installation or emitted by nuclear
material, coming from or sent to a nuclear installation or the result of the radioactive properties of
such material or of a combination with radioactive, toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties
of such material.
10 M. Duţu, op. cit., p. 261.
7

8 M.Duţu,
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persons authorized to carry out nuclear activities. According to the polluter pays
principle, in the area of nuclear damage liability the operator pays, any conditioning
on the subjective attitude of this person towards the accident and the damage
produced is removed. It is not relevant to commit any lawful or unlawful acts by
this person, intentional or guilty. The mere fact of the occurrence of a nuclear
damage related to a causal accident with a nuclear accident at the operator’s plant,
equipment or radioactive materials, entails its liability. The proof of the fault of the
responsible person is eliminated, which is impossible to manage, on the one hand,
and there is the risk of not covering the damages produced in very serious
circumstances, often impossible to evaluate, on the other.
The syntagma of any damage is insistently contained in the law, proving the
legislator’s intention to include all those harmful consequences that may result
from a nuclear accident.
As an indirect sanction, the operator is entitled to the action in retrogression
only if “such a right was stipulated in a written contract” or if “(...) the nuclear accident
results from an action or omission committed with the intention to cause a nuclear damage
against the natural person who acted or failed to act with this intention” [art. 11
paragraph (1) lit. a), b)].
Exonerating causes of civil liability
Only in totally exceptional cases, express and limiting the law, can the
operator’s liability be removed:
- nuclear damage is the direct result of acts of armed conflict, civil war, insurrection or
hostility - if we consider the fact that the law regulates the liability for the activities
in which nuclear energy is used for peaceful purposes [art. 5 paragraph (2)];
- the nuclear damage resulted, in whole or in part, from a serious negligence of the
person who suffered it or that person acted or failed to act with the intention of causing
damage [art. 5 paragraph (1)].
Exonerating cases applicable to other forms of liability for the deed of work,
force majeure, the deed of the victim or the deed of a third party are not provided,
resulting in the enumeration in the legal text being limiting and not exemplary. In
order to exclude liability for nuclear damage, the force majeure can only cover the
assumptions provided for in art. 5 paragraph (2).
Although art. 15 of the Law refers to the provisions of the Civil Code, we
believe that any other exceptional situations will not be interpreted by similarity,
compared to the content of the legal text11. Moreover, in the express formulation of
the exonerating cases, the situations of force majeure - the armed conflict, the acts
of third parties - the civil war, insurrection or hostility or the deed of the victim the gross negligence of the person who suffered it or that person acted or failed to
act.
11 Ibidem.
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Solidary liability of operators
In cases where a nuclear damage entails the liability of several operators and
the part of the damage that each one must bear cannot be determined with
certainty, they will be jointly and severally liable, the liability of each being not
greater than the amount applied to it by law [ art. 4 paragraph (4)]. The solidarity
and completeness of the operators’ liability represent another guarantee for the
reparation of the damage caused instituted in favor of the victims of nuclear
damage, involving all those who, regardless of whether or not they are guilty, have
the quality of operators, and the assets they operate have triggered a nuclear
accident. All are held jointly and severally liable for the full repair competition12.
In the event that several installations belonging to the same operator are involved in a
nuclear accident, this will be responsible for each installation, up to the amount of
competition applicable to them under the law [art. 4 paragraph (5)].
Also, if a nuclear accident causes more damage, of which one damage is
nuclear and another damage is not nuclear or, besides the nuclear accident, other
events have contributed to their production, so that the nuclear damage cannot be
separated by certainty of the nuclear one, it is to be considered as nuclear damage,
caused by the nuclear accident [art. 5 paragraph (3)].
In accordance with the provisions of the Vienna Convention, which gives the
right of states to regulate by national laws the terms of the prescription of the right
to compensation for nuclear damage, art. 12 provides for two limitation periods,
depending on the severity of the damages:
- 30 years from the date of the nuclear accident, if the action is related to death
or injury;
- 10 years from the date of the nuclear accident, if the action is related to the
production of other nuclear damage provided by the law (except the costs of
preventive measures and any losses or damages caused by such measures).
Under these terms, the right to action is prescribed if the action was not filed
within 3 years from the date when it knew or should have known the damage and
the operator.
Explicitly, para. (3) in art. 12 gives the possibility to modify the application if
the damage was aggravated, even after the expiration of these terms, provided that
no irrevocable court decision has been reached by the competent court.
Given the particular danger posed by the use of nuclear energy, the
devastating consequences it can produce, but also the risk of a nuclear catastrophe,
the legislator provided in art. 13 of Law no. 703/2001 the obligation of the operator
and the carrier of nuclear materials to conclude an insurance contract or to bring a
financial guarantee to cover it for civil liability for nuclear damage.13 In order to
ensure the fulfillment of this obligation, the legislator provided an essential
Denisa Barbu, Drept procesual penal. Partea generala, Lumen Publishing House, Bucharest,
2016, p. 112.
13 Ibidem.
12
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condition for obtaining the authorization according to Law no. 111/1996 regarding
the conduct of nuclear activities, republished.14 This legal provision refers to the
socialization of the risks of nuclear damage, ruling in the sense of the most
effective protection of the victims of the damage, by committing the civil liability,
both in the criminal and contractual plan.
In this way, the aim is to repair the damage, regardless of the financial power
of the operator from the moment when they have to pay the damages. The
compulsory conclusion of an insurance contract or the establishment of a
guarantee, as well as the obligatory conditions for the authorized conduct of an
activity that presents the risk of nuclear damage, correspond to the precautionary
principle, disputed in the contemporary legal doctrine, regarding those damages
brought to the environment or to human health, of great gravity, having
foreseeable or even unforeseeable consequences, for future generations.
At the same time, as the nuclear accidents so far have demonstrated (especially
in Cernobil on April 26, 1986), their consequences are beyond the political borders.
It is not accidental, therefore, that the legal regime in this matter first followed the
path of international regulation15.
The first international document in this area was the Convention on Civil
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy, signed on July 29, 1960 in Paris (and entered
into force on April 1, 1968), under the auspices of the Nuclear Energy Agency of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (AEN / OECD), in
order to provide a special uniform regime of civil liability for nuclear damage in
Western Europe16.
This convention was supplemented by the Brussels Convention of January 31,
1963, which provided for the provision of victims of a nuclear accident an
additional allowance, through public funds, by the contracting parties.
The main significance of this convention is to establish the basic principles of
civil liability in nuclear matters, subsequently approved by all international
regulations in the field and by national laws17.
On April 29, 1963 was signed in Vienna, under the aegis of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage
(entered into force on November 12, 1977), which aims to establish an international
vocation regime based on the same principles like the Paris Convention18.
14 Of. Gazette no. 552 of 27 June 2007 completed and amended, last amendment by Law no.
378/2013 (Of. Gazette no. 827 of December 2013).
15 Ibidem.
16 Romania acceded to the Vienna Convention and to the Common Protocol by Law no.
106/1992. For the content of the international documents and the internal regulations in this matter
see the volume Responsabilite civile, edited by AEN / OECD, Paris, 1990.
17 We consider the following: objective and exclusive liability, directing liability to the
operator, limited liability (damage repair), insurance obligation or other financial guarantee, nondiscrimination, unity of jurisdiction.
18 For a general presentation of the convention, see S. Van Geldem, „Responsabilidad civil por
danos nucleares”, in Ambientes y Recursos Naiturales, vol. VI, no. 4/1989, pp. 22-30. For Romanian
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Also, in 1962 the Convention on the Civil Liability of Nuclear Ship Operators was
adopted, containing provisions similar to those of the Paris and Vienna
Conventions, in order to cover the field of reactors installed as a means of
propelling on ships.
In the area of liability for maritime transport of nuclear materials, after some
difficulties, in 1971 the Convention on the Legal Rules of Civil Liability Applied in case of
Accident during the Transport of Nuclear Materials was adopted. More recently, in
1988, the Paris and Vienna Conventions were linked by the adoption, under the
auspices of AEN/OECD and IAEA, of a common protocol, which represents an
important step towards a better understanding and uniformization of civil liability
for nuclear regimes. (entered into force on April 27, 1992).19
In order to extend the applicability, to increase the amount of the nuclear operator’s
liability and to improve the means of obtaining an adequate and equitable repair, the
Vienna Convention was amended by the Protocol of 12 September 1997.20
A preliminary problem is that of establishing the meanings of specific terms,
respectively those of installation, accident and nuclear damage.
The notion of nuclear installation. The operator of a nuclear installation is liable
for any nuclear damage that has occurred in this nuclear facility (Article II. 1 a of
the Vienna Convention). As such, the special regime is applicable to the nuclear
installation, which is broader than the nuclear power plant.
Expressly, the convention does not apply to nuclear installations used for nonpeaceful purposes. The Romanian law took over and amended this text, in the
sense that the nuclear installation also includes any installation in which nuclear
materials are stored, except for their storage for the transport of nuclear materials.
legal literature, see M. Ghelmegeanu, „La responsabilite civile pour dommages nucleaires dans les
conventions internationales concernant l’utilisation pacifiques de Penergie atomique”, in Revue
roumaine de Sciences sociales, serie de Sciences juridiques, no. 2/1968, p. 195 et seq.; I. Anghel,
„Probleme de răspundere care se ridică în legătură cu folosirea în scopuri paşnice a energiei
nucleare”, in Răspunderea civilă, by I. Anghel, Fr. Deak, M. Popa, Editura Ştiinţifică, Bucureşti, 1970,
p. 216 et seq.; idem, „Răspunderea civilă pentru pagube produse prin folosirea în scopuri paşnice a
energiei atomice”, in Revista română de drept, no. 2/1971, p. 66 et seq.; M. Duţu, „Răspunderea civilă
pentru pagubele nucleare”, in Dreptul, no. 10-11/1993, p. 47 et seq. regarding the regim of civil
liability in Eastern States see OCDE, „La reparation des domages nucleaires dans les pays membres
de l’OCDE”, in Buletin de droit nucleaire, no. 20/1977, p. 54-82; M. Pelzer, „La responsabilite civile
dans le domaine nucleaire au lendemain de Paccident de Tchernobyl. Un point de vue allemand”,
in Buletin de droit nucleaire, no. 39/1987, p. 69-80.
19 Prior to the existence of the Common Protocol, victims located on the territory of the States
Parties to one of the conventions were not protected if an accident occurred in an installation
located on the territory of one party to the other convention. The document extends the application
of the two conventions to the victims located in the territory of the Contracting States, to each of
them. On the content, meanings and history of the adoption of the protocol, see V. von Busekist,
„Le Protocole commun relatif a l’application de la Convention de Vienne et la Convention de Paris;
une passerelle entre les deux conventions sur la responsabilite civile pour les dommages
nucleaires“, in Buletin de droit nucleaire, no. 43/1989, p. 10.
20 Ratified by România by Law no. 203/1998.
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Accident and nuclear damage are two notions closely related, similarly defined in
the international regulations in this field21.
We can notice that, according to these definitions, the nuclear accident does not
correspond to the classic meaning of the term accident, that is, it may not always have an
“accidental” character. Thus, for example, contamination from a leak in the circuit, not
perceived for a certain period, is a sequence of facts and does not have a sudden character.
But the nuclear accident does not employ the special civil liability regime22, except
when it comes to either nuclear fuels, products or radioactive waste held in the plant, or
nuclear materials that originate or have as their destination this plant.
Repairable nuclear damage. The nuclear damages that give rise to the right to
repair, according to the special regime, are those that result from a nuclear
accident, but under the condition that they are not excluded by the express
provisions of the national convention or legislation.
In relation to this definition, we first note that nuclear accident includes both
the generating fact and its consequences. We can distinguish, from this point of
view, four situations:
a) the fact that the generator and the damage can be due, both, to the nuclear
reaction, in which case the damage will be considered nuclear and its repair will be
subject to the special regime;
b) the generating fact and the damage suffered are both of a classical nature,
hypothesis in which the provisions of the Vienna Convention are not applicable;
c) in the event of a classic accident, which causes a nuclear damage (for
example the breaking of a cooling circuit), the provisions of the Vienna Convention
apply.
The two elements to be defined are: the notion of transport of nuclear materials
and the establishment of repairable damages.
The specific liability regime applies to the transport of nuclear material that
originates from or is produced there and has occurred here. Nuclear materials are
defined in the convention as any nuclear fuel other than natural or depleted
uranium and radioactive products or waste. Compared to the acceptance given to
nuclear fuels in the accident that occurred inside an installation, we are in the
presence of a more restrictive definition, being excluded radioisotopes.23
The first derogation from the usual rules is that the nuclear operator (and not
the carrier) is responsible for the damage caused by the transported nuclear
substances. As a general rule, the shipping operator responds until another
installation takes over the materials. The consignor operator and the consignee
operator may, at the same time, agree on other arrangements, on the basis of a
written contract. In case of accident, the identity of the responsible operator can be
21

Ibidem.

22 Ibidem.
23

Ibidem.
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determined immediately due to a certificate of responsible person, as well as the
materials transported, the itinerary, the amount and the type of the guarantee.
The existing international regulations in this area and first of all the Paris and
Vienna Conventions have outlined and enshrined a number of common general
principles of civil liability for nuclear damage, which gives it a special character,
also taken by national law. In this regard, there are the principle of objective and
exclusive liability, the directing of the liability to the operator, the limited character
of the liability (repair), the obligation of insurance or other financial guarantee, the
non-discrimination based on citizenship, domicile or residence, the unit of
jurisdiction. These principles were partially taken over by Law no. 61/1974 and are
enshrined in Law no. 703/2001.
The Vienna Convention opted for an objective, independent liability of the
operator for damages caused by a nuclear accident occurring in his plant or
involving nuclear materials during transport, originating or having its plant as
destination24.
The objective nature of the nuclear liability of the nuclear operator
complements the exclusive nature, which means that the victims of a nuclear
damage have no possibility other than to sue against it for reparation of the
damage. This limitation of the rights of the victims recognized by the common
liability regime is justified both by the objective liability system and by the need to
simplify and accelerate the compensation procedures, since all actions are directed
against one and the same person: the nuclear operator. This rule also presents an
obvious economic advantage, avoiding the initiation of actions against suppliers or
associations of the operator, who, without this protection, would have been
obliged to insure against the nuclear risk.
The victim must only identify the person responsible for the nuclear accident;
this identification is greatly facilitated by the fact that, in all states, the operator of a
nuclear installation (or the carrier of nuclear materials) is subject to prior
authorization, issued by the public authorities. The authorization confers on the
operator the quality of the person responsible for nuclear accidents. Maintaining
the principle of exclusive liability, the Vienna Convention offers the State in whose
territory the facility is located the possibility to provide in its legislation that, under
conditions that may be specified, a carrier of nuclear materials or a person
handling radioactive waste may, upon request and with the consent of the person
concerned, to be designated or recognized as an operator in its place, with regard
to nuclear materials or radioactive waste. In this case, such persons will be
considered as operators of a nuclear installation.25
The Convention establishes a special, original mechanism, which gives civil
liability some specific effects. It allows easy identification of the respondent, as
24
25

Ibidem.
Ibidem, p. 345.
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only the operator is required to repair the damage caused by a nuclear accident.
The meanings of this principle are expressed by two rules26:
• the victims can only act against the operator responsible for damages. The
operator represents the person designated or recognized by the State in whose
territory the installation is located as its operator (art. I, letter C of the Convention).
At the same time, the victims can only act against the exploiter, not having any
action against a third party. This aspect characterizes the right of nuclear liability,
the exclusive character of the operator’s liability excluding any option right of the
victim (the injured party);
• the operator does not have any regression. After the victims have been
compensated for the damages suffered, the operator cannot go against another, as
opposed to the common law, under which, at times, he could have been directed
against other persons. However, here are two exceptions:
• the operator has a right of recourse based on an express provision from a
written contract (art. X, letter a);
• if the nuclear accident results from an action or an omission committed with the
intention to cause damage to the natural person who acted or failed to act with this
intention (art. X, letter b), this situation presents a series of advantages for suppliers,
builders, in general for all those involved in the construction of a nuclear installation, as it
places them under any responsibility, in the absence of an express contractual clause.
The operator’s liability is limited both in terms of the amount of the financial
repair and the deadline for submitting the application.
These compensations do not include the profit and expenses of the court, and
the provisions regarding limitation of liability will be explicitly maintained in the
operator’s authorization. As a procedure, the Government (as a representative of
the state) is the competent body to determine, at the proposal of the ministry or
other bodies of the public administration, subject to the authorization holder (with
the approval of the ministry with responsibilities for environmental protection),
the maximum amount of responsibility (within the legal limits allowed) for each
authorization holder. The amount thus established does not include the damages
or the expenses granted by the court for the purpose of repairing a nuclear
damage.
According to art. VII point 1, of the Vienna Convention, the State in whose
territory the facility is located ensures the payment of nuclear damage allowances,
recognized as being the responsibility of the operator, providing the necessary
amounts insofar as the insurance or the financial guarantee would not be sufficient,
without these however, amounts may exceed the limits set by the document.

26 Ibidem.
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Conclusions
The special character of the civil liability for nuclear damage also concerns the
exonerating cases of liability. These have a restrictive character and include the
assumptions in which the nuclear damage caused by a nuclear accident resulted
directly from acts of armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or insurrection.
Recently, these cases of exoneration of liability, established in the Vienna
Convention (as in the one in Paris) in a certain international political-military
context, have provoked a series of discussions in the industrialized countries,
followed by a series of changes to the legislation27. Among the elements that have
created a series of difficulties we mention: the cases of terrorism, which have
multiplied in certain periods in the developed states, as well as the notion of an
exceptional natural cataclysm, which may lead to different interpretations
depending on the geographical situation of each country.
The Vienna Convention establishes as exempt causes of liability, besides the
exceptional nuclear cataclysm, and the armed conflict, hostilities, civil war or
insurrection.
Also, the Vienna Convention leaves it to the discretion of national laws to
determine the extent of nuclear damage repair. In their turn, a significant number
of state regulations regarding nuclear civil liability maintain the application of
national regimes of work-related accidents and occupational diseases to the
nuclear damage suffered by the employees. To this end, in many countries,
limiting lists have been established of the conditions that are likely to be caused by
ionizing radiation28.
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INSTRUMENTS FOR BETTER REGULATION. A COMPARISON
OF THE REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (RIA) LEGAL
FRAMEWORK IN ROMANIA AND IN FRANCE
Ionuţ-Bogdan BERCEANU*
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to make a comparison on the way in which it is regulated in
Romania and in France the RIA – Regulatory Impact Assessment instrument. The analysis
is starting for the assumption of the European Commission that "better regulation is about
designing EU policies and laws so that they achieve their objectives at minimum cost". An
instrument in achieving this goal is the RIA, which it was introduced and used not only for
the EU administration, but also, as required by the European Commission, at the EU
member states level. Through the comparison research method used in this paper it is
expected to understand the way in which the two countries designed their legal framework
for implementing the RIA instrument. By doing this, it could be observed if the two states
subject to the analysis achieved one of the goals for having better regulation.
Keywords: legal framework, institutional framework, legislation, European Commission
1. Introduction
Nowadays we are living in an emergent politico-administrative systems
changing constantly and permanently in order to be adapted and to resonate to
rapidly transforming environment. In this context these systems have suffered a
legislative inflation, and the drafting of a series of quality standards is based on the
desire for simplification and legislative coherence, understanding and compliance
with laws by all legal subjects, which are presumed and have the obligation to be
aware of all the regulations. To achieve better results, the politico-administrative
systems and rule makers are opening up policy and law-making and listening
more to the people it affects. In this regards, it can be stated that better regulation
relies on evidence and a transparent process, which involves citizens and
stakeholders (for example, businesses, public administrations and researchers)
throughout.1
* Univ. Lecturer PhD, National University of Political Studies and Public Administration,
Faculty of Public Administration, Bucharest, e-mail: bogdan.berceanu@administratiepublica.eu.
1 See for more details, European Commission, Better regulation: why and how, available online
at:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/planning-and-proposing-law/betterregulation-why-and-how_en , accessed: 06.09.2019.
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The European Commission published its Better Regulation Guidelines in its
May 19th 2015 - Better Regulation Package, where it is stating that “Better
Regulation is about designing EU policies and laws so that they achieve their
objectives at minimum cost". This can only be achieved through: open and
transparent procedures; the use the best evidence that is available; and the
proactive involvement of relevant stakeholders in decision-making.2
Regulatory Impact Assessments was originally adopted in OECD countries
but is now used in a growing number of economies in transition and developing
countries. Regarding the EU Member States, the RIA implementation it is directly
linked with the European Commission recommendations for better regulations.
According to the European Commission - Impact Assessments are carried out on
initiatives expected to have significant economic, social or environmental impacts.
These can be: legislative proposals, non-legislative initiatives, implementing and
delegated acts. RIA was implemented varied from country to country in the EU,
reflecting differences in the objectives chosen, institutional capacity and resource
constraints.
The aim of this paper is that, through the comparative analyses to observe how
was regulated the RIA in Romania and France, taking into consideration that both
countries have similar politic-administrative systems and they are part from the
same juridical system- the Roman –German system.
2. A comparison of the Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) legal
framework
2.1. Romania
Romania has gradually developed its regulatory policy since the early 2000s in
order to achieve the standards imposed to the country by the process of accession
to the European Union3. Regarding the legal framework, there can be underlined
several steps for creating a RIA system in Romania.
One of the first step for establishing minimum standards on the ex-ante
regulatory impact assessment was done by the adoption of the GD (Government
Decision) no. 775/2005 approving the Regulation on procedures for developing, monitoring
and evaluation of public policies at central level4, respectively the GD no. 1361/2006 on
the content presentation tools and motivation of draft normative subject to Government
2 See for more details, European Commission, The need for impact assessments: why and how,
available online at https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/planning-and-proposinglaw/impact-assessments_en, accessed: 06.09.2019
3 Romania it is not a country member of the OECD. Romania has formally applied for
membership of the OECD on previous enlargement exercises, respectively in April 2004 and
November 2012, and renewed it in 2016 and 2017 and it is still ca candidate country. See for more
details the official website of the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, at:
https://www.mae.ro/node/18539, accessed: 08.09.2019.
4 Text published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 865 from July 29, 2005, with
subsequent amendments and completions.
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approval.5 The two acts cover regulatory impact assessment in terms of social,
economic, business, budget, environment, EU and national legislation.
By the adoption by GD no. 1226/2007 of Regulation procedures to the Government
for the development, approval and presenting of draft legislation and draft policy
documents6, the public policy documents Government announcement will go
through the same procedures, consultation, approval and adoption as its
normative acts.
Draft laws on social, economic, on environment, general government or
legislation is develop only on the basis of policy documents approved by the
Parliament or the Government. Regulation improves the consultation ministerial
and ensures transparency of decision making by publishing on the websites of
ministries, that General Secretariat of the Government-SGG, draft regulations.
Regarding the consultation process was published Law no. 52/2003 on decisional
transparency in public administration.7 It establishes minimum procedures on
ensuring decisional transparency in public administration central and local
government financial resources used in relation to recipient’s laws. ministries to
publish all regulations for comments on their websites. Romania recently
established a central consultation portal where all consultations of ministries are
listed. However, the minimum period for submitting comments is limited to ten
days and no feedback on the outcomes of consultations is currently provided to
participants.
The draft law amending the Law no.24/2000 on drafting the legislative acts was
prepared by the General Secretariat of the Government, with the support of
technical assistance provided under PHARE Twinning RO2003/IB/OT /10,
2003/005-551.03.03 “Strengthening the institutional capacity of the Romanian
Government policy management and decision-making”. The main aspects
regarding RIA in the law are (Article 7):8
 Preliminary assessment of the impact of bills, legislative proposals and
other normative acts is a set of activities and procedures performed in order to
5 Text published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 843 from October 12, 2006, with
subsequent amendments and completions.
6 Text published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 716 from October 10, 2007, with
subsequent amendments and completions. In force from February 1, 2008 to May 13, 2009, being
repealed and replaced by Government Decision 561/2009.
7 Text published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 70 from February 3rd , 2003,
with subsequent amendments and completions.
8 Republished under art. II of Law. 60/2010 approving Government Emergency Ordinance no.
61/2009 amending and supplementing Law no. 24/2000 on rules of legislative technique for
drafting laws, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 215 of 6 April 2010, giving
the texts a new numbering. Law no. 24/2000 on rules of legislative technique for drafting laws was
republished in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 777 of 25 August 2004 and was
subsequently amended and completed.
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ensure adequate substantiation legislative initiatives. Preliminary impact
assessment involves the identification and analysis of economic, social,
environmental, legislative and budget proposed regulations they produce.
 Preliminary assessment of the impact of draft legislation is considered to be
the foundation for how the proposed legislative solutions and must be made prior
to the adoption laws.
 Substantiation new regulation must take into account both the impact
assessment specific legislation in force at the time of writing the draft law, and
public policy impact assessment of the draft bill implements.
 Preliminary impact assessment is made by the initiator of the draft law. In
case of complex draft legislation, impact assessment can be performed under a
contract for the provision of services by scientific research institutes, universities,
companies and NGOs, in accordance with the legal provisions in force concerning
public procurement.
 Applications of the provisions stipulated above are not mandatory for
legislative initiatives of Deputies and Senators, as well as those based on the
citizens' initiative.
One of the most important act in creating the legal framework of RIA in
Romania is the GD no. 1361/27.09.2006 regarding the content of presentation instrument
and motivation to draft legislation subject to Government approval9. This Decision
established that the Instrument of presentation and motivation, called explanatory
notes is binding on both the draft bills proposed by the Government to the
Parliament, the draft ordinance and emergency ordinance projects and for
Government Decision that has an impact on areas social, economic and
environmental, of the general budget or on the legislation in force (See, Article 2).
The GD provides in the annex a structure of the content of the instrument of
presentation and motivation which all the legislative acts with social, economic,
environmental, budgetary or legislative impact should contain.
Regarding the institutional framework of RIA the main institution which is
currently in charge of RIA is the General Secretariat of the Government (SGG). Part
of the General Secretariat of the Government is the Department for Coordinating
Policies and Priorities (DCPP), which is responsible for the implementation of the
Romanian Better Regulation Strategy and the development of the Romanian RIA
system. Romania does not have central oversight of the quality of RIA in place.
Some ministries, such as the Ministry of Finance or the Ministry of Justice, review
specific sections of explanatory notes as part the endorsement procedure of
regulations. 10
9 Text published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 843 from October 12, 2006, with
subsequent amendments and completions.
10 OECD, Indicators of Regulatory Policy and Governance EUROPE 2019 - Romania, 2019, available
online at: https://www.oecd.org/gov/regulatory-policy/indicators-of-regulatory-policy-andgovernance-2019-romania.pdf, accessed: 08.09.2019.
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Agencies and authorities subordinate to the Government regulation and
control is an important interface between the public and the business community
and citizens. These institutions have a direct impact on economic operators that are
generated by the regulations and the collection of information and control on how
those rules were applied. In recent years, the number of agents increased both
currently being held in coordination with the Prime Minister's Office or under the
ministries coordination. The Ministry for Public Consultation and Social Dialogue
is responsible for the development of the central consultation platform as well as
for monitoring and evaluating the consultation process.
2.2. France
France has been one of the first OECD countries aware that struggling against
overruling and law instability required carrying out impact assessments11. The
steps for implementing the RIA legal framework where carried out under the
suggestions of the Council of State. In 2006 it stated that only one way to succeed
in making impact assessments compulsory was to grave it at the high level of the
hierarchy of norms. This recommendation has been considered by both the
Government and Parliament in the constitutional reform of July 23rd, 2008
discussion. As a result the RIA approach has been established in the Constitution
(Article 39)12 and more specifically in the Institutional Act of April 15th, 2009 as a
significant piece of the legislative process and decision making.
This was the first major step in the legal framework for IA in France. Thus, the
Institutional Act of April 15th, 2009 for the implementation of article 39 of the
French Constitution provides for IA for draft government bills, finance bills and
social security financing bills but it excludes bills amending the Constitution and
bills at the initiative of Parliament.
Article 8 of this Act provides that:13 “Bills are subject to an impact assessment.
Documents detailing this impact assessment are appended to the draft legislation
as soon as it is communicated to the Council of State. They are submitted to the
bureau of the first assembly called upon to give its opinion at the same time as the
11 See the following reports: Council of State, Rapport public 2006 - Sécurité juridique et
complexité du droit, 2006, online available at: https://www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/rapportspublics/064000245/index.shtml , accessed: 08.09.2019 and Picq, Jean, L'Etat en France : servir une
nation ouverte sur le monde : rapport au Premier minister, 1995, online available at
https://www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/rapports-publics/954026900/index.shtml , accessed:
08.09.2019
12 Article 39. French Constitution: Legislative initiative is exercised by the Prime Minister and by
Members of Parliament. Government Bills are considered in the Council of Ministers, after consultation with
the Council of State and laid before one of the two assemblies. Finance Bills are submitted first to the National
Assembly.
13 Loi organique no. 2009-403 du 15 avril 2009 relative à l'application des articles 34-1, 39 et 44
de la Constitution, JORF no. 0089 du 16 avril 2009 page 6528, available online at:
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/loi_organique/2009/4/15/PRMX0827219L/jo/texte,
accessed: 08.09.2019.
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bill to which they relate.” These documents lay down the objectives pursued by the
bill, list the possible options, excluding the intervention of new legal regulations,
and present the justification for recourse to new legislation. They specifically detail:
 the way the bill dovetails with European legislation in force or being
prepared, and its impact on the domestic legal system;
 the status of application of the law at national level in the area(s) covered
by the bill;
 the conditions of application over time of the envisaged provisions, the
legislative and regulatory texts to be abrogated and the transient measures
proposed;
 the conditions of application of the envisaged provisions in the local
authorities governed by Articles 73 and 74 of the Constitution, in New Caledonia
and in the French South Seas and Antarctic Territories, justifying, where
applicable, the adaptations proposed and the absence of application of the
provisions to some of these authorities;
 the evaluation of the economic, financial, employment and environmental
impact and the financial costs and benefits expected form the provisions envisaged
for each category of public administration and natural and legal persons
concerned, indicating the calculation method used;
 the evaluation of the consequences of the provisions on public-sector
employment;
 the consultations carried out prior to the Council of State being called upon;
and the provisional list of implementation legislation necessary.
IA are thus examined by the Council of State, the Council of ministers and
then by Parliament.
Another legal step in creating the RIA framework in France was done in 2011
to include regulations that have an impact on local governments and on
companies14. There were undertaken in the last years, simplification measures, like
a “one-in, two-out” regulatory offsetting approach in 2017. When transposing EU
legislation, the adoption of requirements going beyond those set by the EU
measure is prohibited.15
Regarding the institutional framework, the IAs are carried out in the
government department responsible for the policy proposal. So, in principle, each
department should have a unit dedicated to the making of IAs. More specifically,
two institutions should be mentioned: the General Secretariat of the Government
Circulaire du 17 février 2011 relative à la simplification des normes concernant les
entreprises et les collectivités territoriales , JORF no.0041 du 18 février 2011, available online at:
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/circulaire/2011/2/17/PRMX1104783C/jo/texte,
accessed:
08.09.2019, p. 3025.
15 OECD, Indicators of Regulatory Policy and Governance EUROPE 2019 - France, 2019, available
online at: https://www.oecd.org/gov/regulatory-policy/indicators-of-regulatory-policy-andgovernance-2019-france.pdf, accessed: 08.09.2019.
14
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and the commissioner in charge of simplification. The Council of State also plays a
role in regulatory policy, both upstream (through its consultative function for the
government, including in the area of RIA, and its control of legal quality) and
downstream (as the administrative judge of last resort).16
3. Conclusions
An OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) study
on the RIA system in the EU member states conducting RIA within an appropriate
systematic framework can underpin the capacity of governments to ensure that
regulations are efficient and effective in a changing and complex world17.
From the comparative analysis it can be observed that both countries
implemented RIA at the legal, administrative and technical level.
In Romania, it can be observed that in difference as in France, the legal
framework of RIA was draft and it is regulated in principal by a numerous
Government Decisions, which are not primary legislation and which change could
be done very easily by the government.
In comparison, France regulated the RIA and the level of primary legislation
and the RIA approach has been established in the Constitution. The difference of
the French system in comparison with Romanian one, lies not only in the fact that
IA concerned first statutes, it lies also in the fact that the Constitution provides for
an enforcement mechanism. There is first a political control: in case the Conference
of Speakers of the assembly to the bureau of which the draft bill has been
submitted determines non-compliance with the rules on IA it can refuse to include
it on its agenda (article 9). Then a judicial control is provided for: the disagreement
between the Conference of Speakers and the government is decided by the
Constitutional Council.
From the analysis, comparing the two countries, it can be observed the
similarity of the institution in charge for coordinating the impact assessments at
the national level. For both countries, the Secretariat-General of the Government
coordinates this work at an interdepartmental level but also provides a
methodological support and monitors impact assessments quality in connection
with the Prime Minister Cabinet Office. As a difference, in France, a key role is
played by the Council of State (an – regarding the quality of the norm, while in
Romania, this role is reserved to the Ministry of Justice, and in some areas to the
Ministry of Finance.
Even if the process is still undergoing of making RIA an instrument that could,
together with other reforms, contribute to better regulations, at the end, the
16 OECD, Indicators of Regulatory Policy and Governance EUROPE 2019- France, 2019 available
online at: https://www.oecd.org/gov/regulatory-policy/indicators-of-regulatory-policy-andgovernance-2019-france.pdf, accessed: 08.09.2019.
17 OECD, Regulatory Impact Analysis, available online at: https://www.oecd.org/regreform/
regulatory-policy/ria.htm, accessed: 08.09.2019.
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objective of the RIA process should contribute to reduce uncertainty of the
decision-making process more than assess scientifically economic impacts. The
more accurate on the assessments of the implications new laws are, the better they
will be and the better the conditions will be for business and society in general to
prepare for their implementation.
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MEASURING THE HARMONIZATION DISTANCE WITHIN
THE LEGAL SPACE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
AS A TOPOLOGICAL SPACE
Gheorghe BOCŞAN*
Abstract
The present study starts from the general concept of legal space, viewed from a
topological perspective, as a set of legal norms and judicial decisions, on which a structure
is built upon: the legal order. Within the legal space, phenomena characteristic of orderly
pluralism occurs, among which is one of the utmost importance - legal harmonisation. Of
different amplitudes, the harmonisation could be confined to the adoption of common
minimum rules or, on the contrary, it could reach the proximity of the unification.
Treating the legal space of the European Union or any of its legal sub-spaces, for
example, the space of justice or the space of substantive criminal law of the Union, can be
useful for many purposes, including that of concrete, numerical measurement of the
harmonisation distance, that is, the distance between the norm of a Member State
transposing a directive and the harmonisation rule established by that directive.
The application we developed uses the "chi-square distance", as a mathematical method
of measuring the harmonisation distance.
Such methods, resulting from the topological vision of the European Union's legal
space, can be useful as tools for establishing of good practices, for self-evaluation of the
Member States in their transposition practices or for evaluating by the European
Commission of the transposition into national law of the harmonisation rules established by
directives.
Keywords: legal space, justice space, topological space, legal order, orderly pluralism,
harmonisation, harmonisation distance, chi-square distance.
Space is a set of entities on which a certain structure is defined. Depending on
the nature of the structure, the space bears a specific name (for example: metric
space, normed space, Hilbert space etc.).
All these spaces are encompassed by the concept of topological spaces.
The legal spaces can therefore be topological spaces1, insofar as they are sets of
entities subject to an order. There is also a strong connection between legal spaces
* Prosecutor, The Prosecutor's Office attached to the High Court of Cassation and Justice, PhD
candidate.
1 S. Müller-Mall, Legal Spaces. Towards a Topological Thinking of Law, Springer Verlag, Berlin
Heidelberg, 2013, p. 118 – “(…) a topological approach might be fruitful in this context, because it might be
able to integrate the notion of constant transformation (which stems from a spatial thinking of law) and the
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and geographical spatiality (territoriality), which has been theorised by
representatives of the school of legal geography, notably Henry Lefebvre2 and
Edward Soja3.
Returning to the legal space, the structure we are considering is represented
by the legal order, as an order built on the respective space and which has at least
two main components: the normative order (all the legal norms applicable to the
space, with their structures and hierarchies) and the judicial order (all judgments
and judicial decisions made in the respective space). Within the legal space we can
also identify other sets of legal, non-judicial decisions, such as, for example,
administrative ones, and in the case of certain states, those regarding the
constitutionality of norms and decisions4. Both the legal norms and the decisionmaking system, especially the justice system, of the legal space, have a connection
of abstraction-concretisation, of applying, through interpretation, the factual
reality. However, a permanent interrelation exists between all the elements of the
legal spaces in the context of the Sein und Sollen problem5.
We can isolate, within the legal space, the relationship between the territory
and that part of the space with a judicial telos (grouping of factual elements, legal
norms, their interpretations, court judgments and other judicial decisions). This
results in a new legal space, or a subspace of the legal space, which we call judicial
space or, more precisely, justice space.
If the territory is that of the European Union and the factual elements, the
legal norms and the judicial decisions we consider represent offenses, norms of
substantial criminal law and criminal procedure, respectively, judgments and
other judicial decisions of criminal nature, we obtain the criminal dimension of the
European Union’s justice space.
The need for legal spaces and justice spaces results from the normativejudicial interaction, and this relation is marked at present by the legal pluralism6.
Mireille Delmas-Marty operates in this context with several notions, including
"separation pluralism", which lacks the vertical component of a possible integration,
that of "reciprocity", which we observe within the Union's justice space in the form
of the principle of mutual recognition of judgments and judicial decision (article 81
technique of locating places in law by constructing and applying frames of reference. The strategy in doing so
would be build a meta-perspective on a series of concrete perspectives in law that presupposes the constant
transformation of legal spaces”.
2 H. Lefebvre, The Production of Space, translated by Donald Nicholson-Smith, Basil Blackwell,
Oxford, 1991.
3 E. W. Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory, Verso
Press, London, 1989
4 This is the case of those systems of law where the control of constitutionality is not entrusted
to the courts, as is the case with the French Republic (Conseil Constitutionnel).
5 H. Kelsen, Doctrina pură a dreptului, Editura Humanitas, Bucureşti, 2000.
6 M. Delmas-Marty, Les forces imaginantes du droit (II). Le Pluralisme Ordonné, Édition du Seuil,
Paris, 2006, p. 32.
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TFEU, for judicial cooperation in civil matters, respectively, article 82 TFEU, for
judicial cooperation in criminal matters) and that of "harmonisation" or
"approximation of legislations ", with its absolute form: “unification”. Thus, the author
identifies as forms of legal pluralism: "cross-coordination", " harmonization by
approximation " and " unification by hybridization "7.
The spectrum of the phenomena of legal pluralism is extremely diverse, so
that "between pure-horizontal and pure-vertical actions, in fact, countless intermediate
forms are interspersed, so that harmonisation could become the predominant phenomenon
and, to a certain extent, the emblem of orderly pluralism"8. One of the main features of
harmonisation is that it leaves the Member States with a national margin of
appreciation. Legal unification eliminates the national margin9.
From the thought of the cited author we notice how the main methods of
orderly pluralism are distinguished: reciprocity and harmonization, with an
obvious preference for harmonisation.
Although they are not specific only to European Union law, respectively to its
area of justice, but to the whole global legal system, we observe how establishing
minimum common rules (harmonisation) and the principle of mutual recognition
of judgments and judicial decisions have become the methods of integration (to
achieve orderly pluralism) in the criminal dimension of the justice space of the
European Union (art. 82, 83 TFEU).
In order to simplify the problem for the purpose of carrying out a practical
application, the criminal justice space of the European Union, having as entities the
legal norms of substantial criminal law and criminal procedure that apply within
the EU territory, as unified territories of the Member States, as well as the judicial
decisions made in the same territory, is regarded as a topological space. We can
treat this space as having in its structure three subspaces: the space of the legal
norms of substantial criminal law, the one of the legal norms of criminal procedure
and that of the criminal judgments and judicial decisions10.
In order to understand how we treat a legal space as a topological space, we
choose the legal space of substantive criminal law of the European Union,
respectively, both the criminal law rules of the Member States and the minimum
common rules in this matter, adopted by the Union under art. 83 TFEU. We can
regard the latter category as representing "approximation rules" of the Member
States legal norms 11.
Ibid., pp. 36, 37.
Ibid. p. 37.
9 Ibid., p. 36.
10 S. Müller-Mall, Legal Spaces. Towards a Topological Thinking of Law, Springer Verlag, Berlin
Heidelberg, 2013, p. 118, p. 97 – the author considers the law (in the largest meaning, latissimo
sensu) as “a set of interconnected events of legal performative generation”, having three subspaces: the
space of legal norms, the space of judicial decisions and the space of legal thought, the last one
being conceived as a “passive structure of law's generation”.
11 A. Klip, European Criminal Law. An Integrative Approach, 3rd edition, Ius Communitatis Series,
Volume 2, Intersentia, Cambridge-Antwerp-Portland, 2016, p. 22 - The author considers that
7
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In any topological space, we can refer to the notion of near between the
entities of space. The most widely used means of measuring the near between two
entities is the distance (or metric).
The fact that we have a distance on set X means that, for any x, y  X, means
that we have associated a non-negative number, d (x, y), which satisfies the
following axioms:
;

(i)

(symmetry);

(ii)

(the triangle inequality).

(iii)

In such a space, the measure of near between entities x and y is described by
the distance d (x, y), the order in which x and y are written being indifferent
(symmetry axiom).
We notice that the axiom (i) expresses the essential fact that the distance
distinguishes the points, that is, two points x and y are distinct if and only if the
distance between them is strictly positive, that is (i) is equivalent with:

Example: In the physical space R4, the entities are the points, characterized by
four coordinates, and the specific is represented by the calculation of the distance
between two entities. Thus, for the points:
x = (5,5,3,2)
y = (5,5,1,2)
the Euclidean distance is calculated according to the formula:
=

=2

We define the legal space of the norms of substantive criminal law applicable
in the European Union. In this area, we introduce a notion of association,
through the Lisbon Treaty there was a merger between the internal market of the Union and the
area of freedom, security and justice (AFSJ), a reality that allows all the principles used in the
internal market to be used, post-Lisbon, within the AFSJ. Therefore, starting from the conclusion of
A. Klip, we can consider that the adoption of common minimum rules regarding the definition and
sanction of crimes can be considered as a method of approximation of laws, concept used in the
internal market, in art. 114-118 TFEU. Indeed, both concepts fall into the broader notion of
harmonisation. Establishing common minimum norms in the concept used within the AFSJ is a
form of "indirect harmonisation", in the author's view.
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describing the degree of association between the legal norms of the Member States
and those establishing minimum common rules (harmonization / approximation)
for a certain criminal typology.
We will take as a concrete example the market abuse offence. For this criminal
typology, there are common minimum rules established by Directive
2014/57/EU12. The norm for establishing common minimum rules for insider
dealing is set out by art. 3 paragraph (1) of the Directive. Leaving aside the
inclusion in the harmonisation rule of the instigation to perpetration of the offence,
insider dealing is defined by four criteria, as follows: misuse of privileged
information (detailed in article 3 (2) of the Market Abuse Directive) is a crime at
least in serious cases and when acts are committed intentionally. Thus, the criteria,
which largely correspond to the constituent elements of the objective and
subjective side of the offence are: misuse, privileged information, seriousness of the
crime and subjective side (intention). Each criterion, when interpreting the norm of
criminalisation, is associated with a score (or weight), from 1 to 5, depending on its
importance in the definition of the crime, 5 being the maximum score and 1, the
minimum. The score 0 cannot be assigned because it has the significance of an
absolute statistical impossibility to have met a certain criterion of the four
identified.
Therefore, we will follow this methodology in relation to the common
minimum rules in art. 3 paragraph (1) of Directive 2014/57/EU and we will weigh
the criteria of criminalisation as follows:
- Criterion 1 - misuse - 5;
- Criterion 2 - inside information - 5;
- Criterion 3 - seriousness of the offense - 3;
- Criterion 4 - subjective side - 2.
We structure the criteria in the form of columns and the weights in the form of
a line and we will thus obtain a table, that we call the expected table:
Table EU standards (Expected table)

Next, we follow the process of transposition of the Directive into the criminal
law of the Member States and thus we can (virtually) identify a Member State, MS
1, which transposed the harmonisation norm into its criminal law by the definition:
the misuse of privileged information, committed with intent, constitutes a crime.
Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on
criminal sanctions for market abuse (market abuse directive), OJ L 173, 12.6.2014.
12
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We note that the criminalising norm does not impose conditions regarding the
seriousness of the crime. Using the above methodology, we will assign weights to
the four criteria identified in the EU norm of establishing minimum rules as they
result from the transposition norm of MS 1. It results:
- Criterion 1 - misuse - 5;
- Criterion 2 - inside information - 5;
- Criterion 3 - seriousness of the offense - 1;
- Criterion 4 - subjective side - 2.
Table MS 1 standards (observed table 1)

A second EU Member State, MS 2, transposed the approximation rule of the
Directive as follows: the misuse of inside information, in particularly serious cases
and when the perpetrator pursued the aquirement of an injust benefit for himself is
punished. We note that the weight of criterion 3, by qualifying the seriousness of
the crime (particularly serious) should be close to the maximum value, therefore it
will be assigned the score of 4, and the weight of criterion 4, by the requirement of
the direct intention qualified by scope, should be also 4.
Thus, the table is obtained:
Table MS 2 standards (observed table 2)

We notice that the three tables are not identical, differing by the weights
assigned to the criteria. Comparing through the tables the transposition norm with
the one of harmonisation (approximation) by direct examination of the tables is
difficult and, therefore, it is necessary to characterize it by a number. There are
several ways of associating numbers to these tables, each of which is appropriate to
a specific typology of situations.
One method we could use is that of the Euclidean distance, which starts from
the observation that the tables differ only by the second line, so, by identifying the
table with it, the Euclidean distance between the first two tables is calculated by
the formula (in R4) indicated above, for the calculation of d (x, y) = 2 . This number
represents the Euclidean distance between the expected table and the observed
table 1.
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However, the use of a distance must be appropriate to the nature of the
entities of the space. Thus, the Euclidean distance is suitable for spaces whose
entities are numerical in nature, although it depends on the unit of measure.
In the case above, the entities are not of a numerical nature and, therefore, the
Euclidean distance is not desirable to be used. We must take into account that the
nature of the entities is qualitative, not numerical, and we must keep in mind the
fact that each criterion, in its turn, is qualitative in nature.
For such a situation there is the distance "chi - square", calculated by the
formula13:

where

and

are the weights in the tables.

Although it is not a true distance, it satisfies the fundamental axiom (i), to
distinguish the entities of the space and thus is widely used to measure the
approximation between two tables by a number.
We calculate "chi-square" for the distance between the transposition norm of
MS 1 from the harmonization norm of the EU (the one in art. 3 paragraph (1)
Market Abuse Directive):

We notice that the Euclidean distance is different to the "chi-square" distance.
This is a rule.
According to the same method, we calculate "chi-square" for the distance
between the transposition norm of MS 2 from the harmonization norm of the
European Union:

The result obtained by the "chi-square" distance shows us clearly that the
transposition norm of MS 1 is closer to the harmonisation norm, set out by art. 3
paragraph (1) of the EU Market Abuse Directive, other than the rule of the MS 2.

G. K. Kanji, 100 Statistical Tests, 3rd Edition, Sage Publication, London, Thausand Oaks, New
Delhi, 2006, pp. 79-80.
13
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The "chi-square" distance does not, in itself, allow us to determine whether a
certain norm represents a transposition of a harmonisation norm. This is to be done
through the legal contextualization, supplemented by the establishment by the
transposition evaluator of a standard chi-square distance, which we call critical
distance. A "chi-square" distance greater than the critical harmonisation distance
indicates that the norm adopted by a Member State under the rule set out in the
harmonisation directive does not represent a transposition of the harmonisation
rule. In the example above, it is to be expected that Member State 2 did not, in fact,
transposed the harmonisation rule.
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INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS – LEGISLATIVE CHANGES MADE
IN THE ROMANIAN LEGISLATION, THROUGH LAW
NO. 151/2019, RELATED TO THE EUROPEAN LEGISLATION
AND THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONVENTIONS THAT
PROTECT THE FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN RIGHTS
Mădălina BOTINĂ*
Abstract
The article presents a brief analysis on the current legal regulation of informal
settlements in Romania. Since, until July 2019, in Romania the legislation did not regulate
informal living, although our state has assumed a number of European and international
documents, which directly or indirectly address informal settlements, the Law no. 151 of
July 24, 2019 for the completion of Law no. 350/2001 regarding urban and territorial
planning.
The purpose I have pursued through the elaboration of this article was to list the main
international and European documents referring to informal settlements and to present a
concrete situation, which is directly applied to the new legislative regulations adopted by
the Romanian Parliament.
Keywords: informal settlements, informal housing, main international and European
documents on informal settlements
The United Nations provided in art. 25.1. from the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights that "every person has the right to a standard of living adequate for
the health and well-being of himself and his family, including providing food,
housing, medical care and necessary medical services, ..."1.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights consider the home as a cornerstone of the
right to a decent standard of living. All the Member States of the European Union
have ratified the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.
This is a key document for understanding the responsibilities of governments in
terms of respecting housing rights2.
* Associate Professor, PhD, ”Ovidius” University of Constanţa, Faculty of Law and
Administrative Sciences
1 On December 10, 1948, the General Assembly of the O.N.U. adopted and proclaimed the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
2 Michael Kolocek, The Human Right to housing in the 27 Member States of European Union, în
Europeen Journal of Homelessness, Volume 7, No.1 August 2013.
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Although the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights does
not explicitly refer to the right to housing, it does provide the framework for
deriving this right in subsequent conventions, treaties and agreements3. These
provisions relate to the protection of property (Article 1 of the Protocol to the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms), the
right to respect for private and family life (Article 8 of Section I: rights and
freedoms) and the prohibition of discrimination (Article 14 from section I: Rights
and freedoms). Specifically, Article 8, which also protects the "right to respect for
the home", includes, inter alia, the right of access, the right to occupy and the right
not to be expelled or evicted without providing relevant guarantees4.
Currently, informal living is a phenomenon that is affecting large-scale
communities around the world. Informal living in Central and Eastern Europe has
spread in the context of the abrupt transition from planned economies to market
economies, which has created a legislative vacuum and a discredit of "planning"
itself as a process of organizing life in communities5. From the studies carried out
and the analyses in the field, the phenomenon of informal living in Eastern Europe,
and even in Romania, is expanding6. The latest Report prepared in this regard in
Romania7, has the role of highlighting the size and urgency of informal housing
problems, substantiating the need for adjustments to the regulatory framework, to
allow solutions, as well as documenting the modalities of extension and
manifestation of informal housing (community local and county practices).
3 *** OSCE/ODIHR 2013, Best Practices for Roma Integration Regional Report on Housing
Legalization, Settement Upgrading and Social Housing for Roma in the Western Balkans, February
2014.
4 European Convention on Human Rights”, Council of Europe, 1 June 2010, pp. 10, 12 and 31,
<http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/ Convention_ENG.pdf>.
5 Explanatory statement of the Law no. 151/2019 for the amendment of Law no. 350/2001
regarding urban and territorial planning.
6 The PACT and MKBT Foundation: Make Better launches the project "No man's land:
informal living in the Roma communities - recognition, responsibility and shared solutions". At the
time of launching the No Man's Land project (2017), the phenomenon of informal living was very
little known and debated at the level of public opinion in Romania. The first discussions on the
topic of informal settlements were held since 2007, within the Working Group on the issue of Roma
housing, at the Ministry of Development, Public Works and Housing. The only national research on
the topic of informal housing - Analysis of informal settlements in Romania - assessment of the current
situation in order to formulate regulations and intervention instruments - was coordinated, during 20132014, by the Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration (MDRAP). According to
this study, based on the answers provided by only 53% of UATs, almost half of the localities in
Romania have at least an informal settlement. The research noted that there would be 50,000 homes
and about 64,000 families located in informal settlements in 2013, but the reality in the field is much
worse, and the phenomenon is growing.
7 ***Research report of the project "No Man's Land": Informal housing in Roma communities recognition, responsibility and common solutions, The project is supported by a grant from the
Foundation Open Society Institute in cooperation with the Roma Initiatives of the Open Society
Foundations, August 1st, 2017- January 31st, 2019
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Romania is a member of several European and international structures and has
ratified several books and strategic documents very relevant in the field of
housing. Compliance with these general guidelines implies the integration in the
national legislation and programs of the institutional principles and actions to
which it has subscribed8 , as follows:
 The Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements9 was signed following
the Habitat I Conference, the first UN Conference on Human Settlements, held in
Vancouver, Canada in 1976. The conference was convened by the UN as
governments began to recognize the size and the consequences of rapid
urbanization;
 The Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements and the Habitat 2 Agenda
were part of HABITAT II, the second UN Conference on Human Settlements10;
 The Millennium Declaration was adopted by the UN Member States in
September 200011;
 The Andria report on housing policy and regional policy was approved by
the European Parliament on May 10, 2007, being drafted by the rapporteur Alfonso
Andria, from the Committee for Regional Development12;
 The European Charter on Housing, adopted by the Intergroup for Urban
Habitat of the European Parliament on 26 April 26 2006, defines living as a central
part of life, a fundamental social right that supports the European social model and
a source of human dignity13;
 The Vienna Declaration on informal settlements in south-eastern Europe
aimed at reaching joint agreements on actions that (a) regulate (legalize) and
improve informal settlements in a sustainable manner and (b) prevent the
development of illegal settlements in the future;
 The Leipzig Charter on the Sustainable Development of Cities is a
document of the EU Member States, adopted by the ministers responsible for
urban development in the Member States and elaborated with the broad and
transparent participation of stakeholders at European level;
 The meeting of the European ministers in the field of housing in Marseille
(2008) represented the 17th meeting of the ministers of the European Union with
8 *** The Word Bank, Romania Regional Development Program, Armonizarea investiţiilor publice
– Componenta 4: Raport final – Locuirea în România – Prioritizarea programelor şi proiecte, Bucureşti,
2015.
9 Habitat I refers to the first United Nations Conference on human Settlements, in Vancouver,
Canada, 31 May -11 June 1976.
10 Habitat, “The Habitat Agenda: Istanbul Declaration on Human Settlements”, 3-14 iunie 1996.
http://www.un.org/ga/ Istanbul+5/ declaration.htm
11 ONU, http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
12 European Parliament, "Report: On Housing and Regional Policy (2006/2108 (INI))" March
29, 2007.
13 Urban housing, proposal for a European housing charter (Urban Logement, “Proposal of a
European Charter for Housing”, April 4, 2006).
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responsibility in the field of housing, as part of the informal regional policy
council;
 The European Social Charter (Revised, 1996, European Treaties Series no.
163) was signed by Romania in 1997 and ratified by Law 74/1999. Part II (Article
31) of the Charter explicitly provides for the right to housing.
Among the determining factors that are presented in the Report of the UN
Economic Commission for Europe 2016, there are: restitution and privatization of
land, privatization of socialist public housing stock, withdrawal of the state from
the planning and housing sectors14, shifting responsibility from the state to the
private sector, decentralization and transfer of responsibilities for local urban
development to the local administration.15
The Romanian Parliament adopted Law no. 151 of July 24, 2019 for the
completion of Law no. 350/2001 regarding urban and territorial planning16, which
defines the informal settlement, but also clarifies and details the responsibilities of
central and local public authorities in relation to the recognition of the
phenomenon, introduces provisions regarding the identification and delimitation
of inhabited perimeters under natural or biological risk, clarifies and completes the
legal provisions regarding the processes of consultation and participatory
planning, introduce provisions regarding the implementation of a financing
program aimed at improving the capacity of local public authorities and
communities for limiting and solving the problem, etc.
According to the changes recently introduced by Law no. 151/2019, within 180
days from the entry into force of the law (29.07.2019), “the mayor of the
administrative-territorial unit in the territorial area in which such informal
settlements are identified, has the obligation to proceed with the identification of
the lands within the administrative territory occupied by the informal settlements,
setting their limits, when developing and updating the database on the number of
persons living in these settlements and the occupied buildings, as well as
informing the inhabitants of the informal settlements and initiating a consultation
process and participatory planning ”.
Marilena Marin, Gabriela-Liliana Vulpoiu, „Operaţiuni de carte funciară în procedura
execuţională civilă. Aspecte comparative între legislaţia naţională şi cea europeană” (Land Register
Operations in Civil Enforcement Procedure in the Light of the New Civil Procedure Code), paper published
in Revista Română de Executare Silită (Romanian J. Compulsory Execution) nr. 2/2013, Universul
Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2013, pp. 40-48.
15 Marilena Marin, THE CADASTRAL AND JUDICIAL RECORD, AS WELL AS THE
APPROVAL
OF
CADASTRAL
WORKS
IN
ROMANIAN
LAW,
DOI:
10.5593/SGEM2016/B23/S11.061, 16th International Multidisciplinary Scientific GeoConference
SGEM 2016, www.sgem.org, SGEM2016 Conference Proceedings, ISBN 978-619-7105-60-5 / ISSN
1314-2704, June 28 - July 6, 2016, Book2 Vol. 3, pp. 479-486.
16 Law no. 151 of July 24, 2019 for the completion of Law no. 350/2001 regarding urban and
territorial planning, Published in the Official Gazette no. 623 from July 26, 2019.
14
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 Case study
Related to the informal settlements to which the legislative text refers, such a
case is represented by the situation of 150 people who have received evictions
because they live, without legal forms, in an area outside the city of Năvodari. In
this regard, the media reported that "Năvodari City Hall, in collaboration with the
Local Police and the National Police, carried out, on 18.08.2019, a joint verification
action in the area - Wooden warehouse - to identify the people living. Without
legal forms. As a result of the control action, 32 eviction orders were sent, about
150 persons being targeted, who could not prove ownership of the land and
occupied buildings ”.
Reported to the situation provided by the media, the People's Advocate
Institution has self-notified and conducted an investigation at the Năvodari City
Hall. Thus, from the analysis of all the documents presented by the representatives
of the local authority, it was found that prior to issuing the evacuation orders, the
local authority did not act in the sense of implementing a coherent action plan,
dedicated to this informal settlement, located within the radius of the territorial
administrative unit Năvodari, which should have provided for operational, urban
and cadastral measures necessary to improve the living conditions of the
inhabitants of the informal settlements.
At the same time, according to the legal provisions provided in article no. 271
para. (2), of Law no. 151/2019, the mayor had to inform the residents of this
informal settlement about the provisions of this law and to initiate a process of
consultation and participatory planning, in order to identify intervention solutions
tailored to the specific of the informal settlement and community needs. The
mayor of Năvodari City did not proceed to identify the lands within the
administrative territory occupied by the informal settlement by establishing its
limit.
As the eviction orders were communicated before the fulfillment of the
obligations provided by Law no. 151/2019, these contradict the provisions of the
law applicable in this case. It was found that at the level of the U.A.T. Năvodari the
provisions of Law no. 151/2019 and legal measures are required regarding
compliance with the provisions provided by art. 47 paragraph (1) of the Romanian
Constitution "The state is obliged to take measures of economic development and
social protection, which can provide citizens with a decent standard of living".
Pursuant to the attribution provided by article 154 para. (1) of the Government
Ordinance no. 57/2019 The administrative code, according to which the mayor
ensures the observance of the fundamental rights and freedoms of the citizens, the
provisions of the Constitution, as well as the implementation of the laws, the
decrees of the President of Romania, the ordinances and decisions of the
Government, the decisions of the local council, the mayor should be to dispose,
according to the express provisions provided in Law no. 151 of 2019, the following:
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a) legal measures for the elaboration and implementation of a coherent action
plan, dedicated to this informal settlement, within the territorial administrative
unit of Năvodari;
b) to initiate processes of consultation and participatory planning, in order to
identify the intervention solutions adapted to the specific of the informal
settlement and the needs of the community, respectively to support the
inhabitants, in order to obtain a right to own the occupied lands;
c) modification of existing public investment programs with specific measures
for this informal settlement;
d) offering alternative housing solutions, by relocating households.
Bibliography:
1. Michael Kolocek, The Human Right to housing in the 27 Member States of
European Union, în European Journal of Homelessness, Volume 7, No.1 August
2013.
2. *** OSCE/ODIHR 2013, Best Practices for Roma Integration Regional Report
on Housing Legalization, Settement Upgrading and Social Housing for Roma in
the Western Balkans, February 2014.
3. European Convention on Human Rights”, Council of Europe, 1 June 2010,
pp. 10, 12 and 31, <http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/ Convention_ENG.pdf>.
4. Explanatory statement of the Law no. 151/2019 for the amendment of Law no.
350/2001 regarding urban and territorial planning.
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THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF CLUSTERS IN
EUROPE. GERMAN MODEL VERSUS ROMANIAN MODEL
Eduard CĂLINOIU*
Abstract
Sustainable growth and job creation in European countries depend increasingly more
excellence and innovation, which are the drivers of European competitiveness. Clusters are
a phenomenon mainly focused on the market. Most successful clusters are created
spontaneously as a result of natural competitive advantages, market forces or simply by
chance. However, due to the policies established clusters in the Member States there is a
growing number of cases where public policy on long-term initiatives economic entities or
universities and research institutes senior allowed the emergence of clusters powerful
acting as a catalyst and helping to unleash the economic and scientific certain regions.
Keywords: clusters, innovation, technology, regional economic development,
entrepreneurship, SMEs.
Sustainable growth and jobs in the European countries depend increasingly
more excellence and innovation, which are the drivers of European
competitiveness. Recognizing this, the European countries have adopted since the
second half of 2000, broad-based innovation strategy and consolidation of clusters
as one of the basic strategic priorities for successfully promoting innovation
Although overall cluster policy development remains at an early stage in
Europe, this phenomenon becomes increasingly larger. Cluster policy approaches
to differ within the European Union, there are no universal model. While different
instruments and mechanisms for clusters are applied in different places, it is
increasingly used to foster structural change, to revitalize certain industrial sectors
and to provide a framework for other policies such as research, innovation and
regional policy. Therefore, clusters today has an important place in the economic
reality of Europe, but fragmentation of the market, weak links between industry
and research and insufficient cooperation within the European Union to conclude
that structures cluster of Member States have not always critical mass and
innovation capacity required to meet international competition in a sustainable
way and to achieve a global level.
Strong clusters offer a harmonious combination of entrepreneurial dynamism,
strong links with institutions that possess high-level knowledge and innovation
PhD, lecturer within the Faculty of Legal Sciences of Hyperion University Bucharest,
parliamentary counsellor to the Legislative Council of Romania.
*
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synergies between participants. These contribute to creating a knowledge-based
economy and thus achieving excellence is a priority.
In 1998, Michael Porter1, considered today "spiritus rector" of economic policy
based on clusters, gave the following definition: "Clusters are geographic
concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions from a specific area. Clusters
include a group of related industries and other entities important in terms of
competition. These include, for example, suppliers of specialized inputs such as components,
machinery and services or providers of specialized infrastructure. Often clusters extend
downstream to channels of distribution and customers and horizontally by manufacturers
of complementary products and the industries related by skills, technologies or common
inputs. Finally, some clusters include governmental and other institutions - such as
universities, standards agencies, think thank's, professional training providers and
employers - that provide specialized training, education, information, research and
technical support ”2.
In this sense, in the context of the guidelines specified in the Commission
Communication COM (2008) 652/2008 3 "Towards world-class clusters in the
European Union - implementation of the strategy based on innovation" defines a
cluster as a group of companies of related economic actors and institutions ,
located in geographical proximity and reached the rank of size required to develop
specialized expertise, services, skills and suppliers”.
Thus, the term "cluster" indicates, in particular, industrial clusters and focus on
the concentration of firms in the same field or related fields, with economic effects
as identified by Alfred Marshall4: on employment, on specialization and suppliers
regarding technology transfer and innovation. They may or may not complete the
structure of the "triple helix5” (Authorities, industry, R & D) or four clover (+
institution catalyst).
Michael Eugene Porter is a professor of strategic management at Harvard Business School
and is an authority on strategic management and competitiveness of companies, regions and states.
Drive program at Harvard Business School, dedicated to preparing the newly appointed senior
executives in multinational corporations.
2 Porter Michael, Competition in Global Industries, Editura Harvard Business School Press,
Boston, 1986 pp.77-90, Porter Michael, Building the Microeconomic Foundations of Prosperity: Findings
form the Microeconomic Competitiveness Index, „Global Competitiveness Report 2004-2005”,World
Economic Forum, Geneva, 2004.
3 See more issues in the Commission Communication COM (2008) 652 final of 17 October 2008,
the Council, European Parliament, European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee
of the Regions - "Towards the establishment of clusters worldwide in the EU" {SEK (2008) 2637}
available on: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/ro/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52008DC0652.
4 Alfred Marshall (1842-1924) was an English economist, representative of neoclassicism and
made economic concepts, such as marginal utility, law of demand, law of supply, marginal cost
elasticity.
5 The concept of the triple helix of links between universities and industry-government
initiated in the 90s by Etzkowitz (1993) and Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff (1995), which includes
1
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In other news, innovation is today a sine qua non for economic success and
maintaining market businesses. Long, innovation was seen as a linear process:
invention - prototype - testing - serial production - market. Innovation is a complex
process based on the interaction of the actors involved in innovative systems. All
these considerations led to the widely accepted model "triple helix" in a cluster that
brings together representatives of: business - the business side of the cluster;
universities and research institutes - providers of innovative solutions applicable to
the real needs of enterprises cluster; local authorities, regional.
In the ‘20s, Marshall, analyzing industrial agglomerations in England, found
that these clusters of businesses in a particular sector creates unintended positive
economic effects, so-called externalities:
a) effects on employment: the fact that a large number of businesses are
supplied from the same pool of labor results in increased wages, on the one hand
and increasing specialization and qualification, on the other hand;
b) effects of specialist suppliers: to avoid competition, industrial enterprises of
a cluster tend to specialize in a particular segment of the chain creating added
value, leading to higher product quality and lower costs;
c) technology transfer: Marshall found that the information and knowledge
"floating on air" between existing businesses within a geographical concentration. It
is, in fact, the definition of technology transfer "avant la lettre".
Cluster concept has a long history since the first statement made by Marshall
in 1920. Since the 50s, the term became current and was discussed by specialists in
regional sciences, architecture, urban planning, regional and urban economics,
political science.
While different instruments and mechanisms for groups are applied in
different places, it is increasingly used to foster structural change, to revitalize
certain industrial sectors such as maritime industries6, and to provide a framework
for other policies such as research, innovation and regional policy. Therefore,
groups today occupies an important place in Europe's economic reality.
The Europe 2020 Strategy7 sets out principles Lisbon 8, or growth and jobs,
including three major goals: smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.
elements of progenitor works by Lowe (1982) and Sábato and Mackenzie (1982) interprets
transition from dominant industry-government dual into a triade industrial society with a growing
between university-industry-government.
6 See Staff Working Document on maritime groups at:http://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/pdf/
Maritime_clusters_SEC_2007_1406.pdf.
7 The Europe 2020 Strategy is a ten year program (2010-2020), the European Union aims to
create conditions for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. See for more information, the
European Commission website:https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/european-semester/europeansemester-your-country/romania/europe-2020-targets-statistics-and-indicators-romania_en.
8 It is also known as the Lisbon Agenda or the Lisbon Process. It was adopted by the European
Council in Lisbon in March 2000 for a period of 10 years. The main purpose of this programmatic
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This strategy has as a short term priority the fight against the crisis, and in the
long term the facilitation and creation of new jobs, the increase of the standard of
living and the placing of the European Union in the top of the international
rankings.
In fact, the European Commission's goal is to lead a Europe that is based on
knowledge, on rapid and sustainable growth, on social progress. One of the ways
to achieve this objective is to improve cooperation between the business
environment, universities, research bodies and state institutions, namely through a
very popular but under-exploited form of partnership, that of the cluster. Defined
by many economics experts by terms such as, for example, research cluster, ICT
cluster, industrial cluster or innovative cluster, this form of partnership is
increasingly being discussed and public debates. The economic advantages of a cluster
are developed on three dimensions:
a) First, companies can operate at a higher level of efficiency, relying on more
resources and more specialized providers, with a shorter reaction time than would
be possible in an isolated activity;
b) Secondly, companies and research institutions can achieve higher levels of
innovation. Dissemination of knowledge and close interaction with customers and
other companies creates a climate conducive to innovative ideas and drives
innovation, while lowering the costs of experimentation;
c) Third, the level of business training tends to be higher in clusters. Start-ups
are much more related to external suppliers and partners, which they find in a
cluster. Clusters reduce the costs of failure, so that entrepreneurs can use local
employment opportunities in other companies in the same field.
The importance given at national level to cluster policy varies between
countries. Cluster policy is considered important in 9 countries (30%), medium
importance in 12 countries (40%) and low importance in 9 countries (30%). Among
the nine we find the three largest countries in geographical scope in Western
Europe, three Nordic countries and three countries with different geographical
dimensions in Eastern Europe. Among the nine countries that attach little
importance to cluster policy, there is a great differentiation. However, some
common characteristics are identified, and the common denominator represents
the state organization of the country. First, cluster policy plays a less important role
in some federally organized countries. This is the case of Belgium and Switzerland.
Second, the degree of autonomy at the regional level is also essential. Some countries
where the regional level (in the field of regional innovation and development)
plays an important role, for example Denmark and Italy, can be included in this
category. Only 5 of the 28 countries do not have national cluster programs - and
these are usually federal countries or countries where the cluster programs are at a
decentralized level.
European document is to transform the European Union into the most dynamic and competitive
economy in the world.
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The German model
In Germany there is no legislative framework to regulate clusters, but there are
funding programs both at national level (programs of the Federal Ministry of
Education and Research and the Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology9),
as well as at the level of each country, which are different from one country to
another, depending on the regional characteristics, as well as the structural funds
of the European Union, with national co-financing.
In this regard, the first efforts to support the clusters, were made in the mid1990s, when the Bavarian, Lower Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia countries
started to create clusters within their borders. In 1996, in the
"Bundesforschungsbericht - Federal Research Report"10 the term cluster was
officially included for the first time as a way to support innovation, which can be
considered a new stage in the federal government's cluster policy. Thus, at the
federal level, the 130 German competence networks have been supported since
1999 by the Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology11 (Kompetenznetze) that
bring together partners from different sectors and from different levels in their
field of activity, around a main theme, at regional level and inter-regional
activities. The main objectives of these networks of German competence are the
following: networking of research and industry, innovation and technological
transfer, professional training and qualification, quality and benchmarking.
In order to increase the flexibility, competitiveness and quality of research, in
2005 Germany chose to strengthen university research and create university poles
of excellence, which was implemented through the "Excellence Initiative" program.
This financing program, which extends over a period of 6 years (2006-2011), must
commit the sum of 1.9 billion euros (75% of federal funds, 25% of the lands funds)
and includes the following axes: Supporting the technological transfer by selecting
the cluster of excellence ("Excellenzcluster"); Research - industry (average
endowment of 6.5 million euros / cluster); Supporting scientific excellence by
selecting top doctoral schools (1 million euro / year / school); Supporting future
strategies ("Zukunftskonzepte") for promoting top university research. The total of
this funding amounts to an average of 21 million euros / year / selected
university12.
In 2006, the federal government began to develop a comprehensive High-Tech
Strategy involving all ministries. The Federal Government's cluster strategy was
part of this approach.
Some departments within the following three ministries are authorized: the Federal Ministry
of Economy and Technology, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the Federal
Ministry of Transport, Construction and Urban Affairs.
10 See for details, the variety of objectives and priorities of the policy of innovation, research
and innovation, research and financing of innovation, at: http://dipbt.bundestag.de/extrakt/ba/
WP18/745/74548.html.
11 See for details the website: www.kompetenznetze.de.
12 https://www.iit-berlin.de/en/publications/clusters-in-germany-1.
9
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Currently, in Germany there are 107 clusters, which benefit from funding
sources. Although the funding programs are quite different, public sources only
partially finance the activities of the clusters, such as:
a) Cluster management (between 350,000 and 500,000 Euro over 3 years);
b) Cluster infrastructure (eligible applicants: local, regional authorities
submitting projects for various measures: sewerage, water, etc.). The main
selection framework is the calls for projects. In the spirit of the recommendations of
"Innobarometer on cluster's role in facilitating innovation in Europe in 200913”,
Germany, through the Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology, has started
the development of a Plan of support measures at federal and regional level with
public funds for the creation of competitive clusters and "networks of excellence"
(130 existing ones)14.
Romanian model
The cluster is defined for the first time in Romania in 2006, in the Government
Decision no.918/2006 for the approval of the Program for stimulating research,
development and innovation - the "Impact" Program. Thus, the cluster is a
grouping of producers, users and / or beneficiaries, in order to implement the best
practices in the EU, in order to increase the competitiveness of the economic
operators. In Romania, in addition to characterizing the cluster as "a spatial
clustering" of companies, we must distinguish between natural and "public"
clusters. Apart from the non-productive sectoral intervention, the Romanian state
tried to promote the agglomeration of companies through public policies. These
policies gave rise to what will be called "public" clusters, which, by law, have the
status of industrial parks, scientific and technological parks15. On the other hand,
natural clusters can be identified by means of statistical means and quantitative
analyzes. In various studies and research projects, several potential clusters have
been identified in Romania. The first study regarding the competitive economic
agglomerations of cluster type in Romania was the one coordinated by the
International Center for Entrepreneurial Studies (CISA) in Bucharest, in 1998. The
13 The document entitled "Barometer on the role of the cluster in facilitating innovation in Europe,
2009" can be found at the web address:http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/
flash/fl_187_en.pdf.
14 See the document entitled "An empirical vision based on the perspective of the emergence,
financing, management and competitiveness of the most innovative clusters in Germany", developed by the
Institute
for
Innovation
and
Technology
of
Germany,
2009,
https://www.iitberlin.de/en/publications/clusters-in-germany-1.
15 See Government Ordinance no. 14/2002 on the establishment and functioning of scientific
and technological parks, approved with modifications and completions by Law no. 50/2003 and
Government Ordinance no. 57/2002 on scientific research and technological development,
approved with amendments and additions by Law no. 243/2003, as subsequently amended and
supplemented, but also the Government Decision no. 148/2014 approving the Memorandum of
Understanding between the Ministry of Economy of Romania and the Ministry of Commerce of the
Republic of China on the elaboration of a feasibility study for joint construction of the RomanianChinese Technological and Economic Park, signed in Bucharest on November 25, 2013.
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CISA research was commissioned by the Institute for Economic Development of
the World Bank and focused on competitiveness. of the entrepreneurial sector in
Romania. The methodology of the study was based on Porter's diamond
competitiveness theory, which focuses on the following characteristics of a cluster:
the geographical density of related industries and support industries (horizontal
and vertical); flexibility of small and medium-sized enterprises; the ability to
provide and supply resources; the degree of regional competitiveness. The
research used a panel of companies of all sizes (SMEs, but also large companies)
and focused on data from the eight development regions in Romania (NUTS level
II).16. The study identified the existence of three "incipient" forms of clusters in
software production, in the naval industry and in the wood industry.
Another source of data for clusters in Romania is the VICLI project (Virtual
Clustering Identification and Dissemination of Strategic Territorial Planning Best
Practices for Certain Countries of Danubian and Southern Europe) developed
within the European INTERREG II C program - CADSES - Central Adriatic
Danube South - East European (Central Adriatic Danubian South Eastern
European Space. The project started in 1999 and lasted until 2001 and tried to
identify and support the development of clusters, through a regional exchange of
know-how. Romania, which was partner country in the project and in the
Transnational Group of Experts, identified Harghita County as a suitable pilot area
for the implementation of the project methodology The final report VICLI for
Romania identifies four potential clusters that appeared in Harghita County
(Center Region) in wood processing, pottery, printing and the appliance industry
take these sectors is clearly linked to the area's natural resources.
Also, Harghita is one of the few counties where the input / output analysis
revealed important industrial inter-connections (wood processing, cellulose
production and typography). The fifth reference research for the study of clusters
in Romania is the INCLUD (Industrial Cluster Development) project, funded
under the Interreg III B CADSES program, the European Initiative for the
European Regional Development Fund, for the period 2000-2006. The project,
carried out between 2003 and 2004, aimed to analyze the potential clusters existing
in the partner countries of Central and Eastern Europe and then to assist these
countries in the development of such clusters, using the experience and know-how
in Italy. and Austria. For Romania, within the project INCLUD17, a comprehensive
methodology for cluster identification was adopted and used. Using Italy's
experience in identifying industrial districts (DIs), the research team has collected
an impressive number of macroeconomic data on the country's industrial
structure, using international and national reports.18.
See for details, at: http://www.incubat.ro/uploads/Publicatii_Analiza_Clusterelor_2011.pdf.
The official site of the INCLUD project is http://www.includ.net.
18 See International Reports presented by the EU, OECD, World Bank, as well as national
reports on the National Development Plan, Industrial Policy Strategy, Economic Pre-accession
Program.
16
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The last reference, but not the last one, for the analysis of the potential
development of clusters in Romania, is the CURAS program that was funded
under the Cooperation Agreement between the Romanian and the Flemish
Government. The concrete result of the program was the implementation of a
Center for the supply chain, in the form of a private NGO, as a first step towards
the institutionalization of a functional cluster in the automotive sector, located in
the vicinity of the Dacia-Renault factory, near Piteşti, Arges county. This potential
cluster could be extended to the Sibiu-Brasov area, where a significant number of
car components suppliers are located.
Starting with 2008, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Business Environment
(MECMA), the General Directorate of Industrial Policy has made a large effort to
identify the existing and emerging clusters in Romania. It was mainly
implemented in 4 major actions: the elaboration of the chapter on clusters within
the industrial policy document, with the support of the German Society for
Technical Cooperation (GTZ) - the "Inov Cluster" Project (2008-2010), within the
Sectorial Research Plan Development, which aimed to disseminate the concept of
innovative cluster in Romania and examples of good international practice, as well
as to stimulate economic operators to create and develop innovative clusters by
developing specific tools (guide, portal, consulting services)19.
It can be argued that, given the diversity of clusters in Romania, it would be
very difficult to identify common problems. The "incipient" clusters that developed
in the local tradition of pottery, made up almost 100% of family businesses, refer to
the different conditions in a completely different way from the entities that
appeared in the textile industry and in the final production of goods that were they
developed in the vicinity of some Italian companies (for example, Incom SA in
Vaslui County).
At the national level, the main actor is the Ministry of Economy together with
the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Business, Trade and Entrepreneurship
which, through the General Directorate for Industrial and Business Environment
Policies, establishes the industrial policy framework in which the clusters operate,
and at the level of the Authority. of Management SOP CCE, its financial support is
assured. From the point of view of the management of financing programs for
clusters, at central level, we find the involvement of the Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Administration (European Territorial Cooperation, MA
ROP), National Authority for Scientific Research (OI POS CCE Axis 2). At regional
level, we note the involvement of ADRs in a dual role, that of OI ROP, but also of
initiators / catalysts of some clusters (e.g. ICT West and Automotive West, textile
NE etc.).
The „cluster mapping” exercise carried out by MECMA with the support of the German
Society for Technical Cooperation (GTZ).
19
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National Strategic Reference Framework20, also the Sectoral Operational
Program - Increasing Economic Competitiveness (POS-CCE) places competitiveness
as one of the major objectives of Romania's development policy.
In the context of the related implementation of the projects targeting the
competitiveness poles / clusters and of a real partnership, an inter-ministerial
Working Group composed of representatives of the POS CCE Managing
Authority, of the General Directorate of Industrial Policy and Competitiveness of
the Ministry of Economy, was created. of the National Authority for Scientific
Research21, the Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises, Trade and Business
Environment (Intermediate Body for Axis 1 - where the integration of SMEs in
supply chains and clusters is supported), the Ministry of Regional Development
and Housing (which through The ROP Regional Operational Program supports
the growth poles) and of the Ministry of Administration and Interior (which
coordinates and authorizes the industrial parks).
Analysing the strengths and weaknesses of the concept of cluster in Romania,
we consider that, on the one hand, there are sectors and industries with economic
potential (for example, agriculture, textile industry, construction, tourism, forestry
industry, auto industry), SMEs they want to internationalize, entrepreneurship is
growing and entrepreneurs show more courage, and on the other hand, due to the
lack of a clear strategy for Romania, medium-term strategies are non-existent or
fragile, and it is impossible for business people to plan and to forecast. Moreover,
the education system is not adapted to the market requirements, the labor force has
migrated in the last 10 years (especially the 18-35 age segment), and the active ones
remaining in the country are not very mobile or qualified, the infrastructure is
underdeveloped, communication between potential partners in a cluster is rare or
non-existent, universities have a poor image in the eyes of the public, there is no
strategy consistent with clear topics and priorities and last but not least,
cooperation between members of industrial agglomerations is lacking.
In conclusion, the chances of forming clusters come from the European Union,
which may require Member States to transfer policies and measures, regarding
clusters, to their own national programs and to improve conditions for the
business environment.
If properly exploited, both the Black Sea Strategy and the Danube Strategy
could bring opportunities for cross-border and economic development projects,
and the implementation of programs for regional development would increase the
interest of multinational companies for opening branches and research units
within universities.
20See also the document "National Strategy for competitiveness 2014-2020" at the web
address:http://www.minind.ro/strategie_competitivitate/Strategia_Nationala_de_Competitivitat
e_iunie_2014.pdf
21 Intermediate authority for Axis 2 in which the development of poles of excellence is
promoted; coordinates and accredits the entities of innovation and technological transfer, according
to the provisions of H.G. 406/2003.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES OF THE LAWYER PROFESSION
Alexandru-Aurelian CHIRIŢĂ*
Abstract
Being a lawyer in the next decade will face new challenges and with the uprising of the
legal technology, the legal market will go through fundamental change. The present study
follows a couple of the challenges of the lawyer profession in 2019 with an emphasis on
digitalization of the legal market and technology.
Keywords: lawyer, legal, legal technology, autonomous systems
1. Digitalisation and legal tech
Technology has become an important part of the practice of law, and lawyers
must be proficient at using a variety of technology platforms. The legal technology
or legal tech as it has been called, is ranged from document proofing tools to
management tools, including billing. The real risk lawyers face is represented by
the automation that new tech has to offer which makes various parts of a lawyers'
job accessible to everyone at a very low cost (e.g. document automation and
creation).
Legal tech can bring the customer closer to an independent lawyer, who on the
other hand does not need to engage in the high cost of an office or other
administrative costs, and can deliver the service online. International platforms as
Legalzoom or Rochetlawyer are already used by millions of people and local
Romanian tech as DocAv has been developed in the last few years, changing the
market. These platforms can deliver both document creation, company creation or
a secure and easy link to a legal professional at a much lower cost than standard
services.
The definition of legal tech varies:
English Wikipedia: “Legal technology traditionally referred to the application
of technology and software to help law firms with practice management,
document storage, billing, accounting, and electronic discovery. Since 2011, Legal
Tech has evolved to be associated more with technology start-ups disrupting the
practice of law by giving people access to online software that reduces or in some
cases eliminates the need to consult a lawyer, or by connecting people with
lawyers more efficiently through online marketplaces and lawyer-matching
websites.” In 2017, the German Version of Wikipedia has another definition:
Legal Counsellor, Phdc in Human Rights, National University of Political Studies and Public
Administration
*
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“software and online services that support or completely automate legal work
process”.
In our opinion, legal technology can be divided into the following groups:
a. Legal Marketplaces, which enables clients to find lawyers that they need in
regards to specialty or location. The legal services are offered in the end by an
actual lawyer.
b. Legal Services Software, which offers automated documents or legal
solutions based on a specific pattern
c. The legal process for lawyers, more traditionally, software that is designed
for lawyers to use in their cases
d. e-Discovery or other types of document review enables the quick and safe
review or analysis of documents
Legal technology appears to be a step forward as it helps costumers to access
legal services more easily, at more affordable pricing for client and cost-efficient for
lawyers. This kind of new technology will put pressure on traditional law firms to
adapt and change the way they view and retain clients, and furthermore it will
fundamentally change the business model used today.
2. Retaining talent
In the past, the legal profession kept a lifelong lasting relationship based on
experience and mentoring. To be permanently linked to a law firm, a lawyer
aspired to partnership title, which was in the highlight of one's career. It
represented a relationship that could not be unliked without serious criticism
within the legal profession.
In the past few years, we see a change in the practice and partnerships within
law firms. More and bigger legal companies are losing their partners, who are
leaving, usually with other lawyers and opening new law firms.
In the past, the way partners would be kept in the company is increased
salaries for one's seniority. With the changes in time, in the present we can find a
new way of remuneration, called Eat what you kill (EWYK method), meaning the
lawyers takes a part of the proceeds of the work they are delivering. This gives
way to lawyers to earn limitless amounts of money.
Unfortunately, clients are also changing their view of how to retain lawyers.
More companies are hiring inhouse lawyers for the day to day work and only
access outside counsel for special issues.
With this change partners are more important in keeping a strong relationship
with companies and new or junior lawyers are less relevant. With partners
involved more in the actual work for the clients, there is less time to train and
mentor new generations of lawyers and to ensure the natural rotation. There is less
work for junior lawyers, and in time the number of well-prepared lawyers will
decrease.
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If things were not getting difficult enough, the new generation lawyers are
viewing working for law firms differently. They do not look for a boss, but for a
real mentor who will teach and direct them in a friendly manner.
The numbers come to confirm the trend as in 1980, 26% of licensed attorneys
were under the age of 35 in the United States of America, and in the present, only
4% make up the number. The new generation of lawyers is more inclined to aspire
to the role of General Counsel than a partnership in a law firm.
The next decade will be a challenging period for the law profession and
without a clear change of vision, law firms will find it very difficult in keeping and
training good lawyers.
3. Legal services disruption from consulting companies
Due to general perception and why not a reality in some cases, legal services
are rendered as expensive services and not in all cases companies or individuals
can support the legal fees for their need or cause.
Therefore, a lot of consulting companies have stepped up and took some of the
legal services reserved in the past for lawyers.
If it was usual for a lawyer to help start a new company, now new
entrepreneurs are looking for consulting companies that do this in bulk and for
very low fees.
Furthermore, the market sees that accountants are also taking part in the legal
business, but law firms are fighting back by hiring accounts. The need for onestop-shop increases for entrepreneurs and more people are trying to offer a full
range of low-cost services.
In the long run, this has the tendency to disrupt the way lawyers act on the
market, as prices decrease, services are being outsourced to non-legal entities.
5. Artificial intelligence. The biggest challenge of the future.
As technology develops more and more in the legal market, the real questions
are if machines or robolawyers will replace human lawyers.
A simple answer to this question today should be: not yet. While at the
moment there are technologies that use artificial intelligence in the practice of law,
these are still under current supervision from layers who have to check the
information given and the result.
In an experiment, the European Court of Justice decisions were given to a
computer and without given the result, was asked to predict the violation of one's
right. The accuracy of predicting the right result was 75% based on the models
proposed. The conclusion of the experiment could be that with improved legal
patterns and better models machine learning could get much better.
In Europe, several countries, like Great Britain, the Netherlands and Latvia,
have implemented solutions that involved an automated process for online dispute
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resolution, and there is a Regulation in place (Regulation no 524/2013) that
establishes a legal framework.
It seems that in theory, Artificial Intelligence could be better in assessing and
deciding the outcome of a trial. Various AI technology is already available for
lawyers, although they are only at a beginning. One must ask if these kinds of
technologies could help lawyers prepare the defense, but could be used against
lawyers in a malpractice case.
A study from CBRE in 20181 states: “Nearly half (48%) of London law firms are
already utilising Artificial Intelligence (AI) and a further 41% have imminent plans
to do so, according to a survey of over 100 law firms from CBRE, the world's
leading real estate advisor. Of the firms already employing AI, 63% of firms are
using it for legal document generation and review, and the same proportion for ediscovery. Due diligence (47%) and research (42%) were also common
applications, along with compliance and administrative legal support (each 32%).
The use of AI will affect employment levels, with the greatest impact predicted at
the junior and support levels, where nearly half (45%) of firms believing that there
will be a reduction in headcount. In contrast, only 7% of firms believe that senior
headcount levels will be reduced.”
Artificial intelligence is far from replacing lawyers in the short or medium
term and should be used as a tool to better serve clients and get the upper
advantage. A Delloite study show that although lawyers will not be completely
replaced by AI, 100.000 legal jobs will be lost in the process by 2036.
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RELIGIOUS FREEDOMS AT EUROPEAN UNION LEVEL AND
THEIR PROTECTION BY THE PEOPLE'S ADVOCATE
Denis-Roxana GAVRILĂ*
Abstract
This paper aims to contribute to change society's perception of the capacity of the
People's Advocate to get involved in cases regarding religious freedoms. Human rights
cannot be defended in a society where intolerance exists and the human rights institutions,
such as the Ombudsman, are called upon to be more active in the public sphere, to take a
stand when these rights are violated by the authorities. Freedom of conscience, which
encompasses both freedom of thought, opinion and religion, is vital to human beings, and
their absence means the death of a society. Will the People's Advocate be able to deal with
the challenges of the new century, the turmoil and prejudices that have arisen in society
with the migrant crisis and take legal action against the abuse of the authorities?
Keywords: human rights, religious freedoms, People's Advocate, European Charter of
Human Rights, European Convention on Human Rights
Human rights are a desire of modern societies. Humanity has known
throughout its history numerous syncope, in respect of these rights, and religious
freedom has been, repeatedly, severely sanctioned. Many leaders used the weapon
of religion to control and impose their geopolitical interests.
Religious freedom, represents together with freedom of conscience, freedom of
association and fundamental political rights, the substance of human rights
In the Romanian and international law, certain fundamental features of
religious freedom can be distinguished, namely the right to have certain religious
or philosophical rights and beliefs, as well as the right to renounce to these beliefs,
the freedom to exercise the respective cult, and the right to be able to educate
children in the spirit of the tradition of their parents.
The first feature is respected by the vast majority of countries in the world, but
the second is often subject to obstacles in certain states. The renouncing of a certain
faith or religion is followed by the capital punishment
However, religious freedom also carries a public feature, which in turn
develops some consequences. In recent years, a series of questions have arisen, at
international level due to the demographic explosion, due to the migration to
Europe, which has led to an increase of the pluralism of manifestations of religious
origin, which question the legal frameworks – at national and at European level,
*
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the management of religious freedom and relations between states and religious
communities1.
Thus, the question arose whether there are certain limits to this freedom, as
compared to freedom of conscience and public security.
At the level of European society, there are numerous voices from the religious
sphere, such as cults, religious associations that are established based on certain
convictions and believes and which have a word to say in the public sphere.
The involvement of churches, of religious communities, in the public sphere
has throughout history been an important vector for the development of society,
both from an educational, social, and healthcare point of view.
Religious communities were those that developed hospitals, schools,
kindergartens, asylums, guilds, which contributed to the development of society.
However, lately we are witnessing a restriction of these rights, in the world
and, at least, in a Europe founded on Judeo-Christian values.
With regard to religious freedom, a standard of human values, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights has, in the spirit of the UN Charter and of this
organization, ruled primarily, a common conception, a common ideal to which the
peoples and all nations must respect, the fundamental human rights, belief in the
dignity and value of the human person2.
Thus, according to the Declaration: “all human beings are born free and equal
in dignity and rights and must behave towards one another in the spirit of
brotherhood”. The document leaves no room for any form of discrimination, of
any kind, such as race, color, language, religion, national origin, racial or any other
distinction.
Article 18 stipulates the right of every person to “freedom of thought,
conscience and religion”, specifying that this right “implies the freedom to change
their religion or beliefs and the freedom to express their religion or beliefs,
individually or in collectively, both in public and in private, through education,
practices, worship and performing rituals”.
The 1948 Declaration is superior to the French Declaration of Human Rights
and Citizenship of 1789, in terms of terminology, because that did not include the
notions of freedom of thought and conscience, but only that of religion.
In order to avoid any confusion, it was necessary to introduce the notions of
freedom of conscience and religion, into that of freedom of thought. Freedom of
thought is generous, including philosophical, moral, cultural, scientific, political,
etc.
The famous René Cassin, one of the major protagonists of the Declaration,
emphasized that freedom of thought is the foundation of other rights, and must be
protected, even before it is expressed.
V. Opaschi, Freedom of conscience and religion and its social implications, IARSIC Publishing
House, France, 2016, p. 40, 41.
2 V. Opaschi, idem, p. 41, 42
1
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On the other hand, art. 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights adds as a guarantee the prohibition of any constraint that could prejudice
the freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief of choice, and the freedom of
parents or guardians, as the case may be, to ensure the religious education of the
children in accordance with their own beliefs3.
However, there are limits to the manifestation of beliefs and religion, those
provided by law and necessary for the protection of security, order and public
health or morals, or of the fundamental freedoms and rights of others. At the same
time, art. 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, provides
that states cannot derogate from religious rights and freedoms even when an
exceptional public danger endangers the existence of the nation.
Then there are other provisions regarding the prohibition of any
discrimination, based “in particular on race, color, sex, language, religion”, or on
any other distinction, contained in art. 26. and those in the following article, 27,
which consecrate the right of persons belonging to ethnic, religious and linguistic
minorities to have, “in common with the other members of their group, their
cultural life, to profess and practice their own religion or to use their own
language”4.
Forms of religious intolerance in Europe
Although modern Europe was founded on Judeo-Christian values, which led
to the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the emergence of
the European Convention on Human Rights, treaties, we are still witnessing, in the
21st century, multiple forms of religious intolerance.
In many countries of Europe, the state religion is more ceremonial, it is
observed that there are differences of treatment between the state religion and that
of minority groups. Not infrequently, the state religion has a privileged legal and
fiscal status, from the state side. In order to set up religious groups, certain
requirements, sometimes difficult to accomplish, need to be met.
For example, in Belarus, there are religious minorities who have been fined or
detained for proselytizing. In Hungary, a law was adopted which led to the
abolition of over 350 religious groups, which were already on the list of those
already registered, due to the difficult conditions regarding their recognition. On
the other hand, the number of anti-Semitic messages delivered by extremists also
increased, which indicates that the government did not have a firm involvement in
this phenomenon. The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA)
noted in a 2018 study that the anti-Semitic wave has intensified in the last 5 years
3

M.I. Zlătescu, Human Rights, an evolving system, IRDO Publishing House, Bucharest, 2007,

p.128.
4

Idem.
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in Europe. These manifestations of intolerance led many Jews to consider the
emigration option.
In recent years we have witnessed actions of governments that are involved in
the religious practices of minorities. Thus, there were protests, both in Germany
and in Slovakia, regarding the interference of governments in religious rituals
regarding circumcision at boys.
Regarding the Muslim habit of covering the head and body (burqa and niqab),
in public buildings, there were restrictions who were registered in some cities in
Catalonia, Spain. Other religious groups have been accused of proselytism and
public preaching. Also, during 2011, the total coverage of the face by Muslim
women in France was forbidden. Moreover, Bosnia and Herzegovina introduced a
ban on the wearing of religious objects at work, in the case of those working in
judicial institutions.
Religious intolerance is growing. If only a few cases were reported in 2007, in
2017 their number was increasing. Attacks against people with a minority religion
also increased.
A well-known case is that of a merchant in the United Kingdom, a follower of
the Ahmadiyyan religion, who was read by a Sunni Muslim, who motivated the
disrespect of the Prophet Muhammad.
Ukraine is among the countries that have a religious intolerance. Several
Orthodox separatists have imprisoned four Jehovah's Witnesses, who forced them
under threat of death to recognize Orthodoxy as the only true faith.
Neither is Romania neutral in terms of religious intolerance.
Every year, the American Commission for Religious Freedom publishes a
report on religious freedom in the world, and according to the one in 2017, there
are religious organizations recognized by the state in Romania, which enjoy the
possibility of providing religious assistance in the army, hospitals, asylums, old
people, public schools, mass media, penitentiaries and children's homes5.
But there are still minorities who are considered harmed in their rights, due to
the lack of government involvement6.
One such case is the problem of restitution of the confiscated properties of the
Greek Catholic Church, by the communist regime, between 1947 and 1989. The
same problem is registered at the level of the Jewish community.
Also, there are several reports about the majority church's refusal to allow nonOrthodox religious communities to bury their deaths in public cemeteries, one of
the incidents mentioned in the report being that of Tiur village, where the Greek
Catholic priest was prevented from burying his parishioner in the local cemetery.
The reports record abusive situations, in which the non-orthodox people were
buried in places on the edge of the cemetery, or their families were forced to use
the ritual of the majority cult.
5
6

https://ro.usembassy.gov/2018-international-religious-freedom-romania/
See Report on International Religious Freedom for 2018.
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Other issues concerned the Jewish problem. In April 2017, 10 funerary stones
were destroyed in a Jewish cemetery in Bucharest, on Holocaust Remembrance
Day. Another case was reported in Cluj-Napoca, where anti-Semitic messages
were found denying the Holocaust, even on the wall of a synagogue.
There were also complaints from members of the Jehovah's Witness
organization regarding the threatening behavior of some members of the clergy, as
well as the police, in their relationship with them.
According to the FRA (European Agency for Fundamental Rights), although
there are numerous legal instruments that provide protection against racism and
related forms of intolerance, racism, discrimination, verbal and physical violence
and exclusion against ethnic and religious minorities in the EU continue to be
registered.
The results of the survey applied by the European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights on anti-Semitism are not at all encouraging, so that: 85% of
European Jews consider that anti-Semitism is the most serious social or political
problem in their country of origin. Other figures, among others, show that antiSemitism is omnipresent and that this phenomenon has an impact on the daily
lives of European Jews in the EU:
The European Commission fights anti-Semitism through its actions, being the
one that commissioned the FRA to conduct anti-Semitism surveys in Europe.
Last but not least, December 6, 2018, marked the adoption by all EU countries
of a Declaration on “Combating Anti-Semitism and Developing a Common
Security Approach to Better Protect Jewish Communities and Institutions in
Europe”, which it is an important signal that the EU and each of its member states
are with the Jewish community to ensure its safety and well-being.
Involvement of the People's Advocate Institution in the protection of religious
freedoms
The People's Advocate Institution was one of the new institutional structures
created by the 1991 Constitution, together with the Constitutional Court, whose
purpose is to defend the rights and freedoms of individuals in their relations with
public administration authorities. The institution was established by Law no.
35/1997 on the organization and functioning of the People's Advocate Institution.
It is organized and operates in accordance with the Paris Principles. The People's
Advocate, in Romania, has the purpose of defending the rights and freedoms of
the persons in their relation with the public authorities.
In the activity of the 22 years of the institution, several interesting cases have
been reported, regarding the issue of respecting religious freedom.
“The petitions in the field referred to: the organization and functioning of the
cults, the use of the money received from the local budget, as well as the respect of
the destination of the goods received in property or use from the local or central
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public authorities by the cults, the refusal of the cults to responds to the
parishioners at their requests, the rights and obligations of the religious staff”7.
The People's Advocate Institution was notified ex officio, following a news
release in the press, according to which “The teachers of Religion in Gorj County
were sent by the County School Inspectorate to gather data on the situation of nonProtestant cults in school and to communicate the number of families of a different
faith than the one Orthodox Christian from the schools in which they teach”.
“At the same time, on the website of the Gorj County School Inspectorate was
published the announcement regarding the obligation of religious teachers in
schools, to process certain personal data regarding the religious beliefs of the
people, other than those of Orthodox faith:" Religion. Please send me by 15
February the situation from the educational units where you teach with the
following: - the situation of the non-Protestant cults in school, the number of nonOrthodox families in the respective locality and if they have a prayer house, - the
name of the pastor - the type and frequency of activities proselytizing (where they
exist), - involvement of the parish priest in the relationship with the school and in
the activity of combating this phenomenon. I will send the situation received to the
Metropolitan of Romania, so please respect the deadline and ask for seriousness”.
(The announcement was signed by the school religion inspector).
In the opinion of the People's Advocate Institution, the request of the
representative of the Gorj County School Inspectorate, requesting the religion
teachers to process certain personal data, related to the religious beliefs of the
people who did not belong to the cult, represented a case of discrimination on the
grounds of religious belonging. The information requested concerned only the
non-Protestant cults. It was also found that the provisions of art. 29 of the
Fundamental Law, regarding the freedom of conscience were not respected.
The next step was addressed to the Undersecretary of State - Pre-university
Education within the Ministry of National Education, in order to examine the
respective case and to communicate the measures taken.
The next step was addressed to the Undersecretary of State - Pre-university
Education within the Ministry of National Education, in order to examine the
respective case and to communicate the measures taken.
The People's Advocate Institution was informed that the religion inspector in
question has assumed responsibility for the consequences of his actions,
submitting his resignation.
The Ministry of National Education communicated that has not requested
personal data to the subordinate inspectorates and through the educational
policies it ensures equal opportunities and access to education for all children and
teachers in Romania, without discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, religious or
7

See the Annual report of the People's Advocate Institution, 2015, p. 213.
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social affiliation. In Gorj County, the request for personal data was the initiative of
the specialized inspector from the school inspectorate8.
Conclusions:
The situations are not unique, but the People's Advocate, as a non-contentious
mechanism for the protection of human rights is called to make a difference. The
Ombudsman's prompt reactions can stop abuses and restore people's dignity.
Public institutions are still tributary to outdated thoughts, reminiscences of the
old regime, for which, often, their reactions are cumbersome, uncertain and based
on prejudice.
The Advocate of the People, through ex officio notifications, investigations,
annual reports, special reports, means of intervention specific to the institution, can
contribute, as a mediator, to the development and education of the society in
which we live.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS REGARDING THE IMMOVABLE
GOODS PUBLICITY AND THE LAND BOOK OF THE STATES
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
Marilena MARIN*
Abstract
This paper is a brief analysis of the immovable publicity and land book systems used in
each of the European Union countries. We designed the paper with the following structure:
opinion on the concept of immovable publicity and the concept of land book in EU
countries, comparative study on immovable publicity systems in EU countries and a final
point of view on the elaborated study. The purpose I followed with the elaboration of this
paper was to find out which of the models offered by the European states is more efficient, in
order to improve the procedure for keeping the land records. The research method used
mainly in the elaboration of this article was that of comparison. The novelty of this study is
that so far there is no (comprehensive) work in which to make such a comparative analysis
exclusively with respect to land book.
Keywords: goods publicity system, immovable publicity, land book
1. Introductory point about the notion of immovable goods publicity and
the notion of land registry
Analysing the way in which goods publicity is maintained, two large publicity
systems can be identified at the level of the Member States of the European Union:
the personal publicity system of the immovable transcription and inscriptions
registers and the immovable publicity system for land books. The first system is
found in the civil laws that were influenced by the French Civil Code in 1804,
where the records are kept on behalf of the owners, and the second system is
inspired by the 1900 German civil code, and legal deeds are held on immovable
property.
Romania has both real estate publicity systems, and the Romanian legislator
has now preferred to apply publicity based on Land Register who names “carte
funciară”1. I consider it interesting to remind that on the territory of Romania,
other publicity systems have been applied over time. They were considered as
* Associate Professor, PhD, ”Ovidius” University of Constanţa, Faculty of Law and
Administrative Sciences
1 M. Nicolae, Tratat de publicitate imobiliară, vol. I, Universul Juridic Publishing House,
Bucharest, 2011, p. 778.
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intermediate publicity systems and were applied over short periods of time2. These
systems were the following: the Land Publicity Book System, named “sistemul
cărţilor de publicitate funciară”, for Bucharest and some neighbouring localities,
and the land registry system for some neighboring localities and the Land Registry
(Evidence) System, named “sistemul cărţilor de evidenţă funciară” for certain
settlements from Transylvania3.
So we can observe there is a difference between the notions of publicity and
evidence. If by publicity, we bring information to those who are interested; by
evidence we keep the information to use them at some point.
As we will see below, other EU countries also apply different ways of
achieving immovable publicity. I refer here to the immovable goods publicity
registration system, but also to the country-specific immovable publicity registers.
2. Comparative study regarding the immovable publicity systems in EU
countries4
In this section I try to make a brief presentation of all the immovable publicity
systems known at the level of each Member State of the European Union, and then
I come back with similarities and differences between these systems.
2.1. Austria. The Austrian immovable publicity system is based on the
principles of the German system, which it adopted and subsequently improved
them. This state has two basic systems for land management, respectively, the
cadastre and land book. We can say this is a complex system, which is used
throughout the entire country. The cadastre is kept by the supervisory offices,
headed by the Federal Agency for Studies and Metrology, an authority that is
subordinated to the Ministry of Economy, and the land book is kept at the land book
units within the district courts.
2.2. Belgium. In Belgium there is an authority called the General
Administration of Patrimonial Documentation subordinated to the Federal
Ministry of Finance. Under the authority of this Administration lie the following
divisions: cadastre land registry, registration offices and mortgage records. The rights of
the immovable goods are made through the Mortgage Records, where only
authentic papers, private signature documents and court judgments can be
registered.
2.3. Bulgaria. In Bulgaria, immovable publicity is kept through the Bulgarian
Property Register, owned and managed by the Recording Agency, created in 2004
under the ”Personal Entry System”. This register records legal acts that recognize
2 G. Boroi, C.A. Anghelescu, B. Nazat, Curs de drept civil. Drepturile reale principale, Hamangiu
Publishing House, Bucharest, 2013, pp. 241-242.
3 S. Sztranyiczki, Publicitatea imobiliară. Conform noului Cod civil, C.H. Beck Publishing House,
Bucharest, 2013, p. 72.
4 http://e-justice.europa.eu
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transfer, modify or revoke property right or other real rights of the immovable
property; forced execution records and mortgages that encumbrance the property.
2.4. Czech Republic. On the territory of the Czech Republic, there is the system
of integral and real publicity of land books based on cadastral measurements. This
system is the same with the German system. The cadastral register contains
information about acts, deeds or property rights, as well as cadastral maps and
other information regarding the owners of the buildings. Public registry entries are
in line with the real status of the subscribed goods.
2.5. Croatia. The Croatian system of immovable publicity is implemented
through two registers: the land book of municipal land under the jurisdiction of the
ordinary law courts and the cadastral register. The cadastral register describes the
technical characteristics of the immovable publicity and the land book contains
data associated with the owners of the property rights and cadastral parcels.
2.6. Cyprus. The land registry of the Republic of Cyprus includes information
on the topographical data of the plot or unit, location, description of the
immovable property, area, tax value, as well as any real burdens, immovable
publicity collateral, sale, purchase, servitude, contractual restrictions on the right to
property. Also, the land register contains information about the owner or owners,
the share held by each owner, as well as the manner and date of the acquisition of
the property. Land registers are managed by the Department of Cadastre and
Topographic Measurements within the Ministry of the Interior. This immovable
publicity system consists of four databases: the legal database, the tax database, in
which the immovable publicity of each person is registered according to the
geographical area, mentioning the total value of the property in order to establish
the land tax, the cadastral database, which contains the information and
identification data of all immovable publicity and the topographic database, which
includes the description of the immovable goods by surface, location and value of
the real estate. The immovable publicity system is not public and information on
the content of the registers can only be brought to the attention of the parties or
persons who justify a legitimate interest in the registered immovable goods.
2.7. Denmark. In Denmark, the land book system has always pursued the
registration and protection of property rights, mortgage loans and easements,
provided by law. The registration of legal documents related to immovable
property is not mandatory. The registration of legal acts relating to immovable
property is not compulsory. If right holders agree to register the respective legal
acts, they are operated in public registers that can be consulted by any interested
person. The Danish Land Register system allows legal, fiscal and territorial
monitoring of property, the main purpose of which is to collect taxes and duties
due on agricultural land.
2.8. Estonia. Estonian immovable publicity is registered in the Land Registry,
which is based on land books. Sometimes, exceptionally, the law may expressly
provide that certain goods are not subject to registration. In Estonia, the Land
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Registry comprises four parts and keeps track of all property titles and limited
property rights, each property being individually registered.
2.9. Finland. The Finnish Land Registry belongs to the Cadastre Institute and is
called the Register Securities and Mortgage Register, contains information about
immovable publicity, property rights, and mortgages which encumbers
ownership. The competent authority for making the entries in the register is the
court in whose jurisdiction the real estate is located.
2.10. Greece. Greece has an electronic land registry called cadastre in the areas
where the land registration is terminated. The role of land registers, on a
provisional basis, is the offices of mortgage registers. The Greek cadastral system
has replaced the previous registration system for property transfers and
mortgages. After the creation of the cadastre, land transactions were recorded
exclusively electronically. The electronic land registration system allows searches
for personal data, the Greek cadastre code or the imovable good address. The land
registry database is managed centrally for the entire territory and updated by the
Land Offices, depending on the transactions they register. We also specify that
there is an institutional framework in Greece for the study, development and
operation of the Greek cadastre for imovable. This task has been assigned to a
private company.
2.11. Hungary. Hungary has a legal and administrative system for managing
the immovable goods register, called the unified land registration system. This system
is unique because cadastral identification data as well as legal information are
managed in a legally and institutionally integrated way, based on ownership titles.
Hungary's unified land register, which guarantees the right and property titles,
was the first of its kind in the European Union.
2.12. Ireland. The current Irish immovable publicity system is based on
enrollment in the land book, thus replacing the document registration system. The
Irish Land Book operates under the authority of the Property Registration
Authority. The Irish Land Book is an open register where there are no restrictions
on the use of this service where the publicity of acts, facts and legal situations is
complete and integral.
2.13. Italy. Italy has taken over the French immovable publicity system based
on personal publicity of transcription registers. However, there are also autonomous
provinces such as Trento and Bolzano that manage their own registry, based on
cadastral information on properties. The information held by the Land Registry in
Italy is organized according to the natural or legal person as the holder of the
ownership right over the immovable property entered. Land registers in Italy are
managed by a public body, called the Agenzia del Territorio, which operates under
the control of the Ministry of Economy and Finance. This body also performs
cadastral functions. Transcripts are made in special registers.
2.14. Latvia. In Latvia, there are two types of registers under the administration
of the courts, the cadastral information system, which is used for the registration of
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immovable publicity, components and the land register, which is used after the
immovable publicity data are entered in the cadastral information system, and
consists of the registration of property rights. The cadastral information system is a
unified immovable publicity system incorporating official data on publicity located
in the Republic of Latvia, land, buildings, immovable groups and land plots that
form a immovable goods, their owners and possessors and also legal users of
them. The cadastral information system is built across the territory and the records
are fully managed in digital format.
2.15. Lithuania. The immovable publicity system in Lithuania is a real system of
publicity based on cadastre. The immovable register records immovable property as
described in law, the real rights of access and its owners, litigation, restrictions on
legal rights, acts and legal facts. The Registry functions within the Trade Register
Office and is administered by the Ministry of Justice.
2.16. Luxembourg. The legislation of this state allows that property can be
transmitted by consensus. For legal acts for consideration or free of charge, with
the exception of the transfer of ownership of the cause of death, the law provides
for the obligation to be fully registered in the official registers so that they can
ensure the opposability to third parties. Registers can be consulted by anyone who
justifies an interest. The Land Registry in Luxembourg is owned by the Land
Registry and Topography.
2.17. Malta. Malta's immovable publicity system is a real land based system. The
Land Book provides information on the property, the owner of the registered
immovable goods, the rights and privileges imposed on the property. Any transfer
of ownership is previously verified by the notary public in the land register and
only if the immovable goods are entered in the records of the land book a
certificate of title is issued. This register is not public, and only the employees are
checked.
2.18. Netherlands. In the Netherlands, the immovable rights are transferred,
acquired or modified only by registering them in official registers, which are public.
The Dutch immovable publicity system is based on land books. The National
Agency for Cadastre and Mapping is a public authority responsible for recording
the rights and interests of any publicity and their specifications. It provides
immovable publicity through two registers: the public register and the cadastral
register.
2.19. Poland. The Property and Mortgage Register is a public register made by
the departments of district courts, which we find in the Polish immovable publicity
system. It is governed by the Law on Land Registers and Mortgages. Each goods
property has its own file open in the land register. This file is divided into four
sections, each of which refers to a different aspect of the legal status of immovable
publicity. The content of land registers is stored in a central register of land
registers within the Ministry of Justice.
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2.20. Portugal. Portugal originally adopted the French Transcription Publicity
System, based on the principle of consensus that the transfer of ownership of a
immovable publicity was carried out without registration in the publicity register.
Subsequently, through the Land Registry Code, land books were introduced on the
basis of which ownership is presumed to exist and belong to the registered owner.
Portugal has two special land registry services: Predial Online şi Casa Pronta.
2.21. Slovakia. Slovakia has a unified computer system based on cadastre. The
land register operates under the authority of the Geodesy, Cartography and
Cadastre Authority of the Slovak Republic. The immovable cadastre contains data
about publicity and rights related to immovable publicity. This register can be
consulted by anyone who has a legitimate interest.
2.22. Slovenia. According to the land registry law in Slovenia, publicity rights
are acquired when they are registered in the Land Registry. They also cease when
they are erased from this registry. The Land Registry functions under the authority
of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia and contains legal facts about
properties such as mortgages, owners and servitudes. In addition to this register,
the land cadastre also operates, focusing on the factual circumstances of the
properties.
2.23. Spain. Spain has adopted the principle of consensus, which means that
the transmission of immovable property is carried out on the basis of a notarial
certificate, which takes the place of ownership. Property acts do not necessarily
appear in the advertisement. Immovable publicity sytem has no constitutive effect
of rights. The Spanish Land Registry is one of the safest in the world. It is a register of
rights that, once registered, are protected by the courts. The Land Registry is a
registry subordinated to the Ministry of Justice with the purpose of registering and
publishing information on ownership of immovable property and related rights as
well as court judgments that may affect such property. The Land Registry provides
legal and economic security with the purpose of registering ownership and other
property related property.
2.24. Sweden. The Land Registry is managed by the Registration and Mapping
Authority and contains information on ownership, ownership and ownership
rights. By enrollment the protection of the enrolled right is strengthened. At the
same time, there is the obligation to register mortgages in the register.
2.25. UK. In England and Wales immovable publicity is made through the
Land Registry (land book) of his Majesty, in which all property titles are registered. In
England and Wales, HM Land Registry is responsible for immovable goods
listings. The Northern Ireland Land Registry is divided into the register of facts and
the statutory tax register. The register of facts ensures the existence of ownership
titles, thus establishing the order of precedence in case of conflicts concerning the
same immovable good. The statutory tax register records all data on legal
restrictions that may affect property. Scotland has 18 registries, also called Scotland
registers, whose main purpose is to ensure the legal performance of all legal
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transactions. The most important registers are the land registry of the Scotland and
the general register of houses. The House Registry is the world's oldest land
registry, dating back to 1617. This register contains time records of legal facts about
immovable publicity, based on the description of properties.
Conclusions
Analysing the way in which immovable publicity is maintained two large
publicity systems can be identified at the level of the Member States of the
European Union: the personal publicity system of the transcription and
inscriptions registers and the realistic publicity system for land books. The first
system is found in the civil laws that were influenced by the French Civil Code in
1804, where the records are kept on behalf of the owners, and the second system is
inspired by the 1900 German civil code, and legal deeds are held on immovable
property.
Romania had both immovable publicity systems, and the Romanian legislature
has now preferred to apply publicity based on Land Register registers. I consider it
interesting to remind that on the territory of Romania, other immovable publicity
systems have been applied over time. They were considered as intermediate
systems and were applied over short periods of time. These systems were the
following: the land book publicity system, for Bucharest and some neighboring
localities, and the land registry system for some Transylvanian settlements.
As can be seen, the European states have chosen as a system of records of
documents, one of the ones that our country has known throughout history,
whether we are talking about personal publicity and the record on the person's
properties (the register of transcripts and inscriptions) or about real publicity,
based on land books. Each of these states justifies the system of immovable
publicity chosen at least from a legal, social, economic point of view. At the level of
the public administration, these ways of keeping records are exploited from the
point of view of the legal relations between the individual/person and the state
authority.
Thus, we notice that there is a difference between the notion of publicity and
the evidence. If by publicity, we bring information to those who are interested, we
keep the information to use them at some point. As we shall see below, different
ways of realizing immovable publicity are also applicable in other EU countries.
And here I refer to the publicity registration system, but also to the country-specific
publicity registers.
An interesting situation to consider could arise when, as a result of the
uniformity of legislation and the rearranging of EU borders, it would be up to the
Member States to discuss whether there is a possibility to establish a single
immovable publicity system. In our opinion, obviously, as long as there are
different legal systems in the EU member states, we cannot pretend that the
immovable publicity system can be uniform.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EUROPEAN ETHICAL CHARTER
ON THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN JUDICIAL
SYSTEMS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT
Irina Moroianu ZLĂTESCU
Petru Emanuel ZLĂTESCU
Abstract
The European Commission for the Effectiveness of Justice (CEPEJ) of the Council of
Europe adopted at the end of 2018 the first European document setting out the basic
principles of the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in national judicial systems, principles
that reflect both fundamental values and essential methodological requirements for the
creation and development of algorithms. The degree of development of access to justice in AI
instruments, however, differs from state to state, starting from random distribution of
cases, processing of judicial decisions and data by AI, tools of predictive justice up to the
solving of cases by a robot.
Keywords: European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ), artificial
intelligence (AI), European Ethical Charter on the use of artificial intelligence in judicial
systems
I. Introduction
Currently, in a rule of law, the justice system must be adapted to the demands
of a democratic, stable and responsible society. Creating a modern, integrated,
efficient and transparent judicial system, with reduced length of the trials and with
a unitary jurisprudence, a predictable justice can be achieved if there is a
permanent concern for the improvement of the related normative and institutional
framework, for the implementation of some standards based on integrated
strategic management, efficient resource management and the use of innovative
means of solving justice problems, which confer quality to the act of justice.
The challenges of the last decades in the field of justice and the realization of
the act of justice require adequate answers from the institutions and bodies
responsible for administering the judicial system. Increasingly, the judiciary is
fulfilling its role of public service, both by carrying out the act of justice, and by
establishing a new type of relationship between justice and the justice seekers. An
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important role in this context is the incorporation of information and
communication technologies (ICT) in the justice administration activity. At the
level of the Council of Europe there are statistical data regarding "European
judicial systems: the efficiency and quality of justice: the use of information and
communication technologies in European judicial systems"1 regarding cyberjustice, this being considered, as has been repeatedly stated in the doctrine, as
encompassing all cases where the application of new technologies is part of the
activity of dispute resolution. One of the first steps was the random distribution of
cases, then the implementation of a system for accessing files online, as very useful
steps in the development and implementation of European digital justice policies.
Obviously, the increasing importance of artificial intelligence in contemporary
society, the large-scale incorporation of new information and communications
technologies in the justice administration activity, the design and implementation
of artificial intelligence solutions for those who work in the field of justice, imposed
the adoption of an ethic code. The relevance of these ethical and human rights
considerations is reinforced by recent criticisms of the implementation of artificial
intelligence in establishing the risk of recidivism of the convicted under the
COMPAS system (Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative
Sanctions) in the United States. According to a study, the program mistakenly
placed a higher rate of people of Afro-American origin2 in the category of persons
at risk of recidive. Despite criticism from civil society, the Wisconsin Supreme
Court3 has come to the conclusion that using the COMPAS program as a means of
proof does not contravene the right to a fair trial, as long as the results obtained by
using the software are also supported by other means of providing evidence.4
An algorithm similar to the North-American program was also used in the
judicial system of some cantons in Switzerland. ROS (Risikoorientierter
Sanktionenvollzug) represented a system whose primary purpose was the
prevention of recidivism during and after the execution of the sentence.5 This was
part of an experiment initiated by the Federal Office for Justice, aimed at testing
the gradual introduction into the practice of penitentiary institutions in certain
cantons of orienting the execution of a sentence according to the risk of subsequent
offence of the convicted person. According to the final report of the Authority for
the administration of penitentiaries in the canton of Zürich, the results obtained at
the end of the project were positive.6 It is worth mentioning, however, that the
Studies CEPEJ o. 24 2016 edition
https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing.
3 Wisconsin v. Loomis, 13.07.2016.
4 See also K. Freeman, Algorithmic Injustice: How the Wisconsin Supreme Court failed to
protect Due Process Rights in State v. Loomis, North Carolina Journal of Law and Technology,
18/2016, p. 96.
5 https://www.rosnet.ch/
6 Amt für Justizvollzug Kanton Zürich, Schlussbericht Zusammenfassung Modellversuch
Risikoorientierter Sanktionenvollzug, 23.05.2014.
1
2
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classification of ROS in the category of algorithms that develop artificial
intelligence has not been confirmed.7
At the level of the European Union, the Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA)
has also acknowledged the danger of discrimination in decision making based on
data, by publishing in February 2018 a report presenting the main situations in
which the use of algorithms can lead to infringement of art. 21 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights and the ways in which such discrimination can be prevented.
Such measures are ensuring transparency regarding the data underlying the
algorithms, conducting impact studies of the algorithms on fundamental rights, or
checking the quality of data.8 In January 2019, FRA launched a research project on
the benefits and disadvantages for the fundamental rights of the implementation of
artificial intelligence in the public administration. The European Commission has
also set up an independent group of high-level experts, charged with promoting a
reliable implementation of artificial intelligence, which respects the principles of
ethics and all the legal norms in force.9
All this has led the European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice to adopt
at the end of 201810 the European Ethical Charter for the use of artificial intelligence
in judicial systems and their environment. This is the first European regional
instrument that envisages a framework of ethical principles that can help
lawmakers, decision-makers, but also those who perform the act of justice to cope
with the rapid development of artificial intelligence and its on-going application in
national judicial processes.11 Also in 2019, the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe has decided to set up a new sub-committee on artificial
intelligence and human rights12 In this way the CEPEJ can contribute to the
improvement of the activity of justice, to its efficiency in increasing the quality of
the act of justice, while respecting the individual fundamental rights, guaranteed at
regional level, first of all through the European Convention on Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms by the Council of Europe Convention on the Protection of
Personal Data (ETS no.108) and by the Protocol amending the Convention on the
Protection of Personal Data (CETS n.223). One problem that arises at this point is
that, if the states of the European Union have signed and ratified the Conventions
above, the same cannot be said with the aforementioned protocol, which has not
yet been ratified until now by any of the member states of the Union.
7 Amt für Justizvollzug Kanton Zürich, Schlussbericht Zusammenfassung Modellversuch
Risikoorientierter Sanktionenvollzug, 23.05.2014.
8 FRA, Focus Paper Big Data: Discrimination in data-supported decision making, 2018, p. 11.
9 The high level Independent Group of Experts on Artificial Intelligence. Orientations in the
field of ethics, Bruxelles, 2019.
10 Adopted in the 31st plennary session of CEPEJ
11 N. Braun Binder, Künstliche Intelligenz und automatisierte Entscheidungen in der
öffentlichen Verwaltung, Schweizerische Juristen-Zeitung 115/2019, pp. 467-476.
12 OECD, Artificial Intelligence in Society, 2019, p. 139.
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II. Principles to be followed in using AI
The principles that must be respected in the use of artificial intelligence in
justice, according to the mentioned Charter are the principles that underpin the
21st century European democratic society, which faces certain types of problems,
challenges and opportunities, a society that undergoes some internal difficulties,
which are specific to the functioning of democracy in some countries or which
faces a certain international context. These challenges identified by the Council in
some of its activities or more precisely of its institutions, taking into account the
opportunities that the Council has especially in the exploitation of new
technologies should be perceived, why not, even as a support for democracy on
our continent.
1. Respecting the human rights
Since the principles of the Council of Europe are pluralistic democracy, respect
for human rights and the rule of law,13 it is natural that the CEPEJ Ethics Charter
states as its first principle: "The principle of respect for fundamental rights:
ensuring a conception and application of artificial intelligence tools and services
that are compatible with fundamental rights". This is especially important if one
considers that for Europe's democratic future the use of new technologies is
needed both for the purpose of strengthening, consolidating democratic
commitments, and also for understanding the impact of technological
developments on certain aspects of the Council's way of acting.
2. The principle of non-discrimination
Because judicial activity is an essential component of a democratic society,
which aims to resolve disputes between the parties in such a way as to respond to
the demands of the right to a public and fair trial, ensured by an independent and
impartial court, respecting the equality of arms, another important principle that is
stated in the Charter is "The principle of non-discrimination: the specific
prevention of the creation or intensification of any discrimination between
individuals or groups of individuals".
3. The principle of quality and safety
Because the judicial activity involves in a democratic society the protection of
human dignity, of private life, the person's reputation, the presumption of
innocence and so on, it is necessary to respect an essential principle, mentioned by
the CEPEJ Ethical Charter, "The principle of quality and security: regarding the
13 See I. Moroianu Zlătescu, Human Rights a dynamic and evolving process, ProUniversitaria
Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015, p.93; I. Moroianu Zlătescu, P.E. Zlătescu, Du droit international
comparé des droits de l’homme dans la jurisprudence de la Cour européenne des droits de l’homme, Fiat
Iustitia no.2/2016, p.165 and subs.
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processing of judgments and judicial data, using certified sources and intangible
data with models designed in a multidisciplinary way, in a secure technological
environment".
4. The principle of transparency, impartiality and intellectual integrity
But, because from the activity of the various courts, the importance of
establishing direct relations between the courts and the public as a whole has been
appreciated, it has been considered that the insertion of justice in the society
presupposes an outwards openness from the judicial institutions, which should
learn to make themselves known contributing to the transparency of justice. Of
course, this transparency cannot be total. It also implies the need to protect the
effectiveness of investigations and the interests of the persons concerned. In these
conditions, another basic principle, which is found in the Charter is “The principle
of transparency, impartiality and intellectual integrity: to make the methods of
processing data accessible and intelligible, to authorize external audits”.
5. User control
The last principle stated in the Charter implies a great responsibility for all
those involved in the use of artificial intelligence in the act of justice. This is the
“Principle under the control of the user. It excludes a prescriptive approach and
ensures that users are informed actors and who control their choices”.
III. Conclusions
As it clearly results from the Charter, the principles referred to above should
help everyone involved, from decision makers to justice seekers to cope with the
rapid development of artificial intelligence in the proceedings before national
courts. These principles should be applied followed by reassessments that must
take place regularly in order to permanently improve the practices in the field, and
in the event of a failure or a partial failure, the situation will be analysed and
depending on the result, an action plan is drawn up to take the necessary
measures. Also, the independent authorities provided by the Charter can, upon
request, assess the situation of the states' adherence to the principles of the Charter
and may propose measures to adapt to the evolution of technologies and their use.
The improvement of the quality of the justice act aims, at present time, to reduce
the duration of dispute resolution, to unify the jurisprudence and not lastly to
modernize the status of some autonomously organized legal professions. If the
legal premises for speeding up the settlement of cases have been ensured by
adopting regulations that correspond to the current evolution of society, they must
be supported by the use of new technologies to achieve predictable justice.
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